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ABSTRACT 
ISAAC OF NINEVEH‘S CONTRIBUTION TO SYRIAC THEOLOGY:  
AN ESCHATOLOGICAL REWORKING OF GREEK ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
 
Jason Scully 
 
Marquette University, 2013 
 
 
 This dissertation responds to an explicit desideratum from Robert Beulay, who, in 
his book La Lumière sans forme, calls for a presentation of Isaac‘s thought with special 
attention to his sources.   
 Contrary to the belief of older scholarship, I conclude that Isaac‘s anthropology 
and eschatology are much more than a Syriac repetition of Greek Evagrian thought; 
rather, they are influenced by John the Solitary, a Syriac author who has received less 
scholarly attention.  Although Isaac refers to Evagrius, as well as Pseudo-Dionysius and 
Pseudo-Macarius, to define specific terminology, the influence of John the Solitary 
permeates all areas of Isaac‘s thought.   
 The first part of this dissertation investigates the sources for Isaac‘s anthropology.  
Isaac appropriates Evagrius‘s definitions of the tripartite soul to explain how evil arises 
from the natural goodness of the soul and he uses Pseudo-Dionysius‘s and Pseudo-
Macarius‘s definition of loving desire to explain how the soul naturally prepares the mind 
for the reception of heavenly knowledge, but these definitions only make sense within the 
context of John‘s three degrees.  The three degrees framework explains that the operation 
of the soul depends on the degree of ascetical renunciation performed by each monk.  
 The second part of this dissertation examines the sources for Isaac‘s eschatology.  
Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s eschatology, which focuses on returning the soul to the original 
purity of creation and instead emphasizes an eschatology in which the future state of the 
soul surpasses original purity.  Isaac bases this future-oriented eschatology on John‘s 
obsessive interest in the life of the world to come. 
 The third part of this dissertation investigates the sources for Isaac‘s conception of 
wonder, which, I argue, is Isaac‘s most significant contribution to Syriac theology. 
Wonder renders Isaac‘s ascetical system coherent because it unifies anthropology with 
eschatology by accounting for the way that the material human being embraces the 
spiritual order of the world to come.  Although Isaac turns to Evagrius and Pseudo-
Dionysius in order to construct ancillary definitions for the term wonder, John‘s 
conception of wonder as heavenly knowledge of the world to come is the basis for Isaac‘s 
conception of the term. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
ISAAC OF NINEVEH: BIOGRAPHY AND TEXTS 
 
 Since scholars have already published detailed accounts of Isaac‘s biographical 
history, I will provide only a brief summary.
1
  Information about Isaac‘s life comes from 
two historical references.  One is the Book of Chastity by Isho‘dnah, from the early ninth-
century and the other is from an anonymous document preserved by the West Syrians and 
found in a fifteenth-century manuscript published by I. Rahmani in the early twentieth-
century.
2
  From these documents and internal evidence from Isaac‘s own writings, we 
learn that Isaac was born in the region of Beit Qatar, on the Persian Gulf sometime 
around 613 CE.
3
  He was consecrated as bishop of Nineveh around 676 CE, but his career 
as a bishop was short since he quickly retired from office in order to live the life of a 
hermit in the mountains of southeast Iraq.  According to Isho‘dnah, in the Book of 
Chastity, Isaac abandoned his position as bishop for a ―reason which God knows,‖ but the 
document published by Rahmani suggests that the Patriarch, George the Katholikos, may 
have asked Isaac to step down because the citizens of Nineveh were displeased to have a 
foreigner as their bishop.
4
  After retiring from the office of bishop, Isaac first lived as a 
                                                 
1
 For the most thorough biographical overviews, see the introduction to The Ascetical Homilies of Saint 
Isaac the Syrian, ed. Holy Transfiguration Monastery (Boston: 1984), lxii-lxxvii and Sabino Chialà, 
Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: 
Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 3-114. 
2
 J.B. Chabot, ―Le Livre de la chasteté, composé par Jésusdenah, Evěque de Basrah,‖ in Mélanges 
d‘Archéologie et d‘Histoire 16 (1896): 277-78.  I. E. Rahmani, Studia Syriaca I (Lebanon: Charfet 
Seminary, 1904), 32-33. 
3
 For further background on the region of Beit Qatar in antiquity, see Jean Maurice Fiey, ―L‘Élam, La 
première des métropoles ecclésiastiques Syriennes Orientales,‖ in Communautés syriaques en Iran et Irak 
des origines à 1552 (London: Variorium Reprints, 1979), 221-67 and ―L‘Élam, La première des métropoles 
ecclésiastiques Syriennes Orientales (suite),‖ in Communautés syriaques en Iran et Irak des origines à 
1552 (London: Variorium Reprints, 1979), 110-53. 
4
 See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 58-59 and Holy Transgifuration 
Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, lxvii-lxx. 
2 
 
hermit in the mountains of Beit Huzaye, to the south of Nineveh, and ultimately retired to 
the monastery of Rabban Shabur, where he remained until his death. 
 Internal evidence suggests that Isaac composed his ascetical homilies late in his 
life, around 688 CE.
5
  Although the biographical document published by Rahmani states 
that Isaac became blind and that the monks of the monastery of Rabban Shabur wrote 
down his teachings, Isaac himself writes that he himself penned the ascetical homilies, 
probably while he was dwelling in solitude and still endowed with sight.
6
  While neither 
biographical document says much about the genesis of the discourses, some of them seem 
to be letters and some of them are answers to questions.
7
 
The ancient sources disagree on the number of books that Isaac wrote: Isho‘dnah 
speaks generally of books by Isaac on ―way of life of the solitary,‖ the text published by 
Rahmani specifies that Isaac composed five books, and finally, Abdisho of Nisibus 
attributes seven books to Isaac in his Catalogue of Ecclesiastical Writings.
8
  In addition, a 
number of spurious works have also been attributed to Isaac.
9
  Many of Isaac‘s homilies 
                                                 
5
 Holy Transfiguration Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, lxii-lxvii. 
6
 Holy Transfiguration Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, lxx-lxxi. 
7
 See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 78-79. 
8
 See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 66. 
9
 For a discussion of these texts, see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 73-77.  
The older theory that Isaac composed The Book of Grace no longer holds currency.  Scholars attributed The 
Book of Grace to Isaac because Aurthur Vööbus discovered five manuscripts in the libraries of the Syrian 
East that identify Isaac as the author of The Book of Grace.  See A. Vööbus, ―Eine neue Schrift von Ishaq 
von Ninive,― OS 21 (1972): 309-12.  In addition, J. Sanders noted a number of similarities between Isaac‘s 
writings and the Book of Grace in J Sanders, ―Une prière inedited d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ in Von Kanaan bis 
Kerala: Festschrift für Prof. Mag. Dr. J.P.M. van der Ploeg O.P., ed. W.C. Delsman et al. (Kevelaer: 
Butzon & Bercker, 1982), 499-511.  Finally, Gabriel Bunge claims that Isaac dictated The Book of Grace to 
other monks after he retired in the monastery of Rabban Shabur.  See Gabriel Bunge, ―Mar Isaak von 
Ninive und sein ‗Buch der Gnade‘,‖ OS 34 (1985): 3-22.    
 Recent scholarship, however, no longer attributes The Book of Grace to Isaac.  The monks of the 
monastery of the Holy Transfiguration monastery ascribe The Book of Grace to Simon Tabyutha. For a 
detailed analysis, see Holy Transfiguration Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, 
lxxi-lxxxv.  Also see Paolo Bettiolo, ―Povertà e conoscenza: appunti sulle Centurie Gnostiche della 
tradizione Evagriana in Siria,‖ Parole de l‘Orient 15 (1988-1989), 114-18. 
3 
 
were lost until recent discoveries in the late twentieth- and early twenty-first-centuries.
10
  
At the present time, we have critical editions to three collections of ascetical homilies 
written by Isaac and unpublished manuscripts of fragments from a fourth collection.
11
  
According to Sabino Chialà, neither internal nor external evidence suggest any evolution 
of thought between the different collections, although the second and third collections 
seem to have more eschatology, express more original thought, and have more 
systemization than the first collection.
12
   
 
 
PURPOSE AND PRESENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON ISAAC‘S SOURCES 
 
 
 This dissertation will contribute to a fuller understanding to the development of 
the ascetical theology of Isaac, whose importance is not commensurate with the relatively 
small amount of scholarship dedicated to his thought.
13
  Isaac is one of the most 
                                                 
10
 For background on the recent discovery of the second part, see Sebastian Brock, ―Isaac of Nineveh: 
Some Newly Discovered Works,‖ Sobornost 8:1 (1986): 28-33.  For background on the recent discovery of 
the third part, as well as a summary of the homilies therein, see Sabino Chialà, ―Une nouvelle collection 
d‘écrits d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ Proche-Orient Chrétien 54:3-4 (2004): 290-304. 
11
 Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. 
Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007);  Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. 
Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995); Isacco di Ninive Terza 
Collezione, ed. Sabino Chialà, CSCO 638, Scriptores Syyri 247 (Louven: Peeters, 2011).  The authenticity 
of the third part is under some dispute.  Chialà, who published the critical edition and translated it into 
Italian, claims that a thorough examination of the texts reveals indisputably that Isaac is the author.  See  
Sabino Chialà, ―Une nouvelle collection d‘écrits d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ 292-93: ―On peut affirmer avec 
certitude, me semble-t-il, la paternité isaaquienne de cette collection, pour les raisons suivantes: sont 
présents dans notre collection des discours sûrement authentiques appartenant tant à la Première qu‘à la 
Deuxième collection; le style et la terminologie sont les mêmes; mais c‘est surtout le contenu qui me paraît 
en parfait accord avec le reste de l‘œuvre.‖  Patrick Hagman, however, calls for reservation in attributing 
authentic authorship to Isaac; see Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 235-36: ―The collection contains some ideas that seem somewhat alien to Isaac, 
and I have, for this reason, decided to treat the Third Part with some caution.  Clearly there is also much in 
common with the texts we consider authentic, but the possibility that this collection may contain some 
writings by other writers in the same tradition as Isaac cannot be completely discounted.‖ 
12
 See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 78. 
13
 There are only two recent monographs on Isaac of Nineveh: Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla 
misericordia infinita, published in 2002 and Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh, 
published in 2010.  Also see the book –length section on Isaac in Georg Günter Blum, Die Geschichte der 
4 
 
influential Syriac theologians, as his writings influenced later Syriac authors, such as 
Joseph Hazzaya (eighth-century) and John Dalyatha (eighth-century), and Greek authors, 
such as Gregory of Sinai (1255-1346) and Gregory Palamas (1296-1359), through Greek 
translation.
14
  Isaac‘s influence on the Latin tradition became widespread in the fifteenth-
century, when Latin translations of his text began to be circulated.
15
  Isaac‘s writings 
have also been translated into numerous modern languages.
16
   
 This dissertation will respond to an explicit desideratum from one of the premier 
scholars in the field of Syriac theology.  In his book La Lumière sans forme (1987), 
Robert Beulay points out the need for a presentation of Isaac‘s thought with special 
attention to his sources.
17
  Sabino Chialà‘s recent monograph on Isaac, Dall‘ascesi 
eremitica alla misericordia infinita (2002), is a solid first step towards this goal, but the 
                                                                                                                                                 
Begegnung christlich-orientalischer Mystik mit der Mystik des Islams, Orientalia Biblica et Christiana 17 
(Wiesbaden: 2009), 145-289. 
14
 For a thorough overview of Isaac‘s reception in antiquity, see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla 
misericordia infinita, 281-306.  Also see Wassilios Klein, ―Die Heiligkeit Isaak des Syrers von Ninive 
(7.Jh.) in der neuzeitlichen orthodoxen Überlieferung,‖ in Syriaca II. Beiträge zum 3. deutschen Syrologen-
Symposium in Vierzehnheiligen 2002, ed. Martin Tamcke, Studien zur orientalischen Kirchengeschichte 33 
(Münster: LIT, 2004), 91-104.  For a thorough analysis of the manuscript tradition and reception history of 
Isaac‘s texts in the Iberian Penninsula, see V. Sebastià Janeras, ―La diffusion d‘Isaac de Ninive dans la 
Péninsule Ibérique,‖ in Eastern Crossroads: Essays on Medieval Christian Legacy, ed. Juan Pedro 
Monferrer-Sala, Gorgias Eastern Christianity Studies 1 (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2007), 247-74.   
For a thorough analysis of the provenance and translation history of the three tenth-century Georgian 
translations of Isaac‘s homilies, see Tamara Pataridze, ―Les Discours Ascétiques d‘Isaac de Ninive: Étude 
de la tradition géorgienne et de ses rapports avec les autres versions,‖ Le Muséon 124:1-2 (2011): 27-58. 
15
  Chialà mistakenly says that Gregory the Great mentions Isaac in his Dialogues.  This conclusion cannot 
be correct, since Gregory the Great (c. 540-604) predates Isaac.  Chialà‘s overview of the Latin 
appropriation of Isaac relies on Gregory the Great‘s discussion of a certain ―holy man‖ near Spoleto named 
Isaac, who, as Gregory records, said that ―A monk who seeks possessions here on earth is no monk.‖  This 
statement was appropriated and used by the Spiritual Franciscans in favor of their argument for radical 
poverty.  Chialà traces out the history of commentary on this statement through the thirtheenth- and 
fourteenth-centuries, but this history cannot originate with Isaac of Nineveh.  The Isaac in Gregory‘s 
dialogues must be a different Isaac.  See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 
291-306. 
16
 For an overview of modern translations, see Sebastian Brock, ―From Qatar to Tokyo, by way of Mar 
Saba: The translations of Isaac of Beth Qatraye (Isaac the Syrian),‖ Aram 11-12 (1999-2000): 475-84 and 
Sebastian Brock, ―An Ecumenical Role Played by Monastic Literature: The Case of St Isaac the Syrian,‖ 
One in Christ: A Catholic Ecumenical Review 40:3 (2005): 53-58.  
17
 See Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans forme: Introduction à l‘étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-
orientale (Chevetogne: Éditions de Chevetogne, 1987), 9.   
5 
 
general nature of the study — Chialà intends it to be a ―general panoramic‖ — prevents 
him from performing an in-depth examination on any one particular area of Isaac‘s 
thought with respect to particular theological issues.
18
  An overview of the rest of the 
present state of research on Isaac reveals that scholars have too often ignored the Greek 
and Syriac sources that Isaac used to develop his complex synthesis of the ascetical life.  
 The paucity of secondary literature on Isaac‘s sources exists because most of it is 
in the form of articles on his contribution to the spiritual life.  The most thorough 
presentation of Isaac‘s contribution to the spiritual life is Hilarion Alfeyev‘s book 
entitled, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian.
19
  While this work provides a helpful 
anthology of quotations from Isaac‘s texts, it does little to situate Isaac in his historical 
setting.  Articles on Isaac‘s general contribution to the spiritual life include Nikolaus Von 
Arseniew‘s ―Geistige ‗Nüchternherit‘ und Gebet,‖ Sebastian Brock‘s ―St. Isaac of 
Nineveh and Syriac Spirituality,‖ C. N. Tsirpanlis‘s ―Praxis and Theoria,‖ and Erica 
Hunter‘s ―Isaac of Nineveh, the Persian Mystic.‖20  Other articles focus on particular 
aspects of Isaac‘s contribution to the spiritual life: Gregory Mansour has written about 
the role of humility in Isaac‘s spirituality;21  David Lichter, Paul Mascia, and Geefarhese 
                                                 
18
 See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, vi: ―L‘intento è innanzitutto quello di 
offrire una panoramica generale della figura di Isacco.‖ 
19
 Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 2000).  
Also see Hilarion Alfeyev, ―Prayer in St. Isaac of Nineveh,‖ in Prayer and Spirituality in the Early Church, 
ed. Pauline Allen, Raymond Canning, and Lawrence Cross (Brisbane: Centre for Early Christian Studies: 
1998), 61-80 
20
 Nikolaus von Arseniew, ―Geistige ‗Nüchternheit‖ und Gebet: Einige Züge aus der Mystik des 
christlichen Ostens, hauptsächlich nach der mystischen Lehre des Isaak von Syrien,‖ ZAM 15 (1940): 136-
43;  Sebastian Brock, ―St Isaac of Nineveh and Syriac Spirituality,‖ Sobornost 7:2 (1975): 79-89;  C. N. 
Tsirpanlis, ―Praxis and Theoria: The Heart, Love and Light Mysticism in Saint Isaac the Syrian,‖ The 
Patristic and Byzantine Review 6 (1987): 93-120;  and Erica Hunter, ―Isaac of Nineveh, the Persian 
Mystic,‖ Iqbal Review: Journal of the Iqbal Academy of Pakistan (1988): 91-95. 
21
 Gregory J Mansour, ―Humility according to St. Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Diakonia 28:3 (1995): 181-86. 
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Panicker have commented on the role of tears in Isaac‘s spirituality;22 Justin Popovitch 
and J. Touraille and have both written about the role of knowledge in Isaac‘s 
spirituality;
23
 Sabino Chialà has written about the importance of solitude in Isaac‘s 
spirituality;
24
 and André Louf has written about the role of God‘s love in Isaac‘s 
spirituality.
25
  Several articles have been published on the contemporary relevance of 
Isaac‘s writings on the spiritual life.26  And finally, a number of scholars have 
commented on the important role that Isaac‘s writings play in ecumenical relations.27  
While Isaac‘s contribution to the spiritual life is one of his greatest legacies, more work 
needs to be done that goes beyond his basic contribution to spirituality. 
A valuable, but less common, approach to the study of Isaac is, as Beulay has 
suggested, through an examination of his sources.  Isaac‘s ascetical writings, though 
highly original, are also a complex synthesis of many different Greek and Syriac sources.  
Scholars have begun to sort through the different sources that contributed to Isaac‘s 
ascetical system, but the question of Isaac‘s dependence on Greek and Syriac sources 
                                                 
22
 David A. Lichter, ―Tears and Contemplation in Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Diakonia 11 (1976): 239- 58; Paul T 
Mascia, ―The Gift of Tears in Isaac of Nineveh: A Transition to Pure Prayer and the Virtue of Mercy,‖ 
Diakonia 14:3 (1979): 255-65; and Geevarghese Panicker, ―Prayer With Tears: A Great Feast of 
Repentance,‖ The Harp 4 (1991): 111-33.  
23
 Justin Popovitch, ―Théorie de La connaissance et de Dieu chez Saint Isaac le Syrien,‖ Contacts 22 
(1970): 32-53 and 119-47 and J. Touraille, ―Isaac le Syrien: témoin de l‘impossible,‖ Contacts 34 (1982): 
170-78. 
24
 Sabino Chialà, ―Isaac de Ninive et sa doctrine: entre solitude et communion,‖ Irénikon 83:4 (2010): 479-
99.   This article also exists in Italian as Sabino Chialà, ―Isacco di Ninive e il suo insegnamento, tra 
solitudine e comunione,‖ in Comunione e solitudine/Communion et solitude. Monastero di Bose, 8-11 
settembre 2010, ed. Sabino Chialà, Lisa Cremaschi, and Adalberto Mainardi (Monastero di Bose: Qiqajon, 
2011), 105-25. 
25
 André Louf, ―Pourquoi Dieu se manifesta, selon Isaac le Syrien,‖ CPE 80 (2000): 37-56. 
26
 See Gabriel Bunge, ―Mar Isaac of Niniveh and his Relevance Nowadays,‖ Christian Orient 7 (1986): 
193-95.  Also see Sebastian Brock, The Wisdom of St. Isaac of Nineveh (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2006), 
vi-xx. 
27
 Sebastian Brock, ―Aspects oecuméniques des oeuvres de Saint Isaac le Syrien,‖ in Le Monachisme 
Syriaqu du VIIe siècle à nos jours, Patrimoine Syriaque, Actes du colloque 6.1 (Antélias: Centre d‘Études 
et de Recherches Pastorales, 1999), 121-27; Sebastian Brock, ―An Ecumenical Role Played by Monastic 
Literature,‖ 53-58; André Louf, ―Isaac le Syrien. La grâce, non pas les œuvres,‖ Proche-Orient Chrétien 51 
(2001): 243-46; and Antoine, Audo, ―Isaac of Nineveh, John of Dalyatha and Eastern Spirituality',‖ One in 
Christ: A Catholic Ecumenical Review 44:2 (2010), 29-48. 
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remains unsettled because scholars have yet to determine whether or not Isaac‘s ascetical 
thought is fundamentally Greek or fundamentally Syriac.  Older scholarship compared 
Isaac to Greek texts while more recent scholarship has begun to look into Isaac‘s 
dependence on sources written in Syriac. 
An overview of the secondary literature that has discussed Isaac‘s dependence on 
sources reveals the need for a re-evaluation of the way that Isaac used Greek and Syriac 
sources.  I will conclude that Isaac‘s ascetical system is fundamentally Syriac, though he 
uses Greek sources to provide technical terminology.  In particular, I will claim that Isaac 
is especially dependent on John the Solitary (early fifth-century), but he builds Greek 
definitions from Evagrius (346-399), Pseudo-Macarius (fourth-century), and Pseudo-
Dionysius (c. 500) into his essentially Syriac system. 
 
 
ISAAC‘S DEPENDENCE ON GREEK SOURCES 
 
   
Turning first to Greek sources, we see that scholars have studied the relationship 
between Isaac and three Greek authors: Evagrius, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Pseudo-
Macarius.
28
  The most substantial work on Isaac‘s use of sources has been on his use of 
Evagrian texts.  Many scholars hold the sentiment that Evagrius‘ doctrine is the primary 
key to interpreting several of the unclear passages in Isaac‘s texts.  Antoine Guillaumont 
expresses this notion quite clearly when he states, ―On a pu épouver assez rapidement 
                                                 
28
 Scholars have also just begun to examine Isaac‘s dependence on Theodore of Mopsuestia (350-428).  
Sabino Chialà and Nestor Kavvadas have identified Theodore as an important source for Isaac‘s 
eschatology.  See Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 92-101; Nestor 
Kavvadas, ―Some Observations on the Theological Anthropology of Isaac of Nineveh and its Sources,‖ 
Scrinium 4 (2008): 147-57;  Nestor Kavvadas, ―Some Observations on the Theological Anthropology of 
Isaac of Nineveh and its Sources,‖ Scrinium 4 (2008): 147-57; and Nestor Kavvadas, ―On the Relations 
between the Eschatological Doctrine of Isaac of Nineveh and Theodore of Mopsuestia',‖ in SP 45, ed. J. 
Baun and others (2010): 245-50.  
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qu‘une des clefs, et sans doute la principale, pour l‘interprétation de l‘œvre d‘Isaac est la 
doctrine d‘Évagre, qu‘Isaac cite assez souvent.‖29  Guillaumont‘s position represents an 
older strategy of interpreting Isaac that tended to favor Evagrian influence over other 
Greek and Syriac sources.      
 Other articles study the relationship between Evagrius and sub-categories of 
Isaac‘s thought, particularly regarding contemplation and prayer.  One important work on 
the relationship between Evagrius and Isaac is Sebastian Brock‘s detailed article 
comparing the occurrence of contemplative language in Isaac‘s writings with similar 
language in texts by Evagrius, John the Solitary, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Pseudo-
Macarius.  Brock concludes that Isaac‘s use of language related to the terms ―theoria‖ 
and ―noetic‖ is most often in deference to Evagrius.30  Brock‘s thorough index of 
terminology is a helpful resource for determining how Isaac appropriated language from 
various authors, but especially Evagrius.  A similar strategy has also been employed by 
Sabino Chialà, also with regard to Isaac‘s dependence on Evagrius.31  
 Scholars have also studied the connection between Isaac and Evagrius regarding 
prayer.  Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony has compared Evagrius and Isaac on pure prayer and 
she concludes that ―although Isaac does not create a new theory of contemplative prayer, 
he provides an entirely fresh and original view on the matter, as a result of merging the 
Evagrian and Syriac traditions.‖32  Although Bitton-Ashkelony emphasizes Evagrius as 
the primary influence on Isaac‘s notion of pure prayer, her conclusion is also an 
                                                 
29
 Antoine, Guillaumont, ―Le mystique syriaque Isaac de Ninive,‖ in Études sur la spiritualité de l‘Orient 
Chrétien, Spiritualité Patristica 66, (Bellefontaine: Abby of Bellefontaine, 1996), 21.   
30
 See Sebastian Brock, ―Discerning the Evagrian in the writings of Isaac of Nineveh: a preliminary 
investigation,‖ Adamantius 15 (2009): 60-72. 
31
 Sabino Chialà, ―Evagrio il Pontico negli scritti di Isacco di Ninive,‖ Adamantius 15 (2009): 73-84. 
32
 Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, ―The Limit of the Mind (νοῦς): Pure Prayer according to Evagrius Ponticus 
and Isaac of Nineveh,‖ ZAC/ Journal of Ancient Christianity 15:2 (2011), 319.  
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important recognition that, even though Isaac appropriated Evagrius‘s thought, he did so 
by redefining definitions and terminology with definitions and terminology from past 
Syriac authorities.    
 Several scholars have identified Evagrius as the primary influence on Isaac‘s 
theology, especially in contradistinction to Pseudo-Dionysius.
33
  Although Pseudo-
Dionysian writings influenced other Syriac writers and although elements of Isaac‘s 
thought resemble Pseudo-Dionysian themes, most scholars downplay the influence of 
Pseudo-Dionysius on Isaac.  This conclusion, I argue, is not fully accurate.  Ysabel De 
Andia, for example, claims that Isaac is more interested in Evagrius‘s emphasis on 
returning the nous to the primordial state of original purity than transcending the intellect, 
as in Pseudo-Dionysius.
34
  I will arrive at the opposite conclusion in chapter three of this 
dissertation.  Likewise, Sebastian Brock concludes that the Dionysian corpus did not 
exert a very strong influence on Isaac, and this lack of influence is reflected in the small 
number of phrases that Isaac has in common with Sergius‘ Syriac translation of Pseudo-
Dionysius‘s text.35  In chapter six of this dissertation, I will argue that Isaac‘s definition 
of wonder and astonishment relies on Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness.  In 
another article, Brock points out that, unlike other Eastern Christian authors, Isaac does 
not follow Pseudo-Dionysius in downplaying the heart in favor of the mind.
36
  Yet, as 
                                                 
33
 For a comparison of Evagrius‘s influence in contradistinction to Pseudo-Macarius, see Alexej Muravjev, 
―Macarian or Evagrian: The Problem of Origenist Legacy in Eastern Syriac Mystical Literature,‖ in 
Origeniana Octava: Origen and the Alexandrian Tradition, Papers of the 8
th
 International Origen 
Congress Pisa, 27-31 August 2001, ed. L. Perrone (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2003), 1185-91. 
34
 Ysabel de Andia, ―Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,‖ Collectanea Cisterciensia 53 (1991), 
48. 
35
 Sebastian Brock, ―Some Uses of the Term Theoria in the Writings of Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Parole de 
l‘Orient 22 (1996), 418.   
36
 Sebastian Brock, ―The Prayer of the Heart in the Syriac Tradition,‖ Sobornost 4:2 (1982): 131-42.   
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Alexander Golitzin has pointed out, this conclusion relies on an outdated distinction 
between heart and mind.
37
 
 Although Evagrius is clearly a strong influence on Isaac‘s thought, this 
dissertation will re-examine the influence of Pseudo-Dionysius on Isaac‘s development of 
the terms wonder and astonishment, which play a central role in Isaac‘s ascetical system.  
Isaac‘s emphasis on the ecstatic experience of the world to come — what he calls wonder 
— is more Pseudo-Dionysian than it is Evagrian.  Since ecstatic experience is central to 
Isaac‘s thought, the importance of Pseudo-Dionysius‘s influence in this regard has been 
undervalued. 
 The precise influence of Pseudo-Macarius‘s writings on Isaac remains unclear.  
Assemani first noted that quotations from a Macarius occurred in the works of Isaac in 
the eighteenth-century and Chabot reiterated this observation a century later.
38
  Marriot, 
in the early twentieth-century, was the first person to look at each of these citations in 
detail and concluded that Isaac read a few Syriac translations of Pseudo-Macarius‘ letters 
and attributed these works to Macarius of the desert, but otherwise knew nothing of the 
corpus of Macarian Homilies.
39
  More recently, however, Brock has pointed out several 
similarities between the corpus of Macarian Homilies and Isaac‘s writings, particularly 
                                                 
37
 See Alexander Golitzin, ―The Mysticism of Dionysius Areopagita: Platonist or Christian?,‖ Mystics 
Quarterly 19.3 (1993): 98-114 and Alexander Golitzin, ―Dionysius Areopagita: A Chrisitan Mysticism?‖ 
Pro Ecclesia 12.2 (2003): 161-212. 
38
 J. S. Assemani, Bibl. Or. i, (Rome: 1719), 448; J. B. Chabot, De S. Isaaci Ninivitae vita, scriptis et 
doctrina (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1892), 71. 
39
 See G. L, Marriot, ―Isaac of Nineveh and the Writings of Macarius of Egypt,‖ Journal of Theological 
Studies 20 (1919): 345-47. 
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language used to describe the activity of the Holy Spirit on the soul.
40
  Similarly, Bettiolo 
finds connections between the Macarian Homilies and Isaac in the area of prayer.
41
 
Despite this initial work on the relationship between Isaac and Pseudo-Macarius, 
scholarship has yet to produce a full-scale comparison between the Syriac Macarian 
corpus and Isaac‘s writings.  One problem that has plagued scholars who attempt to 
compare Isaac and Pseudo-Macrius is the significant differences that exist between the 
Greek and Syriac collections of Pseudo-Macrius‘s writings.  Scholars have often 
compared Isaac‘s writings to the Greek versions of Pseudo-Macarius‘s texts, but this 
approach is problematic because the Syriac Macarian corpus is not a straightforward 
translation from the Greek, but rather a summary and loose paraphrase.  Chapter two of 
this dissertation will examine Isaac‘s dependence on the Syriac collection of the 
Macarian homilies regarding the theme of eros.  
 The present state of research on Isaac‘s use of sources, with its abundance of texts 
tracing out the specific influence of Evagrius on aspects of Isaac‘s thought, creates the 
impression that Evagrius‘s writings were the main source of inspiration for Isaac.  While 
one cannot deny the important influence that Evagrius‘s texts played in the formation of 
Isaac‘s thought, it would be incorrect to assume that Evagrius was the predominate 
influence on Isaac.  While this dissertation will also emphasize the understated 
connection between Isaac and Pseudo-Dionysius and between Isaac and Pseudo-
Macarius, we must turn to the Syriac world for more important influences on Isaac‘s 
                                                 
40
 Sebastian Brock, ―Maggnānūtā: A Technical Term in East Syrian Spirituality and its Background,‖ in 
Mélanges Antoine Guillaumont: Contributions à l‘étude des christianismes orientaux, Cahiers 
D‘Orientalisme 20 (Geneva: Cramer, 1988), 128-29.  
41
 Paolo, Bettiolo, ―Prigionieri dell Spirito: liberta creaturale ed eschaton in Isacco di Ninive e nelle sue 
fonti,‖ Annali di Scienze religiose 4 (1999), 352. 
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thought.  This dissertation will claim that it is the Syriac author, John the Solitary, who 
provides the foundation to Isaac‘s thought. 
 
 
ISAAC‘S DEPENDENCE ON SYRIAC SOURCES 
 
 
 Recent literature has begun to search for Isaac‘s influences more within the realm 
of Syriac authors rather than within Greek sources.  The first article to cite the importance 
of Syriac sources over and against Evagrian sources for Isaac‘s thought was an influential 
article by E. Khalifé-Hachem, entitled ―La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac 
de Ninive.‖42  This article identified the importance of John the Solitary in discerning 
Isaac‘s influences, especially Isaac‘s teachings on prayer.  Khalifé-Hachem concluded 
that although Evagrian texts influenced superficial aspects of Isaac‘s thinking on prayer, 
John the Solitary‘s writings influenced the foundation of Isaac‘s teachings.  He says, ―A 
cela nous ajoutons qu‘Isaac ne paraît pas avoir bien assimilé la doctrine d‘Évagre; c‘est 
pourquoi il reste fondamentalement dépendant de Jean le Solitaire, tandis que son 
évagrianisme, quoique très apparent, reste superficiel.‖43  Since Khalifé-Hachem, other 
scholars, such as Guillaumont, Hunt, and Chialà have found strong connections between 
Isaac and John the Solitary.
44
 
 In addition to John the Solitary, scholars have now begun to examine Isaac‘s 
dependence on other Syriac thinkers.  Isaac‘s dependence on Ephrem has been the subject 
of a number of studies.  In a recent article, Sabino Chialà has noted the general 
                                                 
42
 E. Khalifé-Hachem, ―La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive,‖ in Mémorial Mgr 
Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis (1898-1968) (Leuven: Impr. Orientaliste, 1969), 157-73. 
43
E. Khalifé-Hachem, ―La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive,‖ 172. 
44
 See Antoine, Guillaumont, ―Le mystique syriaque Isaac de Ninive,‖ 216; Hannah Hunt, ―Praying the 
Body: Isaac of Nineveh and John of Apamea on Anthropological Integrity,‖ The Harp 11-12 (1998-1999): 
153-58; and Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 109-113. 
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importance of Ephrem as an authority for Isaac.
45
  Likewise, Sebastian Brock has found 
general similarities in the way that Isaac and Ephrem both reflect on the meaning and 
function of the natural world.
46
  Ysabel de Andia has pointed to the shared imagery of the 
pearl in authors such as Isaac, Ephrem, and Jacob of Serug.
47
  And finally, Brouria 
Bitton-Ashkelony has noted that Isaac relies on Ephrem‘s definition of wonder.48  
Chapter six of this dissertation will build on Bitton-Ashkelony‘s observation and specify 
the precise way in which Isaac developed Ephrem‘s concept of wonder.   
 While scholars are beginning to look more and more into the possible relationship 
between Isaac and earlier Syriac sources, more work needs to be done.  This dissertation 
will advance the field of studies on Isaac by examining the relationship between John the 
Solitary and Isaac. 
 
 
ISAAC‘S DEPENDENCE ON OTHER SOURCES 
 
 
 Other approaches to the examination of Isaac‘s sources are worth mentioning.  
First, scholars have examined the relationship between Isaac and various forms of secular 
philosophy.  Earlier scholarship attempted to make connections between Isaac and Greek 
Neoplatonic or Stoic philosophy.  In his translation of the first set of homilies by Isaac, 
A. J. Wensinck supplied several footnotes with references to the Enneades of Plotinus, 
                                                 
45
 Sabino Chialà, Sabino, ―Efrem nei mistici siro-orientali e in particolare in Isacco di Ninive,‖ in Saint 
Éphrem, un poète pour notre temps, Patrimoine Syriaque, Actes du Colloque XI (Antélias, Liban: Centre 
d‘Études et de Recherches Orientales, 2007), 241-53. 
46
 Sebastian Brock, ―Humanity and the Natural World in the Syriac Tradition,‖ Sobornost 12:2 (1990): 131-
142. 
47
 Ysabel de Andia, ―Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,‖ 21. 
48
 Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, ―The Limit of the Mind (νοῦς),‖ 371. 
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the Sentences of Porphyry, and the Diatrabe of Epictetus.
49
  Although scholars have 
acknowledged Isaac‘s general dependence on a Platonic model of the soul (via Evagrius), 
the notion that Isaac appropriated specific aspects of his ascetical theory from 
Neoplatonic thinkers no longer holds currency.
50
  Recent studies into the relationship 
between Isaac and Syriac secular philosophers have been more helpful.  Especially 
noteworthy is Sebastian Brock‘s article that points out Isaac‘s use and citation of a 
secular Syriac philosopher named Secundus.
51
  Otherwise, Isaac shows little interest in 
the world of secular philosophy. 
 Another avenue for framing Isaac‘s thought is his relationship to Jewish sources.  
Mary Hansbury‘s unpublished dissertation examined this subject in detail for the opening 
chapters of the first set of homilies.
52
  Brenda Fitch Fairaday‘s examination of Isaac‘s 
imagery of the cross also reveals Isaac‘s deference to Jewish themes, such as Isaac‘s 
equation of the cross with the new Ark of the Shekinah of God.
53
  This Jewish imagery of 
the Shekinah will be discussed in more detail in chapter six of this dissertation.   
Finally, little work has been done on Isaac as a polemicist.  Indeed, as Patrick 
Hagman has noted, polemics is not generally a concern for Isaac, as Isaac himself writes 
―We are not concerned here to rebuke or censure the faults of others, for this is not our 
                                                 
49
 See A. J. Wensinck, Mystic Treatises by Isaac of Nineveh (Wiesbaden, 1969), 5 n. 1, 9 n. 4, 11 n. 3, 14 n. 
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custom.‖54  Yet Isaac‘s texts do contain polemical material against secular philosophers 
and the Messalians.
55
  Nevertheless, more work needs to be done on the theological 
currents that Isaac is responding to in his writings.  Chapter two of this dissertation will 
situate the development of Isaac‘s anthropology in terms of his polemical motivations. 
 
 
THESIS AND METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 In response to Beulay‘s desire for a more detailed study on the relationship 
between Isaac and his sources, this dissertation will map out precise linguistic 
correlations between Isaac‘s writings and texts by earlier authors that played a role in 
shaping his thought.  While much of the scholarship on Isaac has focused on the obvious 
relationship between Evagrius and Isaac, I will build on Khalifé-Hachem‘s article and 
conclude that the foundations of Isaac‘s ascetical theology depends more on the thought 
of John the Solitary than on Evagrius.   
 The first part of this dissertation (chapters one and two) will examine the sources 
that Isaac used to develop his anthropology.  Although he inherits the basic structure of 
Evagrius‘s anthropology, Isaac‘s polemical interest in combating philosophers who deny 
the natural goodness of the created order causes him to situate his anthropology within 
the framework of John the Solitary‘s three degrees.  This strong polemical interest that 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.23 (Brock:63).  See Patrick Hagman, ―St. Isaac of Nineveh and 
the Messalians,‖ in Mystik – Metapher – Bild. Beiträge des VII. Makarios-Symposiums, Göttingen 2007, 
ed. Martin Tamke (Göttingen: Universitätsverlag Göttingen, 2008), 55. 
55
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Nineveh and the Messalians,‖ 55-66.  Also see Nestor Kavvadas, ―Beobachtungen zum Verhältnis 
zwischen ostsyrischem Eremitentum und kirchlicher Liturgie am Beispiel Isaaks von Ninive,‖ in 
Liturgie und Ritual in der Alten Kirche: Patristische Beiträge zum Studium der gottesdienstlichen Quellen 
der Alten Kirche, ed. Wolfram Kinzig, Ulrich Volp, Ulrich and Jürgen Schmidt, Patristic Studies 11 
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Isaac associates with Evagrius‘s anthropology is due, in part, to Babai the Great, whose 
commentary on Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters explicitly used Evagrius‘s anthropology to 
combat philosophers who denied the natural goodness of the soul.   
 The second part of this dissertation (chapters three, four, and five) will examine 
the sources that Isaac used to develop his eschatology.  Isaac does not follow Evagrius‘s 
eschatology, which focuses on returning the soul to its original purity; instead, he follows 
John the Solitary in positing a future-oriented eschatological state that surpasses the 
original purity of creation.  Isaac does not follow Evagrius‘s eschatology because both 
the first Syriac translator of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters and Babai re-interpret 
Evagrius‘s eschatology to such an extent that many of its distinctive components were 
lost.  As a result, Isaac turns to John the Solitary in order to develop his eschatology.   
 I have chosen to focus this dissertation on Isaac‘s anthropology and eschatology 
because these two topics are essential components to his ascetical system.  According to 
Isaac, asceticism is the means through which a person acquires union with God.  
Anthropology considers the inherent structures of a human being (body, soul and spirit) 
and how these inherent structures function so as to enable a monk to progress towards his 
ultimate end: heavenly worship in the world to come.  Eschatology studies the ultimate 
end itself, for a monk needs to know where he is going before he can arrive there.   
 This dissertation will examine the theological areas of anthropology and 
eschatology in order to prove one thesis: the teaching of John the Solitary forms the 
essential framework to Isaac‘s ascetical system.  This thesis, however, requires 
qualification, for Isaac does not just copy John‘s ascetical system verbatim, but expands 
John‘s foundation.  The third part of this dissertation will show how Isaac unites his 
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anthropology and eschatology through the concept of wonder.  His definition of wonder 
is an original synthesis of linguistic terminology and concepts from Ephrem, John the 
Solitary, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Evagrius.  Isaac‘s genius is his ability to synthesize ideas 
from a wide variety of theological traditions. 
 
 
SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION 
 
 
 This dissertation will be divided into three parts.  The first part will contain two 
chapters on the background and formation of Isaac‘s anthropology while the second part 
will contain three chapters on the background and formation of Isaac‘s eschatology.  Both 
of these parts will demonstrate that texts by John the Solitary play a significant role in 
forming the foundation of Isaac‘s thought.  The third part will point to Isaac‘s original 
contribution of using the concept of wonder to unite his anthropology and eschatology. 
 
 
PART 1 
 
 
 The first part of the dissertation will examine Isaac‘s anthropology.  Although 
Isaac inherits Evagrius‘s anthropology, which is itself a reiteration of Plato‘s threefold 
division of the soul (i.e. irascible, concupiscible, and rational), he reinterprets and builds 
on this anthropology by inserting it into a polemical debate on the natural goodness of the 
soul.    
 The first chapter will trace Isaac‘s reception of Evagrian anthropology.  As 
Antoine Guillaumont has shown in Les ‗Képhalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre le Pontique, Isaac 
and other Syriac authors did not read a literal translation of Evagrius‘s important text, the 
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Gnostic Chapters, but instead read an altered version that removed and corrected some of 
the controversial elements of Evagrius‘s thought.  The changes made by this first Syriac 
translator were further solidified in the Syriac mindset by the first commentator of the 
Gnostic Chapters, Babai the Great.  Babai infused Evagrius‘s anthropology with a strong 
polemical component aimed at upholding the natural goodness of the soul.  In particular, 
he emphasizes the role of the will in directing the three parts of the soul either towards 
virtue or evil.   
 The second chapter will show how Isaac reworks Evagrius‘s anthropology around 
the question of the natural goodness of the soul.  Like Babai, Isaac is also motivated by a 
polemical interest to uphold the natural goodness of the soul, but his account of the 
natural goodness of the soul differs from Babai‘s because he uses ideas from Pseudo-
Macarius, Pseudo-Dionysius, and John the Solitary to frame his anthropology.   
 First, Isaac employs Pseudo-Dionysius‘s and Pseudo-Macarius‘s discussion of the 
role that eros plays in the ascetical life.  Isaac correlates eros with the concupiscible part 
of the soul in order to posit a positive role for erotic desire in the purification of the soul.  
Second, Isaac integrates Evagrius‘s threefold division of the soul into John the Solitary‘s 
framework of the ―three degrees.‖  According to John, the ascetical life consists of three 
levels, or degrees: the levels of the body, soul, and spirit.  At the level of the body, the 
monk is subject to the material needs and desires of the body; at the level of the soul, the 
monk begins to adopt an attitude of repentance and to practice ascetical deeds in order to 
quell the passions and acquire virtue; at the level of the spirit, the monk has acquired 
purity and has eliminated evil inclinations.  By placing his threefold anthropology within 
the framework of John‘s three degrees, Isaac finds a more sophisticated way to uphold 
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the natural goodness of the soul.  According to Isaac, God placed the impulses of desire 
and anger into each of three parts of the soul in order to help purify the soul and protect it 
from distractions, but these impulses work differently depending on which level of the 
ascetical life the monk has achieved.  The impulses of the soul purify the soul only when 
the monk reaches the spiritual level of the ascetical life. 
 
PART 2 
 
 
 The third and fourth chapters will examine the subject of Isaac‘s eschatology.  
Chapter three will show that Isaac‘s eschatology differs substantially from Evagrius‘s 
eschatology.  Unlike Evagrius, Isaac does not claim that the world to come will resemble 
the original state of purity; rather, Isaac states that God created human beings with the 
intention of making them even better than their original creation.  Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s 
eschatology because both the Syriac translator of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters and Babai 
carefully eliminated the controversial parts of Evagrius‘s eschatology, leaving Isaac with 
a future-oriented eschatology that is fundamentally different than Evagrius‘s system that 
was based on recovering the original purity of creation. 
 The fourth chapter will examine the roots of Isaac‘s eschatology, which is focused 
on a future state that is better than the original purity of creation.  The thesis of this 
chapter will be that Isaac bases his future oriented eschatology on John the Solitary‘s 
interest in the life of the world to come, which John derives from a series of Pauline 
biblical passages.   
 Chapter five will show that Isaac turns John‘s hope for the future world into a 
reality that can be experienced proleptically by monks in this present world.  While Isaac 
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follows John in defining anthopological perfection in terms of an inner reception of 
knowledge concerning the world to come rather than in terms of a visible manifestation 
of ascetical observances, he stresses the real possibility of experiencing this perfection in 
this world.  
 
 
PART 3   
 
 
 One problem with Isaac‘s system is that his anthropology and eschatology are 
initially at odds with one another.  Isaac‘s basic acceptance of Evagrius‘s anthropology 
coupled with his rejection of Evagrius‘s eschatology means that his anthropology and 
eschatology no longer fit together like they did for Evagrius.  Isaac must look elsewhere 
to unite his anthropology and eschatology.  The sixth and seventh chapters will show how 
he unites his eschatology and his anthropology through the notion of wonder, which is 
proleptic participation in the future world 
 Chapter six will examine both Greek and Syriac precedence for Isaac‘s notion of 
wonder (ܐܪܗܬ) and another closely related term, astonishment (ܐܗܣܬ).  Isaac‘s 
definition for these two terms is a complex synthesis with recourse to multiple Syriac and 
Greek authors.  While the close connection between wonder and astonishment comes 
from Ephrem, the framework for these terms comes from John the Solitary, who 
associates wonder and astonishment with the world to come.  At the same time, Isaac 
turns to Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius to formulate definitions for each term.  Based on 
Pseudo-Dionysian and Evagrian texts, Isaac says that wonder is the way that human 
beings comprehend revelations from the world to come and astonishment represents 
human inability to comprehend revelations from the world to come. 
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 Chapter seven will explain the relationship between Isaac‘s anthropology and his 
eschatology by arguing that wonder renders Isaac‘s ascetical system coherent.  Wonder 
exists as the meeting ground for Isaac‘s anthropology and his eschatology because it is an 
experience of the future, eschatological state within the material, anthropological 
structures of the human being.   According to Isaac, wonder represents the limit of human 
modes of apprehension and the beginning of divine revelation within the human mind.  
This perception of wonder is a proleptic experience of the world to come and it enables 
human beings to live in this world according to the way of life appropriate to the 
heavenly realm.   
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PART 1: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
 
THE BACKGROUND TO ISAAC‘S ANTHROPOLOGY:  
HOW EVIL ARISES FROM THE NATURAL GOODNESS OF THE SOUL 
 
 
While Isaac inherits the outline of Evagrius‘s anthropology, polemical debates 
concerning the question of how evil arises from the natural goodness of the soul require 
him to make improvements to Evagrius‘s basic system.  In order to refashion Evagrius‘s 
anthropology so that it could better account for the both the origin of evil and the natural 
goodness of the soul, Isaac situates it within the framework of John the Solitary‘s three 
degrees and he uses elements from the Greek eros tradition to strengthen his position. 
The present chapter will examine the transmission of Evagrius‘s anthropology 
into the Syriac milieu while simultaneously showing how it became connected to the 
project of providing a solution for the question of how evil arises from the natural 
goodness of the soul.  Babai‘s commentary on Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters is the most 
relevant source for this project because Babai explicitly uses Evagrius‘s anthropology as 
a polemical tool for combating heretics who deny the natural goodness of the soul.  The 
next chapter will turn to an examination of how Isaac improves the anthropologies of 
Evagrius and Babai by introducing new elements from Pseudo-Macarius, Pseudo-
Dionysius, and, most importantly, John the Solitary. 
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1.1  EVAGRIUS‘S ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
 
  Evagrius‘s work entitled The Practical Life lays out an anthropological system 
that builds on Plato‘s tripartite description of the soul.1  Scholars have already discussed 
the relationship between Evagrius‘s anthropology in this text and its relationship to 
various passages within Plato‘s texts, so I will only present a brief portrait here.2  
Although Evagrius does not reveal any direct dependence on Plato, he nevertheless 
inherits Plato‘s concept of the tripartite soul through Gregory of Nazianzus, whom 
Evagrius cites in connection with this idea.
3
  For Plato, as he describes it in Republic 
4.440, the soul is divided into three parts: the rational (logistikon), the irascible (thymos), 
and the concupiscible (epithymos).  In order for an individual to pursue virtue, these three 
parts of the soul must exist with a harmonious balance, which Plato refers to as justice in 
the soul.
4
  The irascible part determines whether or not the soul is balanced and therefore 
just, for sometimes the irascible part allies itself with the rational part when it gets angry 
at injustice, for example, but at other times, the irascible part allies itself with the 
concupiscible part, for instance, when a person experiences anger aroused by desire 
                                                 
1
 The Practical Life was translated into Syriac and is found in a number of manuscripts together with 
another important work, The Gnostic.  For further background on the Syriac version of the Practical Life, 
see Antoine Guillaumont and Claire Guillaumont, Évagre le Pontique: Traité pratique ou le moine, ed. 
Antoine Guilaumont and Claire Guillaumont, CS 170 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 1971), 319-34.  For 
Isaac‘s use of the Syriac version of the Practical Life, see Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second 
Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995), n. 29 
on p. XXV.  I have used a translation from the Greek text because, unfortunately, there are no critical 
editions of the Syriac manuscripts.    
2
 See especially Michael O‘Laughlin, ―The Anthropology of Evagrius Ponticus and its Sources,‖ in Origen 
of Alexandria: His World and His Legacy, ed. Charles Kannengiesser and William L. Petersen (South 
Bend: University of Notre Dame Press, 1988): 357-73; Kevin Corrigan, Evagrius and Gregory: Mind, Soul 
and Body in the 4
th
 Century (Burlington: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2009), 43 and 88-92; Julia 
Konstantinovsky, Evagrius Ponticus: The Making of a Gnostic (Burlington: Ashgate Publishing Company, 
2009), 89-94; and Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010), 59-60. 
3
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 89 (SC 171:680).  Page numbers refer to Traité le Pratique ou Le Moine, ed. 
Antoine Guillaumont and Claire Guillaumont, CS 171 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 1971). 
4
 Plato, Republic 4.444d.  Cf. Plato, Gorgias 479b. 
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instead of reason.
5
  The former scenario represents a just soul that is harmoniously 
balanced (i.e., the irascible part of the soul is properly subservient to the rational part) 
while the latter scenario represents an unbalanced, or unjust soul (i.e., the irascible part 
overwhelms the rational part).  
 Plato adds further nuance to this theory of the soul in a well-known passage from 
the Phaedrus.  Here, he likens the soul to a pair of winged horses and a charioteer.  The 
charioteer, he says, represents reason, which serves as the ―pilot‖ of the soul, capable of 
directing the irascible and concupiscible parts.  Next, he likens the irascible part to a 
noble breed of horse because, when directed by the mind, it naturally powers the chariot 
towards heaven and he likens the concupiscible part of the soul to an ignoble bread of 
horse because it tends to pull the entire soul down towards earth.
6
   
Evagrius inherits this theory of the soul in both The Practical Life and the Gnostic 
Chapters.  Like Plato, he designates the rational part of the soul as director of the other 
two parts.
7
  Unlike Plato, he finds positive functions for both of the passionate parts of 
the soul, that is, for the irascible and concupiscible parts.  In The Practical Life 89, 
Evagrius explicitly states that the soul is tripartite and, throughout the rest of the work, he 
describes the various ways that the irascible and concupiscible parts can be used for 
either virtue or evil.
8
  Since he recognizes that both the irascible and concupiscible parts 
of the soul have the potential to stimulate virtuous endeavors, Evagrius says that God 
                                                 
5
 Plato, Republic 4.440-41a. Cf.  Plato, Timaeus 69-73. 
6
 Plato, Phaedrus 246. 
7
 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.56 (PO 28:83): ―The mind instructs the soul, the soul the body, and only 
the man of God is able to know the man of knowledge.‖ ܨܡ̇ܣ ܐܮܧܧܠ ܐܦܘܗ  .ܐܬܔܧܠ ܨܝܕ ܐܮܧܦ . ܝܗܘܕܘܛܡܒܘ
ܥܕ̇ܝ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܮܦܐ ܬܒܠ ܇ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ.   Page numbers refer to Les Six Centuries des ―Kephalaia Gnostica‖ 
D‘Évagre le Pontique, ed. Antoine Guillaumont, PO 28 (Paris: 1958).   
8
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 89 (SC 171:680-88).  Evagrius mentions all three parts of the soul together in 
numerous passages throughout the Gnostic Chapters.  See Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.53 (PO 28:43) 
and 1.68 (PO 28:49).   
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purposely created the soul with these two abilities so that they could help stimulate 
contemplation of God after the fall.  In Gnostic Chapter 6.85, he states that the two 
passionate parts of the soul, unlike the rational part, were created specifically to help 
human beings recover from the fall.
9
  As a result, he envisions the practical life of 
ascetical labor as the means of harnessing the irascible and concupiscible parts of the soul 
so that they cease operating in an unnatural way and begin to perform the natural function 
of helping the rational part of the soul engage in contemplation of God. 
 This goal of harnessing the passionate parts of the soul so that they operate 
according to nature is accompanied by practical difficulties.  Evagrius says that the 
demons tempt human beings by attacking the irascible part of the soul through hardship 
and the concupiscible part of the soul through dreams.
10
  When the demons are successful 
with their temptations, the victims of demonic attacks experience the passions of anger 
and desire, which, for Evagrius, are the unnatural manifestations of the irascible and 
concupiscible parts of the soul.
11
  Evagrius says in The Practical Life 24: ―[The demons] 
drag us towards worldly desire and compel the irascible part, contrary to its nature, to 
fight with people, so that with the mind darkened and fallen from knowledge it may 
become the traitor of the virtues.‖12  The unnatural manifestations of the irascible and 
concupiscible parts of the soul distract human beings from contemplating God and lead 
people away from the life of virtue.   
                                                 
9
 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 6.85 (PO 28:253).   
10
 See Evagrius, cap. pract. 22 (SC 171:552), 54 (SC 171:624-26), and  84 (SC 171:674).   
11
 See Evagrius, cap. pract. 11 (SC 171:516): ―Anger is a boiling over of the irascible part‖ (Sinkewicz:11) 
and Evagrius, cap. pract. 4 (SC 171:502): ―Desire is the source of every pleasure‖ (Sinkewicz:97). English 
translation refers to Evagrius of Pontus: The Greek Ascetic Corpus, trans. Robert E. Sinkewicz (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2003).  Cf. Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.35 (PO 28:111).   
12
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 24 (SC 171:556) (Sinkewicz:102).  Cf. Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.59 (PO 
28:123-25).   
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 Evagrius realizes the difficulty of using the irascible and concupiscible parts of 
the soul for virtue.  The first step is to prevent both parts of the soul from falling prey to 
demonic distraction and to heal them from any harm already accomplished by the 
demons.  He recommends a program of opposing virtues to combat the arousal of anger 
and desire.   ―Compassion and gentleness,‖ he says, ―diminish irascibility.‖13  Likewise, 
psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs all help cool boiling irascibility and extinguish lustful 
desires.
14
  Evagrius also mentions prayer as a successful tool for healing the passionate 
part of the soul.   
Those things which heal the passionate part of the soul require also the body to put them 
into practice, and the latter because of its weakness is not sufficient for these labours.  
Prayer, on the other hand, invigorates and purifies the mind for the struggle, since it is 
naturally constituted for prayer, even without this body, and for fighting the demons on 
behalf of all the powers of the soul.
15   
 
A soul that has undergone healing in these ways no longer needs to fear the demons.
16
   
 According to Evagrius, these remedies for the soul foster virtue and allow its 
passionate parts to work according to nature.  The cultivation of virtue does not involve 
suppressing the passionate parts of the soul, but rather, virtue occurs when all three parts 
of the soul achieve a harmonious balance by working according to their natural 
capacities.  The most detailed description of the way in which the three parts of the soul 
work towards this conception of virtue is in The Practical Life 89, where Evagrius, like 
Plato, describes justice in the soul as a harmonious balance between all three parts. 
When virtue arises in the rational part it is called prudence, understanding, and wisdom; 
when it arises in the concupiscible part it is called chastity, love, and abstinence; and 
                                                 
13
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 20 (SC 171:548) (Sinkewicz:101). 
14
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 71 (SC 171:658). 
15
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 49 (SC 171:610) (Sinkewicz:106).  Cf. Evagrius, cap. pract. 63 (SC 171:680). 
16
 See Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.73 (PO 28:169).   
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when it arises in the irascible part it is called courage and perseverance; but when it 
penetrates the entire soul it is called justice.
17
 
 
A just soul is a soul that has achieved a harmonious balance among all three parts.   
Evagrius says that a virtuous soul ignores the distractions of the world and 
contemplates incorporeal things instead of material things.  Once the mind achieves 
contemplation, it is impassible and no longer needs the passionate parts of the soul.  
Evagrius says in The Practical Life 66, ―The mind has completed its work when it has no 
awareness of the irrational part of the soul, for knowledge has carried it off to the heights 
and separated it from sensible things.‖18  The most vivid description of the virtue of an 
impassible soul, however, comes from Gnostic Chapter 2.6: ―The laboring soul, which 
has flourished by the grace of God and has been removed from the body, exists in those 
places of knowledge where the wings of its impassability will lead it.‖19  Evagrius repeats 
this same line in On Thoughts 29, but adds the following ending: ―[The soul] will receive 
also the wings of that holy Dove and will take flight through the contemplation of all ages 
and will find rest in the knowledge of the worshipful Trinity.‖20  According to Evagrius, 
the virtuous soul contemplates knowledge of the Trinity. 
In summary, Evagrius‘s anthropology builds on Plato‘s description of the 
tripartite soul.  For Evagrius, as for Plato, human being attains virtue when the parts of 
                                                 
17
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 89 (SC 171:680-82) (Sinkewicz:111).  For further background on this text and its 
dependence on the anonymous philosophical text, On the Virtues and the Vices 1-2, see Antoine 
Guillaumont and Claire Guillaumont, Traité le Pratique ou Le Moine, 682-83. Cf. Evagrius, cap. pract. 24 
(SC 171:556):  ―The angels urge us to turn the irascible part of the soul against demons because this is 
natural‖ (Sinkewicz:102) and  Evagrius, cap. pract. 86 (SC 171:676): ―The rational soul acts according to 
nature when its concupiscible part longs for virtue and the irascible part struggles on its behalf‖ 
(Sinkewicz:111).  
18
 Evagrius, cap. pract. 66 (SC 171:650) (Sinkewicz:66). Cf. Evagrius, cap. pract. 87 (SC 171:678), where 
Evagrius says the person who makes progress in the practical life diminishes and eventually annihilates the 
passions.  
19
 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.6 (PO 28:63). 
20
 Evagrius, malig. cog. 29 (CS 438:254-56) (Sinkewicz:174).  Page and line numbers  refer to Sur les 
pensées, ed. Paul Géhin and Claire Guillaumont, CS 438 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 1998).   
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the soul work according to nature.  For Evagrius, especially, God created the body with 
the passionate parts of the soul, which act as temporary tools to help minds retrieve 
contemplation of God.  Through cleansing the soul of the passions and acquiring virtue in 
their place, the irascible and concupiscible parts of the soul assist the rational part of the 
soul in contemplating God. 
 
 
1.2  THE SYRIAC TRANSLATOR‘S APPROPRIATION OF EVAGRIUS‘S ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
 
The first assimilation of Evagrius‘s writings into the Syrian milieu comes from 
the initial translation of the Gnostic Chapters into Syriac.  This translation, as 
Guillaumont has shown, is not merely a straightforward rendering of Evagrius‘s Greek 
into Syriac, but also a reinterpretation of Evagrius‘s ideas with the deliberate aim of 
removing controversial Origenist elements, which Syrian Christians rejected.
21
 
Guillaumont refers to this early, corrected translation of the Gnostic Chapters as S1, 
while he labels the later, more literal Syriac translation S2. 
Scholars have not yet identified the first Syriac translator of the Gnostic Chapters.  
According to Guillaumont, Philoxenus of Mabbug (c. 450-523), who often cites 
Evagrius, was likely the author of the corrected version (S1) of the Gnostic Chapters, or 
at least, represents the earliest witness to it.  Guillaumont bases this assertion on a letter 
attributed to Philoxenus, in which the writer reveals that he had made a translation or 
commentary of the text.
22
  This theory no longer holds currency, in large part due to two 
articles by John Watt, who has challenged Guillaumont‘s findings.  In the first article, 
                                                 
21
 For a complete analysis of the Syriac manuscript tradition of the Gnostic Chapters, see Antoine 
Guillaumont, Les‗Képhalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre le Pontique et le l‘histoire de l‘Origénisme chez les Grecs 
et chez les Syriens (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1962), 200-58. 
22
 Antoine Guillaumont, ‗Képhalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre le Pontique, 209-13. 
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Watt admits that an examination of Philoxenus‘s teachings on cosmology and 
eschatology indicates that Philoxenus agreed with the corrected version (S1) of the 
Gnostic Chapters, but at the same time, he claims that Philoxenus is not familiar with the 
later, uncorrected version (S2), which means that he was unaware of what Evagrius had 
originally said and could not have been the translator.
23
  In his second article on the 
subject, Watt proposes instead that the corrected version (S1) was made in Edessa during 
the fifth-century by a translator who adhered to Antiochene theology and drew the 
inspiration for his adaptation of Evagrius from Theodore‘s criticism of Origenism.  
Philoxenus, Watt admits, likely came into contact with this version while he was a 
student in Edessa.
24
  Although scholars are not yet sure of the identity of this anonymous 
translator, they do agree that he made his translation sometime during the fifth-century.   
As we will see in Part 2 of this dissertation, the Syriac translator of the Gnostic 
Chapters rejected Evagrius‘s cosmology and eschatology as heretical manifestations of 
Origenism.  The initial Syriac translator, however, found nothing heretical in Evagrius‘s 
anthropology and therefore did not make any significant changes to the sentences in the 
Gnostic Chapters pertaining to anthropology.  Gnostic Chapters 1.68, 1.84, 1.85, 3.35, 
3.59, 4.73, 4.79, 5.11, 5.27, 5.66, 6.41, 6.51, 6.53, 6.54, and 6.83-85 all retain Evagrius‘s 
emphasis on the three parts of the soul.  The Syriac translator‘s choice of terms to 
designate the three parts of the soul nevertheless lacks the same degree of precision as the 
corresponding Greek terms.  He uses the term ―mind‖ (ܐܦܘܗ) to represent the rational 
part of the soul, ―anger‖ (ܐܰܤܚ) to represent the irascible part of the soul, and ―desire‖ 
                                                 
23
 John Watt, ―Philoxenus and the Old Syriac Version of Evagrius' Centuries,‖ Oriens Christianus 
64 (1980): 70-75.   
24
 John Watt, ―The Syriac Adapter of Evagrius' Centuries,‖ in SP vol. 17.3, ed. Elizabeth A. Livingstone 
(New York: Pergamon Press, 1982), 1392. 
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(ܐܰܓܪ) to represent the concupiscible part of the soul.  The difference between the 
Syriac rendering and the Greek rendering is that the Syriac does not use two different 
words to describe the part of the soul and the corresponding passion associated with it.  
For example, the term ―anger‖ refers to the actual part of the soul itself, but it also refers 
to the passion of anger that may arise from soul, whereas the Greek uses two different 
words (thymos and orgē) to describe the part of the soul and its corresponding passion.25  
Both Babai and Isaac follow the Syriac translator in this choice of terminology to 
designate the three parts of the soul and to talk about their corresponding passions. 
 
 
1.3.1  BABAI‘S APPROPRIATION OF EVAGRIUS‘S ANTHROPOLOGY: THE POLEMICAL 
CONTEXT AND THE INTRODUCTION OF FREE WILL 
 
 
 The next step in the reception history of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters comes from 
Babai the Great, the abbot of the monastery of Mount Izla from 604 to his death in 628, 
who, in the early seventh-century, wrote a massive commentary on Evagrius‘s Gnostic 
Chapters.  Since Babai based his commentary on the corrected version (S1), his 
understanding of the text shows how this translation was first received and appropriated 
into the Syriac world.   
Like the Syriac translator, Babai retains Evagrius‘s emphasis on the three parts of 
the soul, which he also calls anger, desire, and mind, but in addition, his commentary on 
                                                 
25
 The distinction between the parts of the soul and the passions that arise from the soul was common in 
Greek moral psychology, but was not taken up in the Syriac world.  For example, see Gregory of Nyssa de 
anima res. (PG 46:57C), where Gregory recalls Macrina‘s distinction between the impulse (hormē) and the 
part of the soul itself: there is the impulse of desire (orexis) and the desiring part of the soul (epithymos).  
See Kevin Corrigan, Evagrius and Gregory, 141; Jean Daniélou, Platonisme et Théologie Mystique: essai 
sur la doctrine spirituelle de Saint Grégoire de Nysse (Paris: Aubier, 1944), 71-6; and Richard Norris, 
Manhood and Christ: A Study in the Christology of Theodore of Mopsuestia (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1963), 34. n. 4: Gregory ―uses ‗passion‘ in two senses—according as he regards it as a natural part of 
man‘s God-given constitution, or as the perversion of this nature, i.e., vice.‖ 
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the Gnostic Chapters shows how valuable Babai thought this anthropology was for 
rejecting the heretical notion that evil was inherent in the human soul.
26
  Like his 
counterparts in the Greek speaking world, Babai was faced with a strong opposition that 
claimed that the mere existence of evil proves that the material world is evil.
27
  The 
assumption of these unnamed opponents was that evil cannot arise from something that is 
inherently good, so the obvious existence of evil in the world implies that creation itself, 
and the human soul in particular, is inherently evil.  So useful was Evagrius‘s tripartite 
anthropology to Babai‘s polemical argument against the inherent nature of evil in the soul 
that he even introduces it into polemical portions of the Gnostic Chapters that were not 
originally about the tripartite division of the soul.
28
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 See, for example, Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.84 (Frankenberg:122:5-6) and Comm. Kephalaia 
Gnostica 3.59 (Frankenberg:228:31-34).  Page and line numbers refer to Euagrius Ponticus, ed. W. 
Frankenberg, Abhandlungen der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen Philologisch-
Historische Klasse 13.2 (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1912). 
27
 Babai does not name his philosophical opponents, but Nemesius of Emesa, a Greek author who wrote 
during the final decade of the fourth-century, may help shed some light on the identity of Babai‘s 
opponents.  Nemesius wrote a treatise entitled On the Nature of Man, which also addresses the issue of 
whether or not evil is an inherent part of creation.  In this treatise, Nemesius explicitly identifies two 
philosophical opponents who claimed that God created evil as an inherent part of creation.  The first 
opponent is the Manichees, whom Nemesius says believe that the universal soul is subdivided into 
particular bodies and, as a result, becomes subject to the passions.  See Nemesius of Emesam, de natura 
hominis (PG 40:577a), where he says that the Manichaeans say that ―the soul is immortal and incorporeal, 
adding that there is but one single soul for the whole world, which is subdivided and parceled out to 
particular bodies, whether those bodies be inanimate or ensouled. . .Thus they make the soul immortal at 
the expense of parceling out its substance, representing it as corporeal, and subjecting it to passions‖ 
(Telfer: 286-87).  English translation refers to Cyril of Jerusalem and Nemesius of Emesa, trans. William 
Telfer, The Library of Christian Classics 4 (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1955). 
 A second position that Nemesius criticizes is the Stoic doctrine of destiny.  In particular, he names 
Chrysippus and Philopator as two perpetrators of this teaching, which is ultimately, for Nemesius, a strict 
form of determinism.  See Nemesius of Emesa, de natura hominis (PG 40:741d-743a): ―They [the Stoics] 
make the stars themselves wicked, as now procuring adulteries, and now inciting murders.  Or, rather than 
the stars, it is God their Creator that bears the blame in their place, seeing that he made them such as would 
pass on to us an impetus to evil deeds which we cannot resist‖ (Telfer:398).   
 Another possible polemical opponent is Eunomius.  Michel Barnes has argued that Gregory of 
Nyssa‘s On the Nature of Man was written in response to the Trinitarian debates of the 380‘s and, in 
particular, in response to the anti-Nicene polemic of Eunomius, who made much of the implication of the 
passions.  See Michel Barnes, ―The Polemical Context and Content of Gregory of Nyssa‘s Psychology,‖ 
Medieval Philosophy & Theology 4 (1994): 1-24.  For further background on Greek polemical debates 
centered on questions of moral psychology see Richard Norris, Manhood and Christ, 3-78. 
28
 See, for example, Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.81 (Frankenberg:118:1-15), Comm. Kephalaia 
Gnostica 3.28 (Frankenberg:206:17-25), and Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 6.85 (Frankenberg:328:7-12).   
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Since this material is useful for dealing with heretics, Babai offers an extensive 
analysis on the subject of the three parts of the soul and, specifically, why the three parts 
of the soul are not naturally evil.  In order to ensure that Evagrius‘s anthropology holds 
up against the arguments of his polemical opponents, Babai must find a more satisfactory 
way of accounting for the existence of evil. 
Babai‘s argument against those who say that God created human nature with evil 
inclinations is to blame the existence of evil on the misuse of the fallen will, not on the 
natural constitution of the soul.  This free-will argument was a standard theodicy by 
Babai‘s time and he employs it in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.59.29   
If we employ these three parts of the soul in such a way that the power of our freedom 
sometimes wills good and sometimes wills evil, then it is clear that neither the body nor 
even the soul are evil from the nature of their creation.  Indeed all that God made was 
―very good,‖ but the will is free and powerful.30  
 
In this passage, Babai mimics the language of Gen. 1.31 in the Peshitta to describe the 
state of God‘s creation as ―very good‖ (ܬܝܧܭ ܒܬ).  According to Babai, this positive 
evaluation of creation applies to the parts of the soul as well.  God made the parts of the 
soul to follow the virtuous directives of the will, which means that when the will directs 
the parts of the soul towards evil ends, they become corrupt and operate in a way that is 
                                                 
29
 The free-will argument was already popular in the Greek-speaking world.  Nemesius, to name one 
example, makes a similar argument in Nemesius of Emesa, de natura hominis (PG 40:776ab): ―But no one 
should blame God because we, having mutable faculties, are evil.  For the badness is not in the faculties, 
but in our habits, and our habits are as we choose; and surely it is by our choice that we become evil.  We 
are not evil by nature‖ (Telfer:421). 
30
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.59 (Frankenberg:230:2-5).   ܨܠܕ ܥܠ ܨܝܗܒ ܕܟ ܨܝܗܒ ܨܝܠܗܒ ܰܠܬ  ̇ܗܬܘܧܣ 
ܐܮܧܦܕ ܨܧܝܛܮܚܰܣ ܟܝܐ ܐܝܒܨܕ ܬܘܞܡܮܣ ܇ܢܬܘܪܐܚ ܨܒܙܒ ܰܝܐܒܝ ܨܒܙܒܘ ܇ܰܝܐܮܝܒ ܨܝܕܣ ܰܝܙܚܬܐ ܇̇ܗܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܬܔܦ ܐ ܡܦܐܘ 
ܐܮܧܦ ܟܝܐ ܨܣܕ ܨܝܟ ܢܘܗܰܝܬܒ ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐ ܐ̈ܮܝܒ  .ܝܗܒ ܢܟܕ ܕܒܥܕ ܐܗܠܐ ܒܝ ܬܝܧܭ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܥܠ ܐܧܝܒܨ ܘܗ ܐܝܪܐܚ ܐܞܡܮܣܘ  .   
Also see Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.84 (Frankenberg:120:27-29): ―Here [Evagrius] enlightens us 
concerning the three parts that are known to exist in rational nature.  [These three parts] do not work 
together in [the soul] as is the case with the rest of the animals, but rather, according to the [rational 
nature‘s] will and by those who will, when they will, in so far as they will.‖  ܐܟܪܗ ܪܗܧܣ ܨܠ ܢܥ ܨܝܠܗ ܰܠܬ 
ܐܬ̈ܘܧܣ ܰܝܐܕ ܐܧܝܟܠ ܇ܐ ܡܡܣ ܨܝܗܒܕ ܥܕܝܰܣ  .ܘܠܕܘ ܰܝܬܝܩܐ ܢܕ̈ܒܥܣ ܗܒ ܟܝܐ ܐܟܬܭ ܐܬܘ̈ܝܚܕ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܗܧܝܒܨܒ ܨܝܡܝܐܒܘ 
ܐܒܨܕ ܝܰܣܐܘ ܐܒܨܕ ܟܝܐܘ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܒܨܕ.    Cf. Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.47 (Frankenberg:88:6-19).   
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unnatural for them.  God created the soul ―very good,‖ but misuse of the will corrupts the 
goodness of God‘s creation. 
 Babai supplies another explanation of how the will determines the ethical posture 
of the parts of the soul in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 1.84.  His main concern in 
this passage is to explain how anger and desire operate either towards virtuous or evil 
ends.  Anger and desire are naturally disposed to temperance and holiness, he says, but 
after the fall, the will hinders their natural disposition and coerces them into acting with 
licentiousness, which is against nature.  Babai says the following about desire: 
For those who act according to free will, [the parts of the soul] stand between two 
actions, as [Evagrius] says, ―desire is receptive of temperance and licentiousness.‖  As 
long as [desire] wills freely, it attains temperance and holiness and is joined with the 
vision of God.
31
 
 
For Babai, evil directives from the will prohibit desire from operating freely, in 
accordance with its nature.   
 Babai describe the various ways that the passions of anger and desire harm the 
human person when the will directs them towards evil.
32
  In his commentary on Gnostic 
Chapter 1.85, for example, he calls the soul‘s subjection to the evil directives of the will 
―fornication‖ because evil directives betray the soul‘s natural disposition. The passability 
of the soul, he says, ―commits fornication with the wills of the flesh by trespassing the 
law and the unclean spirit of evilness [bring] troubles to [the mind] from all of its 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.84 (Frankenberg:120:35-38).  ܐ ܠܐ ܨܝܡܝܐܒ ܐܝܒܨܕ ܇ܐܬܘܪܐܚ ܐܰܓܪܕ 
ܬܣܐ ܐܦܐ ܇ܐܰܤܚܕܘ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܩ ܟܝܐ  .ܐܰܓܪܕ ܥܠ ܐܰܝܧܡܒܪܣ ܝܗ ܐܬܘܧܟܦܕ ܐܬܘܡܝܠܙܕܘ  .ܢܐ ܬܝܓ ܐܒܨܬ ܐܬܘܪܐܚ  .
ܐܝܧܩ ܐܬܘܧܟܦ ܇ܐܬܘܮܝܕܩܘ  ̇ܗܠܕ ܐܧܝܪܦ ܐܬܙܚ ܐܗܠܐܕ.  
32
 See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.35 (Frankenberg:212:22-24): ―He is teaching us about the 
essence of those three powers, that is, when they acted outside of their nature by trespassing the law, which 
was the cause of sickness for each of them.‖   ܬܒܠܕ ܐ ܣ ܇ܨܝܡܝ̈ܚ ܐܰܥܬ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܢܘܗܡܝܕ ܐܝܩܘܐ ܢܥ ܨܠ ܨܡܣ ܕܟ
ܢܘܗܧܣ ܕܚ ܕܚܕ ܐܦܗܪܘܟܕ ܐܰܡܥ ܝܗ ܐܕܝܐܕܘ ܇ܢܘܬܥܪܦ ܐܩܘܤܦ ܬܒܥܒ ܐܧܝܟ ܨܣ.  
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surroundings.‖33  Elsewhere, in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 5.27, he describes 
how the passions that arise from anger and desire act like diseases that cloud the 
understanding.  First, Babai turns to the problem of passions that arise from wrongly 
directed anger: 
Within [the soul], there is anger that opposes evil and this is according to nature, for the 
soul is not disturbed by it.  However, there is [also] unnatural [anger], which is emptied 
of honor and is a transgressor.  On account of [this anger], the soul is disturbed and 
troubled, for [anger] clouds over the contemplation that belongs to [the soul] from the 
understanding of intellections.  Because of this, he says that the [sort of] anger that causes 
disturbances blinds one‘s sight.  For all of these reasons, [anger] not only troubles the 
intellect so that it does not consider those things that are upright, but it also fights against 
[upright things] to the point that it damages [the intellect].
34
    
 
Next, he turns to the problem of passions that arise from wrongly directed desire: 
―Unnatural desire‖ does not desire the virtues, but instead [desires] fulfillment in the 
dishonorable passions.  It conceals the perceptions that are before [the intellect‘s] sight as 
well as its understanding.  Since [man] is inflamed with filthy desire, he does not 
consider his former compunction or the recompense of eternal torment prepared for him.  
Sadness follows when this momentary passion is completed.  [Since] he does not 
perceive his stench or the destruction [caused by] his action, he covets, in his 
inflammation, something that is really nothing.
35
 
 
While the three parts of the soul (anger, desire, and mind) are all inherently good, free 
will causes anger and desire to operate against their nature, thereby producing passions 
that cloud the mind and disrupt the natural harmony of the soul. 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.85 (Frankenberg:122:17-19). ܥܥ ܝܧ̈ܝܒܨ ܐܬܪܒ ܐܝܦܙܣ ܬܒܥܒ ܇ܐܩܘܤܦ 
ܐܒܔ̇ܭܘ ܗܠ ܐܚܘܪ̈ ܐܰܧܧܝ ܐܬܘܮܝܒܕ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܕܚ.   
34
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 5.27 (Frankenberg:328:19-23).  ܝܗܒ ܰܝܐܕ ܐܰܤܚ ܢܒܩܘܠܕ ܐܰܮܝܒ ܐܝܘ̇ܗ  .
ܐܕܗܘ ܐܰܝܧܝܟ ܝܗ ܐ ܠܘ ܐܛܠܕܰܣ  ̇ܗܒ ܐܮܧܦ  .ܰܝܐܘ ܬܒܠܕ ܨܣ ܐܧܝܟ ܢܥܕ ܝ
̈
ܦܐ ܐܛܒܘܭ ܐܪܝܬܩ ܇ܐܰܝܪ̈ܘܒܥܘ ܬܣܐ ܐܰܤܚ 
ܐܰܝܧܛܠܕܣ ܐܝܙܛܠ ܐܝܤܪܣ.ܠ  ܐܦܗܕ ܗܡܟ ܐܮܔܭ ܗܠ ܇ܐܥܕܤܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܝܒܰܦ ܨܝܡܝܐܒ ܨ̈ܦܐܟܕ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܦܐ ܨܝܗܡܒܩܘܠ ܫܰܟ 
ܗܦܬܩܘܛܠ  .ܐ ܠܘ ܢܟܰܪܣ ܗܦܪܬܘܝܠ ܐ ܣ ܯܓܰܮܣܕ.  
35
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 5.27 (Frankenberg:328:24-28).  ܐܰܓܪ ܥܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܧܝܟܒ ܝܗ ܘܠܕ ܐܬܪ̈ܰܥܤܠ 
܇ܐܓܪ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܝܠܘܤܠ ܐܮ̈ܚܕ ܐܪ̈ܝܟܭ  .ܨܝܗܠ ܥܠ ܐܰܝܧܝܙ̈ܚܰܤܠ ܡܕܩܕ ܗܬܐܚ ܗܧܝܘܒܘ ܇ܐܝܪܟܣ ܨܣܕ ܬܝܔܭܕ ܐܰܓܬܒ ܐܰܧܚܨ  .
ܐ ܠ ܬܝܓ ܐܪܒܰܣ ܐܬܘܰܒ ܐܰܝܬܚܐ ܐܧܥܪܘܧܒܘ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܗܠ ܐܪܦܘܭ ܇ܥܡܥܠܕ ܢܝܬ ܐܮܚ ܐ ܡܣܕ ܇ܐܦܕܥ ܥܥܕ ܗܤܠܘܭ ܰܧܪܦ 
ܐܰܪܥ  .ܐ ܠܘ ܢܟܰܪܣ ܗܬܘܝܬܩ ܗܡܒܚܘ ܇ܐܦܬܥܘܩܕ ܐ ܠܐܕ ܡܕܣ ܓܐܪ ܗܒܗܠܘܮܒ.  
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1.3.2  BABAI ON HEALING THE SOUL: THE RESTORATION OF HARMONY AND THE POSITIVE 
FUNCTION OF THE PASSIONATE PARTS OF THE SOUL 
 
 
 Babai wants to uphold the inherent goodness of the soul despite the claim made 
by some heretics that the soul is naturally evil.  He introduces free will as the source of 
evil and as an explanation for why the soul produces passions that disrupt its natural 
harmony.  In order to convince his readers that Evagrius‘s three parts of the soul are 
devoid of any evil, he must also show how the soul can overcome the disruption of 
harmony and how, once harmony is restored, the passionate parts of the soul can work 
towards virtuous ends instead of evil. 
 Babai believes that ascetical labor trains the will to direct the three parts of the 
soul towards activities that lead to spiritual knowledge of God, which enables the soul to 
return to a harmonious state of undistracted contemplation called spiritual knowledge.  In 
his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 6.51, Babai says, ―labors of the will are necessary 
before the soul can obtain health in its being,‖ and he goes on to say that when the soul 
―is purified from the passions of desire and anger which are outside of nature, then it 
becomes a partaker of spiritual knowledge.‖36  Ascetical labor stimulates healing in the 
soul by enabling it to participate in spiritual knowledge.   
 The most detailed explanation of this healing process of the intellectual part of the 
soul occurs in Babai‘s commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.35.  In this section of the 
commentary, Babai explains that the ascetical labor of contemplating God‘s work in 
creation restores the intellectual part of the soul to its original, uncorrupted state of 
creation. 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 6.51 (Frankenberg:392:22-23).   ܨܧܝܮܝܬܦ ܐܬܪܝܐܒ  ̇ܗܬܘܡܝܡܣܕ ܨܮܧܦܕ  .ܐܧܝܟܘ 
ܝܗ ܐ ܤܝܪܣ ܐܝܚܘ ܇̇ܗܣܘܧܪܒ ܨܦܐ ܕܥܡܒ ܐܬܔܦ ܐ ܠ ܐܬܥ̇ܩ ܇̇ܗܰܝܡܝܕ ܘܠܘ ܟܝܐ ܐܬ̈ܘܝܚ ܨܝܗܣܕܒܕ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܨܝܗܬܘܝܚ.  
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The intellectual part of rational nature is ―the mind‖ that fell from exalted contemplation.  
―Knowledge,‖ which is assembled from contemplating creation and from the 
administrative actions that are usefully and wondrously performed over all of this, heals 
[the mind] and brings it back to the perfection of health from which it fell.
37
 
 
Babai also prescribes remedies for anger and desire.  For unnatural anger, he prescribes 
the ascetical discipline of love: 
Love is the thing that heals the [part of intellectual nature] that fights against creation 
with ungodliness.  [This part is] the ―anger‖ that trespassed the law and which hates 
people who are created in [God‘s] image.38 
 
The ascetical labor of temperance and excellence in virtue bring healing to fallen desire:   
Temperance and excellence in virtue work to heal the ―desire‖ that transgressed the law.  
[Desire] is corrupted by disruption: either bodily in nature, which is corruption of the 
temple of God, or else [disruption of] the soul, which worships idols.  [Temperance and 
excellence in virtue] sanctify the former uncleanness and brings it back to its natural 
[condition], where desire for those commandments of our Lord will be joined to all those 
who belong to him.
39
   
 
Babai states that the healing of desire does not entail the destruction of desire, but rather a 
reorientation of the object of desire.  The healthy soul no longer desires bodily things, but 
instead follows God‘s commandments and assists those monks who want to restore 
harmony in their soul. 
 For Babai, a properly functioning soul means that all three parts of the soul work 
together in unison.  The goal is not to extinguish the passionate parts of the soul, but to 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.35 (Frankenberg:212:25-28).   ܐܦܘܗܠ ܥܠ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܰ̇ܧܣ ܐܰܝܧܡܟܰܪܣ 
ܐܧܝܟܕ ܇ܐ ܡܡܣ ܢܧܦܘ ܨܣ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܇ܐܰܤܝܬܣ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܥܠ ܐܮܧܟܰܣܕ ܨܣ ܫܝܪ̈ܘܐܬ ܇ܐܰܝܪ̈ܒܕ ܨܣܘ ܐܪܦܪ̈ܘܦ ܐܦܗܒܕ ܇ܢܟ ܨܣܕ 
ܐܕܘܒܥ ܨܝܬܥܰܪܣ ܰܝܐܛܮܚ ܰܝܐܗܝܣܬܘ ܇ܐܝܩܐ ܣ ܐܒܬܪܣܘ ܗܠ ܬܘܠ ܬܘܬܝܤܓ ܐܧܤܠܘܚ ܗܧܣܕ ܢܧܦ.  
38
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.35 (Frankenberg:212:28-30).   ܐܰܤܛܠܘ ܥܠ ܬ̇ܒܥܒܕ ܇ܐܩܘܤܦ ܝܗ ܐܭܰܟܕ 
ܢܒܩܘܠ ܐܝܘܬܒ ܇ܐܥܭܘܬܒ ܐܝܧ̇ܩܘ ܐܮܧ̈ܝܧܒܠ ܗܤܠܨܒܕ ܇ܘܝܬܒܬܖ ܐܒܘܚ ܘܗ ܐܩܐ ܣܕ.  
39
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.35 (Frankenberg:212:30-33).  ܐܰܓܬܠܘ ܬ̇ܒܥܒܕ ܐܩܘܤܦ ܐܕܝܐ ܰܡܒܚܰܝܕ 
܇ܐܬܘܝܦܙܒ ܢܐ ܐܰܝܦܬܔܦ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܢܒܘܚ ܗܡܟܝܗ ܇ܐܗܠܐܕ ܨܠܘ ܐܰܝܧܮܧܦ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܰܡܚܕ ܇ܐܪ̈ܟܰܦ ܐܬܘܧܟܦ ܐܬܘܝܗܙܘ ܨܝܕܒ̇ܥ 
 ̇ܗܠ ܐܬܘܝܩܐ  .ܝܗܕ ܐܭܕܪܣ ܐܬܘܐ ܤܞܠ ܇ܐܰܝܣܕܩ ܐܒܬܪܣܘ  ̇ܗܠ ܬܘܠ ܇ܐܬܘܝܧܝܟ ܐܰܓܬܒܕ ܝܗܘܦܕ̈ܩܘܦ ܢܬܣܕ ܨܪܦܬܬ ܨܝܗܡܟܠ 
ܗܡܝܕ.  
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get them to work in harmony with the intellectual part of the soul by restoring their 
natural impassability.
40
   
When these two other parts of the soul — desire and anger — retain impassability, they 
are united to the intellectual part of the soul in one spirit, one light, and one honor and 
when the numbers and stirrings of division come to an end, then there are no longer two 
desires and two angers, but one desire in one strength and one knowledge mingled in one 
light of the entire soul.
41
 
 
Since passions confuse the parts of the soul and distract the mind, the only way for the 
parts of the soul to work together is to eliminate the passions.  When the passions are 
eliminated and desire and anger are once again working naturally, the soul will work 
towards the discovery of knowledge.   
 In this same chapter, Babai reiterates Plato‘s and Evagrius‘s position that the 
rational part of the soul exists as the head of the soul, but he is also clear that the rational 
part of the soul needs the passionate parts of the soul in order to function properly.  He 
alludes to the importance of the bodily passions in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 
6.51, when he says, ―We distinguish the majesty of the rationality of the soul: it is a 
nature that exists and has life in and of itself even if it cannot do what is proper for it 
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 Babai‘s positive evaluation of the passionate parts of the soul is similar to Gregory of Nyssa‘s 
conclusions in chapter three of On the Soul and Resurrection.  See Gregory of Nyssa de anima res. (PG 
46:61ab).  Like Babai, Gregory blames the negative use of the passions on free will, but states that the 
soul‘s attachment to bodily perception can be used for good ends.  ―Necessarily, therefore, through the 
faculty of perception our soul becomes associated also with the traits which are joined with perception.  
These are the traits which, when they occur in us, are called ‗passions,‘ which were not bequeathed to 
human life solely for evil (for the Creator would bear the blame for evil, if because of them the necessity of 
transgression had been built into our nature).  Instead, by the particular use of our free choice such impulses 
of the soul become instruments of virtue or wickedness, just as steel, forged according to the intention of 
the craftsman, is shaped towards whatever the smith desires, becoming either a sword or some agricultural 
implement‖ (Roth: 56).  English translation is from The Soul and Resurrection, trans. Catherine P. Roth 
(Crestwood: St. Vladimir‘s Seminary Press, 1993).    
41
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.81 (Frankenberg:118:6-9).  ܕܟ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܝܬܪܬ ܐܬܘ̈ܧܣ ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܚܐ ܐܮܧܦܕ 
ܨܝܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܰܓܪ ܐܰܤܚܘ ܝܧ̈ܩ ܐ ܠ ܇ܐܬܘܭܘܮܚ ܦܐܘ ܨܝܦ̈ܗ ܢܕ̈ܝܚܰܣ ܥܥ  ̇ܗܰܧܣ ܐܰܝܧܡܟܰܪܣ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕ ܐܕܛܒ ܚܘܪ ܕܛܒ 
ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬܘ  .ܨܝܡܞܒܘ ܐܧܝ̈ܧܣ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܘ ܇ܐܬܘܔܝܡܦܕ ܢܝܟܣܕ ܰܝܠ ܐܰܓܪ ܐܰܓܪܘ  .ܐ ܠܘ ܐܰܤܚ ܐܰܣܗܘ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܐܕܚ 
ܐܰܓܪ ܐܕܛܒ ܐܬܘܬܒܧܓ  .ܐܕܛܒ ܇ܐܰܥܕܝ ܕܛܒ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܓܙܣܰܣ  ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܮܧܦ.  
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without the body.‖42  Although the rational part of the soul orders anger and desire, it still 
relies on their help in order to obtain true knowledge.   
 In particular, Babai explains how the bodily senses (ܐܮܓܪ) assist the soul in 
achieving knowledge by providing sensual perceptions from the material world and by 
offering protection to the soul in the form of ascetical labors.  Babai associates the bodily 
senses with the passionate parts of the soul because they provide anger and desire with 
their connection to the material world.  In his commentary on Gnostic Chapters 4.71, for 
example, he says that ―the soul cannot perceive or learn in some way or another without 
the bodily senses.‖43  In addition to this task of providing further perception into God‘s 
created order, the bodily senses also offer protection to the soul by participating in 
ascetical labors.  In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 4.85, he says, ―The bodily 
senses are required for the protection of the soul, for it is on account of the senses, 
through [their] labors of virtue, that human beings are lifted out of the depths of darkness 
to the light of His life.‖44  When the senses are subjugated in bodily labor, the passionate 
parts of the soul continue to work towards spiritual knowledge. 
 In summary, Babai says that anger and desire play an important role in the soul‘s 
effort to obtain union with God through spiritual knowledge.  Although they can hinder 
this process of obtaining spiritual knowledge, they can also push the intellect towards 
greater heights so long as the will directs them appropriately.  For Babai, the important 
role that free will plays in directing the parts of the soul in the quest for spiritual 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 6.51 (Frankenberg:392:22-23).   ܨܧܝܮܝܬܦ ܐܬܪܝܐܒ  ̇ܗܬܘܡܝܡܣܕ ܨܮܧܦܕ  .ܐܧܝܟܘ 
ܝܗ ܐ ܤܝܪܣ ܐܝܚܘ ܇̇ܗܣܘܧܪܒ ܨܦܐ ܕܥܡܒ ܐܬܔܦ ܐ ܠ ܐܬܥ̇ܩ ܇̇ܗܰܝܡܝܕ ܘܠܘ ܟܝܐ ܐܬ̈ܘܝܚ ܨܝܗܣܕܒܕ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܨܝܗܬܘܝܚ.   
43
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 4.71 (Frankenberg:304:24-25).   ܝܗܒ ܕܥܡܒܕ ܨܣ ܝܗܘܮܓܪ̈ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܰܝܠ   ̇ܗܠ 
ܐܮܧܧܠ ܘܮܓܬܤܠ ܨܠܐ ܤܠܘ ܕܛܒ ܨܣ ܨܝ̈ܦܙ.  
44
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 4.85 (Frankenberg:312:34-:314:1).   ܝܘܗܘ ܦܐܘ ܇ܐܟܪܗ ܨܝܥܒܰܣܕ ܝܮܓܪ̈ 
ܐܬܔܦ  ̇ܗܬܘܪܘܞܧܠ ܐܮܧܦܕ ܢܘܗܒܘ ܐܮܓ
̇
ܬܒ ܕܝܒ ܝܡ̈ܤܥ ܇ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣ ܟܝܐܘ ܨܣܕ ܝܪ̈ܣܘܥ ܐܟܘܮܚ ܐ ܠܕܰܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܪܗܘܦ 
ܝܗܘ̈ܝܚܕ.   
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knowledge is even more explicit than it is for Evagrius.  Free will directs anger and desire 
towards either virtuous ends that help stimulate spiritual knowledge or else towards evil 
ends that cause distraction in the soul and hinder the attainment of spiritual knowledge. 
 
 
CONCLUSION   
 
 This chapter has laid the groundwork for a consideration of how Evagrius‘s 
anthropology influenced Isaac of Nineveh.  Evagrius‘s anthropology was well received 
by Syriac authors and was seen as a useful tool for upholding the natural goodness of the 
soul.  In particular, Babai uses Evagrius‘s anthropology in a polemical context to help 
prove that the human soul is not inherently evil.  In order to make sure that Evagrius‘s 
anthropology could successfully withstand its polemical opponents, Babai supplied a 
more sophisticated explanation for the origin of evil, namely, free will.  In addition, 
Babai also needed to show that not only is the soul exempt from inherently evil 
tendencies, but also that all three parts of the soul contribute to the virtuous pursuit of 
spiritual knowledge of God.  
 When Isaac appropriates Evagrius‘s anthropology, he builds on this tradition of 
training anger and desire to assist, rather than hinder, the achievement of spiritual 
knowledge.  What separates Isaac from other authors is the degree of sophistication that 
he adds to Evagrius‘s anthropology.  Isaac does not reiterate Evagrian anthropology, but 
he adds new levels of nuance and brings in details from other Syriac authors, like Pseudo-
Dionysius, Pseudo-Macarius, and John the Solitary.     
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CHAPTER 2 
  
 
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ISAAC OF NINEVEH:  
THE IMPULSES OF THE SOUL IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE THREE DEGREES  
 
 
Like Babai, Isaac uses Evagrius‘s anthropology as a tool for opposing heretics 
who deny the inherent goodness of the soul.  Isaac retains Evagrius‘s and Babai‘s 
emphasis on the threefold division of the soul as well as the inherent usefulness of all 
three parts for fostering virtue, but what distinguishes him from his earlier predecessors is 
that he integrates this anthropology into a framework called the ―three degrees,‖ which he 
appropriates from John the Solitary‘s Dialogue on the Soul and Passions.1  According to 
John, the ascetical life consists of three levels, or degrees (ܐܪܟܝ): the level of the body, 
soul and spirit.  In the level of the body, the monk is subject to the material needs and 
desires of the body; in the level of the soul, the monk begins to adopt an attitude of 
repentance and to practice ascetical renunciation in order to quell the passions and 
acquire virtue; in the level of the spirit, the monk has acquired purity and has eliminated 
evil inclinations.
2
  For John, moral perfection is only possible in the level of the spirit, as 
body and soul are continually subject to distractions. 
The three degrees framework provides Isaac with a more nuanced defense of the 
inherent goodness of the soul than Babai because it supplies a better explanation for why 
the two passionate parts of the soul (i.e., anger and desire) fail to harmonize with the 
rational part.  The degree of harmonization correlates with the degree of ascetical 
                                                 
1
 For background on the scholarship concerning the identity of John the Solitary, see Robert Beulay, La 
Lumière sans forme: Introduction à l‘étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale (Chevetogne: Éditions 
de Chevetogne, 1987), 95-97.  I follow the most recent scholarship, which assigns one identity to the 
various texts attributed to John of Apamea and John the Solitary. 
2
 For a thorough treatment of John the Solitary‘s ―three degrees,‖ see Paul Harb, ―Doctrine spirituelle de le 
Solitaire,‖ Parole de l‘Orient 2 (1971): 225-60.   
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renunciation performed during each level of the ascetical life.  When a monk operates in 
the bodily level, for example, limited ascetical renunciation means that the passionate 
parts of the soul become subject to material sensations that enter through the bodily 
senses, but when a monk moves to the level of soul, he begins to control and limit the 
influence of the bodily senses with improved ascetical renunciation.  In the spiritual level, 
the monk experiences the payoff of ascetical renunciation as all three parts of the soul 
work together in perfect harmony.    
The framework of the three degrees helps explain the complex relationship 
between the three parts of the soul, but Isaac still finds that the formulations of Evagrius 
and Babai fail to explain how the passionate parts of the soul inherently work towards 
virtue.  In order to construct an anthropology that can fully withstand the arguments of 
the heretics who deny the natural goodness of the soul, Isaac introduces the notion of the 
soul‘s impulses.  Already within the Syriac tradition, in authors like Ephrem and John the 
Solitary, as well as in the Syriac translation of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters, there is 
mention of the soul‘s impulses (ܐܥ̈ܘܙ).3  Isaac uses this notion of the impulses to provide 
an account for how the soul operates towards virtuous ends.  The impulses, he explains, 
are natural operations of the soul that protect the soul from the distractions of the bodily 
senses and stimulate the highest degree of virtue, that is, contemplation of God.  Each of 
the three parts of the soul, he says, has its own unique corresponding impulse: loving 
desire (ܐܰܤܚܪ) corresponds with desire, zeal (ܐܧܧܝ) with anger, and reason (ܐܬܘܡܝܡܣ) 
                                                 
3
 For background on the use of the word impulses (ܐܥܘܙ) in earlier Syriac literature, see Isaac of Nineveh 
(Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 555, Scriptores Syri 
225 (Louven: Peeters, 1995), n. 24.5, p. 74. 
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with the mind.
4
  The impulse of zeal protects the soul from distractions caused by the 
bodily senses while the impulse of loving desire stimulates contemplation of God.  
Meanwhile, the impulse of reason processes divine insights in the mind during the 
spiritual level of the ascetical life. 
Isaac‘s anthropology is not a mere reiteration of Evagrius‘s anthropology, but 
rather, a sophisticated reworking of elements borrowed from Evagrius, Pseudo-
Dionysius, Pseudo-Macarius, and John the Solitary.  Isaac appropriates the threefold 
division of the soul from Evagrius, but he turns to the Greek eros tradition — specifically 
to Pseudo-Dionysius and Pseudo-Macarius — in order to describe the impulse of loving 
desire.  Finally, he situates his entire anthropology within the framework of John the 
Solitary‘s three degrees.   
The rest of this chapter will be divided into three sections.  The first section will 
show that Isaac, like Babai, uses Evagrius‘s threefold division of the soul to oppose 
heretics who deny the natural goodness of the soul. The second section will show how 
Isaac turns to the Greek eros tradition and, specifically, to Pseudo-Dionysius and Pseudo-
Macarius in order to describe how the impulse of loving desire stimulates contemplation 
of God.  Finally, the third section will show how Isaac places his discussion of the soul‘s 
impulses within the framework of John the Solitary‘s three degrees.  Although Isaac 
forms his anthropology from a complex array of pieces from different authors, John‘s 
three degrees renders the system coherent. 
                                                 
4
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.19.1 (CSCO 554:92):  ―Every rational nature has been constituted to 
receive divine instruction from three simple parts, for the wisdom of that glorious creator has established 
[each one] separately.  They are: loving desire, zeal, and reason.‖       ܘܡܒܪܤܠ ܨܝܟܬܬܐܕ ܐ ܡܝܡܣ ܐܧܝܟ ܗܡܟܠ
ܐܝܐ ܠܐ ܐܧܧܠܘܝ  .ܐܛܒܮܣ ̇ܘܗ ܐܝܘܬܒ ܰܤܟܚ ܰܤܝܩ ܰܝܐܧܡܝܕ ܐܰܞ̈ܝܮܦ ܢܘ̈ܧܣ ܰܠܬ ܨܣ  . ܐܰܤܚܪ ܇ܨܝܗܝܰܝܐܕ
܇ܐܬܘܡܥܡܣܘ ܐܧܧܝܘ  Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters 
IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995).   
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2.1.1  ISAAC‘S ACCOUNT OF THE NATURAL GOODNESS OF THE TRIPARTITE SOUL 
 
 
 Isaac follows Evagrius in positing a tripartite division of the soul.
5
  He retains the 
terms ―anger‖ (ܐܰܤܚ) and ―desire‖ (ܐܰܓܪ) to designate the irascible and concupiscible 
parts of the soul.
6
  He uses three different Syriac words, however, to designate the mind, 
all of which are interchangeable; following the Syriac translation of Evagrius‘s writings 
and Babai, he uses the term ܐܦܘܗ, but he also uses the cognate words ܐܧܝܥܪ and ܐܥܕܣ, 
following traditional Syriac usage.  Like Babai, Isaac formulates this tripartite 
anthropology in response to certain philosophers who say that God has placed passions 
and sin in human nature.
7
  He wants to show that this position is blasphemous. ―Let no 
one blaspheme against God,‖ Isaac states, by saying ―that He has placed the passions and 
sin in our nature.‖8  Accordingly, scholars have focused their discussions of Isaac‘s 
anthropology on the question of how he accounts for the presence of the passions in the 
soul despite his insistent belief that the soul is good.  The current consensus is that Isaac 
                                                 
5
 For background on Evagrius‘s influence on Isaac‘s anthropology, see Nestor Kavvadas, ―Some 
Observations on the Theological Anthropology of Isaac of Nineveh and its Sources,‖ in Scrinium 4: 
Patrologia Pacifica: Selected papers presented to the Western Pacific Rim Patristics Society 3
rd
 Annual 
Conference (Nagoya, Japan, September 29 — October 1, 2006) and other patristic studies, ed. V. Baranov 
and B Lourié (Санкт-Петербург: Axiōma, 2008), 147-57 and ―Der Geist Gottes und die Vergöttlichung 
des Menschen bei Isaak von Ninive,‖ in Syrien im 1.‒7. Jahrhundert nach Christus. Akten der 1. Tübinger 
Tagung zum Christlichen Orient (15.‒16. Juni 2007), ed. Dimitrij Bumazhnov and Hans Reinhard Seeliger, 
Studien und Texte zu Antike und Christentum 62 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 145-56. 
6
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.70 (Bedjan:485:5).  Wensinck mistakenly confuses the word 
ܐܰܤܚ  in Bedjan‘s edition for the word ܐܰܤܚܪ.  His translation (―the natural affections of desire and love‖) 
is incorrect.  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.20 (Bedjan:161:14).  Page and line numbers 
refer to Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. 
Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007).   
7
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:21:16-18): ―There are no passions in the soul 
by nature, but the philosophers who are without do not believe this and neither do those have followed 
them in [their] opinion.‖  ܢܘܧܤܝܗܣ ܐ ܠ ܐܕܗ ܇ܬܒܠܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܦܘ̈ܪܡܝܦ  ܀̇ܗܠ ܰܝܠ ܐ̈ܮܚ ܰܝܐܧܝܟ ܇ܨܣ ܐܮܧܧܠ  . ܗܒܘ
ܐܧܝܥܬܒ ܨܝܕܪ ܢܘܗܪܰܒܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܦܐܘ ܇ܐܦܙܒ.  
8
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:26:2-3).    ܐܮܚܕ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܢܥ ܦܕܔܦ ܯܦܐ ܐ ܠ
ܨܧܝܟܒ ܥܩ ܘܗ ܐܰܝܞܚܘ.  
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believes that the soul has good passions that are natural to it, but that they have become 
corrupted on account of the soul‘s union with the body. 9   
 This scholarly position, however, does not preserve the same degree of nuance 
that Isaac maintains in his own discussion of the soul‘s inherent goodness.  According to 
Isaac, the soul has what he calls powers (ܐ ܡ̈ܝܚ), but not passions.10  In Homily 1.3, Isaac 
claims that scripture assigns ―secondary meanings‖ to many things and, specifically, to 
the descriptions of the body and soul: ―How many times,‖ he says, ―does [the scripture] 
apply the things of the body to the soul and the things of the soul to the body without 
distinguishing them?‖11  Isaac concludes that while scripture, in general, appears to say 
that passions exist in the soul, it does so only in a metaphorical way.  In the same way 
that scripture generally attributes divine characteristics to Christ‘s human nature and 
human characteristics to Christ‘s divine nature without distinguishing them, for example, 
so too does scripture attribute the bodily passions to the soul and the powers of the soul to 
the body without clearly distinguishing them.  What seem like passions of the soul are 
really traces of the influence that the bodily passions have on the soul.    
 Evil passions therefore originate from an unbalanced relationship between the 
body and soul.  According to Isaac, human beings exist as a union between body and 
soul, which means that the body can affect the soul and vice versa.  When the powers of 
                                                 
9
 See E. Khalifé-Hachem, ―L‘âme et les passions des hommes d‘après un texte d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ Parole 
de l‘Orient 12 (1984-1985): 215-16; Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: 
Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 159-62; and Patrick 
Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 75-81.  
10
 Isaac‘s position resembles Nemesius of Emesa, who makes a similar distinction in On the Nature of Man.  
See Nemesius of Emesa, de natura hominis (PG 40:676a): ―In as far as movements spring from the part of 
the soul where passion resides, they are in that sense activities, but in as far as they are inordinate and 
unnatural they are not so much activities as passions‖ (Telfer:349).  English translation refers to Cyril of 
Jerusalem and Nemesius of Emesa, trans. William Telfer, The Library of Christian Classics 4 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1955). 
11
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:24:5-8). 
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the soul order and direct the bodily senses, the natural goodness of the soul ensures that 
human actions are virtuous, but when the balance between body and soul becomes 
interrupted and the bodily senses order and direct the powers of the soul, human beings 
become distracted from their natural course and fail to perform virtuous actions.  Isaac 
lays out this mutual influence of body and soul in Homily 1.3: 
The passions of the body are placed in [the body] by God for the benefit and growth of 
the body and the passions of the soul, that is, the powers of the soul, are placed in [the 
soul] for the growth and benefit of the soul.  When the body is compelled to leave its 
passability through withdrawal from the [passions] and cleave to the soul, it is injured.  
Likewise, when the soul renounces the [passions] belonging to it [and cleaves to] the 
body, it is injured.
12
 
 
The powers of the soul sometimes function as if they were passions whenever the soul is 
distracted by the bodily passions; likewise, the bodily senses act virtuously whenever the 
body is subject to the soul through ascetical renunciation.  
 Isaac‘s account of the union between body and soul is predicated on the 
assumption that the soul naturally generates virtuous actions and that the existence of evil 
occurs only when the soul becomes distracted from its natural course.  Isaac‘s strongest 
affirmation of the natural goodness of the soul is in Homily 1.26, where he explains the 
difference between the powers of the soul when they act according to their nature and the 
powers of the soul when they succumb to demonic influence.  In a properly functioning 
soul, the powers of the mind order the powers of the passionate parts of the soul (i.e., 
anger and desire), but when the soul becomes unbalanced from demonic distraction, the 
powers of the mind fall subject to anger and desire.    
Our mind, without mediation from the holy angels, is moved towards the good by itself 
without instruction, but the mind is unable to receive knowledge of evil things without 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:25:15-20).   ܐ̈ܮ̈ܚ ܇ܐܝܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܭܪܕܘܥܠ ܐܝܒܪܬܘ  ܐܬܔܦܕ 
ܘܤܝܩܬܬܐ ܗܒ ܨܣ ܐܗܠܐ  .ܘ ܐ̈ܮܚ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕ ܘܦܗ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܡ̈ܝܚ ܐ̈ܝܧܮܧܦ ܐܝܒܪܰܠ ܐܦܪܕܘܥܘ ܐܮܧܦܕ  .ܝܰܣܐܘ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܨܥܰܣ 
ܫܧܤܠ ܨܣ ܇ܗܬܘܭܘܮܚ ܐܧܒܩܘܛܒ ܢܘܗܧܣܕ ܨܪܤܠܘ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕܠ ܨܓܰܪܣ  .ܝܰܣܐܘ ܐܮܧܦܕ ܐܝܦܬܣ ܨܝܠܗ  ̇ܗܡܥܕ ܐܧܪܦܘ ܇ܐܬܔܦܕܠ 
ܐܧܓܰܪܣ.   
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mediation from the demons or the senses, for [the mind] cannot be moved towards [evil 
things] by itself.  Good is implanted in our nature, but not evil.  Everything that is foreign 
as well as external instruction is in need of a mediator, but nature, which is implanted 
within and is without instruction, glides along [by itself], even if it does so in the dark.
13
 
 
Even though the soul‘s natural powers operate ―in the dark,‖ they are still able to do so 
without mediation and without instruction.  Isaac‘s point is that evil actions require the 
mediation from the demons or the senses because evil is always external to the soul.   
 Isaac‘s acknowledgment that the powers of the soul operate ―in the dark‖ is a tacit 
admission that the powers of the soul require divine assistance to continue operating 
according to their natural tendencies.  Isaac is more explicit, however, in Homily 1.64, 
where he explains that the power of desire needs to be awakened by divine help before it 
can flourish: ―To choose what is good comes from the beautiful will of the one who 
wants this [good], but the ability to accomplish the choice of this virtuous will belongs to 
God and it requires much help on his part.‖14  Divine grace helps the powers of the soul 
act in the way that they are supposed to act. 
 Divine grace is also required for divine contemplation, which is the pinnacle of 
the ascetical life.  Even though the powers of the soul work naturally towards virtue, they 
are unable to produce divine contemplation in the mind.  Since the soul is subject to the 
constraints of the material world, the immaterial nature of divine contemplation remains 
beyond the natural capacity of the soul and requires the assistance of divine grace.   
Although we do not naturally possess the power to be moved to divine contemplation, 
and [although] we possess this deficiency equally with all the heavenly beings, [then] for 
us and for those who do not [possess] discipline or consideration for [divine 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.27 (Bedjan:197:10-18).   ܇ܨܦܘܗ ܕܥܡܒܘ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܝܥܙܣ ܐܟ̈ܐ ܡܣܕ 
܇ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩ ܨܣ ܗܰܝ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܘܗ ܢܥ ܇ܐܰܒܬ ܦܐܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܧܧܠܘܝ  .ܨܝܗܰܥܕܝ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐܰܮ̈ܝܒܕ ܕܥܡܒ ܐܬܘܝܥܙܣ ܐܪ̈ܐܭܕ ܘܐ ܐ̈ܮܓܕ 
܇ܘܡܒܪܤܠ ܘܐ ܨܝܗܝܡܥ ܘܥܙܬܰܤܠ ܨܣ ܇ܗܰܝ ܐ ܠ ܜܟܮܣ ܀ܨܦܘܗ  ܇ܨܧܝܟܒ ܐܰܒܬ ܐܒܝܨܦ  .ܐܰܮܝܒ ܇ܨܝܕ ܐ ܠ  .ܢܟܘ ܐܰܝܬܟܘܦܕ ܇ܝܗ 
ܨܣܘ ܬܒܠ ܐ ܠܐܥ ܐܰܛܟܭ  ̇ܗܧܧܠܘܝܕ .ܢܥ ܐܝܥܨܣ ܫܝܧܩ  .ܦܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐܧܧܠܘܝ ܰܦܪ ܘܗ ܇ܐܧܝܟ ܨܦܐ ܀ܰܝܐܪܘܗܒ  
14
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.64 (Bedjan:441:11-14).  ܐܒܔܤܠ ܨܣ ܇ܐܰܒܬ ܐܧܝܒܙܕ ܝܗ ܐܬܝܧܭ 
ܐܧܝܐܕ ܐܕܗܠܕ ܓܐܪ  .ܘܤܡܮܤܠ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܝܒܔܠ  ̇ܘܗܕ ܐܧܝܒܨ ܇ܐܪܰܝܣ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܝܗ ܇ܐܕܗ ܢܥܘ ܐܬܘܦܪܕܥܣ ܐܬܐܝܔܩ ܨܣܕ 
ܝܗܘܕܐܨ ܐܪܝܧܩ  
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contemplation], it is by grace alone that [divine contemplation] is moved in us [as] 
something naturally foreign to the human and angelic mind.
15
 
 
We will say more about the process of achieving divine contemplation through grace in 
future chapters, but for the purposes of the present chapter, our findings are sufficient.  
We have shown that Isaac upholds the natural goodness of the soul by blaming the 
existence of evil on distractions that disrupt the natural harmony between body and soul.  
Despite the soul‘s natural capacity to act toward virtue, divine grace is necessary to help 
the powers of the soul perform their natural functions and to achieve divine 
contemplation. 
 
 
2.1.2  THE ROLE OF THE SENSES IN ISAAC‘S ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
 
   
 The negative role of the bodily senses in Isaac‘s anthropology is a significant 
alteration from the anthropology of Babai, who, as we saw in the previous chapter, 
attributed positive functions to the bodily senses.
16
  Although Isaac occasionally blames 
the disruption of the harmony between body and soul on either Satanic or demonic 
influence, he most often blames the bodily senses.
17
  When the senses dominate the soul, 
                                                 
15
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.27 (Bedjan:198:6-10).   ܕܟܕ ܒܬ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܐܰܝܗܠܐ ܐ ܠ ܐܧܩ ܨܦܘܗ 
ܰܝܐܧܝܟ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܘܥܙܬܰܤܠ ܇̇ܗܝܡܥ ܐܕܗܠܘ ܐܬܘܬܝܪܚ ܰܝܐܝܘܭ ܨܧܝܧܩ  ̇ܗܠ ܨܧܚ ܥܥ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܫ̈ܝܩܘܐ ܇ܐܰܝܧ̈ܝܤܭ ܨܠܘ ܨܝܗܠܘ ܐ ܠܕ 
ܐܭܪܘܕ ܐܰܒܮܛܣܘ ܇̇ܗܝܡܥܕ ܐܬܘܒܝܰܒ ܕܘܗܡܒ ܐܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܇ܨܒ ܡܕܣ ܝܬܟܘܦܕ ܰܝܐܧܝܟ ܐܦܘܗܠ ܐܝܮܦܐ ܐܝܟܐ ܡܣܘ.  
16
 For Babai‘s positive evaluation of the senses, see chapter one and Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 
4.71 (Frankenberg:304:24-26) and Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 4.85 (Frankenberg:312:34-314:1).   Page 
and line numbers refer to Euagrius Ponticus, ed. W. Frankenberg, Abhandlungen der Königlichen 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen Philologisch-Historische Klasse 13.2 (Berlin: 
Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1912). 
17
 In Homily 1.64, for example, Isaac blames the corruption of desire on mediation from Satan.  See Isaac 
of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.64 (Bedjan:441:18-20): ―There is a beautiful thing that a man might 
desire even though it is not helpful to him; this sort of desire falls [into the heart] from Satan, even though 
it is perceived to be helpful.‖  ܗܠ ܐܪܕܥܣ ܐ ܠ ܕܟ ܇ܯܦܐ ̇ܗܠ ܓܐܪܕ ܐܬܬܝܧܭ ܘܗ ܰܝܐ  . ܐܧܞܩ ܨܣ ܦܐܘ ܐ ܡܧܦ
ܝܗ ܐܦܪܕܘܥܕܕ ܐܬܒܰܪܣ ܕܟ ܇ܐܰܓܪ ܐܕܗ ܨܝܐܕ.   Isaac also says that the demons use the senses to lead people 
into error.  See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.27 (Bedjan:195:1-5) and De Perfectione 
Religiosa 1.27 (Bedjan:195:17-196:3). 
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the passionate parts of anger and desire fail to perform their natural task of preparing the 
soul for contemplation of God; instead, they produce passions, which give rise to evil.   
 Isaac follows Evagrius in identifying the bodily senses (ܐܮܓܪ) as the source of 
the soul‘s distraction.  In Homily 1.1, Isaac uses The Practical Life 4, where Evagrius 
states that the senses give birth to desire, as a proof text for the way that the senses 
distract the soul with material objects.
18
   Throughout the rest of his homilies, Isaac 
continues to supply examples of how the senses distract the powers of the soul.  In 
Homily 1.1, for example, he states that the soul forgets its natural powers when the senses 
present it with ―visible matter.‖19  In Homily 1.1, he says that the senses turn the heart 
away from the sweetness of God while he adds in Homily 1.3 that the senses ―stir up 
commotion in the soul,‖ and in Homily 1.28, he says that the senses are the source of both 
unnatural anger and desire.
20
  
According to Isaac, the main problem with the senses is that they distort free will.  
Isaac agrees with Babai that free will, not human nature, is the cause of evil, yet at the 
same time, because of his strong insistence on the natural goodness of humanity, Isaac 
believes that the will, insofar as it operates freely and naturally, always works towards 
good.
21
  When the senses present choices to the will that cause it to turn away from God 
                                                 
18
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:4:10-13). 
19
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:2:18-21): ―Until the soul becomes 
intoxicated with faith in God in that it has received a sense of its powers, the weakness of the senses is not 
healed and it is not able to trample visible matter with power.‖   ܐܬܘܝܘܪ ܐܮܧܦ ܐܧܩܬܕ ܬܝܓ ܐ ܣܕܥ
 ܐܝܨܣܰܣ ܐ ܡܝܛܒ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܐܝܩܐ ܣ ܐܮܓܪ̈ܕ ܐܬܘܡܝܛܣ ܐ ܠ ܇̇ܗܝܡ̈ܝܚܕ ܐܰܮܓܪܕ ܐܬܘܧܡܒܪܤܒ ܇ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܒܕ
ܐܰܝܧܝܙܚܰܣ ܐ ܠܘܗܠ ܫܕܤܠ.  
20
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:4:1), De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:21:2) 
and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:294).   
21
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.38 (Bedjan:293:22-294:3): ―When a man is overcome 
with anger and desire, it is not what lies in nature that compels him to cross the border of nature and to be 
outside of what is proper, but it is an addition that we make to nature through the fruit of the will.‖    ܝܰܣܐ
 ܬܒܠ ܐܘܗܬܘ ܇ܐܧܝܟܕ ܗܣܘܚܬ ܨܣ ܫܧܤܠ ܗܠ ܐܝ̈ܨܠ ܐ ܤܝܩ ܐܧܝܟܒܕ ̇ܝܗ ܘܠ ܇ܐܰܓܪ ܨܣܘ ܐܰܤܚ ܨܣ ܯܦܐ ܐܒܕܙܣܕ
ܐܧܝܒܨܕ ܐܰܡܡ
̈
ܡܥ ܕܝܒ ܇ܐܰܝܧܝܟ ̇ܝܗ ܢܥ ܨܧܝܕܒܥ ܨܧܚܕ ܐܰܧܩܘܬ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܐܰܝܠܘ ܨܣ.  
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towards the material world, the senses violate the true freedom of the will, thereby 
enslaving the will to the senses.
22
  Freedom that has not been trained to ignore the bodily 
senses, Isaac says, is ―freedom at the wrong time that results in difficult slavery.‖23  
When the senses entice the will to follow the attractions of the material world, the will 
operates in a way that is against nature, thereby rendering the action one of slavery rather 
than true freedom.  For this reason, Isaac advises the monks to ―die to the senses‖ and to 
―subdue the senses.‖24   
The affect that the senses have on the parts of the soul depends on whether or not 
a monk successfully ―subdues the senses.‖  The will of a monk who has succumbed to the 
slavery of the senses directs the parts of the soul towards evil ends, but the will of a monk 
who has successfully subdued the senses causes the powers of the soul to act towards 
virtuous ends, in keeping with the soul‘s natural tendencies.  This affect of the will means 
that the parts of the soul have either virtuous or evil manifestations, depending on 
whether or not the senses are subdued.  For example, in Homily 1.53, Isaac explains that 
the desiring part of the soul can act either towards virtuous or shameful ends: ―If the 
memory of virtue renews in us the desire for virtue when we are in conversation with [the 
saints] in our thinking, then the memory of lasciviousness renews in our mind a shameful 
                                                 
22
 Cf. See De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:21:2) where Isaac says that the senses cause the soul to be 
troubled by the touch of outward things. 
For further background, see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su 
Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: Leo  S. Olschki, 2002), 179-80.  
23
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.30 (Bedjan:210:16-17). 
24
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.39 (Bedjan:270:13) and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.40 
(Bedjan:281:15).   According to Isaac, maintaining true freedom of the will is essential to salvation, for 
Isaac asserts that God would have chosen to save humanity in a way that did not involve the laborious 
process of ascetical labor if God could have done so without violating human free will.  See Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.45 (Bedjan:323:17-19).  Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 
2.10.20 (CSCO 554:36). 
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desire when we remember them.‖25  A soul may be either virtuous or evil, depending on 
whether or not the senses have caused the will to direct the parts of the soul according to 
their nature or against their nature.
26
 
 
 
2.1.3  THE ROLE OF THE IMPULSES IN ISAAC‘S ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
 
 As we have just seen, Isaac claims that the bodily senses cause the will to work 
against the soul‘s nature by causing the parts of the soul to operate in ways that hinder, 
rather than help, the monk achieve contemplation of God.  At the same time, Isaac also 
speaks of impulses (ܐܥܘܙ) within the soul that counteract the bodily senses.27  According 
to Isaac, God placed the impulses of reason, zeal, and loving desire in the soul for the 
                                                 
25
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.53 (Bedjan:380:7-10).  ܬܕܛܣ ܐܪܰܝܣܕ ܐܦܕܗܘܥ ܬܝܓ ܢܐ  
 ܐܰܓܪ ܰܢ ܝܥܪܰܒ ܬܕܛܣ ܐܙܛܦܕ ܐܦܕܗܘܥ ܦܐ ܇ܰܢ ܒܮܛܤܒ ܢܘܗܧܝܧܥܒ ܨܧܝܘ ܗܕ ܝܰܣܐ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣܕ ܐܰܓܪ ܨܒ
ܨܧܝܕܗܥ ܢܘܗܠܕ ܝܰܣܐ ܐܬܬܝܟܭ.   
26
 According to Isaac, desire is the part of the soul that is most easily persuaded to operate towards either 
virtuous or evil ends.  When the parts of the soul are turned towards the material world by the senses, they 
operate in an evil way.  See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:227:1-2), where Isaac 
states that ―the world is a whore and by the desire for its beauty, it persuades those who see it [to have] 
loving desire for it.‖  ܗܰܤܚܬܠ ܝܗܘܝܙܛܠ ܕܔܦ ܇ܗܬܦܘܭܕ ܐܰܓܬܒܕ ܇ܐ ܤܡܥ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܰܝܦܙ.   Cf.  Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:234:8-9) and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.62 
(Bedjan:401:18).   Isaac even blames his own poor writing on desire that has led him astray in De 
Perfectione Religiosa 1.77 (Bedjan:534:5-7): ―Since [my] intellect runs toward the subject of desire with 
words, I have strayed from the intention that I mentioned above.‖   ܰܞܚܪ ܐܰܓܪܕ ܐܒܬܭ ܢܥ ܐܰܝܥܪܬܕ ܢܞܣ
ܝܰܡܤܒ ܰ̇ܤܩ ܢܥܠ ܨܣܕ ܐܮܝܭ ܨܣ ܝܠ ܰܝܔܭ ܇ܐܰܡܤܒ ̇ܗܠ.   Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.77 
(Bedjan:535:1).   
 Isaac also describes a desire that is better than desire for the allurements of the world.  See Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.62 (Bedjan:432:6-9): ―The allurements [of things and of the world] 
will not enter into the heart of a man who has been made worthy of the divine intellect and has tasted and 
perceived what is better than those [allurements].  Desire for better things than those [allurements] takes 
control in the place of the allurements.‖  ܨܣ ܪܰܝܣܕ ܡܕܤܒ ܯܓܪܐܘ ܥܥܝܘ ܇ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܥܕܤܠ ܝܘܰܭܐܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ
ܗܒܡܠ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܐܓܪܘܓ ܨܝܠܐܥ ܐ ܠ ܇ܨܝܠܗ  .ܢܘܗܡܝܕ ܨܣ ܐܪܰܝܣܕ ܇ܐܰܓܪ ܬܕܚܐ ܐܓܪܘܓܕ ܐܬܪܘܕܕܒ.   
Throughout the ascetical homilies, Isaac identifies proper objects of desire, such as the future world, future 
goods, virtuous things, and conversation with God.  Concerning desire for the future world, see Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.6 (Bedjan:84:2).  Concerning desire for future goods, see Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:230:19).  Concerning desire for virtuous things, see Isaac 
of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:230:21).  Concerning desire for conversation with God, 
see Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.29.7 (CSCO 554:120).   
27
 For further background on the role of the impulses or ―movements‖ that Isaac says are inherent to human 
nature, see André Louf, ―L‘homme dans l‘histoire du salut selon Isaac le Syrien,‖ CPE 88 (2002): 49 and 
Bouria Bitton-Ashkelony, ―The Limit of the Mind (νοῦς): Pure Prayer according to Evagrius Ponticus and 
Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Zeitschrift für antikes Christentum 15:2 (2011): 310-11. 
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purpose of protecting the soul against distractions introduced by the bodily senses and 
preparing the soul for contemplation of God.  Whereas Babai, as we saw in chapter one, 
focuses on healing anger and desire so that they make positive contributions to the 
attainment of spiritual knowledge, Isaac shifts the focus instead to the protective role of 
the impulses.  Babai, in other words, emphasizes healing while Isaac emphasizes 
protection and maintenance of the soul. 
 Isaac says that the job of the soul‘s impulses is to preserve the natural operations 
of the soul and to counter the activity of the bodily senses.  The impulses of the soul are 
intimately united with the senses of the body and are the soul‘s means of interacting with 
the bodily senses.   
Due to the weakness of the flesh, insomuch as it is evil, [the soul] cannot be entirely freed 
from [the passions], for the nature [of the soul] participates in the suffering [of the flesh] 
on account of the union with the [soul‘s] impulses, which are entwined with the fleshly 
senses through inscrutable wisdom.
28
  
 
Although Isaac says that the impulses of the soul will never be completely free from the 
bodily senses, he admits that the impulses can overcome the bodily senses and help 
recover the soul‘s natural virtue.  In an important passage from Homily 1.2, he explains 
how the impulses of loving desire and zeal help purify desire and anger within the soul 
respectively. 
The service of the cross is twofold according to its twofold nature, which is divided into 
two parts: endurance during suffering of the body, which is accomplished through the 
operation of the anger of the soul and increases the intensity of the practice; and the 
subtle service of the mind in divine study, constant prayer, and so forth, which is done 
with that desiring part and is called contemplation.  The one [anger] purifies the 
passionate part [of the soul] through the power of zeal, the other [loving desire] frees the 
                                                 
28
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:26:21-27:1-4).   ܢܞܣ ܗܬܘܗܝܕܟ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐܬܪܒܕ ܪܬܚܬܬܕ 
ܢܘܗܧܣ ܬܤܔܠ ܐ ܠ ܐܝܙܣ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܮܝܒܠܕ ܗܠ  .ܦܬܘܮܣܕ ܘܗ  ̇ܗܧܝܟ ܝܗܘܦܨܠܘܐܒ ܢܞܣ ܐܬܘܕܝܛܣ ܇̇ܗܝܥ̈ܘܙܕ ܨܝܡܝܙܥܕ ܝܗܘܮܓܪ̈ܒ 
ܐܝܦܬܪܒ ܐܰܤܟܛܒ ܝܗ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܒܪܥܰܣ .  
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intelligible part [of the soul] through the operation of the love of the soul, which is its 
natural longing.
29
 
 
Zeal helps the passionate parts of the soul (i.e., anger and desire) to operate naturally by 
protecting them from distractions, while loving desire prepares the soul for divine 
contemplation.  
 In what follows, I will begin to examine Isaac‘s account of the impulses of the 
soul in further detail.  The impulse of loving desire will be discussed below as a Syriac 
equivalent to the Greek eros tradition, so zeal will be considered first.  The impulse of 
reason, associated with the mind, will be considered in future chapters.   
 Isaac says that zeal protects other impulses in the soul from weakness and from 
succumbing to temptations from the devil.
30
  His most detailed account of the function of 
zeal occurs in Homily 2.17 (a duplicate of Homily 1.55), where he follows Evagrius in 
                                                 
29
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.2 (Bedjan:15:10-18).   ܐܧܝܧܥ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܗܧܛܠܘܦ ܐܧܝܩܙܕ  .܇ܐܕܗܘ 
ܬܘܧܠ ܗܬܘܧܝܧܥ ܐܧܝܟܕ  .ܕܡܦܰܣܕ ܇ܐܬ̈ܘܧܤܠ ܨܝܬܪܬ  .ܐܬܘܦܬܒܝܪܤܠ ܐܦܙܠܘܐܕ ܇ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܬܤܓܰܣܕ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܤܒ ܐܰܤܚܕ 
܇ܐܮܧܦܕ ܐܝܮܩܰܣܘ ܐܬܘܪܘܥܩ  .ܐܧܛܠܘܧܠܘ ܐܧܝܞܩ ܇ܐܥܕܣܕ ܐܧܝܧܥܒ ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܬܘܧܝܣܐܘ ܐܬܘܠܙܕ ܇ܐܟܬܭܘ ܐܛܡܦܰܣܕ 
ܐܰܧܤܒ  ̇ܝܗ ܇ܐܰܝܦܰܓܪ ܐܗܣܰܮܣܘ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ  .ܐܕܚܘ ܇̇ܨܣ ܐܰܧܤܠ ܐܰܭܘܮܚ ܐܝܟܬܣ ܕܝܒ ܗܡܝܚ ܐܧܧܝܕ  .܇ܐܬܕܚܐܘ ܕܝܒ 
ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܣ ܐܒܘܚܕ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܬܘܧܒܐܝܰܣ ܇ܐܰܝܧܝܟ ܐܰܧܤܠ ܐܰܝܧܡܟܰܪܣ ܐ ܡܠܨܣ.  
30
 Babai does not make zeal an impulse of the soul in the same way that Isaac does, but he establishes a 
precedent for making a distinction between zeal and anger, properly speaking.  When Babai considers how 
anger works in the soul, he realizes that the Syriac translator of Evagrius occasionally uses two different 
words to describe the irascible parts of the soul.  Sometimes the Syriac translator uses the standard 
technical term ―anger,‖ but at other points, he uses the word ―zeal.‖  Babai uses this divergence in language 
to establish a distinction between anger and zeal.  When the irascible part of the soul acts according to 
reason, Babai labels this action ―zeal,‖ but when the irascible part of the soul succumbs to violence, Babai 
calls this action ―anger.‖  Still commenting on Evagrius‘s language in Gnostic Chapter 1.84, he says, 
―Love and hatred follow after zeal.‖  In this instance, he uses [the term] ―zeal‖ instead of ―anger‖ because it 
is not violent as in the rest of the animals, but rather, operates rationally.  See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia 
Gnostica 1.84 (Frankenberg:120:37-122:2).  Although zeal is not violent, Babai still says that it is an 
operation of the irascible soul that is subject to the will and therefore can succumb to evil.  He continues, 
―Zeal that arises from impulses‖ is succeeded by two operations, love and hate: either virtue arises, as Paul 
says. . . . or else the opposite, as David warns us. . . . Natural zeal is neutral because it yields to free will.‖  
See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.84 (Frankenberg:122:2-4).   
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calling zeal a ―watchdog‖ for virtue.31  Isaac then describes how the impulse of zeal acts 
as a ―watchdog‖ by guarding and protecting the impulse of loving desire: 
There is a beginning of movement with every impulse of loving desire for the good, that 
is, a certain zeal, which resembles coals of fire in its warmth, accompanies [the impulse].  
This [zeal] habitually encompasses that impulse of loving desire as fortification, driving 
it away from every obstacle and hindrance there may be.  This [zeal] possesses great 
strength and unspeakable power in order to guard the entire soul from becoming weak 
and being shaken by onslaughts of all kinds of difficulties.
32 
 
The content of this passage is consistent with a number of other occasions where Isaac 
says that zeal protects the soul from desiring the wrong things.
33
  Furthermore, Isaac 
explains that zeal protects the soul from succumbing to bodily temptations and 
temptations from the devil.  In Homily 1.36, for example, he claims that Satan withdraws 
his temptation from those people who have zeal because he knows that he will be 
unsuccessful.
34
  Zeal, therefore, is the impulse of the soul that protects the rest of the soul 
from the onslaughts of temptations that arise from the bodily senses and from the devil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
31
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.17.3 (CSCO 554:81).  The Evagrian reference is to the 
supplementary material included in the Syriac translation of the Gnostic Chapters.  For the text of Evagrius 
and Babai‘s commentary, see Babai, Suppl. Kephalaia Gnostica 10 (Frankenberg:430:10-20).   
32
 Isaac of Nineveh, ‗The Second Part‘ 2.17.1 (CSCO 554:80).   ܢܟܠ ܐܥܘܙ ܐܰܤܚܪܕ ܐܬܬܝܧܭܕ ܇ܰܝܐܕ ܗܤܥ ܝܪܘܭܕ 
܇ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܨ̇ܪܦ ܗܠ ܐܧܧܝ ܇ܡܕܣ ܐ̇ܣܕܕ ܐܪ̈ܣܘܓܕܠ ܐܪܘܦܕ ܗܬܘܤܝܤܛܒ  .ܘܗܘ ܐܦܗ ܕܥܣ ܪܕ̇ܗ ܗܠ ܟܝܐ ܐܪܘܭ  .ܗܠ 
ܐܥܘܙܠ  ̇ܘܗ ܇ܐܰܤܚܪܕ ܕܬ̇ܝܘ ܨܣ ܗܕܥܘ ܢܟ ܐ ܡܒܘܪܩ ܐܟܘܘܥܘ ܰܝܐܕ  .ܐܧܭܘܥ ܨܝܕ ܐܐܝܔܩ ܐ ܡܝܚܘ ܐܧܩ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܢܡܣܰܣ 
ܘܧܪܛܤܠ  ̇ܗܡܟܠ ܐܮܧܦ ܨܣ ܐܦܪܬܬܕ ܘܐ ܥܝܙܬܬ ܨܣ ܐܦ̈ܐܚ ܢܟܕ ܨܝ̈ܪܩܘܥ.  
33
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.37 (Bedjan:282:5-8) and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.65 
(Bedjan:447:11-16). 
34
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.36 (Bedjan:271:18-272:4).  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The 
Second Part 2.17.2 (CSCO 554:81): ―This is what makes the soul zealous, stirs it, enflames it, and 
occasionally makes it strong so that [a person] scorns the body [despite whatever] afflictions and fearsome 
temptations he may encounter in order to confidently hand himself over to death and encounters the power 
of the Rebel.‖   ܐܦ̈ܘܝܪܦܘ ܐܦܨܠ̈ܘܐܒ ܐܬܔܦ ܢܥ ܬܪܒܦܕ ܇ܨܒܙ ܨܒܙܒ ܐܮܧܧܠ ܬܒܔܣܘ ܒܗܡܮܣܘ ܥܝܙܣܘ ܨܧܞܣܕ ܐܝܘܗ
ܐܕܘܬܣ ܝܡ̈ܝܚ ܥܪܐ ܤܠܘ ܐܬܘܤܠ ܰܝܐ ܡܝܟܬ ܗܮܧܦ ܘܤܡܮܤܠ ܇ܨܝܥܪ̇ܐܕ ܐ ܡ̈ܝܚܕ.  
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2.2  LOVING DESIRE: THE INFLUENCE OF PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS, PSEUDO-MACARIUS, AND 
THE GREEK EROS TRADITION 
 
 
 This next section of the chapter will investigate the intellectual milieu that served 
as the background to Isaac‘s development of the impulse of loving desire.  The Syriac 
word ܐܰܤܚܪ, translated here as ―loving desire,‖ is the word that Syriac authors used to 
translate the Greek word eros.
35
  Secular Greek philosophers as well as Greek theologians 
prior to Isaac‘s time had already made the connection between erotic desire and 
contemplation and Isaac‘s development of loving desire manifests a dependence on these 
Greek sources.   
 Christian theologians as early as the second-century drew connections between 
eros and contemplation.  Ignatius of Antioch famously said, ―My eros is crucified,‖ and 
this moniker would be repeated and developed into contemplative systems by both 
Origen and Pseudo-Dionysius.
36
  Also relevant for understanding Isaac‘s conception of 
loving desire is Evagrius, who implicitly associates eros with contemplation.  As Robin 
Darling Young has suggested, Evagrius draws a connection between the three levels of 
the monastic life and three different commentaries on the biblical text: he associates the 
practical life with Proverbs, natural contemplation with Ecclesiastes, and theological 
contemplation with the Song of Songs.
37
  This pairing between theological contemplation 
                                                 
35
 See Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans Forme, 128. 
36
  Ignatius of Antioch, Ep. ad Rom. 7.2.  See John M. Rist, ―A Note on Eros and Agape in Pseudo-
Dionysius,‖ Vigiliae Christiane 20 (1966): 239. 
37
 Robin Darling Young, ―The Influence of Evagrius Pontus,‖ in To Train His Soul in Books: Syriac 
Asceticism in Early Christianity, ed. Robin Darling Young and Monica Blanchard (Washington D.C.: The 
Catholic University of America Press, 2011), 161.   
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and the Song of Songs implies that, for Evagrius, the theme of erotic love, which 
permeates the Song of Songs, is associated with contemplation.
38
   
 The possible influence of Pseudo-Dionysius is more intriguing, even though 
definitive connections between Isaac‘s conception of loving desire and Pseudo-Dionysian 
texts cannot be established with certainty.  Scholars have already noted the prominent 
role that Pseudo-Dionysius assigns to eros in Divine Names 4.
39
  In this section, he 
introduces two currents that may have influenced Isaac‘s conception of loving desire: the 
connection between eros and ecstasy and the connection between eros and the beautiful.  
Pseudo-Dionysius states, first of all, that God‘s ecstatic motion and creative impetus 
stems from the divine eros.
40
  The correlative to this ecstatic motion, as René Roques first 
remarked, is that human beings also begin the process of ecstatic movement towards God 
through the impetus of loving desire.
41
  Erotic love, in other words, stimulates ecstasy 
because it moves the mind to a state of unknowing that transcends nature.
42
  The second 
current is that Pseudo-Dionysius associates loving desire with the Beautiful. 
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 Jean Danièlou notes that Gregory of Nyssa makes a distinction between love (ܐܒܘܚ) and loving desire 
(ܐܰܤܚܪ), or agape and eros in Greek.  See Jean Danièlou, Platonisme et thélogie mystique: Essai sur la 
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39
 See Anders Nygren, Agape and Eros, trans. P.S. Watson (London: S.P.C.K, 1953); John M. Rist, ―A 
Note on Eros and Agape in Pseudo-Dionysius,‖ 235-43; and Alexander Golitzin, Et Introibo ad Altare Dei: 
The Mystagogy of Dionysius Areopagita, with Special Reference to its Predecessors in the Eastern 
Christian Tradition (Thessalonica: Patriarchikon Idruma Paterikon Meleton, 1994), 66-68.  Unfortunately, 
the Syriac translation of the Divine Names remains unpublished. 
40
 Pseudo-Dionysius, Divine Names 708B: ―That yearning which creates all the goodness of the world 
preexisted superabundantly within the Good and did not allow it to remain without issue.  It stirred him to 
use the abundance of his powers in the production of the world‖ (Luibheid:79-80).  Translation is from 
Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid (New York: Paulist Press, 1987). 
41
 René Roques, ―Symbolisme et théologie negative chez le Pseudo-Denys,‖ Bulletin de‘Association de 
Guillaume Bude 1 (1957), 97-112. 
42
 See Alexander Golitzin Et Introibo ad Altare Dei, 66; Charles M. Stang, ―Dionysius, Paul, and the 
Significance of the Pseudonym,‖ in Re-Thinking Dionysius the Areopagite, ed. Sarah Coakley and Charles 
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So it is that all things must desire, must yearn for, must love, the Beautiful and the Good.  
Because of it and for its sake, subordinate is returned to superior, equal keeps company 
with equal, superior turns providentially to subordinate, each bestirs itself and all are 
stirred to do and to will whatever it is they do and will because of the yearning for the 
Beautiful and the Good.
43
 
 
The connection between loving desire and ecstasy and loving desire and the Beautiful are 
two currents that permeate Pseudo-Dionysius‘s discussion of loving desire. 
 Isaac‘s understanding of loving desire reflects these two Pseudo-Dionysian 
currents.  Throughout his homilies, Isaac, like Pseudo-Dionysius, associates loving desire 
with the mind‘s ability to go beyond knowledge and experience wonder — which is, for 
Isaac, the equivalent of ecstasy.
44
  In Homily 1.24, for example, he says that loving desire 
moves the mind towards a ―knowledge that is not part of nature.‖45  Likewise, Isaac also 
echoes Pseudo-Dionysius‘s connection between desiring and the beautiful.  In Homily 
1.64, for example, Isaac states ―We join the beautiful desire that is awakened in us with 
continual prayer.‖46  Although, in this instance, Isaac associates desire (ܐܰܓܪ) with the 
beautiful rather than loving desire, his language nevertheless places him within the same 
eros tradition as Pseudo-Dionysius. 
 The most relevant Greek author in this discussion of background sources to 
Isaac‘s use of loving desire is Pseudo-Macarius, who uses the term eros frequently in his 
writings.
47
  The Syriac translation of the Macarian corpus is a series of homilies and 
                                                                                                                                                 
M. Stang (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 16-17; and Charles M. Stang, Apophasis and Pseudonymity 
in Dionysius the Areopagite: ―No Longer I,‖ (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 163-66. 
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 Pseudo-Dionysius, Divine Names 708A.  (Luibheid:79). 
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 See Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 
2000), 242. 
45
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.24 (Bedjan:181:5).  ܗܰܥܕܝ ܟܧܝܟܒ ̇ܗܝܰܝܠ.  
46
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.64 (Bedjan:441:14-15).  ܐܒܔܤܠ ܨܣ ܇ܐܰܒܬ ܐܧܝܒܙܕ ܐܦܗܡܞܣ 
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 See Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans Forme, 63; Alexander Golitzin Et Introibo ad Altare Dei, 377; and 
Marcus Plested, The Macarian Legacy: The Place of Macarius-Symeon in the Eastern Christian Tradition 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 247. 
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letters attributed either to Macarius of Egypt or Macarius of Alexanderia and includes the 
earliest manuscript witness to the Macarian writings, dated to 534.
48
  For the most part, 
the Syriac corpus seems to be an abbreviated summary of the Greek corpus, though 
Géhin has recently discovered a Greek manuscript that provides a partial basis for the 
form of the Syriac collection.
49
  Beulay has also composed a list of parallels between the 
Syriac and Greek collections.
50
  Nevertheless, the difficulty with the Syriac collection is 
that it does not correlate exactly to any of the four extant Greek collections.    
 Isaac refers to portions of the Syriac Macarian collection on two occasions.  In 
Homily 1.72, he explicitly refers to both the Syriac rendition of the first letter attributed to 
Macarius of Alexandria and the first letter attributed to Macarius of Egypt.
51
  Although 
he only refers to Macarius by name in this particular homily, Isaac may have been 
familiar with additional writings from the Syriac Macarian corpus under other 
pseudonyms.  The first two homilies attributed to Macarius of Egypt, for example, are 
also attributed to Ephrem in some of the early manuscripts.
52
  It is therefore possible that 
Isaac was familiar with larger portions of the Syriac Macarian corpus, albeit under the 
pseudonym of Ephrem rather than under the pseudonym of either Macarius of Egypt or 
Macarius of Alexandria.  
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Otto Harrassowitz, 1981), X. 
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 Scholars have already noted the influence that the Macarian corpus had on East-
Syriac ascetical authors regarding erotic love.
53
  Although Pseudo-Macarius speaks of a 
misguided loving desire for material pursuits such as money, power, and praise, he also 
has much to say about loving desire for God and the role that loving desire plays in 
acquiring union with God through contemplation.
54
  This connection between erotic love 
and union with God is explicit in portions of the Syriac collection of Pseudo-Macarius‘s 
writings, especially, as we will consider here, the first three homilies ascribed to 
Macarius of Egypt.
55
   
 The first homily attributed to Macarius of Egypt is an abbreviated summary of 
Pseudo-Macarius‘s Great Letter.56  This text, preserved in some manuscripts under the 
pseudonym of Ephrem, is a strong witness to the connection that Pseudo-Macarius makes 
between erotic love and contemplative union with God.   In this homily, Pseudo-
Macarius says that loving desire for God is necessary before a monk can advance to 
mature knowledge of God.  Without loving desire, a person remains infantile in respect to 
spiritual knowledge. 
Just as when an infant is born, it does not remain in the stature of its infancy for a long 
time, but it grows daily by increasing its stature out of necessity and nature, until it 
arrives at the stature of perfection and the fullness of a human being, so too in the same 
way does a person who is born from above persist not in an infantile birth of the spiritual 
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intellect, but advances daily into the presence of the knowledge of loving desire for God 
by the workings of the Spirit that lead one to God.
57
 
 
According to Pseudo-Macarius, loving desire is the prerequisite for the acquisition of 
mature, spiritual knowledge about God.  He makes this position even more explicit later 
in the same homily: ―It is necessary for those who yearn for and ardently desire truth and 
long to be deemed worthy to place this banner of life before their eyes to be immersed in 
love and loving desire for that ineffable vocation.‖58  In short, loving desire is the first 
step of the ineffable vocation of discovering the truth about God. 
 Pseudo-Macarius continues his discussion on the role of loving desire in the 
second homily attributed to Macarius of Egypt, but also preserved as Ephrem in some 
early manuscripts.
59
  In this homily, he compares loving desire for God with the appetite 
of thirst.  A monk who is denied union with God possesses an insatiable (ܥܒܪܤܠ ܐ ܠ) 
loving desire for God in the same way that a thirsty person who is unable to consume 
water fails to be sated in respect to thirst. 
When a person who is thirsty and burdened by thirst begins to drink but is not permitted 
to satisfy [his longing for a drink], not only is his thirst not satiated (ܥܒܪܤܠ ܐ ܠ), but the 
opposite occurs and he becomes increasingly enflamed and burdened by thirst, in the 
same way this also happens to souls that are bound with loving desire for God, in so 
much as they are deemed worthy to receive the gift from [God], they are increasingly 
filled with desire and afflicted with hunger to such an extent that they do not know 
satiation.
60
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This section of the homily, as Beulay notes, is dependent on the first two paragraphs of 
the tenth homily in the second Greek collection of Pseudo-Macarius‘s texts.61  In the 
Greek version of the text, the emphasis on the insatiability (ἀκορέστος) of loving desire 
is even stronger than in the Syriac version.
62
  Nevertheless, the main point is still present 
in the Syriac text: a monk must possess an insatiable loving desire for God in order to 
achieve contemplative union with God.   
 In the third homily ascribed to Macarius of Egypt, Pseudo-Macarius continues to 
unfold his understanding of the relationship between loving desire and knowledge of 
God.  A soul that is wounded for God is insatiable in its need for the healing power of 
divine knowledge.  ―The soul that has a loving desire for God,‖ he begins, ―is such that it 
possesses upright knowledge.‖63  He then explains that a soul that has been touched by 
knowledge of God is permanently wounded in that it will always yearn to taste intimacy 
with the Trinity once again: ―A soul that is wounded and overcome with loving desire for 
God has tasted glorious and pleasing intimacy with the Trinity.‖64  According to Pseudo-
Macarius, loving desire should exist in the soul as a permanent wound that will always 
suffer for want of the healing power of divine knowledge. 
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   This Macarian vision of loving desire provides a basis for Isaac‘s own 
formulation of how the impulse of ―holy loving desire,‖ as he calls it, operates within the 
soul.
65
  As Chialà has aptly said, this specific application of desire plays an important role 
in Isaac‘s ascetical teaching:  
La via ascetica non è una via verso l‘insensiblità, una sorta di anestetico che mira ad 
ottundere le potenze vitali che si agitano nell‘uomo e che lo rendono un essere vivente, 
ma è piuttosto una via di conversione, di riorientamento di queste forze vitali; per cui 
Isacco non invita all‘assenza di desiderio, ma a un desiderio più grande; non invita 
all‘assenza di passione, ma a una passione più grande.66 
 
In short, the impulse of loving desire is an essential part of Isaac‘s ascetic enterprise.  
Specific examples of Isaac‘s interest in the connection between loving desire and the 
ascetical enterprise include Homily 2.5, where Isaac prays that his loving desire for God 
will help him to renounce his life, and Homily 2.10, where Isaac claims that loving desire 
for God will help monks arrive at perfect love for other human beings.
67
   
 In particular, Isaac adopts Pseudo-Macarius‘s position that loving desire must be 
insatiable before it can foster union with God.  Isaac, like Pseudo-Macarius, observes that 
a monk remains interested in spiritual pursuits so long as his loving desire for God 
remains unfulfilled, but when loving desire is sated, a monk will become interested in 
material distractions.  Isaac explains this reasoning in Homily 1.11:   
The incorporeal faculties of the intellect, which are inclined towards loving desire for 
God through consideration of the scriptures, fence in the gates of the soul against foreign 
thoughts.  They guard the intellect with fervent memories of future things so that [the 
intellect] is not given to the memory of [worldly] things through its idleness.  If these 
things happened, the fervency of the impulses would be cooled and [the intellect] would 
fall prey to desires.
68
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ܐ ܠܕ ܕܭܐܰܦ ܕܝܒ ܐܧܡܞܒ ܐܦܕܗ̈ܘܥܠ ܇ܐܬܘ̈ܒܨܕ ܨܣܘ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܗܰܭܬ ܐܬܘܤܝܤܚ ܇ܗ̈ܘܙܕ ܢܧܦܘ ܐܰܔܝܓܪ̈ܒ.  
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An idle mind turns its attention to the material world, but a mind that constantly desires God will 
never have any need to find fulfillment in material things.  Throughout the ascetical homilies, 
Isaac speaks to the importance of cultivating an insatiable loving desire directed towards 
God.  In Homily 2.11, for example, he recommends an ―insatiable loving desire‖ ( ܐܰܤܚܪ
ܐܥܒܰܪܣ ܐ ܠܕ) for the cross.69  Elsewhere, in Homily 2.40, he identifies the insatiable 
desire of love as the source of eschatological unity.  The saints, he says, united in purpose 
and mission, ―will gaze towards God with the desire of insatiable love.‖70  Isaac‘s 
language in these passages is reminiscent of Pseudo-Macarian teaching on the 
insatiability of loving desire. 
 In summary, Isaac‘s depiction of the impulse of loving desire is shaped by the 
Greek eros tradition and particularly Pseudo-Dionysius and Pseudo-Macarius.  Like 
Pseudo-Macarius, he says that the impulse of loving desire should direct the mind 
towards knowledge, but, like Pseudo-Dionysius, he defines this knowledge as ecstatic 
and transcendent.  In an important passage from Homily 1.1, Isaac identifies the impulse 
of loving desire as the impulse that directs the intellect towards thoughts of wonder 
(ܐܪܗܬ), which is, for Isaac, ecstatic knowledge.   
Even if the intellect is floating in its upper waters without being able to make its impulses 
delve deeper into this entire depth [of the sea] in order to see all the treasures that are at 
the bottom, study, with its loving desire, is [still] sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the 
mind] firmly to the thoughts of wonder.
71
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.11.1 (CSCO 554:43).  
70
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.40.5 (CSCO 554:164). ܐ ܠܕ ܐܒܘܚܕ ܐܰܓܬܒ ܢܘܪܘܛܦ ܐܗܠܐ ܬܘܠܘ 
ܐܥܒܰܪܣ.   Isaac further supports the connection between insatiable loving desire and eschatological unity in 
De Perfectione Religiosa 1.53 (Bedjan:381:6-7), where he says that intellectual communion with the angels 
―kindles an intense fire of loving desire for virtue‖ within the saints. The phrase ―intense fire of loving 
desire‖ is a typical Pseudo-Macarian theme, although Beulay notes that it is surprisingly absent from the 
Syriac collection. See Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans Forme, 63. 
71
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:5:8-11).   ܨܦܐ ܝܗܘܤܒ ܐܝܡܥ ܐܘܗܦ ܦܐ ܝ ܇ܐܧܝܥܪ 
ܕܟ ܐ ܠ ܝܟܮܦ ܬܘܠ ܝܦܗ ܗܡܟ ܐܪܣܘܥ ܫܤܥܦ ܇ܝܗܘ̈ܝܘܙ ܐܙܛܤܠ ܨܝܗܡܟܠ ܐܙܓ ܝܗܘܣܘܗܰܒܕ  .ܫܧܩ ܘܗ ܐܓܪܗ ܗܰܤܚܬܒ ܕܟܦ 
ܐܒܭܘܛܠ ܰܝܐܦܰܡܝܚ ܕܝܒ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚ ܐܪܗܬܕ.  
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As we will see in part three of this dissertation, this ability of loving desire to push the 
mind towards the ecstatic transcendence of wonder is an essential component to Isaac‘s 
portrait of the spiritual life and it will be the goal of the spiritual level of the three degrees 
hierarchy.   
 
 
2.3  THE IMPULSES OF THE SOUL IN THE  FRAMEWORK OF THE THREE DEGREES 
 
 
 Isaac‘s strategy for explaining how evil arises from a soul that is inherently good 
involves the complex relationship between body and soul.  Evil occurs when the bodily 
senses dominate the powers of the soul and overwhelm the will, but evil is avoided when 
the bodily senses are kept in check and when the impulses of the soul are free to operate 
according to their natural function, which is to protect the soul and stimulate 
contemplation of God.  This basic explanation for the origin of evil, which uses elements 
from Evagrius, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Pseudo-Macarius, is an improvement on previous 
solutions to the problem of evil, yet there are still issues that remain unexplained.  The 
biggest problem with Isaac‘s anthropology, as it has been presented so far, is that it fails 
to explain why the bodily senses dominate the soul at some points and not at others.  
Furthermore, since zeal and loving desire can work towards evil ends (for example, when 
a person is zealous and desirous for material possessions), an explanation is needed for 
why the impulses sometimes fail to perform their natural task of stimulating 
contemplation of God.  What can a monk do to control the bodily senses and make the 
impulses work according to their nature? 
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 Isaac finds the solution to this question in John the Solitary‘s system of the three 
degrees.
72
  With this system, Isaac finds a ready-made explanation for why the bodily 
senses dominate the soul at some points and not at others and for why the impulses do not 
always do what they are supposed to do.  Understood within the context of the three 
degrees, the proper balance between the bodily senses and the powers of the soul and the 
proper orientation of the impulses depends on the degree of ascetical labor being 
performed.  In the bodily level of the ascetical life, a monk is just beginning to perform 
ascetical labor and has not yet done enough ascetical renunciation to subdue the senses.  
As a result, the senses overwhelm the soul and the impulses work towards unnatural ends.  
In the level of the soul, the monk has done enough ascetical labor to master the bodily 
senses, but has not yet achieved contemplation of God.  Only in the level of the spirit, 
which will be discussed in the final chapters of this dissertation, does the monk achieve 
contemplation of God. 
 According to Isaac, the senses dominate when a monk is operating at the bodily 
level of the three degrees.
73
  During this level of the ascetical life, the monk is unable to 
perform enough ascetical renunciation to subdue the bodily senses and, as a result, he is 
likely to become distracted by material perceptions from the senses.  In Homily 1.46, 
Isaac compares the focus of the first two levels of the ascetical life, the levels of the body 
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 For Isaac‘s use of the phrase ―three degrees,‖ see Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 
(Bedjan:121:20-21):  ―There are three degrees  that order the entire course of the human being.‖  For the 
influence of the ―three degrees‖ on Isaac, see Irénée Hausherr, Dialogue sur l‘Âme et les Passions des 
Hommes, OCA 120 (Rome: Pontifical Institute of Oriental Studies, 1939), 15-17 and Robert Beulay, La 
Lumière sans forme, 105-108.  We know that Isaac read John the Solitary because he explicitly cites him 
twice.  See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.18 (Bedjan:152:1-2) and De Perfectione Religiosa 
1.46 (Bedjan:334:11).    
73
 For an example of his association between the senses and the degree of the body, see Isaac of Nineveh, 
De Perfectione Religiosa 1.27 (Bedjan:195:7-9).  Here, Isaac associates the senses with the most basic level 
of three human levels of perception of incorporeal beings, below the ―sight of the soul‖ and ―the natural 
force of the spirit.‖   
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and the soul, and concludes that the bodily way of life deals with the issue of the senses.  
―The bodily way of life,‖ he says, ―requires vigilance regarding the senses while the 
soulish way of life requires vigilance in the heart.‖74  At the level of the body, the monk 
is most concerned with overcoming physical distractions that come from the bodily 
senses.  It is not until the monk has moved into the level of the soul that he can begin to 
turn to matters of the heart.  
 Understanding which level of the ascetical life a monk is operating in helps 
explain why the impulses of the soul do not always work according to their nature.  
Despite Isaac‘s overall positive assessment of the role of the impulses of the soul, he 
recognizes that zeal and loving desire do not always successfully purify and protect the 
soul.  As an example, I will focus on a lengthy passage from Homily 1.50, where Isaac 
states that a zealous man will never reach peace of mind because zeal is a ―severe illness 
of the soul.‖75  ―Human beings do not count zeal as a form of wisdom,‖ he says, ―but as 
one of the illnesses of the soul, that is, a narrow mindedness and a great ignorance.‖76  
This negative assessment of zeal is difficult to fit into Isaac‘s conception of the impulses 
because, as we just saw above, Isaac claims that the impulses are naturally placed in the 
soul in order to safeguard it against evil and to aid the reception of divine instruction.
77
   
 Isaac‘s uncharacteristic criticism of zeal betrays his dependence on John the 
Solitary‘s Dialogue on the Soul and Passions.  In this text, John analyzes the ethical 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.46 (Bedjan:331:17-18).    ܐܮܒܪܕ ܐܬܘܕܝܥ ܇ܐܝܦܬܔܦ ܐܬܒܘܕ
ܐܥܒ  .ܐܒܠܕ ܐܬܘܬܝܥ ܇ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܐܬܒܘܕ.  
75
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.50 (Bedjan:343:13-14). 
76
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.50 (Bedjan:343:21-344:2).   ܘܠ ܡ ܢ ܐܭܕܐ ܐܰܤܟܚܕ ܐܧܣ ܐܧܧܝ 
܇ܐܮܧ̈ܝܧܒܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܨܣ ܕܚ ܨܣ ܐܦܗܪܘܟ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܬܘܙܝܠܐ ܇ܐܰܝܥܪܬܕ ܐ ܠܘ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܬܐܝܔܩ.  
77
 Like zeal, the impulse of loving desire may also suffer perversion and work towards evil ends.  Isaac 
recalls that a loving desire for this life will seem like hell to the person who falls in this trap.  See Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:229:19-20).  Elsewhere, Isaac speaks of a misdirected 
loving desire towards money.  See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.53 (Bedjan:385:6). 
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usefulness of zeal in each of the three degrees and concludes that it is only a positive 
quality when it is used in a spiritual way.  John‘s description of zeal in the bodily level is 
of an impulse ruled by envy for material objects.   
The zeal of the corporeal man is this: domination of others, [envy for] the riches of those 
who are richer than you, and [envy] for those who have a better life.  The entire passion 
of zeal is instigated by envy, for it is envy that begins a loving desire for things that are 
seen.
78
 
 
Although the person who is operating at the level of the soul has progressed beyond the 
base impulse of envy, his zeal is still evil because it is determined by pride.  Someone 
who no longer performs evil deeds still judges others whom he perceives to be inferior to 
him and therefore harbors an attitude of disgust towards other people.  
Zeal begins to exist in the soulish [man] from this cause: since [the soulish man] has been 
elevated above evil deeds that are seen in the body and does not recognize anyone greater 
than himself, he believes that that he is perfect; and since everyone else is inferior to him 
in deeds that are seen, he begins to be moved by zeal and a sense of judgment towards 
their actions, and from the cause of his zeal, he harbors hatred.
79
 
 
John therefore concludes that zeal inspired by both the levels of the body and soul is a 
zeal ―directed towards murder‖ and the ―destruction of human beings.‖80   
 John perceives zeal differently when it appears in the spiritual level of the 
ascetical life.  Contrary to the two lower levels of the ascetical life, John says that zeal 
fosters a positive love for humanity when it is expressed in the spiritual level: ―In the 
spiritual man there is no zeal for the destruction of humanity, as, for example, when our 
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 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:20:21-25).  Page and line numbers refer to Ein Dialog über 
Die Seele und Die Affecte des Menschen, ed. Sven Dedering (Leiden: Brill, 1936).      ܐܦܬܔܦ ܢܝܟܗ ܐܬܒܓ
ܗܧܧܝ ܘܦܗ  .ܐܦܪ̈ܚܐܕ ܐܧܞܠܘܭ  .ܨܝܪ̈ܝܰܥ ܗܧܣܕ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܕ ܐܪܬܘܥ  .ܨܝܛܧܣ ܗܧܣܕ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܕ ܐܧ̈ܚ  . ܗܧܧܝܕ ܐܮܚ ܨܝܕ ܗܡܟ
ܐ ܤܪܚ ܨܣ ܥܝܙܰܣ  .ܐܬܮܣ ܨ̈ܝܙܚܰܣܕ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܐܰܤܚܪ ܨܣ ܗܤܪܚ ܨܝܕ ܘܗ ܦܐ.  
79
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:21:6-12).  ܐܬܮܣ ܢܝܟܗ ܐܘܪܦܕ ܐܧܧܝ ܐܝܧܮܧܧܒ ܨܣ ܐܕܗ ܐܰܡܥ ܢܞܣ 
ܝܡܥܬܐܕ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܕ̈ܒܥ ܐܮ̈ܝܒ ܨܝܙܚܰܣܕ ܇ܐܬܔܧܒ ܨܝܡܝܐܒܘ ܨܒܪܘܪ̈ܕ ܗܧܣ ܐ ܠ ܯܓܪܐ  ܬܒ̇ܩ ܗܠ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܡܕܣ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܗܒ ܘܝܘܗ 
ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓ  .ܢܞܣܘ ܐܟܬܭܕ ܐܦܪ̈ܚܐܕ ܨܝ
̇
ܬܝܨܒ ܗܧܣ ܐܕܒ̈ܥܒ ܨܝܙܚܰܣܕ  .ܐܬܮܣ ܗܠ ܥܝܙܰܦܕ ܐܧܧܞܒ ܐܝܠܕܥܘ ܢܥ ܢܘܗܝܕ̈ܒܥ.  
80
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:21:26-22:1): ―The zeal of those two degrees: their thoughts are 
directed towards murder when at such time each one of the righteous is zealous for the destruction of 
human beings.‖   ܨܝܪ̈ܟܝ ܨܝܪ̈ܬ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܧܝ  .ܢܘܗܝܒ̈ܭܘܚ ܨܝܚܰܣܰܣ ܐ ܡܞܪܠ ܐ ܣܕܥ  . ܯܦܐ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܣ ܟܝܐ
ܥܕܦ ܐܧ̇ܩ ܨܣ ܯܦܐ.  
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Lord did not only have zeal, but also expressed rebuke towards his disciples because they 
were incensed with zeal against the Samaritans.‖81  John‘s conclusion is that true zeal 
does not at all resemble the type of zeal one would associate with people in the levels of 
the body and soul.  ―As for the zeal of the spiritual man,‖ he says, ―if it is proper to call it 
zeal, his zeal is nothing other than the boiling up of divine zeal and in all loving passion 
for humanity.‖82  
 John‘s treatment of zeal is the basis for Isaac‘s seemingly ambivalent treatment of 
zeal in Homily 1.50.  Although he does not explicitly specify the three degrees in the 
context of his negative assessment of zeal in Homily 1.50, Isaac‘s description of zeal in 
this homily should be understood as a description of zeal in the levels of the body and 
soul.  A monk who has not yet achieved the level of the spirit will misuse zeal on 
occasion.  The degree of ascetical renunciation performed by monks in each of the three 
levels of the three degrees hierarchy explains why the bodily senses dominate the soul at 
some points and not at others.  The health of the soul is correlative to one‘s degree of 
ascetical renunciation.   
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 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:22:3-6).     ܐܬܒܔܒ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܰܝܠ ܐܧܧܝ ܐܦܕܒܐܕ ܯܦܐܕ  .ܐܦܙܟܐ ܢܬܣܕ 
ܐ ܠܕ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐܧܧܝ ܐ ܠ ܐܘܗ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܦܐ ܐܬܐܟ ܚܬܩܐ ܝܗܘܕܝ̈ܤܠܰܒ ܢܥ ܘܠܙܘܓܬܐܕ ܐܧܧܞܒ ܐܝܪ̈ܤܭܕ.  
82
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:22:13-15).   ܐܧܧܝ ܬܣܐܦܕ ܐ ܠ̇ܘ ܢܐ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܬܒܓܕ ܨܝܕ ܗܧܧܝ  .
 ̇ܐܮܧܝ̈ܧܒܕ ܐܰܤܚܪ ̇ܗܡܟܒܘ ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܧܧܞܒ ܚ
̇
ܬܪܕ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܗܧܧܝ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܨܝܬܚܐ ܡܕܣ ܐ ܠܘ.  John also 
describes loving desire in terms of the three degrees.  See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:89:1-
10): ―Mutual love of bodily things is the possession of bodies with everything that is of the body.  Mutual 
love of things of the soul is the discipline of instruction, that is, the exercise of wisdom.  Mutual love of 
spiritual things is divine love, that is, the grandeur of their glory and the knowledge about their hope.  
[When] a man loves God for the sake of those things which are seen, his love is bodily.  [As for] the man 
who loves for the sake of promises, his love is of the soul.  [When] a man only loves God without an 
external cause, his love is spiritual.  This love is reserved for us with the manner of life that is after the 
resurrection.‖   
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
This chapter has shown that Isaac‘s anthropology is not just a rehearsal of 
Evagrius‘s anthropology, but rather, a complex synthesis of elements borrowed from 
Evagrius, Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Macarius, and, most importantly, John the Solitary.  
Isaac follows Evagrius (and Babai) in positing a threefold division of the soul and in 
using this division to help explain how evil exists despite the soul‘s natural goodness.  
According to Isaac, evil arises in the soul whenever the bodily senses disrupt the natural 
harmony between the body and soul.  In order to counteract the bodily senses and prevent 
them from dominating the activity of the soul, God placed the impulses of zeal and loving 
desire in the soul.  Zeal protects and fortifies the soul while the impulse of loving desire, 
which Isaac models after Pseudo-Dionsyius‘s and Pseudo-Macarius‘s descriptions of 
eros, prepares the soul for divine contemplation.  Finally, Isaac places his anthropology 
in the context of John the Solitary‘s three degrees, which provide an explanation for why 
the impulses of the soul sometimes perform their natural functions and sometimes do not. 
The next part of this dissertation will examine Isaac‘s eschatology.  While Isaac 
updates Evagrius‘s anthropology with additions from Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-
Macarius and John the Solitary, he nevertheless preserves Evagrius‘s basic structure.   
Isaac‘s appropriation of Evagrius‘s eschatology, however, is an entirely different matter.  
Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s eschatology, which focuses on returning the soul to the original 
purity of creation, and instead posits an eschatology that is focused on the soul‘s 
existence in the world to come, a state that is even better than the original state.  We will 
see that Isaac‘s eschatology owes more to John the Solitary than it does to Evagrius. 
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PART 2: THE ESCHATOLOGY OF ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
 
 
ISAAC‘S ESCHATOLOGY: THE RETURN TO ORIGINAL PURITY OR A  
PERFECTION THAT SURPASSES ORIGINAL PURITY? 
 
 
 This chapter will show that Isaac‘s eschatology contains contradictory elements 
pertaining to the final state of the human soul.  In some passages from his ascetical 
homilies, Isaac pays homage to Evagrius‘s fundamental eschatological belief that the 
final state is a return to the original pre-fallen state, but in other parts of his writings, 
Isaac contradicts himself and says that the final state is better than the original state.   
This contradiction can be explained through a detailed summary of Evagrius‘s 
reception history in Syria, which begins with the first Syriac translation of Evagrius‘s 
influential text, the Gnostic Chapters.  As Antoine Guillaumont has shown, Isaac and 
other Syriac authors did not read a literal translation of the Gnostic Chapters, but instead 
read an altered version that removed and corrected some of the controversial elements of 
Evagrius‘s thought.83  The changes made by this first Syriac translator were further 
solidified by the first commentator of the Gnostic Chapters, Babai the Great.  As a result, 
Isaac‘s understanding of the Gnostic Chapters was not true to Evagrius‘s original 
composition: some distinctive elements of Evagrius‘s eschatology remained, but others 
were lost completely.  Although Isaac wanted to remain faithful to the teachings of 
Evagrius, many of the fundamental components of Evagrius‘s eschatological system were 
no longer accessible to him.  In particular, Isaac inherits Evagrius‘s eschatology devoid 
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 Antoine Guillaumont, Les‗Képhalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre le Pontique et le l‘histoire de l‘Origénisme chez 
les Grecs et chez les Syriens (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1962). 
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of its cosmological dimensions.  As a result, Isaac‘s eschatology has different 
cosmological elements that distinguish it from Evagrius‘s eschatological system.  
This chapter will be divided into three main sections.  First, I will give an account 
of Evagrius‘s original eschatological system, which depends on his cosmology.  Second, 
I will show how the first Syriac translator began to weaken the force of Evagrius‘s 
controversial statements by changing his text and how Babai further solidified the sense 
of these initial changes for subsequent Syriac authors, like Isaac.  The result is a gradual 
separation between Evagrius‘s eschatology and his cosmology.  Finally, I will show how 
Isaac, who inherits this less controversial form of Evagrius‘s eschatology, claims that the 
final state is not a return to the primordial paradise, but an entrance to a superior paradise, 
the attainment of which had been the initial intention of God when he created humanity.  
In other words, Isaac‘s eschatology is different from the eschatology of Evagrius in that 
the final state is superior, rather than identical, to the pre-fallen state.  Isaac is operating 
with a different cosmological description of the final destiny of the human soul. 
 
3.1  EVAGRIUS‘S ESCHATOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY 
 
  
Although the precise nature of Evagrius‘s dependence on Origen‘s writings is 
uncertain, it is clear that Evagrius‘s eschatology builds on Origen‘s hypothesis 
concerning primordial creation.  Older scholarship, stemming from the work of Hans Urs 
von Balthasar and Antoine Guillaumont, interpreted Evagrius‘s thought in light of an 
explicitly Origenist framework.
84
  Guillaumont was the first to establish a close linguistic 
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 See Hans Urs von Balthasar, ―Die Metaphysik und Mystik des Evagrius Ponticus,‖ ZAM, 14 (1939): 32, 
who criticizes Evagrius for being ―origenistischer als Origenes.‖ Also see Antoine Guillaumont, Les 
‗Képhalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre le Pontique, 103, who uses the Origenist theory of double creation as the 
hermeneutical key for interpreting Evagrius‘s cosmology: ―Tous les témoins de l‘origénisme au IVe siècle 
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relationship between the Gnostic Chapters and the Origenist condemnations of 553 CE, 
and on the basis of this relationship, he anachronistically presumed that the Origenist 
philosophical principles found in the condemnations formed the basis of Evagrius‘s 
thought.
85
  Recent scholarship has instead interpreted Evagrius‘s writings, not in light of 
the Origenist condemnations, but with a presumption of orthodoxy on Evagrius‘s 
behalf.
86
  The strategy of these scholars is to interpret Evagrius‘s thought within the 
framework of his biblical commentaries and the monastic quest for understanding rather 
than within the rigid philosophical principles that were thought to have contaminated 
Origen‘s writings.87  Despite these hermeneutical disagreements on the proper way to 
                                                                                                                                                 
insistent sur la théorie de la préexistence des âmes.  Cette théorie est liée à l‘affirmation d‘une double 
création. . .Cette conception est nettement formulée dans Evagre et forme l‘une des bases de son système.‖  
Other critical studies include François Refoulé, ―La christologie d‘Évagre et l‘Origénisme,‖ OCP 27 
(1961): 221-66; François Refoulé, ―Évagre fut-il Origéniste?,‖ Revue des sciences philosophiques et 
théologiques 47 (1963): 398-402; and François Refoulé ―La mystique d‘Évagre et l‘Origénisme,‖ 
Supplément de la vie spirituelle 66 (1963): 453-63.  Also, in this same tradition, see Irénée Hausherr, Les 
leçons d‘un contemplative: le traité de l‘orasion d‘Évagre le Pontique (Paris: Beauchesne, 1960), 99, who 
arrives at a similar conclusion in his otherwise generous contribution to the study of Evagrius‘s ascetical 
theory.  Hausherr says that Evagrius‘s Trinitarian theology suffers from the Origenist mistake of being 
―plus philosophique que théologique.‖  Finally, see Antoine Guillaumont, Un philosophe au désert: Évagre 
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notions centrales de la terminologie évagrienne,‖ Le Muséon 102 (1989): 69-91; Gabriel Bunge, 
―Mysterium Unitatis: Der Gedanke der Einheit von Schöpfer und Geschöpf in der evagrianischen Mystik,‖ 
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read Evagrius‘s texts, most scholars do not deny the textual resemblance between the 
Gnostic Chapters and portions of Origen‘s On First Principles, especially concerning 
cosmology and eschatology.
88
 
 
 
3.1.1  EVAGRIUS‘S COSMOLOGY: DOUBLE CREATION AND REDEMPTION HISTORY  
 
 
Evagrius‘s account of redemption history in the Gnostic Chapters is based on two 
assumptions, one cosmological and the other eschatological.  The cosmological 
assumption is that there are two instances of creation and redemption history and the 
eschatological assumption adds that these two instances of creation and redemption 
history are designed to make the final state resemble the original primordial state of 
creation.  In this section, I will examine Evagrius‘s assertion that cosmological history 
happens twice and, in the next section, I we will show how this cosmological assumption 
is the foundation for his eschatological assumption.   
According to Evagrius, the history of the cosmos is a double history: there are two 
falls, two instances of God‘s providence in response to these falls, and two judgments.  In 
Gnostic Chapter 6.75, he outlines this chronology from the very first fall of rational 
beings to the very last judgment of God. 
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The first knowledge in the rational beings was that of the Blessed Trinity; then there was 
the movement of freedom, the providence of care, non-abandonment, and then the 
judgment.  And again, [there was] a movement of freedom, providence, and judgment up 
until the Holy Trinity.  Thus a judgment takes place between the movement of freedom 
and the providence of God.
89
 
 
Evagrius describes here four distinct moments that occur within creation: union with the 
Trinity, movement away from God, providence, and finally judgment.  What makes this 
account of cosmological history circular, as Evagrius himself notes, is the occurrence of a 
judgment that takes place after God‘s initial creation, but before the final eschatological 
judgment of God.  This intermediary judgment is the occasion for God‘s second act of 
creation, which is designed to help rational beings return to knowledge of the Trinity, or, 
the first knowledge, as Evagrius calls it in this passage. 
According to Evagrius, God created minds before he created bodies.  He says that 
God‘s first act of creation brought about an assembly of disembodied minds united to the 
Trinity, which he refers to as the ―unity‖ (ܐܬܘܝܕܚ) or ―monad‖ (ܐܬܘܝܕܝܛܝ).90  Since bodies 
had not yet been created, these minds interacted with God through knowledge alone.  
Evagrius says that the first piece of knowledge available to the created minds was their 
fundamental awareness of their union with the Trinity and it is this awareness that defines 
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their created existence.
91
  As members of this unity, these minds are naturally attracted to 
knowledge of the Trinity.  Evagrius defines each mind, for example, as being ―united to 
the knowledge of the Trinity,‖ as a ―seer of the Holy Trinity,‖ and as being naturally 
attracted to knowledge.
92
  This unity of disembodied minds in communion with the 
Trinity was the original state of God‘s first creation prior to the first movement away 
from God.     
In Evagrius‘s system, this original creation is the sole state in which rational 
beings can experience complete fulfillment.  Although God is not lacking in anything, 
created minds are incapable of fulfillment except through knowledge of their creator.
93
  
―All beings exist for the knowledge of God,‖ Evagrius says, ―but everything that exists 
for another is inferior to that thing for which it exists; for this reason, the knowledge of 
God is superior to everything.‖94  The minds, therefore, only experience fulfillment when 
they are united to the Trinity, which is described as an ―unspeakable peace‖ and as a time 
when the minds ―constantly satiate their insatiability.‖95  As we will see below when we 
examine Evagrius‘s eschatological assumption, the return to this state wherein the created 
minds enjoy peaceful union with the Trinity through knowledge is the ultimate goal of 
the minds after their movement away from God.   
Despite being created free from sin, the minds began to lapse from primordial 
communion with God through the second distinct moment in Evagrius‘s progression of 
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cosmology, that is, the movement (ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܰܣ) away from God.96  The result of this 
movement was an initial separation of the minds from their original union with God and a 
fall away from knowledge to ignorance. Evagrius says, ―The monad is not moved in 
itself; rather, it is moved by the capacity of the mind which through carelessness turns its 
face away from it, and which through this deprivation begets ignorance.‖97  To account 
for the possibility of an initial movement away from God, Evagrius asserts the 
fundamental existence of free will inherent in the minds.  He explains, ―Whether the 
rational natures exist always or do not exist depends on the will of the Creator; but 
whether they are immortal or mortal depends on whether or not they follow their own 
will, as does whether or not they are yoked to one thing or another.‖98  The ultimate cause 
of the fall, therefore, was the capacity of the rational beings to freely choose to turn away 
from their union with God and to seek union with created things instead.   
According to Evagrius, this movement of the minds away from God brought 
about a change in God‘s response towards creation and was the occasion for the next 
moment in cosmological history, namely, God‘s providence and non-abandonment.  
―Before the movement,‖ Evagrius says in Gnostic Chapter 6.20, ―God was good, 
powerful, wise, creator of incorporeal beings, father of rational beings, and all powerful, 
but after the movement, he is the creator of bodies.‖99  God‘s act of providence and non-
abandonment towards the fallen minds was the cause for God‘s second act of creation, in 
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which the fallen minds became souls and were placed in newly created bodies in order to 
help restore their knowledge and union with God through ascetical service.
100
  Evagrius 
says in Gnostic Chapter 3.28: ―The soul is the mind which, through negligence, fell from 
the monad and through its carelessness, descended to the rank of service.‖101  According 
to Evagrius, ascetical service in the body helps the soul abandon the distractions of the 
material world and turn instead towards knowledge of the creator.  Ascetical service, 
Evagrius says in Gnostic Chapter 1.67, ―becomes a chariot for the reasoning soul, which 
is diligent about obtaining the knowledge of God.‖102  Asceticism of the body is therefore 
the means for the restoration of knowledge, for after the second creation, the soul 
recovers its knowledge of God by learning about Him through creation.
103
   
Evagrius sees the mind as superior to souls that have been placed in bodies 
because the embodied souls are a product of the fall.  He says, ―The glory and light of the 
mind is knowledge, but the glory and light of the soul is impassibility.‖104  Since the soul 
is subject to the distractions of the body and therefore unable to attain knowledge of the 
Trinity, its glory is impassibility because only in the state of impassability can the soul 
mimic the undistracted posture of the mind focused on the Trinity.
105
  Evagrius says in 
Gnostic Chapter 2.6: ―The laboring soul, which has flourished by the grace of God and 
has been removed from the body, exists in those places of knowledge where the wings of 
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its impassability will lead it.‖106  Although embodied souls can achieve a state of 
impassability through ascetical deeds, the future world will bring a return to the pure 
mind.
107
  The soul, as the mind attached to a body, is a temporary measure. 
The final movement in cosmological history is God‘s judgment.  According to 
Evagrius, God‘s judgment determines what kind of body the fallen mind receives during 
the second creation.
108
  The type of body depends on the extent of the mind‘s initial 
movement away from God.  Evagrius says in Gnostic Chapter 3.38: ―The judgment of 
God is the generation of the world, in which he gives a body to each one of the rational 
beings as a measure.‖109  Evagrius, however, does not just use the term ―world‖ to 
designate the cosmos; rather, ―world‖ (ܐ ܤܡܥ) is a technical term for Evagrius that 
designates the level of the soul‘s closeness to God.  He notes, for instance, that all worlds 
contain the four elements of physical creation, but that the worlds differ in quality.
110
  By 
quality, as he explains in Gnostic Chapter 1.2, he means the characteristic trait existing in 
creatures that causes them to oppose God.
111
  A quality, therefore, is an ethical measure 
of a rational being‘s movement away from God and it is this measure that distinguishes 
various worlds for Evagrius.  Since each fallen soul differs in its degree of movement 
away from God, different worlds exist for different souls.  Evagrius says in Gnostic 
Chapter 2.14: ―Those who live in equal bodies are not in the same knowledge, but in the 
same world, while those who are in the same knowledge are in equal bodies and in the 
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[same] world.‖112  Elsewhere, in Gnostic Chapter 2.75, he states, ―Inasmuch as the judge 
has judged the condemned, so much also has he made worlds; and that one who knows 
the number of judgments also knows the number of worlds.‖113  God‘s judgment, 
therefore, determines what type of body and world to accord to each soul.   
These four moments in cosmological history, namely, the primordial communion 
of knowledge, the movement away from God, God‘s providence, and God‘s judgment, all 
took place, according to Evagrius, before the Biblical narrative of the fall and form the 
first cycle of creation and redemption history.  In the second round of cosmology history, 
Evagrius claims that these four moments repeat themselves within the material creation.  
In the second round of distinct cosmological moments, Adam existed in contemplation 
with God, then there was movement away from God (i.e., the biblical fall), then God 
enabled human beings to return to him through ascetical practices, until the final 
eschatological judgment.  The point of this second repetition of cosmological history is to 
help the rational beings return to their original union of knowledge with the Trinity.  In 
other words, the material creation exists as a springboard for propelling rational souls 
back to the level of their initial satiated state of communion with the Trinity. 
In summary, Evagrius says that God created minds before he created bodies and 
that these minds became souls and were placed in bodies after their initial movement 
away from God.  After the creation of bodies, the distinct moments of cosmological 
history were repeated in order to assist the embodied souls in their return to their original 
disembodied existence as minds united to the Trinity through knowledge.  Evagrius‘s 
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description of this return journey forms the basis of his eschatological system, to which 
we now turn. 
 
3.1.2 EVAGRIUS‘S ESCHATOLOGY: THE RETURN TO ORIGINAL PURITY THROUGH 
ONTOLOGICAL WORLDS 
 
 
This double repetition of cosmological history feeds Evagrius‘s primary 
eschatological assumption, that is, the belief that the end state will resemble the initial 
state.  According to Evagrius, God‘s first act of creation brought about minds that were 
virtuous by nature, or as Evagrius says, contained the ―seeds of virtue.‖  After the first 
movement away from God, these minds became evil, but this evil is temporary and it 
lasts only until the final restitution.   In a series of remarks in the first Gnostic Chapter, 
he makes the following comparisons between ―seeds of virtue‖ and the ―seeds of evil‖: 
When we existed in the beginning, the seeds of virtue were naturally constituted in us, 
but not the seeds of evil.
114
 
 
and 
 
There was [a time] when evil did not exist and there will be [a time] when it no longer 
exists; but there was never [a time] when virtue did not exist and there will never be [a 
time] when it does not exist, for the seeds of virtue are imperishable.
115
 
 
The goal of the ascetical life, therefore, is to gradually return to the original virtue of 
God‘s first act of creation, that is, knowledge of the Trinity.116    
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fallen minds back to their original unity with the Trinity and he describes this process of restoration in 
terms of rivers flowing into a sea: ―Anyone who stands on the seashore is seized by amazement at its 
limitlessness, taste, colour and all it contains, and at how the rivers, torrents and streams that pour into it 
become limitless and undifferentiated in it, since they acquire all its properties.  It is likewise for anyone 
who considers the end of the intellects: he will be greatly amazed and marvel as he beholds all these 
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Although this fundamental belief, which holds that the end state will resemble 
God‘s original creation, was not uncommon among early Christian thinkers, Evagrius‘s 
development of the process of restoration was controversial to Syriac authors who read 
the Gnostic Chapters.  The specifically controversial aspect of Evagrius‘s eschatology is 
his account of God‘s second act of providence.  While God‘s first act of providence was 
the placement of fallen minds into bodies that would allow them to work their way back 
to unity with the Trinity, God‘s second act of providence — carried out by Christ — is to 
lead the minds back to the original state of perfect virtue through a series of different 
―worlds,‖ or levels of closeness to God.  In Gnostic Chapter 4.89, he says, ―Who will 
investigate the reasons of providence and how Christ leads the rational natures to the 
unity of the holy monad by means of various worlds.‖117  His metaphor for the 
progression through worlds to unity with the Trinity is the image of Jacob‘s ladder, which 
he employs in Gnostic Chapter 4.43.  The ladder, Evagrius says, ―is an allegory for all 
worlds.‖118   
This ascension through various worlds involves an ontological change in that 
human beings become angels as they ascend to a higher world on the ladder of being.
119
  
Various texts support this reading.  In Gnostic Chapter 1.23, Evagrius states that human 
beings who eat the ―bread of angels (Ps. 78.25)‖ come to have spiritual understanding of 
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York: Routledge, 2006). 
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 For further background on this concept in Evagrius, see Antoine Guillaumont, Les ‗Kephalaia Gnostica‘ 
d‘Évagre Le Pontique, 249-251. For a general background, see Robert Grant, ―Chains of Being in Early 
Christianity,‖ in Myths and Symbols: Studies in Honor of Mircea Eliade ed. Joseph M. Kitagawa and 
Charles H. Long (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), 275-89. 
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created things, just like the angels; in Gnostic Chapter 3.65, the angels will establish 
certain human beings in the world to come as ―possessors of angelic administration;‖ and 
in Gnostic Chapter 4.74, Evagrius speaks of saints who, ―at the present time have been 
released from bodies and have joined with the choir of angels.‖120  For Evagrius, the 
saints who have been freed from their human bodies will exist next in angelic bodies as 
they inherit the angelic role of spiritual oversight and return to the world as angelic 
guides who offer help to those monks in lower levels of the spiritual life.
121
 
The second act of God‘s judgment is the final eschatological resurrection, which 
Evagrius describes throughout the Gnostic Chapters as the ―world to come.‖  In the 
world to come, God will execute the last judgment, at which time souls that have been 
joined to bodies will be liberated from them and become minds once again, for according 
to Gnostic Chapter 1.58: ―All those who have been yoked with a body will also 
necessarily be released [from the body].‖122  This liberation from the body implies a 
return to the original state, which means that the liberated minds will once again be able 
to contemplate God in an immaterial way, as Evagrius describes it in Gnostic Chapter 
2.62, which states, ―When the minds receive the contemplation that concerns them, then 
also the entire nature of the bodies will be taken away and the contemplation that 
concerns them will become immaterial.‖123  Elsewhere, in Gnostic Chapter 5.3, Evagrius 
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says that this immaterial contemplation includes a vision of the Trinity: ―Those who are 
in the last world see something of the luminous rays of the Holy Trinity.‖124  The ―world 
to come‖ therefore signals, for Evagrius, a time when the created order will once again 
resemble the original state of creation. 
 
 
3.2 THE RECEPTION HISTORY OF EVAGRIUS‘S GNOSTIC CHAPTERS IN SYRIA  
 
 
 The first Syriac translator (S1) was alarmed with Evagrius‘s eschatology and 
cosmology.  Even though he found nothing objectionable about Evagrius‘s anthropology, 
he believed that Evagrius‘s eschatology and cosmology were deeply rooted in Origenism 
and therefore needed to be reworked.  When his corrected version (S1) is compared side 
by side with the later, more literal Syriac translation (S2), the changes made by the first 
Syriac translator of the corrected versions (S1) reveal that he had a specific agenda for 
correcting Evagrius‘s eschatological and cosmological system.125   
 Babai also rejected the Origenist elements in Evagrius‘s eschatological and 
cosmological system and further solidified the anonymous translator‘s interpretation of 
Evagrius‘s text.126  Babai, who opposed Origenism in all of its forms, including polemical 
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works against the Origenism of his contemporary, Henana of Adiabene, was the 
unofficial head of the school of Nisibis from 571 to c. 612.
127
  His explicit aim in his 
commentary on the Gnostic Chapters is to correct those blasphemers who produced the 
literal S2 version of the text and who, according to Babai, thereby introduced Origenism 
into Evagrius‘s system.128  He is aware of Evagrius‘s condemnation in 553, but he sees 
these attacks as calumnies from Satan since he says that even Evagrius himself refuted 
Origenism.  Nevertheless, Babai recognizes that Evagrius‘s thought does have some 
resemblances to Origenism — even in the corrected S1 version — and he is forced to 
deal with them.
129
  His attempt to explain away all traces of Origenism means that later 
Syriac writers, like Isaac, received knowledge of Evagrius through the lens of Babai‘s 
anti-Origenist interpretation of the first Syriac translator‘s rendition (S1) of the Gnostic 
Chapters.  
In this section, I will argue that Babai, who bases his eschatology on the changes 
to Evagrius‘s text made by the first Syriac translator, made explicit corrections to 
Evagrius‘s cosmological and eschatological assumptions found in the Gnostic Chapters.  
In response to Evagrius‘s cosmological assumption — that there are two cycles of 
creation and redemption history — Babai argues that there is only one instance of 
creation, fall, and redemption and that this single instance accords with the biblical 
                                                                                                                                                 
Die Geschichte der Begegnung christlich-orientalischer Mystik mit der Mystik des Islams, Orientalia 
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narrative.  In response to Evagrius‘s eschatological assumption — that the return to purity 
involves a journey through ontological worlds — Babai reinterprets Evagrius‘s concept 
of the return to purity by eliminating Evagrius‘s theory of ontological worlds and instead 
framing the return to purity in terms of an ascetical journey aimed at preparing human 
beings for life in the future world. 
This strong emphasis on the important role that ascetical labor plays in the 
monk‘s journey into the future world implies a strong unity of body and soul that extends 
into the world to come.
130
  According to Babai, any eschatological system that allows for 
the future separation of body and soul undermines the whole purpose of asceticism.  In 
order to solidify his ascetical reinterpretation of Evagrius‘s cosmology and eschatology, 
he therefore makes a strong case for the eschatological unity of body and soul in the 
future world and in order to give authority to this interpretation, he frames his 
understanding of the unity between body and soul in terms of a Pauline conception of the 
future world.  When he comments on the corrected version (S1) of Evagrius‘s Gnostic 
Chapters, Babai frequently relies on the teachings of Paul to help interpret the unclear 
passages from the Gnostic Chapters regarding the existence of the body in the future 
world.  In Babai‘s hands, the eschatological system of the Gnostic Chapters becomes a 
vehicle of expression for ascetical labor and Pauline eschatology. 
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3.2.1  THE SYRIAC TRANSLATOR‘S AND BABAI‘S REWORKED COSMOLOGY:  A SINGLE 
CREATION AND REDEMPTION HISTORY ACCORDING TO THE BIBLICAL NARRATIVE 
 
 
The Syriac translator of the Gnostic Chapters eliminates Evagrius‘s cosmological 
assumption — that cosmological history happens twice — by removing references to 
repeated moments in history.  He executes this change by interpreting God‘s judgment in 
response to this initial movement as the final eschatological judgment rather than an 
intermediary judgment where minds are placed in bodies.  As a result, the translator 
presents a cosmology with only one movement, providential act, and judgment, instead of 
two.  The translator reveals this change in his alterations to Gnostic Chapter 6.75, in what 
was Evagrius‘s clearest description of his repeated cosmology.  First recall Evagrius‘s 
original version of the text:  
The first knowledge in the rational beings was that of the Holy Trinity; then there was the 
movement of freedom, the providence of care, non-abandonment, and then the judgment.  
And again, [there was] a movement of freedom, providence, and judgment up until the 
Holy Trinity.  Thus a judgment takes place between the movement of freedom and the 
providence of God.
131
  
 
Now compare the Syriac translator‘s rendering of the same passage:  
 
The first knowledge in the rational natures was contemplation of the Holy Trinity; then 
there was a movement of freedom, the care of the providence of God through the 
discipline that restores one to life and through the learning that brings one back to the 
first contemplation.
132
 
 
The Syriac translator has removed all mention of God‘s judgment in his rewriting of 
Gnostic Chapter 6.75 so that cosmological history occurs just once instead of twice.  
 This process of excising God‘s intermediary act of judgment also occurs in other 
passages, where the Syriac translator interprets all Evagrius‘s references to judgment as 
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references to the final eschatological judgment.  For example, while Evagrius originally 
described the first judgment of God as the creation of the world and the placement of 
minds into material bodies in Gnostic Chapter 3.38, the Syriac translator instead 
interprets this judgment as the final eschatological judgment; his text reads: ―The 
judgment of God is the just distinction that puts retribution and the pronouncement of 
judgment into the bodies of the rational beings according to the service of their actions; 
and this [judgment] is either glory or torment.‖133   
 In place of Evagrius‘s emphasis on God‘s multiple acts of judgment throughout 
cosmological history, the Syriac translator introduces, in Gnostic Chapter 6.75, an 
emphasis on contemplation (ܐܝܪܘܐܬ) as the original state of God‘s creation.  According to 
the Syriac translator, God‘s first act of creation did not bring about a noetic union 
between disembodied minds and the Trinity, but rather, contemplation between embodied 
human beings and God.   
Since the Syriac translator believes that God‘s first act of creation resulted in the 
creation of embodied human beings who are engaged in contemplation of the Trinity, he 
has no need for God‘s two acts of creation.  Evagrius had said that God‘s second act of 
creation brought about the material world, but the Syriac translator eliminates the notion 
of any creation that took place before the material creation of the world.  For example, 
Evagrius‘s original version of Gnostic Chapter 6.20 read, ―Before the movement, God 
was . . . creator of incorporeal beings, father of rational beings . . . but after the 
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movement, he is the creator of bodies . . .‖134  The Syriac translator, however, removes 
Evagrius‘s reference to God as the creator of incorporeal beings before the movement 
and creator of bodies after the movement and instead states simply that God was creator 
before the movement and judge after the movement.
135
  God‘s first and second acts of 
creation have been conflated as the Syriac translator understands God‘s single act of 
creation to be the creation of the material world.   
Similarly, the Syriac translator also removes Evagrius‘s references to two 
movements away from God and instead interprets the one movement away from God as a 
movement away from the original state of perfect contemplation that existed between 
human beings and God.  While Evagrius‘s version of Gnostic Chapter 3.28 read, ―The 
soul is the mind which, through negligence, fell from the monad and through its 
carelessness, descended to the rank of service,‖ the Syriac translator‘s version reads, 
―The sinful soul is the pure mind that fell from contemplation of the holy unity through 
its negligence and, through much labor, is in need of being made worthy of the perfect 
image of the Blessed Trinity from which it had fallen.‖136  The Syriac translator 
understands the term movement as a movement away from contemplation of the Trinity, 
not a movement away from ontological unity with the Trinity.   
Although the Syriac translator does not specifically associate the fall of Satan and 
Adam with the first and only primordial movement away from God, he leaves the door 
open for others after him to make this explicit connection, like Babai, who explicitly 
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frames the movement away from God in terms of the biblical account of the fall.  For 
example, in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 6.75, Babai goes one step farther than 
the Syriac translator and explicitly associates the movement away from God with the 
term ―fall‖ (ܐܰܠܘܧܣ).137  In Gnostic Chapter 6.20, where the Syriac translator had already 
conflated Evagrius‘s two accounts of creation, Babai furthers the implicit assumption that 
the first movement away was the fall of Satan and the subsequent deception of Adam.
138
   
[Evagrius‘s commentary] also mentions [God‘s] judgment.  The righteousness of His 
justice is revealed in the fall of Satan who fell from heaven in a bolt of lightning as well 
as those who left the luxury of Paradise along with Adam.
139
   
 
He reiterates this position in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 1.58, when he describes 
the source of immaterial death. 
The one who fell from there like a lightning bolt first brought it upon himself.  He 
became dark and made himself into the father of deception.  He deprived himself of the 
service of virtue and of the knowledge of God, was diligent in evil artifice, and he begat 
for himself children of sin, our common ancestors.  And these [children] renounced their 
natural glory and beauty and they became idle in their service for God.
140
  
 
Babai understands the fall away from God not in terms of the mind‘s rejection of its unity 
with God, as Evagrius had said, but rather, in terms of the fall of Satan and then Adam.  
In summary, the Syriac translator offers a reinterpretation of Evagrius‘s 
cosmological assumption.  Whereas Evagrius had posited a cosmology that repeats itself, 
the first Syriac translator of his Gnostic Chapters eliminates Evagrius‘s references to a 
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knowledge of God, through discipline.‖ ܪܰܒ ܨܣ ܗܰܝܬܒ ܨܣ ܝܣܗܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܗܬܘܒܝܝܕ ܐܦܪܕܘܥ ܕܝܒ ܢܝܟܣܘ
ܐܝ̈ܛܠ ܢܘܦܐ ܝܧܦܐ ܐܬܘܕܬܣ ܕܝܒܕ ܰܝܐܘ ܇ܢܘܗܰܠܘܧܣ  .ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐܕ.     
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ܐܬܦܘܭܘ ܇ܐܝܧܝܟ ܘܡܞܒܘ ܨܣ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܐܝܗܠܐ  .ܐܗܘ ܐܥܞܣ ܢܟܒ ܥܣܰܮܣܕ ܗܠ .    
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repeated cosmological history.  There is only one movement away from God and only 
one final eschatological judgment according to this anonymous translator.  Babai makes 
these changes to Evagrius‘s cosmology even more explicit by describing the movement 
away from God as the fall of Satan and subsequent fall of Adam.   
 
 
3.2.2  THE SYRIAC TRANSLATOR‘S AND BABAI‘S REWORKED ESCHATOLOGY:  THE 
JOURNEY OF ASCETICISM 
 
 
Although the Syriac translator maintains the foundation of Evagrius‘s 
eschatological assumption — that the final state is a return to the initial state — he 
removes the controversial aspects due to his conflation of Evagrius‘s two historical 
sequences.  Since he no longer understands the initial state to be an ontological union of 
incorporeal minds with the Trinity, he rejects Evagrius‘s system of multiple worlds and 
graduated steps towards the soul‘s reunion with the Trinity and instead places even more 
emphasis on various forms of ascetical actions — labor (ܐ ܡܤܥ), way of life (ܐܬܒܘܕ), and 
service (ܐܧܛܠܘܦ) — as preparation for the final eschatological judgment.  Whereas 
Evagrius, for example, had used the ladder as a symbol for the gradual ascension 
throughout various worlds in Gnostic Chapter 4.43, the translator now understands the 
ladder to be a symbol of the quest for purity and virtue.
141
   
This emphasis on the role of ascetical actions shows that the Syriac translator 
implicitly interpreted Evagrius‘s use of the term ―world,‖ not as an ontological measure 
of the soul‘s closeness to God, but as a measure of a person‘s ethical standing in the eyes 
of God.  Various changes in the text manifest this interpretation.  For example, in Gnostic 
Chapter 2.14, Evagrius had attributed equality to those who were in the same world: 
                                                 
141
 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.43 (PO 28:154). 
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―those who are in the same knowledge,‖ he said, ―are in equal bodies and in the [same] 
world.‖142  The Syriac translator‘s version of this same text, however, views equality in a 
different sense: human beings are equal when they uphold the same level of the ascetical 
way of life.   His text reads, ―Those who are equal in the perfection of their way of life 
are also equal in the recompense of their labor.‖143  For the Syriac translator, ascetical 
deeds are the measure of equality, not the ontological world in which one currently exists.  
In addition, Evagrius, in Gnostic Chapter 4.89, had asked, ―Who will investigate the 
reasons of providence and how Christ leads the rational natures to the unity of the holy 
monad by means of various worlds.‖144  The Syriac translator instead asks, ―Who will 
investigate the reasons of administration and how Christ leads the rational natures to 
intimacy with the Holy Trinity by means of service to the holy commandments.‖145  The 
translator makes ―service to the holy commandments‖ the means for achieving intimacy 
with God instead of progression through various worlds that, for Evagrius, had led to 
union with Trinity.  By replacing Evagrius‘s reference to various worlds with ascetical 
language, the Syriac translator turns Evagrius‘s eschatology into a description of the 
soul‘s journey towards God.   
Babai is even more careful to eliminate what he perceives as an Origenist theory 
of multiple worlds by explaining that the term ―world‖ must be understand in its basic 
sense as the created cosmos. Whereas Evagrius‘s original version of Gnostic Chapter 
6.20, for example, had included an elaborate theory of multiple worlds, Babai‘s 
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 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.89 (PO 28:174).  ܘܧܣ ܒܪ̇ܥܦ ܢܥ ܐ ܡ̈ܣ ܇ܐܬܘܦܬܒܕܣܕ ܐܧܟܝܐܘ ܐܛܝܮܣ ܕܝܒ 
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commentary makes no mention of worlds as he works his way through the biblical 
history.
146
  Babai‘s commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.36, however, is the most telling 
explanation of the way he understands the term ―world.‖  When he comments on the 
Syriac translator‘s rendition of this passage, he understands it to be a polemical statement 
aimed at the Valentinian understanding of multiple worlds.
147
  Babai begins his 
commentary by stating, ―There are not many worlds as [is reported by] the ungodliness of 
Valentinus, who speaks impiously of three-hundred masculine and feminine worlds, but 
there is one world whose constitution is the highest heaven and the earth.‖148  Next, he 
elaborates on what he sees as Evagrius‘s rebuttal of this Gnostic teaching; according to 
Babai, the point of Evagrius‘s text was to describe how different natures could exist 
together in one world.  He continues, 
In response to [this ungodliness of Valentinus], [Evagrius] calls every single thing that is 
made a nature, which means that its existence comes from God himself.  There are no 
aeons or epochs by themselves, but natures that have aeons and epochs with them, for 
[God] makes known the many from the title, ―one.‖  The ―one‖ is a literal and actual 
world, which is constituted from distinct bodies that do not resemble each other.  [God] 
includes distinct rational beings according to their ranks within it: rulers, principalities, 
powers, and lords.  [God] also [includes] humans in their ranks since these [people] who 
worked in [the world] every day through their many transformations are [the ones who] 
will receive an increase in their knowledge of God.
149
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ܐ ܡܡ̈ܣ ܝܭܪ̈ܦ ܇ܨܝܗܝ̈ܤܓܰܒ ܢܐ ܣܘܟܪܐ ܢܐܘ ܇ܐܧܞܠ̈ܘܭ ܢܐܘ ܐ ܡ̈ܝܚ ܢܐܘ ܇ܐܬܘܪ̈ܣ ܦܐܩ ܐܮܧ̈ܝܧܒ ܇ܨܝܗܝ̈ܤܓܰܒ ܢܞܣܕ ܨܝܠܗ 
ܡܘܝܡܟܕ ܢܪ̈ܥܰܪܣ ܗܒ ܕܝܒ ܐܧܡ̈ܚܘܭ ܇ܐܐܝܔ̈ܩ ܢܘܡܟܒܪܦ ܐܰܝܒܪܬ ܐܰܥܕܝܒܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ.  
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Babai explains that God created only one world containing many different types of 
natures, including angelic orders (Babai alludes to Paul‘s list of angelic orders in Eph. 
6.12) as well as human beings who have attained different levels of knowledge of God.  
Unlike Evagrius, who originally held that different ranks of beings existed in different 
ontological worlds, Babai understands the term ―world‖ to designate the entire cosmos, 
which contains rational and non-rational beings that differ in their closeness to God. 
Since Babai understands the term ―world‖ to designate the entire cosmos and not 
a series of ontological degrees on one‘s journey to God, he must reinterpret Evagrius‘s 
concept of the spiritual way, or journey (ܐܚܪܘܐ).  In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 
2.14, he explains that equality in the eyes of God comes not from knowledge, but from 
ascetical labor.  In this chapter, Evagrius had based equality on knowledge: ―those who 
are in the same knowledge,‖ he said, ―are in equal bodies and in the [same] world.‖150  
The Syriac translator, however, had instead attributed equality to those who performed 
the same ascetical way of life and have achieved the same recompense for their ascetical 
labor.
151
  Babai picks up on this change and explains that God measures equality in 
heaven — the ―there‖ in the quotation that follows — based on one‘s ascetical labor in 
this world — the ―here‖ in the quotation.  ―Those who are equal here in the perfection of 
their good way of life and have obtained in themselves many different sorts of spiritual 
virtue, love, temperance, etc. have become equal there in recompense for their labors on 
account of this dignity.‖152  The main thrust of Babai‘s argument is to remind his readers 
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 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.14 (PO 28:67). 
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 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 2.14 (Frankenberg:138:37-140:2).  ܨܝܡܝܐܕ ܥܠ ܨܝܝܭܕ ܐܟܪܗ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܔܒ 
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ܐܬܘܝܘܭ ܇ܐܕܗ ܨܝܘܭ ܨܣܬ ܦܐܘ ܐܧܥܪܘܧܒ ܢܘܗܝܡ̈ܣܐܕ .   Cf. Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 4.89 
(Frankenberg:316:9-34).   
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that God judges different types of ascetical labor equally so long as they are performed 
with the proper motivation, that is, the desire for heaven, or as Babai calls it, the ―city of 
life.‖  He continues, ―Even if the way of their labors is different (for instance, the way of 
humility, the journey of love towards strangers, or another [who lives the way of] the 
hermit, etc.), their labors are still equal to each other and they run to the city of life.‖153  
Unlike Evagrius, Babai does not base equality on levels of knowledge that designate the 
ontological status of the soul on its return journey to unity with God.  Instead, he says 
that ascetical labor makes people equal during the final judgment in heaven, when God 
will judge people based on the motivations behind their ascetical labors.
154
 
Finally, Babai explicitly denounces the idea that human beings can become 
angels.  Although the Syriac translator had worked to eliminate Evagrius‘s notion of 
multiple worlds as ontological stages during the mind‘s return to original unity with the 
Trinity, he had done little to challenge Evagrius‘s belief that human beings can 
ontologically become angels.  Babai leaves no room for confusion on this matter.  In his 
commentary on Gnostic Chapter 5.11, for example, he states outright that human beings 
cannot become angels, as Origen wrongly teaches.
155
  Elsewhere, in his commentary on 
Gnostic Chapter 5.19, he specifically warns against the temptation of interpreting the 
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 See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 5.11 (Frankenberg:322:22-23).   
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―transformation of the body‖ as a transformation into an angel.  Instead, Babai argues that 
the transformation of bodies in the resurrection is an ethical transformation away from a 
life of sin to a life of holiness.  
Against the rebuttal of those who deny the resurrection of bodies [Evagrius] shows that, 
during the transformation, the body does not undergo a change into something else, not 
even an angel.  Rather, [the transformation] is from the fall of unchastity and fornication 
to holiness and [participation] in the mystery.
156
   
 
For Babai, the resurrection brings new levels of holiness, but not a change in nature. 
In his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.65, Babai clarifies the distinction 
between angels and human beings in the world to come by saying that human beings will 
participate in angelic honor rather than angelic nature.  While Evagrius had said that 
human beings will have angelic administration in the world to come, the first Syriac 
translator had said that human beings will participate in the honor of the angels instead of 
administration.
157
  Babai picks up on this change and explains that one should not 
understand participation in angelic honor as an ontological participation.   
We do not abandon our nature, which consists of the soul together with the body, and 
adopt the nature of the angels during the transformation that takes place during the 
resurrection.  Those who are instructed in the Godly doctrine of the angels in this world, 
however, become partakers with [the angels] in their honor, not their nature.  Our Lord 
did not say that we should be angels, but that we should be like [angels].
158
   
 
With this distinction, Babai furthers his position that the world to come involves the 
completion of an ascetical journey through various levels of holiness, not the elimination 
of a human body and acquisition of an angelic body.   
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In summary, while the Syriac translator preserves Evagrius‘s belief in a final state 
that is also a return to the original state of God‘s creation, he alters both his description of 
the original state of God‘s creation and the mechanism that makes the return to this state 
possible.  For Evagrius, the initial state was a unity of minds with the Trinity and the 
eschatological return to this state was accomplished through the mind‘s progression 
through various worlds that brought about the mind‘s physical liberation from the body in 
the world to come.  For the Syriac translator, the original state was spiritual 
contemplation with God and it is ascetical labor that prepares each person to ultimately 
return to this same level of contemplation in the world to come.   
Although the first Syriac translator kept his alterations to a minimum, Babai, who 
read his edition of the Gnostic Chapters instead of Evagrius‘s original, continued and 
even deepened the altered eschatological vision.  Babai also believes that redemption 
implies a return to the original state of creation, but he follows the Syriac translator in 
painting a different picture of this state than Evagrius had done.
159
  He characterizes this 
life as an ascetical journey designed to enable both body and soul together to return to 
their original honor in the life of the world to come.  In the process of his description of 
this journey of body and soul, Babai eliminates Evagrius‘s use of the term ―world‖ to 
designate various levels of ontological reunification with God and he opposes the notion 
that human beings can become angels.  For Babai, ascetical actions prepare people to 
achieve higher levels of holiness until the perfection is attained in the world to come.   
 
 
 
                                                 
159
 Babai expresses his belief that we will return once again to our ―heritage‖ in Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 
3.28 (Frankenberg:206:17-18).   
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3.2.3  THE SYRIAC TRANSLATOR‘S AND BABAI‘S EMPHASIS ON THE UNITY OF THE BODY 
AND SOUL IN THE CONTEXT OF PAULINE ESCHATOLOGY 
 
 
The underlying motivation behind the first Syriac translator‘s and Babai‘s 
reinterpretation of the Gnostic Chapters is a strong desire to maintain the unity between 
body and soul, even in the world to come.  According to the Syriac translator and 
especially Babai, Evagrius‘s emphasis on the future destruction of the body and soul 
rendered the ascetical enterprise meaningless, for bodily asceticism is what makes the 
soul worthy of the world to come. 
The Syriac translator attempted to lessen Evagrius‘s emphasis on the future 
destruction of the body and soul and instead emphasize the future transformation of the 
fleshly body into a spiritual body.  In some cases, the translator simply removed some of 
Evagrius‘s controversial statements regarding the liberation of fallen minds from bodies.  
In Gnostic Chapter 1.58, for example, he omitted Evagrius‘s remark that ―all those who 
have been yoked with a body will also necessarily be released [from the body].‖160  In 
other places, he altered Evagrius‘s wording so as to reorient the sense of the passage.  In 
Gnostic Chapter 4.74, Evagrius had spoken of saints who, ―have been released from 
bodies and have joined with the choir of angels,‖ but the Syriac translator instead 
rendered the passage to speak generally of those who ―have been made complete in the 
fulfillment of the commandments of God and have left this world.‖161  This altered 
version of the text avoids the question of the future state of the body altogether.  
Despite these fixes, the Syriac translator did not successfully eliminate all of the 
controversial material from Evagrius‘s original text.  One passage that remained 
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 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.58 (PO 28:44) and Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.58 (PO 28.45). 
161
 Evagrius, Kephalaia 4.74 (PO 28:169) and Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 4.74 (PO 28:168).    ܢܘܗܡܟ
ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܨܣ ܘܬܞܦܘ ܇ܘܬܤܓܬܐ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܝܗܘܦܪ̈ܩܘܦܕ ܐܝܡܣܘܮܒܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ.  
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problematic was Gnostic Chapter 3.28.  In this chapter, the Syriac translator tried to 
correct Evagrius‘s definition of the fall.  While Evagrius had defined the fall as a 
movement away from a primordial union between God and the incorporeal minds, the 
Syriac translator instead defined the fall as a movement away from the original state of 
perfect contemplation.
162
  Although this new definition of the fall as a loss of perfect 
contemplation helped soften the blow of this troublesome passage, the Syriac translator 
overlooked other offensive parts.  This passage still implied that the creation of the soul 
took place after the creation of the mind since the text reads that ―the soul is the mind that 
fell from contemplation.‖  According to Babai, this posterior creation of the soul meant 
that the soul was inferior to the mind and that the soul‘s existence was temporary.  In 
order to preserve the orthodox notion of the union between body and soul in the future 
world, Babai explicitly states that Evagrius had used the terms mind and soul 
interchangeably, thereby negating the question of whether or not the creation of the mind 
preceded the creation of the soul as well as the implication that the soul would cease to 
exist in the world to come.
163
 
Another confusing passage for Babai was Gnostic Chapter 1.67.  According to 
Evagrius, ascetical service (ܐܧܛܠܘܦ) performed by the body helps the soul abandon the 
distractions of the material world and turn instead towards knowledge of the creator.  For 
this reason, he calls ascetical service ―a chariot for the reasoning soul, which is diligent 
about obtaining knowledge of God.‖164  The Syriac translator apparently felt 
uncomfortable with this formulation because it implied that ascetical service performed 
                                                 
162
 See above, p. 19. 
163
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.28 (Frankenberg:206:20).   
164
 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.67 (PO 28:49).  ܐܰܒܟܬܣ ܐܰܚܘܡܦ ܐܘܗܦ ܐܮܧܧܠ ܐܰܡܝܡܣ ܐܞܝܧܚܕ ܥܧ̇ܣܬܬܕ 
ܬܘܠ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܗܠܐܕ.  
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by the body helped the soul acquire knowledge about God, but after the body completed 
its service on the soul‘s behalf, the soul could then shed the body and became a pure 
mind once again. The Syriac translator decided not to call ascetical service performed by 
the body the chariot, but instead designated the nebulous phrase ―ascetical service of this 
instrument‖ as the chariot.  He says, ―who can know. . .the ascetical service of this 
instrument, how it becomes a chariot through ascetical service of the commandments and 
is elevated through a spiritual ascent to the Holy Trinity?‖165   
The Syriac translator‘s clumsy rearrangement of this sentence was too enigmatic 
for Babai, who desired a more explicit statement on the permanence of the body and soul.  
The Syriac translator had failed to supply a subject for the verb ―is elevated,‖ so Babai 
clarifies that the ascetical service of the body, even after it helps the soul arrive at 
knowledge of God, is the thing that is elevated to the Trinity along with the soul and that 
neither body nor soul are abandoned upon arrival.   
―The service of this living instrument‖ is the [service of the] body.  Who understands 
how every part of the soul is essentially joined to [the body], and how wondrously [the 
soul] plays all sorts of tonal modulations and hymns in praise of God on [the body], and 
how the servant works all things in [the body] for virtue in every aspect of this worldly 
arrangement, and how [the soul] rides [the body] in the form of a chariot with four 
horseman and excites the resources of [the body] in this spiritual stadium until [the soul] 
enters with [the body] into that kingdom of the Jerusalem from above where they rest 
together from their ascents to the one knowledge of the Blessed Trinity and together are 
crowned with the crown of living righteousness?
166 
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 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 1.67 (PO 28:48).     ܘܧܣ ܥ̇ܕܝ ܗܤܝܘܩ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܣܘ ܐܪܟ̈ܘܞܩܐܕ 
ܗܧܛܠܘܦܘ ܐܬܧܟܕ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐܧܟܝܐܕ ܐܘ̇ܗ ܐܰܒܟܬܣ ܕܝܒ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܐܦܕܩ̈ܘܦܕ ܐ ܡ̇ܥܰܣܘ ܐܰܪܪܤܒ ܚܘܪܕ ܬܘܠ ܐܬܘܝܰܝܠܬ ܐܰܮܝܕܩ.  
166
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.67 (Frankenberg:106:8-14).     ܗܧܛܠܘܦܘ ܥܠ ܐܬܧܟܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܝܚ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ 
ܢܬܔܦ  .ܨܟܝܐܕܘ ܰܝܐ ܣܘܧܩ ܐܕܝܛܣ ܗܠ ܐܮܧܦ ܨܝܗܡܟܒ ܨܣ̈ ̇ܗܬܘ  .ܨܟܝܐܕܘ ܰܝܐܬܗܝܣܬ ܐܬ̇ܣܙ ܗܒ ܢܟ ܝ̈ܦܙ ܐܧܡ̈ܚܘܭ ܗܰܛ̈ܒܭܬܘ 
ܐܗܠܐܕ  .ܐܧܟܝܐܕܘ ܐܛܡܦ ܗܒ ܢܟ ܕ̇ܒܥ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣܕ ܗܡܟܒ ܐܪܟܘܝ ܐܦܗ ܐܝܧܤܡܥ  .ܐܧܟܝܐܕܘ ܬܘܣܕܒ ܐܰܒܟܬܣ ܨܣܕ ܐܥܒܪܐ 
ܐܮܟܪ̈ ܐܒܝܟܪ ܰܝܐܝܐܓܗܠ ܐܥܝܙܣܘ ܐ ܝܗܬܣ ܗܠ ܐܕܗܒ ܢܘܝܕܞܩܐ ܇ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐ ܣܕܥ ܠܘܥܬܕ ܗܤܥ ܝܗܠ ܐܬܘܟܡܣ 
ܥܡܭܪܘܐܒܕ ܇ܢܥܠܕ ܨܣܬܕ ܨܝܛܝܦܬܰܣ ܐܕܛܟܐ ܨܣ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܐܰ̈ܪܪܣ ܬܘܠ ܐܕܚ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܬܘܝܰܝܠܬܕ ܇ܐܰܮܝܬܩ ܢܝܡܟܒ ܐܬܘܦܐܟ 
ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܢܘܗܝܪܬܕ ܐܬܛܟܐ.   
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While the Syriac translator wanted to eliminate Evagrius‘s devaluation of the body and 
soul, Babai goes even further by insisting that a proper evaluation of the body requires its 
resurrection along with the soul.
167
 
Despite the corrections rendered by the first Syriac translator of the Gnostic 
Chapters, Babai is not fully satisfied with the orthodoxy of the text.  Although the 
corrected version did not promulgate heretical notions, it did not go far enough in 
providing an explicit teaching on the resurrection of the body and soul.  For this reason, 
Babai turns to Paul in order to supply a stronger emphasis on the resurrection of the body 
and soul and to fully legitimize Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters as viable orthodox teaching.  
Babai believes that Evagrius would never have suggested that the body would be 
destroyed in the future world and he even praises Evagrius for his commitment to the 
fundamental goodness of the material creation.
168
  By bringing the Syriac Translator‘s 
reworked version of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters in line with Paul‘s account of the 
resurrection of the body and soul, Babai ensures that no one can understood Evagrius in 
any way other than as a promoter of the resurrection of the body and soul.
169
   
The first example of a text that Babai brings into conformity with Pauline 
teaching is Gnostic Chapter 3.48.  In this passage Babai emphasizes the inner renewal 
that takes place in the soul of the believer over and against any change in the body that 
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 Babai makes a similar point in Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 1.58 (Frankenberg:98:9-11), where he says 
that the separation of the soul from the body at death is a temporary measure until body and soul are united 
once again in the resurrection: ―The soul is briefly separated from [the body] in the hidden places that are in 
paradise, or rather, it peacefully [waits] in the surrounding [places] with no effect until the resurrection.‖ 
ܐܪܝܕܬܧܒܕ ܐܙ̈ܝܧܓ ܐܬܘܪ̈ܬܐܒ ܇ܗܧܣܕ ܐܧܭܪܘܧܒ ܐܪܰܟܣ ܐܮܧܦ . ܐ ܣܕܥ ܇ܘܪܘܥܩ ܐ ܡܒܘ ܐܝܡܮܒ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܕܛܒ ܘܐ
ܐܰܤܝܪܠ.    
168
 See Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.15 (Frankenberg:198:11-13): ―When [Evagrius] explains to us 
that the fullness of rational nature is not lacking from [its association with] created nature and that there is 
no damage in it from what is unnatural, [Evagrius] keeps the righteous deeds in all their parts.‖    ܪܗܧܣ ܕܟܘ
 ܝܗܘ̈ܩܕܙ ܬܞ̇ܦܘ ܇ܐܬܘܝܧܝܟ ܐ ܠ ܨܣ ܐܧܝܟܦ ܗܒ ܰܝܠܘ ܇ܗܰܝܬܒ ܨܝܟ ܨܣ ܬܝܪܚ ܐ ܠܕ ܘܗ ܐ ܡܡܣ ܐܧܝܟܕ ܗܬܘܝܡܤܮܣܕ ܨܠ
ܗܬܘ̈ܧܣ ܨܝܗܡܟܒ.   
169
 According to Babai, only the heretical adherents of Origenism believe that the body is evil.  See Babai, 
Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.53 (Frankenberg:224:25-29).   
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might imply its destruction.  Evagrius had originally described an ―exchange of the just,‖ 
wherein bodies that perform ascetical service are exchanged for bodies that have a clearer 
understanding of divine knowledge.
170
  The Syriac translator apparently found the term 
―exchange of the just‖ to be problematic because it implied that bodies would be 
destroyed and exchanged for different bodies in the world to come.  Therefore, he 
replaced the word ―exchange‖ (ܐܧܠܘܚ) with a similar sounding word in the Syriac 
language, ―renewal‖ (ܐܬܕܘܚ).171   
This slight shift in terminology and the presence of the word ―renewal‖ signaled, 
for Babai, a reference to Rom 12.2, where Paul exhorts the Romans to ―be transformed 
by the renewal of your minds.‖  In light of this verse and other Pauline references to the 
new man of Eph 4.24 and the mention of inner renewal day by day in 2 Cor 4.16, Babai 
interprets his version of Gnostic Chapter 3.48 not in terms of an exchange of bodies, but 
in terms of an inward, spiritual renewal that occurs within the souls of the righteous.  
Moreover, he distinguishes this renewal from the physical resurrection of the body that 
will take place in the world to come.   
This ―renewal, which the righteous have mystically attained here,‖ is not like [it is] in the 
resurrection that [occurs] with every creature, in which everyone clothes their bodies in 
glory so that they are equal; rather, this is the renewal that they have attained in their 
souls from day to day and [in which] they gradually advance to their resurrections in a 
spiritual manner, i.e., the ascent from virtue to virtue or from knowledge to a knowledge 
that is more virtuous than before.
172
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 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.48 (PO 28:117): ―The change of the just is the passage from bodies of 
ascetical service and seeing to bodies that are seeing and seeing even better.‖ ܐܝܦܘܭ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܪ̈ܝܕܙܕ ܐܧܠܘܚ
ܨܝܝ̈ܙ̇ܚ ܰܝܐܕܝܰܝܕ ܘܐ ܐ̈ܝ̇ܙܚ ܐܪ̈ܔܦ ܬܘܠ ܇ܐ̈ܝ̇ܙܚܘ ܐܚ̈ܘܡܦ ܐܪ̈ܔܦ ܨܣܕ 
171
 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.48 (PO 28:116).  ܐܬܕܘܚ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܪ̈ܝܕܙܕ ܇ܘܦܗ ܐܝܠܘܥ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣ 
܇ܐܬܘܪܰܝܤܠ ܨܣܘ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܰܥܕܝܠ  ̇ܗܧܣܕ ܐܪܰܝܣ.  
172
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.48 (Frankenburg:220:31-5).   ܨܝܧܩ ܰܝܐܦܙܪܐ ܐܟܪܗܕ ܘܗ ܥܠ ܐܪܕܘܚ
ܐ̈ܪܝܕܙ  .ܐܘ̈ܭܕ ܟܝܐ ܯܧܡܟ ܐܛܒܘܮܒ ܢܘܗܝܪ̈ܔܧܠ ܨܝܮܒܠܕ ܇ܐܰܝܬܒ ̇ܗܡܟ ܥܥܕ ܐܰܤܝܪܒܕ ܘܗ ܟܝܐ ܥܠ ܘܠ  . ܐ ܠܐ
 ܇ܐܬܘܪܰܝܤܠ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣ ܨܣܕ ܐܝܠܘܥ ܇ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ ܢܘܗܝܣܕܪܠ ܨܝܓܪܕܰܣܘ ܡ̇ܘܝ ܨܣ ܡ̇ܘܝ ܢܘܗܰ̈ܮܧܧܒ ܨܝܧ̇ܩܕ ܐܬܕܘܚ ܘܦ̇ܗ
ܐܪܰܝܣ ̇ܗܧܣܕ ܐܰܥܕܝܠ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܨܣܘ.  
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Babai takes a text that once implied an exchange of bodies and turns it into a text that 
describes the inner renewal of righteous Christians.  He also clearly states that the current 
bodies of the righteous will be clothed in glory in heaven, not destroyed or exchanged.   
 A second passage that reveals Babai‘s close association with Pauline biblical 
texts is his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.9.  Evagrius‘s original version of the text 
had read, ―In the world to come bodies of ignorance are turned away,‖ but the Syriac 
translator had reworked the text to say, ―In the world to come the ignorance of rational 
beings is terminated.‖ 173  The Syriac translator had already moved the emphasis away 
from the destruction of bodies to an emphasis on the eschatological elimination of 
ignorance.  When Babai comments on the Syriac translator‘s version of the text, he finds 
that it correlates with Paul‘s words in 1 Cor. 13.9-10: ―For we know only in part, and we 
prophesy only in part; but when the complete comes, the partial will come to an end.‖  In 
Babai‘s hands, the corrected version of Evagrius‘s text is a witness to Paul‘s prophecy of 
the termination of the foolishness of the heretics, who have only a partial understanding 
of the truth and whose claims will be proven wrong in the world to come.
174
  Orthodox 
teaching will triumph over heretical teaching in the future world and the righteous, Babai 
notes, will rejoice in heaven because of their zeal for asceticism.
175
 
A third example of Babai‘s attempt to bring the corrected version of Evagrius‘s 
text in line with Pauline eschatology is his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 3.38.  In this 
passage, he alludes to Paul in order to substantiate the one final judgment of God, at 
which time the bodily resurrection will occur.  In the original version of this text, 
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 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.9 (PO 28:101) and Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.9 (PO 28:100).  
ܐ ܡ̈ܝܡܣܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐ ܠ ܐܟܝ
̇
ܰܪܣ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ.  
174
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.9 (Frankenberg:194:9-21). 
175
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.9 (Frankenberg:194:16-21). 
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Evagrius had spoken of God‘s initial judgment as the generation of the world and the 
occasion when God gave a body to each rational being.
176
  The Syriac translator had 
reworked the emphasis of Evagrius‘s text so that it spoke, not of a primordial judgment, 
but of the future, eschatological judgment when God will judge the bodily actions of each 
person.  His text read ―The judgment of God is the just distinction that puts retribution 
and the pronouncement of judgment into the bodies of the rational beings according to 
the service of their actions.‖177  Babai, who is commenting on the Syriac translator‘s 
version of the text, associates it with 2 Cor. 5.10, which states, ―We must all appear 
before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each may receive recompense for what has 
been done in the body, whether good or evil.‖  Babai‘s point is that the resurrection of the 
body will accompany God‘s final act of judgment, which means that a text that once 
described the occasion when God first created bodies has now been reworked to describe 
God‘s final judgment.  Ironically, Babai states that this text specifically refutes the 
Origenists who do not believe in the resurrection of the body.
178
   
A fourth and final passage that Babai aligns with Pauline material is Gnostic 
Chapter 2.77.  Building on the notion of the bodily resurrection that takes place during 
the final judgment of God, Babai shows that the body will not be eliminated, but instead 
will be transformed so that it is capable of recognizing spiritual insights.  Evagrius‘s 
original version of the text had read, ―The last judgment is not the transformation of 
bodies, but rather, it makes known their obliteration,‖ but the Syriac translator hastened 
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 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.38 (PO 28:113).  Cf. Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.47 (PO 28:117). 
177
 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.38 (PO 28:112).  ܗܧܝܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܧܭܪܘܦ ܇ܐܦܐܟ ܘ̇ܗ ܐ ܤܭ̈ܘܔܒܕ 
ܐ ܡ̈ܝܡܣܕ ܡ̇ܐܩ ܐܧܥܪܘܦ ܘܐ ܪ̇ܙܓ ܇ܐܧܝܕ ܢܟܒܘ ܕܚ ܕܚ ܢܘܗܧܣ ܟܝܐ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܝܘ̈ܕܒ̇ܥܕ.  
178
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 3.38 (Frankenberg:214:25-28).   
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to eliminate this clear reference to the destruction of bodies.
179
  He said, ―The last 
judgment of the just judge does not make an exchange of the body, but rather, it lifts up 
their density from the middle.‖180  Babai‘s commentary on the passage reflects the Syriac 
translator‘s emphasis on the lifting up of bodies from the middle.  Babai says, ―The 
justice of retribution on the last day does not involve the exchange of like bodies as the 
babbling of the heretics reports, but rather it lifts up this earthly density and abundance 
from the middle as a veil lies between them and the divine vision.‖181  In order to avoid 
confusion regarding the meaning of bodies being lifted up from the middle and to assure 
an orthodox interpretation of the passage, Babai turns to 1 Cor. 15.54 — the perishable 
body puts on immortality — to explain how bodies are transformed from the middle.  For 
Babai, the perishable part of the body is the material density, but during the final 
judgment, God transforms this perishable density from the core of the human person, that 
is, from the very middle, and refashions the body with immortality.  The body is not 
destroyed and exchanged for an entirely different body, but transformed. 
Babai makes this Pauline understanding of the transformation of the body even 
more explicit in his commentary on Gnostic Chapter 2.62.  Evagrius had originally said, 
―When the minds receive the contemplation that concerns them, then also the entire 
nature of the bodies will be taken away and thus the contemplation that concerns them 
will become immaterial.‖182  The implication of this statement, at least for the Syriac 
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 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.77 (PO 28:91).   
180
 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.77 (PO 28:90). ܐܧܝܕ ܐܝܬܚܐ ܐܧܝܕܕ ܇ܐܦܐܟ ܘܠ ܐܧܠܘܚ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܕܒ̇ܥ .ܐ ܠܐ 
ܢܘܗܬܘܝܒܥ ܢܪ̇ܭ ܨܣ ܐܰܥܨܣ.  
181
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 2.77 (Frankenberg:180:35-182:1).   ܘܠܕ ܥܥ ܐܧܠܘܚ ܐܪ̈ܔܧܠܕ ܐܦܪ̈ܛܠ 
ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܧܝܕ ܐܬܘܧܥܪܘܦܕ ܐ ܣܘܝܒ ܐܝܬܚܐ ܟܝܐ ܐܝܬܒ ܐ ܝܘܝܩܪ̈ܗܕ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܐܕܗ ܐܬܘܝܒܥ ܐܰܝܧܥܪܐ ܐܬܘܬܝܰܝܘ ܢܪ̇ܭ ܗܣ 
܇ܐܰܥܨܣ ܟܝܐܕ ܐܰܝܧܚܬ ܐܝܣܪ ܰܝܒ ܢܘܗܠ ܝܗܠ ܐܬܙܚ ܐܰܤܝܬܣ.      
182
 Evagrius, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.62 (PO 28:85).  ܐ ܣ ܐܦ̈ܘܗܕ ܘܡ̇ܒܩ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܇ܢܘܗܝܡܥܕ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܦܐ ܗܡܟ ܐܧܝܟ 
ܐ ܤܭ̈ܘܓܕ ܢܩܰܮܦ  .ܐܧܟܗܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܐ ܠܘܗ ܐܘܗܬ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܝܗܘܡܥܕ.  
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translator, was that knowledge in the future world will be ―immaterial‖ because minds 
will exist without bodies.  In dealing with this passage, the Syriac translator once again 
refers to the removal of the density of the body as characterizing a transformation from 
bodies that process knowledge from material data to bodies that are capable of spiritual 
vision.
183
  Babai builds on this new understanding of the passage, but once again, in order 
to ensure an orthodox reading of an otherwise questionable passage, he interprets the 
possession of spiritual vision in terms of Pauline texts.   
When the minds of the saints have arrived at holy discernment through purity. . .then, at 
that time, the denseness of the bodies will be lifted up together with the middle part.  
Their vision is now spiritual and in it there is peace, rest, and incomprehensible light, as 
Saint Paul said in a manner of prayer, ―the eyes of your hearts will be enlightened so that 
you may know the hope of its calling.‖  Therefore the bodily eye does not see this hope 
and the corporeal ear does not hear it. [This hope] does not ascend to the natural heart of 
thoughts, but if one arrives at that contemplation of himself [just described by Paul] and 
sees that which is hidden inside of himself in a pure mirror, then God, in his openness, 
will manifest his delight [upon him].
184
 
 
Babai‘s understanding of spiritual vision includes the body, but a body that no longer 
sees and hears in a material way, as Paul says in 1 Cor. 2.19.  It is instead a body that sees 
with the eyes of the heart, as Paul says in Eph. 1.18.  The transformation body is spiritual 
in its understanding as it fully comprehends the eschatological hope and turns away from 
the distractions of the material world.  
                                                 
183
 See Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 2.62 (PO 28:84): ―When the minds of the saints receive the 
contemplation of themselves, the density of the bodies will be taken away from the middle and from that 
time on their vision will be spiritual.‖ ܐܬܘܝܒܥ ܦܐ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܇ܢܘܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܘܡܒ̇ܩ ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩܕ ܐܦܘ̈ܗܖ ܐ ܣ
ܐܰܥܨܣ ܨܣ ܢܩܰܭܬ ܐ ܤܭ̈ܘܓܕ .ܐܘܗܬ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܬܙܚܘ.   Cf. Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.15 
(PO 28:102), where the Syriac translator says that the perfection of the mind is ―spiritual knowledge,‖ not, 
as Evagrius had said, ―immaterial knowledge.‖   
184
 Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 2.62 (Frankenberg:174:9-17).   ܐ ܣ ܐܦܘ̈ܗܕ ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩܕ ܘܡܒ̇ܩ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ 
܇ܢܘܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܦܐ ܐܬܘܝܒܥ ܐ ܤ̈ܭܘܓܕ ܠܘܰܭܬ ܨܣ ܐܰܥܨܣ  .ܐܬܙܚܘ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܘܗܬ – ܐܕܗ ܝܗ ܬܣܐܕ  .
ܐ ܣܕ ܥܧܣܬܐܕ ܢܘܗܦܘܗ ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩܕ ܐܬܘܭܘܬܧܠ ܐܰܮܝܕܩ ܕܝܒ ܐܬܘܝܟܕ ܨܣܕ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܐܰܝܧ̈ܚܬ ܢܥܠܘ ܨܣ ܇ܐܥ̈ܒܝ ܨܣܘ ܐܝܗܦ 
ܘܮܧܟܬܐܘ ܨܣܘ ܐܪܕܘܒ ܘܕܝܚܬܐ ܢܘܗܣܘܧܪܠܘ ܘܙܚ ܕܝܒ ܗܛܦܕ ܐܮܤܭܕ ܢܘܗܝܡܥܕ ܝܗܒ ܐܦܕܥ ܇ܐܬܬܝܗܬ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܐܬܘܝܒܥ 
ܐ ܤ̈ܭܘܖܕ ܰܝܐܮܝܧܟ ܢܩܰܭܬ ܨܣ ܐܰܥܨܣ  .ܐܬܙܚܘ ܝܗ ܢܝܟܣ ܇ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ  ̇ܗܒܕ ܐܝܡܭ ܐܬܘܠܗܒܘ ܐܪܗܘܦܘ ܐ ܠ ܐܧܟܪܕܰܣ  .
ܟܝܐ ܬܣܐܕ ܐܝܗܠܐ ܣܘܠܘܦ ܥܝܟܩܐܒ ܐܬܘܠܨ  .ܢܪ̈ܗܧܦܕ ܐܧ̈ܝܥ ܇ܢܘܟܬ̈ܘܒܠܕ ܢܘܥܕܬܕ ܘܧܣ ܐܬܒܩ ܗܧܝܬܩܕ  .ܐܗܘ ܢܝܟܗ ܐܦܗ 
܇ܐܬܒܩ ܐܧܝܥ ܐܰܝܦܬܔܦ ܐ ܠ ܗܬܙܚ  .ܐܦܕܐܘ ܐܰܤܮܔܣ ܐ ܠ ܗܰܥܤܭ  .ܢܥܘ ܐܒܠ ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܐ ܠ ܫܡܩ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܢܐ ܢܥ 
ܘܗ ܐܝܪܘܐܬܕ ܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܇ܢܒ̇ܩ ܗܬܘܝܪܟܘ ܐܙܚ ܐܰܝܙܛܤܒ ܇ܐܰܝܟܕ  ̇ܗܒܕ ܐܗܠܐ ܗܧܝܡܔܒ ܜܦܕ ܗܤܩܘܒܠ.   
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While the first Syriac translator removed the most explicit references to the 
destruction of the body and soul, his translation was still close enough to the original 
version of Evagrius‘s text to arouse suspicion of heretical beliefs.  In order to prevent 
Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters from falling prey to heretical interpretations, Babai aligned 
problematic passages with Pauline teaching on the resurrection of the body and soul, 
thereby strengthening this position.   
 
 
3.3  THE ESCHATOLOGY OF ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 Even though contemporary scholars have noted the important influence that 
Evagrius had on Isaac and other East-Syriac authors, giving him titles such as ―le docteur 
mystique par excellence‖ and ―dottrina monastica,‖ the distinctive elements of Evagrius‘s 
cosmology and eschatology were weakened by Isaac‘s time.185  As a result, Isaac was 
influenced more by the first Syriac translator‘s rendering of the Gnostic Chapters and 
Babai‘s commentary on the translation than by authentic Evagrian teaching.  Isaac is 
especially convinced by Babai‘s deference to Pauline authority and he follows Babai in 
emphasizing the Pauline relationship between body and soul and the fundamental 
importance of bodily asceticism.  These positions lead Isaac to conclude that God created 
human beings with bodies so that they could perform ascetical actions as a springboard 
for an even better existence in the world to come. 
                                                 
185
 See Antoine Guillaumont, Les ‗Kephalaia Gnostica‘ d‘Évagre Le Pontique, 198, who says, ―Évagre fut 
pour les Syriens le docteur mystique par excellence, ou, comme ils disaient eux-mêmes en usant de la 
terminologie évagrienne, ‗le plus grand des gnostiques‘.‖  Also see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica 
alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 
103, who says, ―Per i siro-orientalia, il Pontico fu nella dottrina monastica.‖  Finally, see Robert Beulay, La 
Lumière sans forme: Introduction à l‘étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale (Chevetogne: Éditions 
de Chevetogne, 1987), 16, who notes, ―L‘auteur le plus cité par les mystiques nestoriens est 
incontestablement Évagre le Pontique.‖  
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3.3.1  THE SOUL‘S NATURAL PURITY AND THE STATE THAT IS HIGHER THAN NATURAL 
PURITY: KATASTASIS VS. EXSTASIS 
 
 
This section will address an apparent contradiction in Isaac‘s writings regarding 
the issue of original purity.  In some passages from the first set of homilies, Isaac agrees 
with Evagrius‘s fundamental eschatological assumption that the end state is a return to 
the original purity of creation, but when he discusses God‘s love and mercy towards 
creation in the second and third set of homilies, Isaac suggests that bodily asceticism 
performed in this world makes life in the world to come even better than God‘s original 
creation.  In these latter passages, he says that the fall was part of God‘s providential plan 
because it forces human beings to perform ascetical actions that prepare their soul for life 
in the world to come. 
The explanation for this contradiction lies in Isaac‘s reception of Evagrius‘s 
Gnostic Chapters.  While Evagrius held to the important cosmological assumption that 
creation and redemption history happened twice and that the union of body and soul was 
a temporary solution that occurred after God‘s initial judgment, Isaac does not inherent 
this cosmology on account of the changes that were made to the Gnostic Chapters.  Not 
only did the first Syriac translator remove most of the elements from this controversial 
cosmological assumption from Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters, but Babai replaced the 
excised pieces of Evagrius‘s cosmology with a Pauline presentation of the resurrection of 
the body and soul in the world to come.  
Although Isaac inherited an eschatological system based on the return to original 
purity, this system, as presented by the first Syriac translator and Babai, lacked the 
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necessary cosmological components to render it coherent.  As a result, Isaac reinterprets 
what it means for a soul to return to its original purity.  Whereas the return to the original 
purity of creation was, for Evagrius, the first step in the mind‘s return to incorporeal 
union with the Trinity, for Isaac, the return to purity is the first step in propelling the soul 
to an existence that transcends the original state of creation, but it remains a process 
contained by the natural limitations of the created order.  According to Isaac, human 
beings are ultimately destined to a state that is not a return to the original purity, but 
rather, an ecstatic existence that occurs once the soul has been freed from the stain of all 
maculation and the mind has been drawn into a state of wonder. 
Scholarship has not always noted this difference between Evagrius‘s 
understanding of the return to purity and Isaac‘s understanding of the return to purity.  
Part of the problem is that Isaac himself is not always clear, but another explanation for 
this confusion is the gradual discovery of Isaac‘s texts.  Isaac‘s positions resemble 
Evagrius‘s eschatology when he expounds his understanding of prayer and contemplation 
in the first set of homilies, published by Paul Bedjan in 1908, but Isaac distances himself 
from Evagrian eschatology in the second part, published by Sebastian Brock in 1995, and 
the third part, published by Sabino Chialà in 2011.  As a result, scholars who wrote about 
Isaac‘s eschatology prior to 1995 carefully compared the similarities between Isaac‘s and 
Evagrius‘s notion of prayer and contemplation.   
One example of this older scholarship is an article entitled, ―Hèsychia et 
contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien‖ (1991) by Ysabel de Andia.  She arrives at the 
following conclusion regarding the place of the intellect in Isaac‘s concept of prayer: 
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[Isaac‘s] doctrine de l‘intellect est plus évagrienne que dionysienne.  En effect, il ne 
s‘agit pas, pour Isaac, de dépasser l‘intellect, mais de revenir à l‘état primordial du νους, 
à sa pureté première, à sa limpidité ou à sa simplicité pour pouvoir voir Dieu.
186
 
 
Although Andia admits that Isaac‘s interest in transcending nature during prayer comes 
from Psuedo-Dionysius rather than from Evagrius, she ultimately claims that the 
fundamentals of Isaac position on prayer are based on Evagrian eschatology.
187
  She 
bases this conclusion on a passage from Homily 1.35, where Isaac reiterates Evagrius‘s 
eschatological assumption, namely, the belief that the end state resembles the beginning.  
Isaac says,   
I am of the opinion that purity is forgetfulness of those sorts of knowledge that are 
outside nature, that is, nature finds them in the world.  As for its limit, this entire limit [is 
achieved when one] is set free from [these sorts of knowledge] and arrives at the 
simplicity and innocence that is originally of nature, that is, a childlike [state of simplicity 
and innocence].
188
 
 
According to de Andia, Isaac‘s insistence that the mind must retrieve its original purity 
before it can be further illumined by the light of the Trinity is the heart of his theory of 
prayer and is derived from Evagrius.   
 De Andia further substantiates her claim that Evagrian eschatology influenced 
Isaac‘s theory of prayer with a passage from Homily 1.22, in which Isaac cites two 
passages from Evagrius‘s Reflections, found in the Syriac addendum to the Gnostic 
Chapters.  The first quotation comes from Reflections 4 where Evagrius had said that ―the 
stability of mind is the summit of intellectual perceptions, and [this summit] resembles 
the blue color of the sky on which the light of the Holy Trinity rises at the moment of 
                                                 
186
 Ysabel de Andia, ―Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,‖ Collectanea Cisterciensia 53 
(1991): 48. 
187
 Ysabel de Andia, ―Hèsychia et contemplation chez Isaac le Syrien,‖ 35.   
188
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:250:17-21).  Page and line numbers refer to 
Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. 
Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007).   ܨܝܠܗ ܇ܐܧܝܟ ܨܣ ܬܒܠܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ ̈ܝܦܙܕ ܐܬܘܧܝܮܦܰܣ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܧܥܪܰܣ ܐܬܘܝܟܕ
ܐܧܝܟ ܨܝܦܐ ܜܟܭܐ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘܔܒܕ  . ܗܬܘܞܝܮܧܠ ܐ ܣܬܥ ܐܬܐܦܕ ܇ܢܘܗܧܣ ܪܬܚܰܦ ܗܡܟ ܐܦܗܕ ܇ܨܝܕ ̇ܗܣܘܚܬ
ܐܧܝܟܕ ܐܰܝܣܕܩ ܗܬܘܤܝܣܬܘ.   
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prayer.‖189  Isaac quotes this passage from Evagrius, but he realizes that it is incomplete 
because it does not explain what a monk must do to reach the summit of intellectual 
perception.
190
  He finds that Evagrius answers his own question in Reflections 25 by 
explaining that the mind must return to its original purity before it can see the sapphire 
appearance of God.
191
  Drawing a connection between these two passages, Isaac says:  
When the mind strips off the old man and clothes himself with the new one through 
grace, then he also sees his stability at the time of prayer because it resembles sapphire or 
the blue color of the sky, as the place of God was called by the holy ones of Israel, to 
whom [the place of God] appeared on the mountain.
192
 
 
Since Isaac bases his theory of prayer on Evagrius‘s notion of pure prayer, de Andia 
concludes that Isaac also emphasizes an Evagrian return to the original purity that takes 
place during prayer.
193
   
 While de Andia‘s conclusions concerning Isaac‘s relationship to Evagrius‘s 
theory of prayer are not incorrect, we must remember the Evagrian inspired connection 
between contemplation and prayer is just one part of a broader system.
194
  De Andia 
downplays Isaac‘s Pseudo-Dionysian interest in transcending nature as a matter of 
                                                 
189
 Evagrius, Skemmata 4 (Frankenberg:426:15-16).  ܗܬܘܧܩܬ ܐܦܘܗܕ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐ ܣܘܪ ܐܰܝܧ̈ܥܕܝܰܣܕ  .ܘܗ ܐ ܣܕܰܣܕ 
ܐܦܘܔܒ ܐܝܤܭܕ  .ܝܗܘܡܥܕ ܜܦܕ ܢܕܥܒ ܐܬܘܠ̇ܨ.  
190
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:18-20):  ―When is one made worthy of this 
entire grace so that at the time of prayer he is raised to this majesty?‖   ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܕܗܠ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܘܰܮܣ ܝܰܣܖ
ܐ ܡܥܰܣ ܐܬܘܒܪ ܐܕܗܠ ܐܬܘܠܙܕ ܐܧܒܙܒܕ ܇ܐܬܘܒܝܝ.    
191
 Evagrius, Skemmata 25 (Frankenberg:450:1-3).  
192
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:20-175:3).  ܐ ܣ ܥܠ ܐܦܘܗܕ ܜܡܭ ܐܮܦܬܒܠ 
܇ܐܪܝܰܥ ܐܬܕܛܠܘ ܕܝܒ ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܇ܯܒܠ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܦܐ ܗܬܘܧܩܬ ܢܕܥܒ ܐܬܘܠܙ ܇ܐܙܚ ܕܟ ܐܝܣܕ ܇ܐ ܡܝܧܪܠ ܘܐ ܐܦܘܔܠ ܐܝܤܭܕ  .ܝܗ 
ܐܰܟܘܕܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܨܣ ܐܮܝܮܩ ܢܝܬܪܝܕ ܇ܬܗܣܰܭܐ ܢܘܗܠ ܰܝܙܚܬܐ ܐܪܘܞܒ.  
193
 Isaac also speaks of the ―the pure place of nature‖ (ܐܧܝܟܕ ܐܝܟܕ ܐܪܬܐ) in Isaac of Nineveh, The Second 
Part 2.18.3 (CSCO 554:84).  Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ 
chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995).   
194
 For more recent comparisons between Evagrius and Isaac regarding contemplation, see Sebastian Brock, 
―Some Uses of the Term Theoria in the Writings of Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Parole de l‘Orient 22 (1996): 407-
19; Sebastian Brock, ―Discerning the Evagrian in the writings of Isaac of Nineveh: A Preliminary 
Investigation,‖ Adamantius 15 (2009), 62-63; and Sabino Chialà, ―Evagrio il Pontico negli scritti di Isacco 
di Ninive,‖ Adamantius 15 (2009): 73-84. 
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secondary importance, but I would argue that Isaac‘s interest in transcending nature is 
more important and more foundational to his system than contemplation during prayer.  
 Scholars have used the terms katastatic and exstatic to classify the difference 
between the Evagrian emphasis on original purity and the Pseudo-Dionysian emphasis on 
ecstatic transcendence.  According to Hausherr and others, Evagrius‘s thinking is 
katastatic because union with God takes place within the human mind that has re-
established its original purity and Pseudo-Dionysius‘s thinking is ecstatic because union 
with God occurs after the mind has transcended its natural state.
195
  This same distinction 
can be said about the difference between Evagrius and Isaac.  For Evagrius, the 
contemplation that a monk achieves during prayer is the moment that God is mystically 
reflected in the human mind, but for Isaac, contemplative prayer is the means to 
something better, namely, ecstatic union with God experienced through wonder. 
 Although Isaac sees ecstatic union with God as the ultimate goal of the ascetical 
life, he recognizes that recovering the soul‘s natural purity is a preliminary first-step to 
achieving wonder.  A monk cannot transcend nature until he has purified nature.  Isaac is 
aware that the passions and material distractions in this world prevent the natural 
processes of the human soul from achieving purity and he therefore recognizes that 
human beings must examine their souls in order to remove these distractions that are 
preventing the soul and intellect from working naturally.
196
  In Homily 1.6, Isaac states, 
                                                 
195
 See Irénée Hausher, ―Contemplation chez les Grecs et autres orientaux chrétiens,‖ DSp 2, 1827; 
Nicholas Gendle, ―Cappadocian Elements in the Mystical Theology of Evagrius Ponticus,‖ in SP 16.2 
(1985), 373-84.  Alexander Golitzin argues that the difference between Evagrius‘s katastatic and Pseudo-
Dionysius‘s ecstatic interpretations of mystical union with God has been exaggerated.  See Alexander 
Golitzin, Et Introibo ad Altare Dei: The Mystagogy of Dionysius Areopagita, with Special Reference to its 
Predecessors in the Eastern Christian Tradition (Thessalonica: Patriarchikon Idruma Paterikōn Meletōn, 
1994), 338-39. 
196
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:30:6-9): ―That [soul], which is neglectful in 
that it does not know how to hold fast, must fight to free itself from a perception once it has entered and 
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Anxiety for worldly affairs disturbs the soul and distraction from work troubles the mind, 
causing [the mind] to fall away from its quietness and driving peacefulness from it.  It is 
right for the solitary, who has enlisted his soul in heavenly service, to make his intellect 
constantly free from worldly affairs so that when he examines and considers his soul, he 
does not see in his soul any worldly affair from this labor and any concern for visible 
material.  Due to his perfect suspension from our labors, he can meditate on the law of 
the Lord night and day, without distraction.
197
 
  
It is this process of removing distractions in this life that Isaac refers to when he speaks 
of returning the soul to its original state.   
This process of eliminating passions and material distractions so as to enable true 
prayer and contemplation is the first task of the ascetical life.  Since Isaac defines true 
contemplation as a state of mind that is free from distractions, he associates it with the 
original state of creation, that is, with the time before distraction entered into the world 
through Adam‘s sin.  The Syriac translator of Evagrius and Babai had both described the 
state of Adam‘s original creation as one of perfect contemplation and Isaac uses this 
notion of contemplation to frame his own conception of original purity before the fall.
198
   
In Homily 1.3, for instance, Isaac says that passions maculate the purity of the soul and 
implies that recovering the original purity means eliminating the passions from the soul.  
If sometimes the nature of the soul is limpid and a receptacle of the blessed light, then it 
will be found in this [state] when it arrives again at its original created [state].  But when 
[the soul] is moved by passions, every member of the clergy confesses that it has gone 
outside of its nature.  Therefore the passions entered the nature of the soul afterward, for 
it is not right at all to think that the passions [are natural to] the soul.
199
   
                                                                                                                                                 
destroyed what was there first, namely, limpidity and natural simplicity.‖   ܨܪܤܚܬܕ ܐܕܗܒ ܐ ܣܗܬܕ ܨܝܕ ̇ܝܗ
ܐܰܝܣܕܪܠ ܐܕܒܘܣ ܇̇ܗܧܣ ܬܒܠ ܐܘܗܤܠ ܫܰܟܬܬ ܐܰܮܓܪ ܰܡܥܕ ܪܰܒܘ ܇ܥܕܬ ܐ ܠܕ  . ܐܬܘܝܧܭ ܇ܨܝܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܨܝܠܗ
ܐܧܝܟ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܘܤܝܣܬܘ.   
197
Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.6 (Bedjan:81:14-82:2).   ܐܰܦܨ ܇ܐܦܬܥܘܩܕ ܐܕܘܕܣ ܐܮܧܦ  .
ܐܦܬܘܦܘ ܇ܐܕܒܥܕ ܯܔܭ ܇ܐܦܘܗ ܫܧܣܘ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܇ܐܬܘܡܝܗܒ ܕܬܝܘ ܗܧܣ ܐܬܘܧܝܮܣ  .ܩܕܙ ܗܠ ܐܝܕܛܛܠ ܨܣܙܕ ܜܡܦܐܘ ܗܮܧܦ 
ܐܧܛܠܘܧܠ ܇ܐܧܝܤܭ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܰܦܨ ܐܘܗܦ ܗܰܝܥܪܰܒ  .ܐܧܟܝܐ ܕܟܕ ܐܪܒܰܦ ܇ܗܮܧܧܒ ܒܮܚܰܦܘ ܡܕܣ ܐܦܬܥܘܩ ܨܣ 
ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐܝܦܪܘ ܕܚܕ ܨܣ ܘܒܨ ܇ܐܧܝܙܚܰܣ ܗܮܧܧܒ ܐ ܠ ܐܙܚ  .ܐܧܟܝܐ ܨܣܕ ܗܧܡܞܒ ܐܬܝܤܓ ܨܣܕ ܨܝܠܗ ܇ܢܬܒܥܕ ܜܟܮܦ 
ܐܩܘܤܧܒܕ ܐܝܬܣܕ ܐܓܗܰܦ ܐܝܡܡܒ ܇ܐ ܤܤܝܐܒܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܦܬܘܦ ܡܕܣܕ.  
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 See Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.28 (PO 28:108) and Babai, Comm. Kephalaia Gnostica 6.75 
(Frankenberg:410:7-10). 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:22:7-12).   ܢܐ ܨܝܕ ܰܝܐ ܐܘܗ ܝܰܣܐ  ̇ܗܧܝܟܕ ܐܮܧܦܕ 
ܐܧܭ ܇ܐܘܗ ܐܧܡܒܪܣܘ ܐܪܗܘܦܕ ܇ܐܦܰܒܘܝ ܝܰܣܐܘ ܒܘܬ  ̇ܗܰܝܬܒܠܕ ܐܰܝܣܕܩ ܐܬܐܬ  ̇ܗܒ ܐܕܗܒ ܚܗܟܰܭܬ  .ܐ ܣ ܨܝܕ ܐ̈ܮܛܒܕ 
܇ܐܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܬܒܠ ܨܣ  ̇ܗܧܝܟ ܐܝܕܘܬܰܣ ܰܪܧܦܕ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܝܧܒ ܐܬܕܥ  .ܨܝܕܣ ܐ̈ܮܚ ܨܟܪܰܒ ܘܡܥ ܢܥ  ̇ܗܧܝܟ ܐܮܧܦܕ.   One final 
example of a passage where Isaac discusses the soul‘s return to its original purity occurs in Homily 1.25.  In 
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Isaac goes on to clarify that once the passions have been eliminated from the soul, it can 
receive ―impulses from divine contemplation.‖200  Divine contemplation occurs when a 
person has removed the passions that have entered into the soul after the fall. 
 Despite Isaac‘s acknowledgment of the importance of purifying the soul, he says 
that this return to the original purity of creation is not the final destiny or ultimate goal of 
human beings.  The contemplation that a monk achieves during the return to purity is 
what enables monks to transcend nature and experience wonder (ܐܪܗܬ) in God.  Wonder, 
for Isaac, is ecstatic experience of God and, as Isaac says in Homily 1.66, is a 
supernatural state that is higher than the original purity. 
When the mind has been drawn into wonder at this sight, night and day become one to it 
with wonder at the splendor of the works of God.   From this time on, the sense of the 
passions is taken away from the soul by the delight of this sight, and by it, [the soul] 
enters the two degrees of intelligible revelations that lie in an order that comes after this 
[order of] purity and is higher [than purity].
201
 
 
A person who exists in a state of wonder is in a state that is higher than the natural purity 
of the created order.  This higher state transcends nature and looks to an existence that is 
better than the original state of creation, which is the life of the world to come. 
 Although Isaac‘s ascetical teaching is certainly dependent on Evagrius, due to the 
influence of Babai and the Syriac translator of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters, Isaac 
                                                                                                                                                 
this homily, Isaac considers the various ways that souls escape bodily deliberations in order to achieve 
contemplation within three different classes of created beings: angels, souls, and demons.  Due to their 
purity, angels are capable of seeing other created beings with ―real sight,‖ that is, according to the nature of 
each being rather than according to the being‘s corporeal manifestation, whereas demons lack this ability.  
Human souls, by contrast, share ―real sight‖ with the angels and are able to perceive angels and demons 
according to their nature, but only when their souls are purified and have returned to ―the original state in 
which they were created.‖  See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.25 (Bedjan:183:21) and De 
Perfectione Religiosa 1.25 (Bedjan:184:12-13).   
200
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:23:2-3). 
201
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.66 (Bedjan:471:18-472:2).   ܐ ܣܘ ܕܔܦܬܐܕ ܐܦܘܗ ܐܪܗܰܒ 
ܐܬܙܚܕ ܇ܐܕܗ ܐܝܡܠ ܢܝܟܣ ܐ ܤܤܝܐܘ ܕܚ ܐܘܗ ܇ܗܠ ܐܪܗܰܒ ܬܘܛܒܭܕ ܝܗ̈ܘܕܒ̇ܥ ܐܗܠܐܕ  .܇ܐܟܣܘ ܐܒܧܓܰܣ  ̇ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܮܧܦ 
ܐܰܮܓܪ ܐ̈ܮܚܕ ܬܘܐܝܦܗܒ ܐܬܙܚ ܐܕܗ  . ̇ܗܒܘ ܐ ܠܐܥ ܢܘܗܝܪ̈ܰܠ ܐܮܓܪ̈ܕ ܐ̈ܧܝܡܒܕ ܇ܐܧܥܪ̈ܝܰܣ ܨܝܤܝܩܕ ܐܪܟܞܒ ܪܰܒ ܇ܐܦܗ ܨܣ 
ܐܬܘܝܟܕ ܢܥܠܘ.   
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relegates Evagrius‘s cosmological and eschatological systems to the realm of 
contemplative prayer.  In many ways, Isaac is trying to follow Evagrius, but what was, 
for Evagrius, a full account of God‘s creation and the eschatological redemption destined 
for each created being is, for Isaac, a description of prayer.  The ecstatic experience of 
wonder, which, as we will see in chapter six, echoes Pseudo-Dionsyian language as well 
as language found in Syriac sources such as the Syriac translation of Evagrius‘s Gnostic 
Chapters, Ephrem and John the Solitary, is more relevant for understanding the broader 
framework of Isaac‘s ascetical system.  In the meantime, the rest of this chapter will 
investigate Isaac‘s reasons for assuming that human beings are destined for a life that 
surpasses the original purity.   
 
 
3.3.2  Felix Culpa: THE FALL AS AN INHERENT PART OF GOD‘S PROVIDENCE  
 
 
 One underlying cosmological difference between Evagrius and Isaac is their 
position on the biblical fall: they both believe that the fall is part of God‘s providence for 
the world, but they disagree on whether the fall is an essential part of God‘s redemptive 
plan.  While Evagrius interprets the fall as an unfortunate consequence of the primordial 
movement away from Trinitarian unity, Isaac views the biblical fall as an inherent and 
fundamentally good part of God‘s plan before the creation of the world.  Isaac is part of a 
tradition, stemming back to Irenaeus, which views the incarnation as inscribed in the very 
design of creation and as the fulfillment of God‘s love and creative purpose.202  Since the 
biblical narrative explicitly identifies the incarnation as a reaction to the fall, thinkers in 
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 For Isaac‘s place within this tradition, see Bogdan Bucer, ―Foreordained from All Eternity: The Mystery 
of the Incarnation According to Some Early Christian and Byzantine Writers,‖ in Dumbarton Oaks Papers 
62, ed. Alice-MaryTalbot (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2009), 199-215.   
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this tradition, like Isaac, assume that death and the fall must have also been part of God‘s 
providential plan for creation, for without them, there would be no incarnation.
203
  
According to Isaac, God uses the fall in a positive manner in order to propel human 
beings into a supernatural state that is superior to the original state of creation.
204
  
 In what follows, I will cite three examples from Isaac‘s texts that testify to this 
understanding of providence.  In all three of the following passages, Isaac expresses the 
view that human beings were created mortal with the potential to fall precisely so that 
God could reveal his all encompassing love through the redemptive act. 
 First of all, Isaac‘s clearest expression of this all-encompassing notion of 
providence is found in Homily 2.39.  While past scholarship on this particular homily has 
focused on Isaac‘s theory of universal salvation and his teachings on Gehenna, my 
interest lies in what Isaac has to say about God‘s providence for creation.205  In this 
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 Scholars have already noted that Isaac sees death and the fall as an inherent part of God‘s plan for 
creation.  Irénée Hausherr wrote a brief article on Isaac‘s Gnostic Chapter 4.78 and, on the basis of this 
text, identified Isaac as a precursor to the Scotist theory of the incarnation.  Isaac, Hausherr points out, says 
that it is unacceptable to make sin the cause of the incarnation; rather, the incarnation would have happened 
without sin because God loves the world.  See Irénée Hausherr, ―Un précurseur de la théorie Scotiste sur la 
fin de l‘incarnation: Isaac de Ninive,‖ OCA 183 (1969): 1-5.   
 According to Nestor Kavvadas, Isaac‘s thesis that human beings were created mortal goes back to 
Theodore of Mopsuestia.  Kavvadas points especially to Isaac‘s Gnostic Chapter 3.2, where Isaac states, 
―We are not mortal because we sinned; but because we are mortal, we fall into sin.‖ (trans. Kavvadas).  See 
Nestor Kavaddas, ―Some Observations on the Theological Anthropology of Isaac of Nineveh and its 
Sources,‖ Scrinium 4 (2008): 147-57 and ―Der Geist Gottes und die Vergöttlichung des Menschen bei Isaak 
von Ninive,‖ in Syrien im 1.‒7. Jahrhundert nach Christus. Akten der 1. Tübinger Tagung zum 
Christlichen Orient (15.‒16. Juni 2007), ed. Dimitrij Bumazhnov and Hans Reinhard Seeliger, Studien und 
Texte zu Antike und Christentum 62 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 150. 
204
 Isaac shows little interest in the historical sequence of the events of the fall, for, as Bettiolo has noted, 
Isaac is not interested in supplying reasons for the fall of God‘s created beings, either angels or human 
beings, beyond the simple explanation of free will.  See Paolo Bettiolo, ―Prigionieri dell Spirito: liberta 
creaturale ed eschaton in Isacco di Ninive e nelle sue fonti,‖ Annali di Scienze religiose 4 (1999): 359-60. 
205
 Past scholarship on Isaac‘s eschatology and especially Homily 2.39 has focused on what Isaac calls the 
―difficult matter of Gehenna,‖ a phrase which comes from Brock‘s translation of Homily 2.39.1.  See Isaac 
of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.39.1 (CSCO 554:151). 
 Scholars have noticed that Isaac presents a theory of universal salvation, which means that 
Gehenna is a ―difficult problem‖ for him.  Paul Bedjan first suggested that Isaac‘s viewpoints on Gehenna 
were the subject of ancient criticisms of his theology.  See Paul Bedjan, De Perfectione Religiosa, xi-xii. 
Sebastian Brock has re-iterated this thesis.  See Sebastian Brock trans., Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) 
‗The Second Part,‖ Chapters IV-XLI, CSCO 555, Scriptores Syri 225 (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), 162 n. 6.  
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homily, Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s eschatological assumption that the final eschatological 
state is a return to the original state of creation.  The world to come, according to Isaac, is 
not a return to the original state of creation, but a more perfect world, the attainment of 
which had been the initial intention of God when he first created Adam.   
Isaac explains that human death, which is the passageway into the world to come, 
was part of God‘s secret plan when he created the world.  Even though it is difficult for 
human beings to accept, death exists, not as a punishment for sin, but as the necessary 
means for entering the world to come.   
When [God] decreed death to Adam under the appearance of a judgment for sin and 
demonstrated the existence [of sin] with punishment even though this was not his 
intention, he showed [death] to [Adam] as that which someone receives as retribution for 
his offence.  However, [God] veiled the true mystery [of this retribution] and covered his 
eternal thought and wise intention concerning death under the likeness of something to be 
feared.  This is true even if it seems to us grievous, despicable and a difficult fact [to 
accept] at first.  But it is the passage for us to that wondrous and glorious world and, 
without it, there would be no crossing over from this [world] to being [present] in that 
one.  When this Creator [demonstrated] the existence [of sin], he did not say ―this [death] 
will become for you the cause of good things and lives greater than these [lives you know 
                                                                                                                                                 
Also see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 62-63, where Chialà concludes 
that Isaac‘s teaching on God‘s infinite mercy and Isaac‘s eschatological vision were the subject of Daniel 
bar Tubanita‘s polemical work (no longer extant) refuting various points of Isaac‘s theology. 
 In a 1996 article, Waclaw Hryniewicz examined the notion of Gehenna in Part 1 and concluded 
that Isaac says that hell has a pedagogical function in the economy of God‘s salvation in that it serves to 
help prepare all God‘s creatures for the world to come.  Hryniewicz shows, on the basis of a number of 
passages from the First Part, that Isaac believes in universal salvation.  See Waclaw Hryniewicz, 
―Hoffnung der Heiligen: Das Zeugnis Isaaks des Syrers,‖ Ostkirchliche Studien 45 (1996): 21-41.  After the 
publication of the Second Part, Hryniewicz returned to the issue of Isaac‘s position on Gehenna in a 2004 
article with the goal of filling in the missing details from the newly discovered second part to Isaac‘s 
homilies.  Hryniewicz devoted a large portion of this second article to Homily 2.39.  See Waclaw 
Hryniewicz, ―Das Geheimnis der Gehenna in den Meditationen des hl. Isaak des Syrers,‖ Ostkirchliche 
Studien 53 (2004): 28-44 and Waclaw Hryniewicz, ―Universalism of Salvation: St. Isaac the Syrian,‖ in 
Die Wurzel aller Theologie: Sentire cum Ecclesia. Festschrift zum 60. Geburtstag von Urs von Arx, ed. 
Hans Gerny, Harald Rein, and Maja Weyermann (Berlin: Stämpfli, 2003), 139-50. 
 Patrick Hagman offers a re-evaluation of the issue of Gehenna in Homily 2.39 in the context of 
what Isaac‘s teaching on the subject means for the ascetical life.  See The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 197-204.  Other scholars that allude to the importance of Homily 
2.39 are Sebastian Brock, ―Humanity and the Natural World in the Syriac Tradition,‖ Sobornost 12:2 
(1990): 138; and Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 2000), 284-86; and Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita, 273-74.  
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have].‖  Rather, he demonstrated it as something that brings misfortune and corruption to 
us.
206
  
 
According to Isaac, it is normal for God to veil the true meaning behind His actions 
towards the world.  God ―conceals his love for the sake of training,‖ Isaac says 
elsewhere.
207
  What appears as hardship to the human mind is really God working to 
better the human situation by teaching human beings how to live virtuously. 
 Isaac goes on to say that death was a necessary part of God‘s plan because he 
never intended for human beings to remain in the initial paradisiacal state of creation.  
Rather, the paradise of God‘s first act of creation was a temporary measure.   
And again, when he cast those in the house of Adam out from Paradise, he cast them out 
under the appearance of rage.  As it is said, since ―you have transgressed the 
commandment, you will exist outside [Paradise],‖ as if the dwelling in Paradise was 
taken away from them because they were unworthy.  [However], inside all of this was 
standing [divine] providence, fulfilling and guiding [everything] towards these things 
which will come to pass according to the Creator‘s intention from the beginning.  It was 
not disobedience that introduced death to the house of Adam, nor did transgressing the 
commandment cast them outside of Paradise, for it is clear that [God] created Adam and 
Eve not to be in Paradise, that is, a small portion of the earth.  [Instead,] they were 
supposed to subdue the entire earth.  For this reason, we do not say that he cast them out 
because the commandment had been transgressed, for it is not the case that if they had 
not transgressed the commandment, they would have been left in Paradise forever.
208
 
 
Isaac‘s use of the word ―providence‖ in this passage is a reworking of Evagrius‘s original 
notion of God‘s providence.  For Evagrius, God‘s providence was a response to the fall 
and consisted of specific measures that enabled each mind to return to its original state of 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.39.4 (CSCO 554:153).  ܟܝܐ ܪܙܓܕ ܢܥ ܡܕܐ ܐܬܘܣ ܦܘܨܬܧܒ ܪܙܓ ܐܧܝܕ 
ܢܞܣܕ ܇ܐܰܝܞܚ ܟܝܐܘ ܥܪܤܒܕ ܐܭܬܒ ܝܘܚ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ  .ܕܟ ܗܮܝܦ ܘܠ ܐܦܗ ܇ܐܘܗ ܗܠ ܨܝܕ ܇ܝܘܚ ܟܝܐ ܨ̇ܣ ܐܧܥܪܘܧܒܕ ܗܬܘܡܟܩܕ 
ܢܒܪܣ ܗܠ ܗܒܭܘܛܠ ܐܝܣܘܰܣ ܢܥܕ  ̇ܐܬܘܣ ܐܮܝܦܘ ܗܰܤܟܚܕ ܝܗܘܡܥܕ  . ̇ܘܗ ܐܪܬܮܒܕ ܨܦܐ ܜܝܙܓ ܬܝܥܨܘ ܫܪܥܘ ܗܦܬܥܘܩ 
܇ܐܕܤܪܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܬܬܒܥܣ ܐ̇ܘܗ ܨܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܠ  ̇ܘܗ ܐܗܝܣܬ ܇ܐܛܝܒܭܘ ܝܗܘܕܥܡܒܘ ܰܝܠ ܬܒܥܤܠ ܨܣ ܐܦܗ ܬܒܥܤܠܘ ܨܣ ܐܦܗ ܐܘܗܤܠܘ 
 ̇ܘܗܒ  .ܘܗܘ ܐܝܘܬܒ ܕܟ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐ ܠ ܬܣܐ ܐܰܡܥܠܕ ܐܰ̈ܒܝܕ ܐ̈ܝܚܘ ܨܝܛܝܒܭܕ ܨܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܐ̇ܘܗ ܢܘܟܠ ܐܦܗ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܝܘܚ ܟܝܐܕ 
ܐܰܭܘܒܠܕ ܐ ܡܒܘܚܘ ܨܡܝܕ ܐܰܝܣ ܗܠ.  
207
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.29 (Bedjan:205:18-19). 
208
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.39.4 (CSCO 554:153-54).   ܒܘܬܘ ܐ ܣ ܫܦܐܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܨܝܠܗܠ ܰܝܒܕ ܡܕܐ ܨܣ 
܇ܐܪܝܕܬܦ ܟܝܐ ܐܦܘܨܬܧܒܕ ܐܰܤܚܕ ܫܦܐ ܇ܨܝܦܐ ܟܝܐ ܨ̇ܣ ܢܞܣܕ ܨܝܬܬܒܥܕ ܥܠ ܢܥ ܐܦܕܩܘܦ  .ܢܘܰܝܘܗ ܬܒܠ ܗܧܣ  .ܟܝܐ  ̇ܘܗ 
ܐ ܣܐܟ ܢܞܣܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܝܘ̇ܭ ܢܩܰܮܣ ܢܘܗܧܣ ܐܬܣܘܥ ܐܪܝܕܬܦܕ  .ܘܔܠܘ ܨܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܐܬܘܦܬܒܕܣ ܐ ܤ̇ܝܩ ܇ܬܘܗ ܐܝܡܤܮܣܘ 
ܐܬܒܕܣܘ ܬܘܠ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܗܮܝܧܠܕ ܐܝܘܬܒܕ ܨܣ ܐܝܪܘܭ ̈ܢܕܝܰܥ ܨܧ̈ܪܦܕ  .ܕܟ ܘܠ ܐ ܠ ܐܬܘܧܥܣܰܮܣ ܰܡܥܐ ܐܬܘܤܠ ܢܥ ܰܝܒܕ ܇ܡܕܐ ܦܐ 
ܐ ܠ ܬܒܥ ܐܦܕܩܘܦ ܫܦܐ ܢܘܦܐ ܬܒܠ ܨܣ ܐܪܝܕܬܦ  .ܐܥܝܕܝܕܒ ܝܗ ܘܠܕ ܢܞܣ ܢܘܘܗܦܕ ܐܪܝܕܬܧܒ ܐܰܧܤܒ ܐܬܪܘܥܙ ܐܥܪܐܕ ܐܬܒ 
ܡܕܐ ܠ ܇ܐܘܚܘ ܐ ܠܐ  ̇ܗܡܟܠ ܐܥܪܐ ܨܝܕܝܰܥ ܘܘܗ ܯܒܟܤܠ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܦܗ ܦܐ ܐ ܠ ܨܧܝܬ̇ܣܐ ܢܞܣܕ ܐܦܕܩܘܦ ܬܒܥܬܬܐܕ ܫܦܐ ܢܘܦܐ .
 ܢܞܣ ܘܠܕ ܘܠܐ ܢܥ ܐܦܕܩܘܦ ܐ ܠ ܘܬܒܥ ܐܪܝܕܬܧܒ ܥܡܥܠ ܨܝܪܒܰܮܣ ܘܘܗ.  
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creation.  For Isaac, however, God‘s providential plan existed before the fall.  God never 
intended humanity to remain in its original state of creation so He providently 
orchestrated the fall, which began a series of events that would help human beings 
achieve a superior state.    
 Isaac echoes these sentiments in a second passage, from Homily 3.5.  Here, Isaac 
implies that even though God deliberately created Adam with imperfect knowledge — 
Adam does not even know his right hand from his left and he is gullible enough to 
believe Satan‘s lies — God intends to perfect Adam and grant him perfect freedom in the 
world to come. 
At the beginning of creation, God created Adam, who hardly even knew his right hand 
from his left and who immediately set out to desire the degree of the divinity, and Satan 
sowed [this idea] in him as an evil — ―You will be as Gods‖ — and [Adam believed him] 
in his naiveté, but God, out of the immense love that He [has] for his creation, will 
perfect him by his work and a diadem of divinity will be given to him for the rest of his 
days.
209
 
 
In this passage, Isaac does not say that Adam became stupid and gullible after the fall, but 
that these imperfections were part of God‘s initial creation.  Adam‘s perfection is 
accomplished gradually with work.  This gradual process of perfection, Isaac says, is a 
sign of God‘s providential love for the world.  ―If the degree of creation is greater in 
nature than what it [initially] received,‖ he says, ―then this should be enough to convince 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 5.9 (CSCO 637:28).   ̇ܗܥܪܘܮܒ ܇ܐܰܝܬܒܕ ܕܟ ܝܗܝܬܒ ܐܗܠܐ ܇ܡܕܐ ܠ ܕܟ ܢܝܟܕܥ 
ܐ ܠ ܥܕ̇ܝ ܰܝܒ ܐܧܝܤܝ ܇ܐ ܡܤܪܠ ܐܕܛܣ ܇ܕܒܥܬܐܕ ܐܓܪܕܠ ܐܬܘܗܠܐܕ ܓܪ  .ܝ̇ܗܠܘ ܐܧܞܩܕ ܥܪܙ ܗܒ ܟܝܐ ܇ܐܰܮܝܒܠܕ ܢܘܰܝܘ̇ܗܕ 
ܟܝܐ ܇ܐ̈ܗܠܐ ܘܗܘ ܬܭܐ ܇ܗܬܘܬܒܮܒ  ̇ܗܬܤܓ ܐܗܠܐ ܇ܐܕ̇ܒܥܒ ܐܬܬܛܒܘ ܐܰܣ̈ܘܝܕ ܒܗܝܬܐ ܗܠ ܐܓܬ ܇ܐܬܘܗܠܐܕ ܢܞܣ 
ܗܒܘܚ ܐܐܝܔܩ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܝܗܝܬܒܕ.   Page numbers refer to Isacco Di Ninive Terza Collezione, ed. Sabino Chialà, 
CSCO 637, Scriptores Syri 246 (Louven: Peeters, 2011).  Isaac seems to think that he is following biblical 
evidence for his position that Adam did not even know his right hand from his left.  Chialà suggests Gen 
4.9-11 as a possible source of inspiration.  In these verses, Cain tells God that he does not know the 
location of his brother Abel, but God replies: ―Your brother‘s blood is crying out to me from the ground! 
And now you are cursed from the ground, which has opened its mouth to receive your brother‘s blood from 
your hand‖ (NRSV).  Isaac interprets Cain‘s confusion over Abel‘s location literally: even though the hand 
that killed Abel is covered with blood, Cain still does not know whether Abel‘s body is on his left hand or 
right hand side.  Isaac presumes that God created Adam with this same confusion.  
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you, oh man, that it is a sign of the immensity of the love that God [has] for creation.‖210  
The truest expression of God‘s love for human beings is not found in the state of original 
creation, but in the degree of perfection that awaits human beings in the world to come. 
 Finally, Isaac supplies the metaphor of a farmer and his seed in order to describe 
how God uses death to generate the ultimate fruit of the world to come.  Isaac spells out 
this metaphor explicitly in his Gnostic Chapter 3.2, but he alludes to it also in Homily 
1.71.
211
  In this homily, Isaac states that God has prepared a ―different world‖ that is 
more astonishing than this world. 
Since [God] has prepared a different world, which is so astonishing, into which he shall 
introduce all rational beings and preserve them without distinction until in the life that is 
without end, what, then, is the reason why he made this [world] first. . .and placed many 
passions in it?
212
 
 
In order to get to this different world, Isaac says, answering his own rhetorical question, 
that God reshapes us through death and mixes our image with the earth, like a seed. 
He placed us in this [world] first and implanted in our nature a strong loving desire for 
our own life, but then he takes it away from us little by little through death and preserves 
us for no short extent [of time] without sense perception, like stones and wood.  [During 
this time] he destroys our image and scatters our constitution and mixes it into the 
earth.
213
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 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 5.3 (CSCO 637:27).   ܰܒܪܦܕ ܐܦܗ ܨܣ ܒܪܕ ܐܓܪܕ ܇ܰܝܐܧܝܟ ܒܘܬ
ܐܰܝܬܒ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܒܘܚ ܬܘܐܝܔܩܕ ܐܬܬܝܬܭ ܐܬܐ ܠ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒ ܘܐ ܐܕܗ ܨܝܟ ܟܠ ܐܪܝܧܣ ܇ܐܰܝܬܒ.   Cf. Isaac of 
Nineveh, Terza Collezione 5.17 (CSCO 637:30), where Isaac says that God made the future world in order 
to reveal his love.   
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 André Louf discusses Isaac‘s Gnostic Chapter 3.2 in his article, ―L‘Homme dans l‘histoire du salut 
selon Isaac le Syrien,‖ CPE 88 (2002), 49.  Also see Isaac‘s Gnostic Chapter 3.2: ―Que Dieu ait voulu se 
servir d‘une deuxième réalité, lui qui conduit les être égaux, l‘a amené à susciter la réalité antérieure au 
monde actuel, caractérisé par une variété de différences, mais en vue d‘un accomplissement que lui, en tant 
que semeur, avait d‘avance consciemment visé.  C‘est ainsi qu‘il a pu se mettre en mouvement, pour arriver 
diligemment au moment où il jetterait la semence, le regard fixé avec soin sur ce qui en serait l‘issue, une 
issue que lui-même avait d‘avance disposée pour qu‘elle devienne un jour réalité.‖  Translation is from 
Œvres Spirituelles – II: 41 Discours récemment découverts, trans. and ed. André Louf, Spiritualité 
Orientale 81 (Bégrolles-en-Mauges: Abbaye de Bellefontaine, 2003), 157. 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:255:6-11).  ܕܟ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܬܚܐ ܐܧܟܗܕ ܗܝܣܬ ܒܝܞܣ 
ܐܘܗ ܇ܗܠ ܗܠܕ ܢܥܦ ܢܘܦܐ ܢܘܗܟܡܟܠ ܇ܐ ܡ̈ܝܡܣ ܬܞܦܘ ܢܘܦܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܝܦܘܭ ܐ̈ܝܛܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܟܩ  .ܐܧܣ ܝܗ ܝܟ ܐܰܡܥ ܕܒܥܕ ܐܦܗܠ 
܇ܡܕܩܘܠ ܕܟ ܗܚܘܪ ܗܚܬܬܭܘ ܐܬܘܪܝܒܪܒ ܐܬܐܝܔܩ ܇ܐܧܝܟܕ ܥܩܘ ܗܒ ܐ̈ܮܚ ܐܐ̈ܝܔܩ؟  
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:255:11-15).  ܨܤܩܘ ܗܒ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܇ܐܦܗܒ ܥܒܩܘ ܨܧܝܟܒ 
ܢܘܗܰܤܚܪ ܐܬܐܝܔܩ ܇ܝܗܘܝܚܕ ܐܧܮܣܘ ܨܠ ܗܧܣ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܕܝܒ ܇ܐܰܡܣ ܬܞܦܘ ܨܠ ܐܚܰܣ ܐ ܡܟ ܪܘܥܙ ܐ ܡܒ ܐܬܘܧܮܓܬܣ 
ܟܝܐ ܐܦܐܟ ܇ܐܪܝܩܘ ܢܒܛܣܘ ܇ܢܬܘܣܕ ܕܭܐܘ ܗܠ ܨܓܙܘܤܠ ܟܡܚܘ ܘܗܒ ܐܥܪܐ.  
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Once God has used death to refashion the human image and prepare it for the life to 
come, He raises human beings up in a new image and introduces them into the world to 
come.  Isaac concludes, ―Then at the time appointed by his wisdom, according to his will, 
he raises us in a different image that he knows and introduces us into a different 
order.‖214  Death and the fall are necessary in order for human beings to be raised into a 
life that is better than their original state of creation, just like a seed, once it is buried in 
the earth, ultimately grows into something greater than its original constitution. 
 
3.3.3  ASCETICISM AS INHERENT IN CREATION 
 
According to Isaac, death was part of God‘s original plan from the beginning and 
not a punishment for the fall.  God created human beings mortal so that they could use 
their bodies to perform ascetical labors that prepare the soul for a life that supercedes the 
original purity and contemplation of Adam before the fall.  In other words, the fall was 
part of God‘s original plan from the beginning because it gave human beings an excuse to 
perform ascetical labor, which is the primary mechanism for achieving a life that is better 
than the state of original creation.      
 Isaac says that God created human beings with bodies precisely for the task of 
performing ascetical service.  He explicitly rejects Evagrius‘ notion of the soul‘s 
primordial creation, saying rather that the creation of the body preceded the creation of 
the soul.  In Homily 1.4, he says, ―Bodily labors precede the services of the soul, just as 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:255:17-19).  ܨܝܟܝܗ ܐܧܒܙܒ ܥܚܰܣܕ ܗܰܤܟܛܠ ܝܰܣܐ 
܇ܐܒܨܕ ܥܛܧܣ ܨܠ ܐܬܘܣܕܒ ܐܬܬܚܐ ܘܗܒ ܇ܥܕܝ ܢܥܣܘ ܨܠ ܘܗܠ ܐܧܩܘܬ ܐܦܬܚܐ.  
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in generation the creation of the body preceded [the creation] of the soul.‖215  He repeats 
this same statement again in Homily 1.46.
216
  In Isaac‘s view of creation, God created 
human beings with bodies so that they might use their bodies for ascetical service. 
 Isaac derives his position regarding God‘s providential creation of the world and 
the inherent necessity of asceticism from his exegesis of the biblical text.
217
  Due to the 
work of the Syriac translator and Babai, Isaac finds nothing distinctive about Evagrius‘s 
cosmology and he instead turns to the biblical material to formulate his opinion regarding 
the order of the body and soul in creation.  Whereas Evagrius conceived the ordering of 
the body and the soul based on his cosmology and concluded that the body was created 
after the soul for the purposes of helping the soul return to its original unity with the 
Trinity, Isaac‘s conception of the ordering of the body and soul in creation depends on a 
literal reading of the Peshitta version of Gen 2.7: ―The Lord God formed the man from 
the dust of the earth and he breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the man 
became a living being.‖  In his interpretation of this text, Isaac notices that God formed 
Adam‘s body before using His breath to fill it with a soul.  Isaac is not only concerned to 
counter Origenist tendencies with this literal reading, but he also says that human beings 
were designed, from the very moment of their creation, to perform ascetical actions in the 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.4 (Bedjan:40:19-21).   ܨܝܤܝܕܩ ܢܘܦܐ ܐ ܡ̈ܤܥ ܐܝܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܦܗܠܘܧܠ 
܇ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܟܐ ܦܐܕ ܇ܐܝܘܗܒ ܐ ܤܝܕܩ ܗܰܝܬܒ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܮܧܦܕܠ.    
216
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.46 (Bedjan:331:18-19).  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De 
Perfectione Religiosa 1.4 (Bedjan:40:19-20): ―Bodily labors are prior to service of the soul.‖ 
217
 Isaac‘s biblical exegesis reflects the exegesis of both Theodore Mopsuestia and Narsai.  For similarities, 
see Arthur Vööbus, ―Regarding the Theological Anthropology of Theodore of Mopsuestia,‖ Church 
History 33 (1964): 115-24 and Arthur Vööbus, ―Theological Reflections on Human Nature in Ancient 
Syrian Traditions,‖ in Scope of Grace: Essays on Nature and Grace in Honor of Joseph Sittler ed. Philip J. 
Hefner (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1964), 101-19.  For explicit connections between the biblical exegesis 
of Theodore of Mopsuestia and Isaac, see Nestor Kavvadas, ―On the Relations between the Eschatological 
Doctrine of Isaac of Nineveh and Theodore of Mopsuestia,‖ in SP 44 ed. J. Baun and others (Leuven: 
Peeters, 2010), 245-50.  Kavvadas makes a strong case that Isaac used Theodore‘s partially extant Contra 
defensores peccati originalis to formulate his eschatological doctrine in Homily 2.39.  
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body.
218
  Like Babai, Isaac believes that God intended the soul and body to work together 
towards the goal of the world to come, for as Isaac says in Homily 1.34, ―The mind is not 
glorified with Jesus if the body does not suffer on account of Jesus.‖219 
Since the body was created first, according to Isaac, ascetical actions were part of 
God‘s original plan for human beings who strive to enter the world to come through 
intellectual contemplation.  Isaac states succinctly, in Homily 3.2, that ―good mannerism 
of the body is necessary for virtue of the intellect.‖220   Isaac elaborates on this notion that 
bodily asceticism is necessary for contemplation of God in a number of other passages.  
For example, in Homiliy 1.2, he says that God formed the body so that the soul could use 
it as a tool for ascetical service, which allows the soul to achieve contemplation.
221
   
Just as it is not possible for the soul to arrive at existence and birth without the complete 
formation of the body, so too is it impossible for contemplation, which is the second soul, 
the spirit of revelations, to be fashioned in the womb of the intellect. . .without the 
corporeal service of virtue, which is the dwelling of knowledge that receives 
revelations.
222
 
 
Elsewhere, in Homily 1.28, Isaac says, 
In six days God ordered the existence of this world and [then] he established the elements 
and gave their existence motion without rest as their occupation [in the world], for they 
will not rest from their course until they are finished.  It is from the power of these 
primordial elements that [God] established our body.  He did not give these [primordial 
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 The translators of the Greek corpus of Isaac‘s first set of Isaac‘s homilies suggest that Isaac‘s position 
that the body is created before the soul is a refutation of Origenism.  See The Ascetical Homilies of Saint 
Isaac the Syrian, ed. Holy Transfiguration Monastery (Boston: 1984), n. 1, p. 29. 
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 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.34 (Bedjan:222:14-15).    ܇ܥܘܮܝ ܥܥ ܐܦܘܗ ܝܒܰܮܣ ܐ ܠ
ܥܘܮܝ ܨܡܚ ܐܬܔܦ ܯܛܦ ܐ ܠܐ.  
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 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.2.2 (CSCO 637:8).   ܐܬܘܟܝܧܟ ܐܛܮܚ ܒܝ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣ ܬܘܠ
ܐܬܔܦܕ.   Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.16 (CSCO 637:4).   
221
 John Climacus, a rough contemporary of Isaac, presents a similar view towards the body.  According to 
John, the body contributes to the purification of the immortal spirit: ―The immaterial spirit can be purified 
and refined by clay‖ (Luibheid/Russel:169).  Translation refers to John Climacus, The Ladder of Divine 
Ascent, trans. Colm Luibheid and Norman Russel (New York: Paulist Press, 1982).  Also see commentary 
by Kallistos Ware, The Ladder of Divine Ascent, 28-30 and Peter Brown, The Body and Society, 235-40. 
222
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.2 (Bedjan:17:13-18).  ܐܧܟܝܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܝܙܣ ܐܬܐܬܕ ܐܝܘܗܠ 
ܐܕܠܘܤܠܘ ܐܮܧܦ ܕܥܡܒ ܐܬܘܣܕܗܣ ܬܘܝܡܤܮܣܕ ܗܬܘܡܝܒܓ ܇ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܧܟܗ ܐ ܠ ܐܝܙܣ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܐܮܧܦ ܨܝܬܪܬܕ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܚܘܪ 
܇ܐܧܝܡܓܕ ܬܝܙܬܬܕ ܗܩܬܟܒ ܐܥܕܣܕ ܐܧܡܒܪܣ ܐܐܘܡܣܕ ܐܥܪܙܕ ܇ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܕܥܡܒ ܬܘܤܝܮܓ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣܕ  ̇ܗܰܝܒ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ 
ܐܰܝܧܡܒܪܣ ܀ܐܧ̈ܝܡܓܕ  
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elements] rest from their motions nor did he allow our body, their offspring, to rest from 
service.
223
 
 
In both of these passages, Isaac states that God established the body as his first act in the 
creation of human beings so that the body could perform service (ܐܧܛܠܘܦ) for the soul.   
 Isaac goes on to interpret Gen 3.19, on Adam‘s curse, as the biblical mandate to 
perform ascetical actions, such as fasting.  Even though God only cursed Adam after he 
sinned, Isaac understands the injunction of the curse as a paradigm for God‘s providence 
from the very first moment of creation.  God intentionally created human beings with 
bodies that were capable of fasting so that through ascetical actions, human souls would 
be prepared for the future world.   
He made rest the limit for those of us who follow our first ancestors in the dissolution of 
life.  Thus he said to Adam, ―You will eat bread by the sweat of your face.‖  Until when? 
―Until you return to the ground from which you were taken.  You will cultivate the 
ground and it will bring you thorns and thistles.‖  This [quotation] signifies that this 
world is a world of service for as long as it exists.
224
 
 
Isaac builds on this belief that the world was created to enable bodily service by equating 
the initial bodily service that Adam was required to perform with ascetical labor that 
takes place after the time of Christ.  His point of connection is the word ―sweat,‖ which is 
found both in the curse of Adam in Gen 3.19 and in the gospel account of Jesus‘ agony 
before the crucifixion, in Luke 22.44.  He says, still in Homily 1.28: 
Our Lord, since that night when he sweated, has changed this sweat caused by service to 
the earth, which bears thorns and thistles, into sweat that arises at the same time as prayer 
and from the service of righteousness.  For five thousand years he allowed [human 
beings] to work with this [sweat], for the way of the saints had not yet been revealed, as 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:203:7-13).      ܗܤܝܘܩ ܐܗܠܐ ܫܟܝ ܨܝܣܘܝ ܐܰܮܒ
 ܐ ܝܗܕ ܨܣ ܢܘܡܮܦܕ ܘܠܘ ܇ܐܰܮܤܭܰܠ ܐܝܘܡܭ ܐ ܠ ܐܥܘܙܠ ܢܘܗܤܝܘܩ ܗܒܗܝܘ ܇ܐܪܟ̈ܘܞܩܐ ܥܝܩܐܘ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ
ܢܘܪܰܮܦܕ ܡܕܩ  .ܨܡܥܕ ܨܤܭܘܓ ܥܝܩܐ ܇ܐܝܗܒܐ ܐܪܟ̈ܘܞܩܐ ܨܝܕ ܘܦܗ ܇ܨܝܠܗܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܨܣܘ  . ܐܝܡܭ ܒܗܥ ܢܘܗܠ ܐ ܠܘ
ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܨܣ ܚܘܧܦܕ ܇ܢܘܗܧܣܕ ܐܕܡܥ ܨܤܭܘܔܠ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܢܘܗܝܥܘܙ ܨܣܕ.  
224
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:203:13-18).   ܥܩ ܨܝܠܗܠ ܨܒܕ ܐ ܣܘܚܬ ܇ܐܚܘܧܠ ܐ ܣܕܥ 
ܢܘܧܪܦܕ ܢܘܗܝܧܝܚܐ ܠ ܇ܐܝܣܕܩ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܝܬܭ ܨܣܕ ܐ̈ܝܚ  .ܦܐ ܇ܡܕܐ ܠ ܐܧܟܗ ܇ܬܣܖ ܐܰܥܘܕܒܕ ܨܝܦܐܕ ܠܘܟܐܬ ܐ ܤܛܠ  .ܐ ܣܕܥ 
ܝܰܣܐ ܠ  ؟ܐ ܣܕܥ ܥܠ ܟܘܦܗܬܕ ܐܥܕܐ ܠ ܗܧܣܕ ܰܒܪܦܬܐ  .ܚܘܡܦܬܐ ܇ܐܥܪܐܒ ܐܥܘܬܘ ܟܠ ܐܒ̈ܘܟ ܐܪܕܪ̈ܕܘ  .܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܙܪܐ .
 ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܧܛܠܘܦܕ ܘܗ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܟ ܀ܝܚܕ  
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the Apostle [says].  He came, however, with his grace in later days and ordered our 
freedom to replace its sweat with the [newer kind] of sweat.
225
 
 
By comparing the sweat promised to Adam in the curse with the sweat of Jesus‘ agony, 
Isaac finds continuity between the original ascetical service that is inherit in the creation 
of Adam and the ascetical practices instituted after the time of Christ.
226
  Since the 
creation of the world, God wants people to ―sweat‖ by performing ascetical service.   
 Isaac also finds a basis for the necessity of fasting in God‘s commandment not to 
eat the fruit from the tree in Gen 2.17.  Isaac says, in Homily 1.35,  
Since the first commandment that was imposed upon our nature from the beginning 
cautioned against the tasting of food and therefore resulted in the first corruption, athletes 
begin instruction in the fear of God from that [same] point when they begin observance 
of his laws.
227
 
 
Isaac does not say that fasting is a temporary measure for the purpose of fixing a broken 
relationship with God; rather, the prohibition against eating was required even before the 
fall.  Adam‘s failure to properly perform his fast for God means that human beings after 
him must fast in order to restore a state of allegiance to God‘s original commandment for 
human beings, which was the ascetical service of fasting.  In short, God created human 
beings with bodies so that they could perform ascetical service that would propel them to 
a superior state, namely, life in the world to come.  
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.28 (Bedjan:203:19-204:4).      ̇ܗܧܡܛܭ ܨܝܕ ܢܬܣ ܨܣ  ̇ܘܗ ܐܝܡܠ 
܇ܰܥܕܕ ܐܰܥܘܕܠ ܐܧܛܠܘܦܕ ܐܥܪܐܒܕ ܰܝܥܘܣ ܐܒ̈ܘܟ ܇ܐܪܕܪ̈ܕܘ ܐܰܥܘܕܠ ܐܬܘܠܙܒܕ ܇ܕܛܟܐ ܰܥܕܦܕܘ ܐܧܛܠܘܧܒ ܐܬܘܪܝܕܙܕ  .ܐܮܤܚ 
ܐܧܠܐ ܐܝܧܭܕ ܝܗܒ ܗܪܒܭ ܢܤܥܦܕ  .ܢܝܟܕܥܕܒ ܐ ܠ ܰܝܡܓܬܐ ܬܘܗ ܐܚܪܘܐ ܇ܐܮܝܕܩܕ ܟܝܐ ܐܛܝܡܭ  .ܐܬܐ ܨܝܕ ܗܬܘܒܝܞܒ 
ܐܬܪ̈ܛܒ ܇ܐܰܣܘ̈ܝܕ  ̇ܗܕܪܦ ܇ܢܬܘܪܐܛܠ ܨܡܛܭܬܕ  ̇ܗܰܥܘܕܠ ܐܰܥܘܕܒ.   
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 For further references to the positive affect of sweat, see Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 
1.35 (Bedjan:258:22): ―sweat is sweeter [than bread]‖ and De Perfectione Religiosa 1.43 (Bedjan:316:9-
12): ―Those who are deprived of the divine love are still eating the bread of sweat until the moment of their 
service, even though they serve in righteousness, as was commanded to the head of our race when he lost it 
in the fall.‖   ܐܬܘܦܐܟ ܨܦܐ ܇ܢܘܗܧܛܠܘܧܒ ܢܝܟܕܥ ܨܝܡܟܐ ܐܰܥܘܕܕ ܐ ܤܛܠ ܇ܨܝܙܝܡܓ ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܒܘܚ ܨܣܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ
ܗܧܣܕ ܐܰܠܘܧܤܒ ܨܣܗܘܝ ܫܪ ܕܪܦܬܐܕ ̇ܘܗ ܇ܨܝܛܡܦ.  
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:239:22-240:5).  ܢܞܣ ܨܝܕ ܐܦܕܩܘܦܕ ܐܝܣܕܩ 
ܥܝܩܬܬܐܕ ܨܧܝܟܠ ܇ܐܝܪܘܮܒ ܢܥ ܐܰܤܥܝ ܐܰܠܘܟܐ ܣܕ ܇ܗܪܗܙ ܨܣܘ ܐܟܪܗ ܢܧܦ ܫܪ ܨܣܗܘܝ  .ܢܘܓܕܒ ܨܣ ܐܟܝܐ ܐܘܗܕ 
ܐ ܡܒܘܚ ܇ܐܝܣܕܩ ܨܣ ܨܣܬ ܨܝܬܮܣ ܐܧܝܧܒܒ ܐܞ̈ܝܠܬܐ ܰܡܚܕܕ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܐ ܣ ܨܝܤܝܩܕ ܐܝܪܘܭ ܐܬܪܘܞܧܠ ܝܗܘܩ̈ܘܤܦܕ.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 In the first two chapters I showed that Isaac inherited the basic tripartite structure 
of Evagrius‘s anthropology, but that he supplemented it with material from the writings 
of John the Solitary, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Pseudo-Macarius.  Evagrius‘s influence on 
Isaac‘s eschatology is another matter.  Although Isaac wants to follow the authority of 
Evagrius, the Syriac translator of Evagrius‘s Gnostic Chapters and Babai‘s commentary 
on the same text both made enough changes to Evagrius‘s texts to render his 
eschatological system incoherent.  Specifically both the Syriac translator and Babai 
excise the chronological beginning of Evagrius‘s system, which was the unity of 
disembodied minds with the Trinity and the primordial fall prior to the creation of the 
material world, as well as the chronological end of Evagrius‘s system, which was the 
return of the minds to the original unity with the Trinity.  This editing process left 
Evagrius‘s system with only the chronological middle part of the system, that is, the 
return to purity through asceticism.   
 When Isaac appropriates this excised version of Evagrius‘s system, he needs to 
add a new beginning and a new ending to the kernel of Evagrius‘s now-broken system.  
His new beginning is the framework of God‘s providence that oversaw the creation of the 
world as a place in which to enact ascetical actions with the body.  Isaac says that death 
and the fall were part of God‘s providential intentions for the world because the world to 
come is only made available to humanity as a result of death and the fall.  Since the fall is 
part of God‘s plan for the process of redemption, Isaac sees every aspect of the fall as 
crucial for salvation.  In particular, he says that the bodily labor assigned to Adam after 
the fall represents the initial ascetical labor that enables human beings to become worthy 
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of entering the world come.  Since the time of Christ, this bodily labor has taken on the 
form of monastic asceticism.  Likewise, Isaac‘s new ending is the vision of a future world 
that is superior to the original state of creation.  Entering into this state requires human 
beings to make use of ascetical actions to propel the soul towards divine contemplation, 
but also ultimately, to go beyond prayer and transcend nature through the ecstatic 
experience of wonder.   
 Since Isaac did not get his eschatology from Evagrius, we must look elsewhere 
for sources that influenced his eschatology.  The next chapter will examine John the 
Solitary as an important source for Isaac‘s eschatological emphasis on the world to come.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
ISAAC‘S FUTURE ORIENTED ESCHATOLOGY: THE INFLUENCE OF JOHN THE SOLITARY 
 
 
 The past three chapters have examined Isaac‘s dependence on Evagrius‘s 
anthropology and eschatology.  Isaac‘s acceptance of Evagrius‘s anthropology coupled 
with his rejection of Evagrius‘s eschatology is surprising, since Evagrius formulated his 
anthropology to serve his eschatology.  According to Evagrius, the passionate parts of the 
soul are supposed to help return the mind to its original incorporeal purity, but Isaac 
posits an eschatological system where the future state surpasses the original purity.  
While Isaac believes that the passionate parts of the soul help restore original purity, this 
restoration does not propel human beings to their eschatological future state.  Isaac says 
that the soul must transcend its nature by entering into an ecstatic state of wonder before 
it can experience the future world.  Even though Isaac shares some of the basic elements 
of Evagrius‘s anthropology, he does not share Evagrius‘s eschatology. 
 This chapter will examine the background to Isaac‘s eschatology and will shed 
further light on why he developed an eschatology that focuses on the attainment of the 
future kingdom of heaven instead of an eschatology that focuses on the recovery of 
Adam‘s original purity.  The thesis of this chapter will be that Isaac bases his eschatology 
on John the Solitary‘s obsessive interest in the life of the world to come, which is itself 
based on a selective reading of Pauline biblical passages.
1
  Isaac‘s selection and use of 
Pauline phrases, such as ―hope to come,‖ ―way of the new life,‖ and ―inner man,‖ 
                                                 
1
 Another source for Isaac‘s eschatology is Theodore of Mopsuestia, whose importance for Isaac‘s 
eschatology has already been noted by Chialà.  According to Chialà, Isaac‘s emphasis on growth towards 
perfect obedience and immutability in the age to come is dependent on Theodore of Mopsuestia.  See 
Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua 
fortuna (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 94-100. 
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depends on John‘s eschatological formulations.2  This future-oriented eschatology that 
Isaac derives from John stands in contradistinction to the return to original purity model 
of Evagrius. 
 Scholars, beginning with Irénée Hausherr‘s 1969 designation of John as the 
―mystic of hope,‖ have already noted the emphasis that John places on hope for the world 
to come.
3
  A large number of John‘s writings are either on the subject of hope for the 
world to come or the new life that human beings will experience after the resurrection.  
Many of the dialogues edited by Werner Strothmann, for example, have the theme of life 
in the world to come incorporated into the their titles: John supplies the subject heading 
of ―hope to come‖ for his first dialogue with Thomas while his second dialogue takes the 
heading of ―the transformation that human beings will receive in the life to come.‖4  
Other dialogues receive similar titles.  In his first letter to Theodulos, edited by Lars 
Rignell, John supplies the subject heading of ―mystery of the new life according to the 
resurrection.‖5  Unedited writings on the future life include two treatises on the world to 
come, a text on promises of the future and promises of the new life, and two texts on the 
end of the world.
6
 
                                                 
2
 See Sebastian Brock trans., Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‖ Chapters IV-XLI, 
CSCO 555, Scriptores Syri 225 (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), xxxviii-xxxix.  
3
 See Irénée Hausherr, ―Un grand auteur spiritual retrouveé: Jean d‘Apamée.‖  OCP 14 (1948): 35; Werner 
Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea.  Patristische Texte und Studien 11 (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter, 1972), 
74-8; Bruce Bradley, ―Jean le Solitaire (d‘Apamée),‖ in Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, ascétique et mystique, 
doctrine et histoire, ed. Marcel Viller (Paris: G. Beauchesne et Fils, 1937-67) 8.765-72; and René 
Lavenant, Dialogues et Traités, SC 311 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 1984), 35-44. 
4
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:1:2).  ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܩ and Gespräche 2 (Strothmann:13:13). 
ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܘܗܦܕ ܇ܨܝܕܝܰܥܕ ܐ̈ܝܗܒ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܢܒ̇ܪܦܕ  ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܧܡܚܘܭ   Page and line numbers refer to 
Werner Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea.  Patristische Texte und Studien 11 (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter, 
1972). 
5
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:3:3-4).  ܐܰܤܝܩ ܪܰܒ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܪ̈ܒܘܕܕ ܐܙܪܐ  Page and line 
numbers refer to Lars Gösta Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler (Lund: Håken Ohlssons 
Boktryckeri, 1941). 
6
 See the list in Werner Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea, 61. 
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 John‘s interest in the future life stems from his admiration for Paul.  Like other 
mystics and ascetics of his time, he looked to Paul as the exemplar for how to conduct 
one‘s life according to the standards of the world to come.  Even though the spiritual life 
of the world to come is normally outside of the nature of most mortal human beings, John 
states that God granted Paul a special dispensation of grace that helped him lead the 
spiritual way of life while he was still on this earth.
7
  Even though John structures his 
portrait of the ascetical life around Pauline imagery, his use of the Pauline corpus is 
nevertheless selective.  According to John, Paul‘s description of the spiritual life centers 
on the world to come and, as a result, he focuses on Pauline passages that emphasize the 
transformation that human beings will undergo in the world to come.  The promise of 
future glory in Rom 8.18, the distinction between the inner and outer man from various 
Pauline passages (Eph 3.16, Rom 7.22, and 1 Cor 4.16), and Paul‘s distinction between 
the old man and the new man (Rom 6.6, Eph 2.15, Eph 4.22-24, and Col 3.9-11) all 
figure in John‘s picture of the future life of the world to come 
 John‘s writings on the world to come emphasize the transformation that human 
beings will undergo when they enter the world to come.  This transformation, which takes 
place after the resurrection, represents the fulfillment of God‘s promise of future glory.  
When this transformation is complete, human beings will shed the way of life of the 
corporeal man and the outer man and assume the glorious way of life of the spiritual man 
or the inner man.  It is this promise of future glory — the transformation in the world to 
                                                 
7
 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:24:16-18): ―In this life, the gift [of the spiritual way of life] 
is given by God alone to those who know, like Paul, who [God] brought to this measure with the other 
disciples.‖   ̇ܐ ܠ̇ܘܕ ܥܕ̇ܝܕ ܨ̇ܤܠ ܒܗܝܬ ܡ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܘܗ ܐܗܠܐ ܨܣ ܐܝ̈ܚ ܨܝܕ ܨܝܠܗܒ  . ܗܒܬܩ ܘܗܕ ܣܘܠܘܧܠܕ ܝ̇ܗ ܟܝܐ
ܐܕܝ̈ܤܠܬܕ ܐܟܬܭ ܥܥ ܐܰܚܘܮܣ ܐܕܗܠ.    Page and line numbers refer to Ein Dialog über Die Seele und Die 
Affecte des Menschen, ed. Sven Dedering (Leiden: Brill, 1936).  Also see Lars Gösta Rignell, Drei Traktate 
von Johannes dem Einsiedler (Lund: C. W. K. Gleerup: 1960), 9, who says of this passage: ―Ganz 
besonders hat Johannes sich in die Briefe des Paulus vertieft.  Dass er mit seiner Grundeinstellung sich für 
die Äusserungen des Paulus über seine hohen Gesichte interessiert, ist natürlich.‖ 
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come — that forms the basis of the hope that should define the life of the monk.  
Descriptions of the world to come permeate John‘s writings because John thinks they will 
provide hope to monks who are struggling with the ascetic life in this world. 
 The rest of this chapter will determine the nature of Isaac‘s dependence on John‘s 
discussion of this transformation that will occur in the world to come and the hope 
associated with it.  In some places, Isaac‘s dependence is straightforward and obvious, 
such as when Isaac copies John‘s analogy of a snake shedding its skin.  In other places, 
there exists a common use of linguistic phrases.   
 I will examine Isaac‘s dependence on John regarding the following themes: the 
hope to come that defines the life of the monk, the way of the new life in the world to 
come, and the transformation from the outer man to the inner man.  First I will 
summarize John‘s Pauline based formulation of each of these themes and then I will 
show how Isaac builds on John‘s formulation.  This examination of the relationship 
between Isaac and John will show that while John encouraged monks to obtain 
knowledge of the world to come in order to provide them with hope amidst their 
struggles with the monastic life, Isaac goes one step further in his use of language of the 
world to come.  Isaac wants to provide an explanation for how perfect Christians can 
experience the transformation of the world to come while still in this world.  Isaac turns 
what is a hope for John into a present reality.  As a result, he says that knowledge of the 
world to come can be experienced by the intellect during prayer, even while a person 
remains in this world. 
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4.1.1  THE HOPE TO COME ACCORDING TO JOHN THE SOLITARY 
 
 
 John follows Pauline language (i.e., Rom 6.6, Eph 2.15, Eph 4.22-24, and Col 
3.9-11) that emphasizes the ―hope to come‖ (ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܩ) based on the transformation 
that human beings will undergo after the resurrection.
8
  Since this hope requires a 
reorientation of the mind away from hope based on temporal things to hope based on a 
desire for the world to come, he wants monks to be aware of what they should expect in 
the future world.  Monks should pursue knowledge of the world to come. 
 John recognizes the difficulty in understanding the content of hope based on 
things that are not fully comprehensible to the human mind, which filters data from 
sensations of the physical world.  He says that human beings in this world are like young 
children who do not know the physical qualities of the secret gifts that their fathers will 
someday give to them.  Since the gifts are unknown, these children lack the vocabulary to 
describe the gifts.
9
  When Christians describe their hope, they need to use a different 
vocabulary and a different set of categories than people who do not yet know about the 
future world.  Many people, like the Greek poets whom John uses as an example, 
mistakenly base their hope on a deep understanding of this world instead of the future 
world.  As a result, their hope is a misguided hope in the things of this world. 
If hope is outside this world, then it is exalted above every [way] of naming [things in] 
this world.  [Therefore, if the Greek poets were to] interpret the things that [Christians] 
say about the hope of good deeds, [then the Greek poets] would know that they 
themselves do not speak of what is outside this world.
10
 
 
                                                 
8
  In addition to the material cited below, other references to the phrase ―hope to come‖ in John the 
Solitary‘s writings occur in Briefe 1 (Rignell:35:21), Briefe 2 (Rignell:51:9), and Gespräche 1 
(Strothmann:6:142-43). 
9
 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:73:1-8).   
10
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:5:110-14).    ܨܝܕܦܐ ܬܒܠ ܨܣ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘܗ ܇ܐܬܒܩ ܨܣ ܢܟ ܨܝܗܤ̈ܭ 
ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܥܡܥ̇ܣ  .ܨܝܕܦܐ ܨܣ ܐܗܤ̇ܭ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܐܦܗ ܨܝܡܪ̇ܭ ܢܘܬܣܐܦܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܨܝܬܣܐܕ ܢܥ ܐܬܒܩ ܝܕ̈ܒ̇ܥܕ ܇ܐܰ̈ܒܝ ܢܘܥܕܦ ܡܕܣܕ ܬܒܠ 
ܨܣ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐ ܠ ܘܬܣܐ.  
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Christians, by contrast, should describe their hope with the categories of the world to 
come instead of the categories of the physical world. 
 In addition to the difficult task of comprehending the gifts of the world to come, 
John recognizes that this lack of comprehension leads people into evil habits.  In an 
extended commentary on Rom 8.18, John points out that since Paul said that present 
sufferings should not be compared to the glory that will be revealed in us, an inability to 
understand the future glory means that a person remains focused on the sufferings of the 
present world.   
The apostle says that even though he is amazed at the understanding of this great future, 
[other] human beings do not consider the mystery of the glory and are only aware of his 
name.  Since they only know the title of the promises and for this reason do not wonder at 
the richness of God, they are not amazed at the beauty of his promises and their intellect 
does not become fervent and they do not love him, even on account of the gift.
11 
 
John goes on to say that this inability to understand God‘s future promises leads to moral 
failures in this life.  Human beings who lack hope for the world to come turn against each 
other and ―treat each other with contempt since they do not know their hope.‖12  Failure 
to know the world to come means that a person becomes overwhelmed by the suffering 
of the world and, as a result, commits evil actions. 
 John‘s implicit assumption in his commentary on Rom 8.18 is that people base 
their hope on what is familiar to them.  A person who does not know the world to come 
will not hope for it.  Therefore John says that monks have a duty to properly know, 
insofar as they are able, the ―hope to come.‖  He continues his commentary on Rom 8.18 
by saying that Paul‘s discussion of future glory concerns the hope to come.   
                                                 
11
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:73:10-16).  ܐܛܝܡܭ ܕܟ ܬܣܕܰܣ ܐ ܡܟܘܪܒ ܝ̇ܗܕ ܐܬܘܒܪ ܐܕܝܰܥܕ ܬܣܐ  .
ܐܮܧܝ̈ܧܒ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܤܮܒ ܗܤܭܕ ܘܮܓܪܐ ܕܘܛܡܒ  .ܗܒ ܨܝܕ ܐܙܬܒ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬܕ ܐ ܠ ܨܝܪܧܣ ܘܧ̇ܣ  .ܢܞܣܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܝܥܕ̇ܝ ܐ ܠܐ ܢܐ ܕܘܛܡܒ 
ܐܗܣܘܭ ܐܧܟܠ̈ܘܣܕ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܠ ܐܪܬܘܥܒ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܇ܨܝܪܗ
̇
ܬ ܐ ܠܘ ܐܬܦܘܮܒ ܝܗܘܧܟܠܘ̈ܣܕ  ̇ܘܮܓܪܐ  .ܚܬܬܦܕ ܢܘܗܧܝܥܪ 
ܝܗܝܦܘܒܛܦܘ ܨܦܐ ܢܞܣ ܗܰܒܗܘܣ.  
12
 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:73:16-17).   
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Since this [matter of knowing the greatness of the world to come] concerns the hope to 
come, you must be concerned to understand. . .You ought to exercise your intelligence in 
these things, my beloved, since they are profitable to your life, for his wisdom will carry 
you to God more so than the wisdom of [these] times.
13
 
 
The phrase ―hope to come‖ is a technical phrase in John‘s description of the world to 
come and, as we shall see, Isaac also makes extensive use of this phrase. 
 Even though it is impossible to know the entirety of the hope to come, some 
Christians can still have a dim understanding of what constitutes life in the future 
world.
14
  This dim understanding of the hope to come is made possible by the work of 
Christ, whose own life was a foretaste of the future world.  John says that human beings 
should look to Christ for the content of the hope to come.
15
   
He [Christ] is for us a banner of the new world, such that we look to him and learn the 
greatness of our hope.  At the time of his manifestation, God will raise our bodies to 
incorruptible life according to His image, or, in other words, the old man gives way to the 
new man.  He will perfect us in that knowledge of the truth so that we will become a new 
man without the mind of the flesh.
16
 
 
                                                 
13
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:73:17-21).  ܢܞܣ ܐܦܗ ܢܥ ܐܬܒܩ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܠܰܒܰܦ ܢܘܟܠ ܘܡܟܰܪܤܠ  .
ܐܗܘ ܨܝܘ̇ܗ ܢܘܰܦܐ ܐܝܪ̈ܣ ܢܘܟܝ̈ܮܚܕ  .ܨܝܠܗܒ ܐܘܗܦ ܐܭܪܘܕ ܢܘܟܰܝܥܪܬܕ  ̇ܝܒܝ̈ܒܚ  .ܨܝܦܗܕ ܨܝܦ̈ܐ ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܬܘܣ ܢܘܟܝܝ̈ܚܕ  .ܒܬ ܨܣ 
ܬܝܓ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܐܧ̈ܒܙܕ  .ܐܰܤܟܚ ܐܕܗ ܐܒܬܪܣ ܢܘܟܠ ܐܗܠܐܬܘܠ.  
14
 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:60:10-17): ―Just as it is impossible for a human being to 
sense and see the colors of this creation unless he is not first born from the membrane that envelopes the 
fetus, so too is it impossible for a human being to sense and perceive the mysteries of the spiritual world 
unless he is first purified from all of his corruption by leaving the purity of labors and occupying himself 
with the life of knowledge.  Since few are those who are have been made worthy through divine assistance 
to be purified from the corruption of evil deeds, for this reason, few are those who sense the wisdom of the 
new world.‖   ܨܣ ܕܡܝܬܐ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܐܰܝܬܒ ܐܕܗܕ ܐܦ̈ܘܓ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܙܛܦ ܘܐ ܯܓܬܦܕ ܐܝܨܣ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܧܟܝܐ
ܗܰܝܡܭ  . ̇ܐܧܚܘܪ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܗܙܪܐ ܢܟܰܪܦܘ ܯܓܬܦܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܨܣ ܐ ܠ ܐܧܟܗ  . ̇ܗܡܟ ܨܣ ܝܟܕܬܐ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܐ ܠܐ
ܐܬܘܪܣܬ  . ̇ܐܕ̈ܒܥܕ ܐܬܘܝܟܕܠ ̇ܗܪܒܭܘ  .ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܒ ܥܩܘ  . ܐܦܪܕܘܥ ܕܝܒ ܘܘܭܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܐܦܕܚܕ̇ܚܕ ܢܞܣܘ
ܐܰܮ̈ܝܒܕ ܐܬܘܪܣܬ ܨܣ ܢܘܟܕܰܦܕ ܇ܐܝܗܠܐ  .ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܰܤܟܛܒ ܘܮܓܪܐܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܐܦܕܚܕ̈ܚ ܐܦܗ ܢܞܣ.  
15
 Even before the coming of Christ, John admits, those who took notice of God‘s providence could discern 
the hope to come, but with Christ, this hope is now even more accessible.  See John the Solitary, Briefe 1 
(Rignell:21:14-17): ―Before the manifestation of Christ came with the commandment of life, the hope of 
the world to come was not proclaimed openly, but it was known through the understanding of God‘s 
providence to those who took notice of it.‖  ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܦܕܩܘܧܠ ܐܛܝܮܣܕ ܗܧܝܡܓ ܐܘܗܦ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܠܕܥ  . ܙܬܟܬܐ ܐ ܠ
ܐܧܝܡܔܒ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܩ  .ܘܘܗ ܨܝܧܝܒܰܣܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܠ ܐܘܗ ܥܕܝܰܣ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܗܬܘܦܬܒܕܣܕ ܐ ܡܟܘܪܒ ܐ ܠܐ.  
16
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:29:18-30:2).  ܘܗܘ ܐܘܗ ܨܠ ܐܮܝܦ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܚ  .ܗܒܕ ܪܘܛܦ ܨܡܦܘ ܗܬܘܒܪ 
ܢܬܒܩܕ  .ܗܬܘܣܕܒܕ ܕܝܰܥ ܐܗܠܐ ܐܧܒܦܙܒ ܗܧܝܡܓܕ ܥܛܧܦܕ ܨܝܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܝ̈ܗܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܐ ܡܒܚ  .ܕܟ ܢܞܓܰܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܪܝܰܥ ܕܝܒ ܬܒ 
ܐܮܦܐ ܐܬܕܚ .ܬܤܓܘ ܨܠ  ̇ܝܗܒ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܪܬܭܕ ܐܘܗܦܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܬܕܚ ܰܝܠܕ ܗܠ ܐܰܝܥܪܬ ܐܬܪܒܕ.  
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Since the content of Christ‘s life has been recorded in the Gospel, John can provide 
descriptions of what constitutes the content of the hope to come.
17
  In his letter to 
Theodulos, he states that ―the belief in the hope to come means the following: we believe 
in the resurrection from the dead and eternal life, that we should receive, in the true 
knowledge and in the way of life without sins.‖18  In Treatise 11, he supplies an even 
fuller list of categories on which monks can build their portrait of the hope to come: 
When we speak of the hope to come, we do not see in it just one banner, one mystery, or 
one sense, but it contains in it the resurrection from the dead, communion with God, a 
manner of life [shared] with the angels, a variety of recompenses, ineffable beatitudes, 
promises, life, a variety of revelations, spiritual knowledge, the wisdom that we will 
receive, peace that does not have strife from thoughts, true repose that does not have a 
battle against sins shaking within it, and all the other things that we do not perceive.
19 
 
Knowledge of the hope to come helps monks overcome their daily struggle against sin.    
 This brief overview of John‘s interest in the hope to come shows that it is based 
on the conviction that knowledge of the world to come will affect one‘s actions in this 
world.  Since an outline of this hope to come has been made available through the life of 
Christ and is now contained in the Scriptures, it is the monk‘s duty to orient his hope in 
conformity with the Christian portrait of hope, which transcends the physical limitations 
                                                 
17
 See John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:6:4-11): ―The way of life of the Gospel keeps a person away 
from all of these things so that he adheres to [the Gospel] and can exist as if he is in the new life, which is 
exalted above all of these things and resembles the life of Christ.  This word [of the Gospel] is capable of 
piercing a whole host of [other] words because, just as the life of Christ is exalted above the entire intellect 
of human beings, so too does the new life introduce in this way of life what our Lord manifests in the 
service of his good tidings.‖  ܗܠ ܨ̇ܪܦܕ ܐܮܦܬܒܠ ܫܚܬܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܣ ܢܘܝܡܔܦܘܐܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ  . ܐܘܗܦ ܜܟܮܦܕ
ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐܦ̇ܗܒܕ ܟܝܐ  .ܐܛܝܮܣܕ ܝܗܘܝ̈ܛܒ ܢܘܗܒܪܣܘ ܇ܨܝܤܝܬܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܨܣܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܨܝܠܗ  . ܐܰܡܣ ܐܕܗ ܐܪܧܩܕ
ܨܝܡ̈ܣ ܘܒܪ̈ ܨܡܚ  . ܘ̇ܗܒ ܚ܇ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐܝ̈ܚ ܨܝܡܥܣ ܐܧܟܗ ܇ܐܮܧܝܧ̈ܒܕ ܐܰܝܥܪܬ̇ܗܡܟ ܨܣ ܐܛܝܮܣܕ ܝܗܘܝ̈ܚ ܨܝܤܝܬܣܕ ܟܝܐܕ
ܗܬܬܒܩܕ ܐܰܮܤܭܰܒ ܢܬܣ ܝܘܚܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ  .ܗܒ ܗܡܭ ܐ ܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܨܣ ܡܕܣܕ.  
18
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:29:14-17).  ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܒܩܕ ܕܝܰܥ ܐܕܗ ܘܗ  .ܨܝܧܤܝܗܣܕ ܨܧܚ ܐܰܤܝܪܒ 
ܨܣܕ ܰܝܒ ܐܰܝ̈ܣ  .ܐܝ̈ܛܒܘ ܨܧܝܕܝܰܥܕ ܢܒܪܦܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܝܤܡܭ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܪܬܭܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܒܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܰܝܞܚ.    
19
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 11 (Strothmann:133:175-184). ܐ ܣܕ ܨܧܝܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܐܬܒܩ ܕܝܰܥܕ  .ܘܠ ܕܚ ܐܮܝܦ ܘܗ ܘܐ 
ܕܚ ܇ܐܙܪܐ ܘܐ ܕܚ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܨܧܝܙ̇ܚ ܇ܗܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܗܒ ܐܟܝܪܣ ܐܰܤܝܩ ܨܣܕ ܰܝܒ ܐܰ̈ܝܣ ܐܬܘܦܬܘܭܘ  .ܐܰܝܐ ܠܐ ܐܬܣܘܥܘ ܥܥܕ 
ܐܟܐ ܡ̈ܣ ܐܧܥܪ̈ܘܦܘ ܇ܐܧܡ̈ܛܮܣ ܐ̈ܒܘܝܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܨܝܡܡܣܰܣ ܐ̈ܧܟܠܘܣܘ ܇ܐ̈ܝܚܘ ܐܧ̈ܝܡܓܘ ܇ܐܧܡ̈ܛܮܣ ܐܰܥܕܝܘ ܇ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܰܤܟܚܘ 
ܨܧܝܕܝܰܥܕ ܇ܢܒܪܦܕ ܐܧܝܭܘ ܰܝܠܕ ܗܒ ܐܭܘܰܟܬ ܇ܐ̈ܒܭܘܚܕ ܐܰܛܝܦܘ ܐܬܬܝܬܭ ܐ ܠܕ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ  ̇ܗܒ ܐܒܬܩ ܢܒܩܘܠܕ ܇ܐܰܝܞܚ ܥܥ 
ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܚܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܮܓܪ̈ܰܣ ܨܒ  .    
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of this world.  The monk who lives according to the hope to come will move beyond a 
life ruled by the passions and instead focus on the spiritual realities of the future world. 
 
4.1.2  THE HOPE TO COME ACCORDING TO ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 Isaac also emphasizes the importance of hope for the world to come.  ―There is 
nothing else capable of liberating the intellect from the world,‖ Isaac states in Homily 3.1, 
―like the toil of hope.‖20  In particular, Isaac assimilates John‘s Pauline understanding of 
the phrase ―hope to come.‖ 21  The main difference between Isaac and John, however, is 
that Isaac specifically locates the origin of knowledge concerning the hope to come 
within prayer.  While John said that knowledge of the hope to come may be derived from 
one‘s reading of the Gospel, Isaac instead emphasizes the reception of knowledge of the 
hope to come during prayer.  In Homily 1.35, for example, Isaac defines prayer as an 
entrance into a state of existence that resembles life in the world to come.  Prayer, he 
says, ―is a mystery for the existence of that way of life to come, such that nature is 
elevated and desists from all impulses of the memory of the things that are here [in this 
world].‖22  Elsewhere, in Homily 1.74, he incorporates the phrase ―hope to come‖ into his 
                                                 
20
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.16 (CSCO 637:6).   ܇ܐ ܤܡܥ ܨܣ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ ܐܝܬܮܠ ܰܢ ܡܝܚܕ ܡܕܣ ܰܝܠ
ܐܬܒ̇ܩܕ ܐܧܝܧܥ ܟܝܐ.   Page numbers refer to Isacco Di Ninive Terza Collezione, ed. Sabino Chialà, CSCO 
637, Scriptores Syri 246 (Louven: Peeters, 2011).   Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.3.5 (CSCO 
637:28), where Isaac speaks of the ―hope for things to come.‖  
21
 Although he does not cite specific biblical passages, Waclaw Hryniewicz notes Isaac‘s Pauline emphasis 
on the hope to come.  See Waclaw Hryniewicz, ―Hoffnung der Heiligen: Das Zeugnis Isaaks des Syrers,‖ 
OS 45 (1996), 29: ―Isaak beruft sich immer wieder auf die Autorität des Apostels Paulus, auch dann, wenn 
er von der Hoffnung auf die endgültige Vollendung der Welt in Gott spricht.‖ 
22
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:260:4-6).  ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܘܗܕ ܐܝܘܗܕ ܘܗ ܐܙܪܐ .
ܨܦܬܕ ܨܝܡܝܐܕ ܐܦܕܗܘܥܕ ܐܥܘܙ ܗܡܟ ܨܣ ܇ܐܧܝܟ ܫܐܦܘ ܐ ܡܥܰܣܕܒ .   Page and line numbers refer to Mar Isaacus 
Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. Piscataway: Gorgias 
Press, 2007).  Also see Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.63 (Bedjan:438:3-6),  where Isaac 
states that reflection on the hope to come leads to a limpid mind during prayer.  A mind in such can focus 
on spiritual thoughts rather than thoughts concerning the attributes of the physical world.  He states, ―In so 
much as the intellect dismisses the reflections on those things that are seen, my beloved, and reflects on that 
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definition of prayer.  Prayer, he says, ―is the freedom of the intellect from everything that 
is here and a heart that turns its gaze completely towards a longing for that hope to 
come.‖23  According to Isaac, prayer is the occasion when the intellect frees itself from 
the distractions of the material world and discovers the hope to come. 
 Isaac also credits knowledge of the hope to come as the means for reversing moral 
failures, which consume the monk who places his hope in this world.  In Homily 1.61, he 
states that perception of the hope to come helps a person advance beyond the deficiencies 
of the soulish level of the ascetical life, which is dominated by the bodily passions. 
When [a person] perceives that hope to come and turns his intellect to the things of this 
world so that he [considers] how defective the soulish life is in comparison with the hope 
preserved for the world in the new life, he becomes dead to all transitory things and 
anxiety for them and all passions of the body and soul die in him.
24
  
 
Likewise, in Homily 2.29, he says that once a monk frees his intellect from the concerns 
and passions of the physical world and begins to meditate on the hope to come, then he 
becomes free to order his life towards ascetical labor and service.  
The intellect of the person who is occupied with the Scriptures for the sake of truth 
continually dwells in heaven.  He makes conversation with God at every moment and his 
thoughts become absorbed in desire for the world to come.  This world is continually 
disdainful to his eyes and his intellect muses on that hope to come and throughout all his 
life he does not chose any other deed, labor, or service that is greater than this one.
25
 
 
                                                                                                                                                 
hope to come, in accordance with the measure of its elevation above bodily thoughts and intercourse with 
them, then [to the same extent the intellect] will become accustomed to subtleties and become limpid 
during prayer.‖  ܐܰܚܘܮܣ ܬܘܧܠ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܩ ̇ܘܗܒ ܐܦܪܘ ܇ܨܝܙܗܰܣܕ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܐܝܦܪ ܇ܝܒ̇ܝܒܗ ܇ܐܧܝܥܪ ܫܒܭܕ ܐ ܣܕ ܢܟ
ܐܬܘܠܨܒ ܐܧܭ ܐܘܗܘ ܨܞܩܰܣ ܐܧܟܗ ܇ܘܗܒܕ ܗܧܝܧܥܘ ܐ ܤܭܘܓܕ ܐܝܦܪ ܨܣܕ ܗܬܘܝܡܥܣܕ.    
23
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.74 (Bedjan:508:4-5).  ܐܬܘܪܝܧܩ ܐܰܝܥܪܬܕ ܨܣܕ ܢܟ ܇ܨܦܬܕ ܐܒܠܘ 
ܟܦܗܐܕ ܗܬܝܚ ܰܝܐܬܝܤܓ ܬܘܠ ܐܚܘܘܩ  ̇ܘܗܕ ܐܬܒܩ ܕܝܰܥܕ    
24
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.61 (Bedjan:397:7-12).  ܐܦܗ ܐܒܭܘܚ ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܤܒ ܐܰܥܣܕܕ 
ܟܡܤܣ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒܒ ܐ ܣ ܯܓܬܣܕ ܘܗܒ ܐܬܒܩ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܧܦܘ ܗܧܝܥܬܒ ܢܥ ܨܝܠܗ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ  .ܐ ܤܟܕ ܨܝܬܝܨܒ ܐ̈ܝܚ ܇ܐ̈ܝܧܮܧܦ ܨܣ ܘܗ 
ܐܬܒܩ ܬܝܞܦܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܠ ܐ̈ܝܛܒ ܐܬ̈ܕܚ  .ܐܦܗܒܘ ܐܮܚ ܐܘܗ ܇ܐܰܝܣ ܨܝܗܡܟܠ ܐܰ̈ܝܪܘܒܥ ܐܰܦܨܘ ܢܘܗܒܕ  .ܨܝܰܝܣܘ ܗܒ ܢܘܗܡܟ 
ܐ̈ܮܚ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܮܧܦܕܘ.    
25
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.16 (CSCO 554:24).    ܐܧܝܐ ܨܝܕ ܢܞܣܕ ܐܪܬܭ ܐܧܥ ܇ܐ̈ܒܰܟܒ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ 
ܐܝܤܮܒ ܬܝܕܣ ܗܧܝܥܪ  .ܥܥܘ ܐܗܠܐ ܕܒ̇ܥ ܐܕܘܘܩ ܇ܢܕܥܡܟܒ ܰܓܬܒܘ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܨܝ̇ܗܦ ܇ܝܗܡܒܭ̈ܘܚ ܐܪܒܘ ܘܧܝܣܐܒ ܝܗܘܧ̈ܝܥܒ 
ܐ ܤܡܥ  ̇ܐܦܗ ܐܬܒܪܒܘ  ̇ܘܗ ܐܕܝܰܥ ܓܪ̇ܗ ܗܧܝܥܪ  .ܐܕ̇ܒܥܘ ܐ ܡܤܥܘ ܐܧܛܠܘܦܘ ܒܪܕ ܨܣ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܠ ܐ̇ܒܓ ܢܘܗܡܟܒ ܝܗܘ̈ܝܚ.   
Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. 
Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995).   
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Finally, in Homily 1.62, Isaac says that once a person is ―confirmed in the hope to come, 
he is struck with love.
26
  In short, knowledge of the hope to come reorients a person from 
a life ruled by the passions to a life ruled by love and ascetical actions.   
 Isaac, like John, places his understanding of the hope to come within the context 
of monastic living.  He believes that it is necessary to know the content of the hope to 
come in order to successfully ward off the passions.  Knowledge of the hope to come is a 
reorientation of one‘s mind away from the distractions of this world towards the 
mysteries of the world to come.  The main difference between John and Isaac is that Isaac 
places the reception of knowledge of the world to come within prayer. 
 
 
4.2.1  THE INNER AND OUTER MAN: KNOWLEDGE IN THE NEW WORLD ACCORDING TO 
JOHN THE SOLITARY 
 
 
 A second Pauline motif in John‘s theology of future hope is the distinction 
between the inner and outer man, based on 2 Cor 4.16.  According to John, the human 
being who takes up ascetical labor in this life will undergo a transformation from the 
outer man to the inner man that is made complete in the world to come.   
 In the Dialogue on the Soul and Passions, John quotes a number of Pauline 
biblical passages, including Eph 3.16, 2 Cor 4.16, and Rom 7.22, which show that one‘s 
way of life differs based on whether knowledge is derived from either the senses of the 
inner man or the outer man.
 27
  When the monk frees himself from the corporeal ways of 
                                                 
26
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.62 (Bedjan:430:5-7):  ―When he reaches true 
knowledge by the motion of the perception of the mysteries of God and is confirmed in the hope to come, 
he is struck with love.‖   ܇ܐܗܠܐܕ ܝܗܘܙܪ̈ܐܕ ܐܬܘܧܮܓܬܣܕ ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܤܒ ܇ܐܞܤܦ ܐܪܬܭܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ ̇ܝܗܠ ܨܝܕ ܕܟ
ܥܡܒܰܣ ܐܒܘܛܒ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܪܒ ܪܪܰܮܣܘ.  
27
 John lists all of these passages together in support of his distinction between the inner and outer man in 
John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:8:7-20).   
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knowing associated with the outer man, John says, the senses of his inner man become 
free to obtain spiritual knowledge.  
 [When he has freed himself] from the renunciation of the passion of loving desire for 
money, as I have said, [this person] begins the way of life of the inner man, which 
generates limpidity of soul.  Next, [when he has achieved] limpidity of soul and beyond, 
he begins the way of the new life with an increase in continual knowledge.
28
    
 
The transformation from the outer man, who is dominated by the passions and desire for 
things of this world, gives way to the inner man, whose life is ruled by a new way of life 
that is based on knowledge. 
 In addition to these biblical passages, John also uses the metaphor of a snake to 
describe the transformation from the outer man to the inner man.  Just as a snake sheds 
his outer skin in order to re-clothe himself with his inner skin, so too does the monk shed 
his outer skin in order to clothe himself with the inner man.   
As for this sense, [see what] our Lord has given to us in the example of the serpent‘s 
prudence: just as the serpent knows that he is unable to shed his old habit in a vast, wide-
open space, but when he brings himself into an enclosed (ܐܬܨܝܠܐ) space and narrow 
edges, he stretches out his flesh and emaciates himself with suffering (ܐܦܨܠܘܐ) [because 
he knows that] while creeping out his old skin will be re-clothed [as he creeps] through 
the edges, then he will go out and when he newly arises his skin will be left behind.29  
 
In this passage, John uses a paronomasia to exploit the double meaning of the similar 
sounding words ܐܬܨܝܠܐ and ܐܦܨܠܘܐ in Syriac.  In addition, to their similar 
pronunciations (almost homophonic), they both have similar double meanings: both 
words can mean either ―suffering‖ or ―narrow.‖  By using these two words in parallel 
structure, John intends to say that the enclosed, narrow space where monks shed their 
                                                 
28
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:7:26-8:7).  ܒܬܩܰܦܕ ܨܝܕ ܯܦܐ ܐܰܝܥܪܰܠ ܨܒܗ̈ܝܰܣܕ ܨܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܐܦܬܚܐ  .
ܘ̇ܗ ܨܝܕ ܟܧܚܰܣܕ ܐܦܗܒ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܬܬ̇ܣܐܕ  .ܐܟܣ ܐܬܭܕ ܐܗܠܐ ܠܰܦܕ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܰܒ̇ܗܘܣ ܢܕܝܰ̈ܥܕ .ܟܝܐ ܐ ܣ ܫܧ̇ܩܕ ܘܡܒܪܤܠ 
ܨܝܠܗܒ ܐܝ̈ܚ  .ܨܣ ܐܬܘܩܬܪܣ ܢܝܟܗ ܐܮܚܕ ܰܤܚܪܕ ܐܧܪܟ ܟܝܐ ܇ܬܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܐܬܮܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܐܝܘܓ  .ܢܒܝܰܣܘ ܐ ܣܕܥ 
ܐܬܘܝܧܮܠ ܐܮܧܦܕ  .ܨܣ ܐܬܘܝܧܭ ܨܝܕ ܐܮܧܦܕ ܠܗܠܘ  .ܐܬܮܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐܰܝܒܪܰܒ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܰܧܝܣܐ.  
29
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 2 (Dedering:41:11-17).  ܟܝܐܕ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܒܗܝ ܨܠ ܢܬܣ ܐܰܝܘܚܰܒ ܗܬܘܥܝܦܨܕ 
ܐܝܘܚܕ  .ܐܧܟܝܐܕ ܐܝܘܚܕ  ̇ܥܕ̇ܝ  .ܐܬܘܛܝܘܪܐܒܕ ܐܰܟܘܕܕ ܐ ܠ ܐܨܣ ܜܡ̇ܭ ܗܬܘܪܝܰܥ ܇ܗܧܣ ܐ ܠܐ ܕܟ ܐܰܟܘܕܒ ܐܬܨܝܠܐ ܐܪ̈ܒܕܘ 
ܐܧܝܞ̈ܩ ܢܥܦ ܇ܗܮܧܦ ܨܝܕܝܗܘ ܕܟ ܚܰ̇ܣ ܗܤܭܘܓ ܨܞܪܣܘ ܗܮܧܦ ܐܦܨܠܘܐܒ ܦܐܭܘ ܇ܫܧܤܠ ܟܒܠܬܬ ܗܰܛܡܭ ܐܰܪܝܰܥ ܰܝܒ ܇ܐܪ̈ܒܕ 
ܘܗܘ ܩܘܧܦ ܕܟ ܬܕܛܣ ܐܪܝܒܭܘ ܗܰܛܡܭ.    
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outer man is the suffering and affliction of ascetical labor.  He goes on to say, ―Through 
the discipline of sufferings and the labor of intellectual endurance, the inner man will 
shed from [his old habit] the way of life of the old man and when he sheds all of his old 
habit, he will produce from his body every sort of purity.‖30  This imagery of the 
shedding of the snakeskin is a distinctive manner of depicting the transformation from the 
outer man to the inner man that occurs after the resurrection. 
 John reiterates his Pauline image of the transformation from the outer man to the 
inner man in the first dialogue.  In this text, he makes a distinction between a mode of 
knowing that depends on the physical senses of the body and a mode of knowing that 
depends on the spiritual senses.  The mode of knowing that depends on the physical 
senses describes the outer man, while the mode of knowing that depends on the spiritual 
senses describes the operation of the spiritual man.   
Just as in the corporeal world, our outer man has thoughts in corporeal forms, such that 
all his reflections are a corporeal image since, in the corporeal life, it is impossible to 
think about things that are outside [the realm of] color, shape, and structure.  Therefore, 
in our world of the true man, this corporeal man would not be like [the spiritual man] 
because [the spiritual man] would not be moved by things that are outside our spiritual 
man.  Just as the inner [man] clothes himself with the forms of outside things in the 
corporeal world, so too does the outside man clothe himself with the forms of the inner 
man in the spiritual world.
31
 
 
John‘s use of the phrase outer man in this passage serves the purpose of describing the 
way that that material human beings register knowledge.  This way of knowing is 
associated with the physical senses and leads to knowledge of the physical world.  The 
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 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 2 (Dedering:41:17-20).   ܐܧܟܗ ܦܐ ܨܧܚ ܕܝܒ ܐܭܪܘܕ ܐܦܨܠ̈ܘܐܕ ܐ ܡܤܥܘ 
ܐܬܘܦܬܒܝܪܣܕ ܇ܐܧܝܥܪܕ ܐܘܗܦ ܜܡ̇ܭ ܗܧܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܝܘܓ ܗܡܟ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܐܪܝܰܥ  .ܨܝܕܝܗܘ ܕܟ ܜܡ̇ܭ  ̇ܗܠ  ̇ܗܡܟܠ  ̇ܐܬܘܪܝܰܥ  .
ܐܘܗܦ ܗܧܪܧܣ ܨܣ ܐܬܔܦ  ̇ܗܡܟܒ ܐܬܘܝܟܕ.    
31
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:10:249-58).  ܐܦܙܟܐ ܬܝܓ ܗܤܡܥܒܕ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܨܮܦܬܒ ܐܝܘܓ 
ܝܗܘܤܝܟ̈ܩܐܒ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܇ܝܗܘܒ̈ܭܘܛܒ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܨܝܗܡܟܕ ܗܰܝܦܪ̈ܣ ܐ ܤܠܨ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܇ܨܝܗܝܰܝܐ ܢܞܣ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܙܣ ܐܥܪܰܣ 
ܝܗܘ̈ܥܛܒ ܇ܐܬܔܦܕ ܡܕܣ ܬܒܠ ܨܣ ܐܦܘܓ ܐܬܘܣܕܘ ܇ܐܒܟܘܪܘ ܐܧܟܗ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܨܮܦܬܒܕ ܇ܐܪܬܭܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܗܬܘܟܐ 
܇ܐܘ̇ܗ ܕܟ ܐ ܠ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܗܒ ܡܕܣ ܬܒܠ ܨܣ ܨܮܦܬܒ ܐܧܚܘܪ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܐܧܟܝܐ ܯܒܠܕ ܐܦܗ ܘܒܠܕ ܝܗܘܤܝܟ̇ܩܐ ܐܦܗܕ ܇ܬܒܠܕ ܗܤܡܥܒ ܐܦܗܕ 
܇ܐܦܬܔܦ ܐܧܟܗ ܯ̇ܒܠ ܐܦܗ ܝܬܒܠܕ ܝܗܘܤܝܟ̈ܩܐ ܐܦܗܕ ܘܒܠܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܐܦܗܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ.  
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inner man, on the other hand, registers knowledge with the spiritual senses, which come 
from the spiritual body that human beings will receive in the world to come. 
 Since, according to John, the corporeal senses obscure spiritual knowledge, they 
are a hindrance to the inner man.  He says that spiritual images are ―sick in the body‖ and 
that the inner man is ―imprisoned‖ in the body.32  John describes the difference between 
the two modes of knowing in the following passage: 
This inner man is the nature of the soul because he accomplishes everything that is in the 
creation [of the soul] with his senses: the understanding, knowledge, etc.  But just as one 
is imprisoned in the body, and is not separated from it [the body] through knowledge, one 
is not able to be moved in his senses inside the body, but therefore goes forth from within 
the inner part of the body to the spiritual world.
33
   
 
John does not mean that the soul is imprisoned in the body in the same way that Evagrius 
saw the body as a temporary location for the soul until the soul could acquire knowledge; 
rather, John means that the body‘s way of registering knowledge prevents the spiritual 
man from receiving knowledge according to the spiritual senses.  Human beings can have 
spiritual knowledge only when they have a spiritual body that provides the inner man 
with spiritual insights. 
 John also discusses the relationship between the inner and outer man in his second 
letter, addressed to Eutropios and Eusebius.  In this text, he takes up the issue of 
―education‖ (ܐܰܝܒܪܬ) for the knowledge of the inner man.‖34  As we will see below, this 
concern for the ―education‖ of the inner man will influence Isaac, who shares this 
terminology.  When John uses the phrase, he implies that the education of the inner man 
primarily consists of the renunciation of possessions.  He says outright that ―the 
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 See John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:10:239-32). 
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 John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:9:226-31).  ܐܧܟܗ ܦܐ ܐܦܗ ܨܮܦܬܒ ܐܝܘܓ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܧܝܟ ܇ܐܮܧܦܕ ܕܟ 
ܝܡܤܮܣ ܝܗܘܮܓܪ̈ܒ ܢܘܗܡܟ  ̇ܗܰܝܬܒܒ  .ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܇ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܥܥ ܇ܐܟܬܭ ܐ ܠܐ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܬܔܧܒܕ ܇ܯܝܒܚ ܐ ܠܘ ܫܬܦܬܐ 
ܗܧܣ ܇ܗܰܥܕܝܒ ܐ ܠ ܜܟܮܣ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܝܗܘܮܒܪ̈ܒ ܘܔܒ ܇ܐܬܔܦ ܐ ܠܐ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܫܧܦ ܨܣ ܘܓ ܐܥܒܬ̇ܣ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܗܤܡܥܠ ܐܝܧܚܘܪ.  
34
 John the Solitary, Briefe 2 (Rignell:41:18-19).   
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renunciation of possessions is the beginning of the way of life of the inner man.‖35  John 
means that the person who stops introducing sensations from the physical world into the 
intellect will begin the process of freeing the inner man from the bond that the passions 
have on him.  The monk operates with the way of life of the inner man only when he 
frees himself from the distractions introduced into the intellect by the outer man.   
When a person grows in the hope of faith for the life to come, he begins to scorn things 
that are seen, and when he neglects the things which are placed before the vision of his 
eyes, then he also begins to [hold] in contempt the things that are moved in his intellect: I 
mean the evil passions, which begin inside [a person] but are seen in manifest actions.
36
   
 
John goes on to say that when the soul is freed from the passions, the monk is free to live 
the way of the new life.
37
  The education of the inner man is the path to this freedom. 
 In summary, John exhibits a strong interest in what he calls the ―education of the 
inner man,‖ that is, the transformation from the outer man to the inner man that is begun 
in this world with ascetical labor, but is not fully completed until the world to come.  The 
outer man is the part of the human being that receives and processes stimuli from the 
physical world while the inner man processes spiritual stimuli contained within the 
human intellect.  Since the stimuli that one receives from the outer man are the fodder for 
the passions, John characterizes the abandonment of desire for physical things in terms of 
liberation from prison.  The monk who focuses on stimuli received by the inner man 
alone is free to move beyond the passions and obtain knowledge of the heavenly realm.  
Although he normally bases this transformation from the outer man to the inner man on 
citations from Pauline texts, John‘s most striking example is the non-biblical image of the 
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 John the Solitary, Briefe 2 (Rignell:64:18-65:1).   ܐܮܦܐ ܬܒܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܝܗ ܐܝܪܘܭ ܇ܐܧܝܧܩ ܨܣܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܘܩܬܪܣ
ܐܝܘܓ.    
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 John the Solitary, Briefe 2 (Rignell:56:4-10).  ܐ ܣ ܬܝܓ ܯܦܐܕ ܪܰܝܬܐ ܐܬܒܪܒ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܕ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܇ܨܝܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܮܣ 
ܗܠ ܐܪܒܦܕ ܨܝܡܝܐܒ ܨܝܙܚܰܣܕ  .ܐ ܣܘ ܟܭܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܡܕܩܕ ܐܬܙܚ ܝܗܘܧ̈ܝܥܕ ܇ܨܤܝܩ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܐܬܮܣ ܦܐ ܐܬܘܞܝܮܒ ܨܝܡܝܐܕ ܗܰܝܥܪܰܒܕ 
ܨܥܝܙܰܣ  .ܬ̇ܣܐ ܐܦܐ ܨܝܕ ܢܥ ܐܮ̈ܚ ܝܒ̈ܐܭ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܨܣܕ ܘܒܠ ܇ܨܝܬܮܣ ܨܝܕܝܗܘ ܨܝܙܚܰܣ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܪܒ ܐܝܡ̈ܓ.    
37
 See John the Solitary, Briefe 2 (Rignell:56:10-20).   
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snake, who sheds his outer skin in a narrow place so that the inner skin will manifest 
itself.  The narrow place in this metaphor represents ascetical service, which is required 
in order to free the inner man from bondage to the outer man. 
 
 
4.2.2  THE INNER AND OUTER MAN: KNOWLEDGE IN THE NEW WORLD ACCORDING TO 
ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 
 Scholars have already noted Isaac‘s general interest in the distinction between the 
inner and outer man.
38
  In particular, Isaac, like John, shows concern for the ―education 
of the inner man.‖  Evidence for this concern comes from Homily 2.3, which Isaac 
entitles with John‘s exact phrase, ―On the education of the inner man.‖39  In this homily, 
Isaac characterizes the education of the inner man in similar terms to the way John had 
described the transformation from the outer man to the inner man.  He begins the homily 
by contrasting the difference between knowledge that comes through the senses and leads 
to the way of life of this world and true knowledge that is separate from the senses.   
Insofar as a person approaches knowledge of the truth, he withdraws from the operation 
of the senses and he continually leans towards the silence of separation [from the senses], 
but insofar as he approaches the way of life of this world in his service, he acquires the 
vehemence and wakefulness of the senses.
40
 
 
Isaac goes on to describe the mystical transformation that occurs when the monk abandons 
service to the physical senses and fully yields to spiritual operations.  Since the senses are 
incapable of perceiving the mysteries of heaven, they impede full perception of the 
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 See André Louf, ―L‘homme dans l‘histoire du salut selon Isaac le Syrien,‖ CPE 88 (2002): 49-54 and 
Sabino Chialà, ―Le péché de l‘homme et la miséricorde de Dieu dans l‘enseignement d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ 
Buisson Ardent: Cahiers Saint-Silouane l‘Athonite 16 (2010): 67-79.   
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.13 (CSCO 554:55).  ܐܝܘܓ ̇ܘܗ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܐܰܝܒܪܬ ܢܥ.  
40
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.13.1 (CSCO 554:55).  ܐ ܤܟ ܒܬܩܰܣܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܰܥܕܝܠ ܇ܐܪܬܭܕ ܨܣ 
ܢܘܗܬܘܦܕܒܥܣ ܐܮܓܪ̈ܕ ܪ̇ܨܒ  .ܬܘܠܘ ܐܩܰܭ ܐܧܭܪܘܦܕ ܟܤ̇ܩ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ  .ܢܟ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܬܒܘܕܠܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܒܬܩܰܣ 
܇ܗܧܛܠܘܧܒ ܐܬܘܙܝܙܬ ܐܬܘܬܝܥܘ ܐܮܒܪܕ ܐܧ̇ܩ.   
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mysteries.  Once a person learns to ignore impulses that derive from the senses, the inner 
man begins to obtain knowledge of the world to come.   
The way of life and the manner of this life yield to the administration of the senses, but 
the way of the life to come [yields] to spiritual operation.  Whenever a person is deemed 
worthy of that knowledge, his limbs suddenly cease [to function] and he falls into 
stillness and silence, for all use of the senses come to an end in that mode of the new life.  
The senses cannot endure to encounter that mystery in this world, even though they cease 
from their activity at the time of repentance as though they are in some kind of sleep; 
nevertheless it is not they [the senses] who encounter [the mystery], but the inner man.  
―May God grant you to know the power of the world to come,‖ and you will immediately 
cease from all use of life here.
41
 
 
Like John, Isaac believes that the inner man is the part of a human being that is capable 
of receiving spiritual stimuli that lead to knowledge of the mysteries of the world to 
come, but this knowledge is only available once one sheds the outer man, that is the 
administration of the senses.  
 Isaac resembles John, not only in his understanding of the education of the inner 
man, but also in his conception of the imprisonment of the inner man and in his use of 
John‘s image of the snake as a metaphor for the shedding of the outer man.  Isaac, 
however, does not just repeat John‘s teachings verbatim; rather he adapts them to fit 
within his entire ascetical system.  While John did not say that human beings could 
participate in the world to come in this life, Isaac believes that participation in the world 
to come is possible in this life through the mental faculties.  For this reason, he associates 
the inner man not with the spiritual body that human beings will receive after the 
resurrection, but with the mind (ܐܥܕܣ) or intellect (ܐܧܝܥܪ).  In Homily 2.8, he says, 
The way of life of the inner man is a symbol of that way of life that is after the 
resurrection.  This [way of  life] is not made complete by bodily actions, but is perfected 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.13.2 (CSCO 554:55).  ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܟܦܘܗܘ ܐ̈ܝܚܕ ܇ܨܝܠܗ ܐܰܮܤܭܰܠ ܐܮܒܪ̈ܕ 
ܨܝܒܗܝ  .ܐܬܒܘܕ ܨܝܕ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܤܠ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ  .ܢܟܘ ܝܰܣܐ ܘܗܘܡܥ ܐܝܡܭ ܐܩܰܭܘ  .ܐ ܡܞܒܘ  ̇ܗܠ ܬܝܓ  ̇ܘܗܒ ܐܟܦܘܗ ܐ̈ܝܚܕ 
ܐܬ̈ܕܚ  ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܰܛܮܚ ܇ܐܮܒܪ̈ܕ ܢܥ ܦܐܕ ܐ ܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܐܦܗ ܨܝܬܒܝܪܣ ܐܮܒܪ̈ ܥܔܧܤܠ  ̇ܘܗܒ ܇ܐܙܪܐ ܨܦܐ ܟܝܐ ܐܰܧܮܒܕ ܡܕܣ 
ܨܝܮ̇ܝܦ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܬܘܪܘܥܩ ܢܕܥܒ ܐܬܘܒܝܬ  .ܕܟ ܒܝ ܘܠ ܢܘܦܗ ܘܗ ܨܝ̇ܥܔܦܕ  .ܐ ܠܐ  ̇ܘܗ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܘܔܠܕ  .ܠܰܦ ܟܠ ܥܠ ܐܗܠܐ ܥܕܬܕ 
ܗܡܝܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܕܝܰܝܕ ܫ̇ܐܦܘ ܰܦܐ ܢܝܟܣ ܨܣ  ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܰܛܮܚ ܐ̈ܝܚܕ ܨܦܬܕ.    
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and perceived by the impulses of the mind.  Here, because it is still a symbol of that true 
[way of life], it is made complete by numerous reflections.  Beyond, as in that which is 
the limit of all things, it is reduced to a single reflection, if it is right to call it that, for it 
is, rather, delightful sight and vision without distraction.
42
   
 
According to Isaac, the transformation from the outer man to the inner man frees the 
mind to pursue truths of the heavenly world, which is a proleptic taste of direct vision of 
God reserved for the world to come. 
 In Homily 1.14, Isaac compares the relationship between the inner man and the 
outer man by using John‘s imagery of the imprisonment.  According to Isaac, the outer 
man engages in ascetical labors that are appropriate to this world, but the inner man 
engages in activities that are more appropriate to the new world.  Like John, he refers to 
the condition of this world as a prison for the inner man, although he softens John‘s 
controversial statement that it is the body that is the prison by instead identifying this 
world as the prison.  He then notes that the intellect (ܐܧܝܥܪ) pursues the journey towards 
the new world once it is freed from the prison of this world.  
You have labored with the outer man in service to God, but the inner man is still without 
fruits. . .When you have reached the place of tears, then it is understood that the intellect 
(ܐܧܥܝܪ) has left the prison of this world and has set its foot on the journey towards the 
new world.
43
 
 
For Isaac, the intellect represents the inner man that is freed from the prison of the 
corporeal world when it begins its journey to the new world. 
 In addition to the prison image, Isaac also adopts the snake metaphor to describe 
the transformation from the outer man to the inner man.  Once again, Isaac centers this 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.2 (CSCO 554:21).  ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܐܝܘܓ ܙܪܐ ܐܟܦܘܗ ܘܗ ܪܰܒܕ 
ܐܰܤܝܩ  . ̇ܘܗ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܘܗ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܪܒ ܐܝܧ̈ܤܭܘܓ ܐ ܡܣܰܮܣ ܐ ܠܐ ܝܗܘ̈ܥܘܙܒ ܐܥܕܣܕ ܬܤܓܰܣ ܯܓܪܰܣܘ  .ܐܟܪܗ ܨܝܕ ܢܞܣ 
ܐܙܪܐܕ ܘܗ ܢܥܟܕܥ  ̇ܘܗܕ ܐܬܝܬܭ ܨܣ ܐܝܦܪ̈ ܐܐ̈ܝܒܩ ܐ ܡܣܰܮܣ  .ܠܗܠ ܬܝܓ ܟܝܐ  ̇ܨܣ ܐܟܩܕ ܘܗ ܇ܨܝܗܡܟܕ ܬܘܠ ܕܚ ܐܝܦܪ ܟܬܭ ܢܐ 
ܐܧܟܪܗ ܩܕܙ ܐܬܩܰܦܕ  .ܢܘܡܣ ܨܝܕ ܐܪܘܚ ܐܐܝܧܚ ܐܬܙܚܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܝܗܦ.    
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.14 (Bedjan:125:16-19).  ܐܮܦܬܒܒ ܬܝܓ ܐܝܬܒ ܢܤܥ ܰܦܐ 
ܐܧܛܡܡܧܒ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܗܠܐ ܐܮܦܬܒܘ ܘܔܠܕ ܢܝܟܕܥ ܐ ܠܕ ܨܝܪ̈ܐܦ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ  .ܝܗܘܪ̈ܐܧܒ ܇ܨ̇ܣ ܨܣ ܐܟܝܐ ܬܬܣܐܕ ܐܬܮܣ  .ܐ ܣ ܨܝܕ 
ܐܪܬܐ ܠܕ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܕ ܇ܰܝܞܣ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܢܟܰܩܐ ܫܧܦܕ ܗܠ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܨܣ ܰܝܒ ܐܝܭܘܒܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܐܦܗ ܥܩܘ ܗܡܓܪ ܐܰܝܕܬܤܒ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ 
ܐܬܕܚ.  
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imagery on the intellect, which, as the true inner man, develops knowledge of ―heavenly 
things‖ as a result of the transformation.  Like John, Isaac associates the shedding of the 
external man with freedom from bodily disturbances and the increase of joy and gladness 
that comes from shedding the weight of the outer man.  In Homily 2.8 he says,   
The beginning of the restoration of the inner person is therefore the constant study and 
reflection on things to come.  By this means a person is little by little purified from the 
habitual distraction of earthly things.  He takes the form of a serpent that has shed off its 
old skin and is gladdened and renewed. In a similar manner, insofar as bodily thoughts 
and the anxiety over [these bodily thoughts] diminish in the intellect, then reflection on 
heavenly things and the sight of things to come increases and awakens in the soul.  
Delight in the service of these things overcomes the sweetness of bodily thoughts and 
prevails over them.
44
   
 
Isaac‘s use of this idiosyncratic analogy is a firm witness to his dependence on John for 
imagery concerning the transformation from the outer man to the inner man. 
 In summary, Isaac demonstrates an awareness of John‘s insistence on the 
education of the inner man when he includes the imprisonment of the inner man motif 
and the snake metaphor within his homilies.  Isaac‘s familiarity with this material 
explains why he develops such a strong interest in the world to come and the way of life 
associated with the world to come.  For Isaac, the renunciation of physical distractions 
through ascetical labor frees the intellect from its bondage to the outer man so that it can 
focus instead on acquiring knowledge appropriate to the inner man. 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.16 (CSCO 554:24).    ܝܪܘܭ ܐܬܕܘܚ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܐܝܘܓ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܇ܨܝܕܣ 
ܐܓܪܗ ܐܝܦܪܘ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥܕ  .ܕܝܒ ܐܦܗ ܐܟܕܰܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܢܝܡܪܒ ܢܝܡܩ ܗܟܮܤܠ ܐܪܝܰܥ ܬܕܚܰܣܘ ܥܡܥܰܣܘ  . ̇ܗܒ ܐܬܘܣܕܒ 
ܢܟ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܐܝܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܰܦܙܘ ܢܘܗܝܡܥܕ ܨܝܕܥܙ ܐܧܝܥܬܒ  .ܐܧܟܗ ܐ̇ܔܩ ܒܦܘ̇ܗ ܐܮܧܧܒ ܐܝܦܪ ܐܰܧ̈ܝܤܭܕ  .ܐܪܘܚܘ 
ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥܒܕ  .ܘܗܘ ܒܘܬ ܥܩܘܒ ܐܧܛܡܡܦ ܇ܨܝܠܗܕ ܐ̇ܟܙ ܐܬܘܐܝܦܗܠ ܐܒ̈ܒܘܚܕ ܐܝܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܨܮ̇ܥܘ  ̇ܗܧܣ .  
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4.3.1  THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE NEW WORLD AND THE WAY OF THE NEW LIFE 
ACCORDING TO JOHN THE SOLITARY 
 
 
 A third important motif in John‘s theology of future hope is the transformation 
from the way of life of the corporeal man, who, according to John, was given a soulish 
body during creation, to the future way of life of the spiritual man, who lives according to 
what John calls either the ―way of the new life‖ or the ―way of life of the new world.‖  
John derives the details of this transformation from 1 Cor 15.43-44, where Paul says that 
human beings are sown a soulish body during creation, but given a spiritual body after 
the resurrection.  According to John, this spiritual body enables human beings to live 
according to the future way of life of heavenly existence.  In his commentary on 1 Cor 
15.43-44, John states, 
If the body undergoes transformation from a bodily state to a spiritual state, as the apostle 
says, then [God] will transform the body of our humiliation: ―it is sown a soulish body, it 
is raised a spiritual [body].‖  When, as we have said, a person undergoes transformation 
into a spiritual [state], he will not be in the form of his body but in the nature of our 
spiritual man.  It is therefore evident that the corporeal man will receive everything else 
pertaining to the spiritual man in the world of the spiritual [man].
45
 
 
As John explains elsewhere in his writings, and as we shall see below, everything else 
that pertains to the spiritual man signifies the way of the new life (ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐ̈ܝܚ ܐܬܒܘܕ) or 
the way of life of the new world (ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ). 
 The origin of John‘s phrase ―way of the new life‖ comes from Rom 6.4, where 
Paul says that the Christian believer will live according to new life just as Christ rose to 
new life after his death.
46
  John builds on this verse by saying that insofar as Christ 
                                                 
45
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 1 (Strothmann:10:257-11:266).  ܬܝܔܦܐ ܝ̇ܗ ܢܒ̇ܪܦܕ ܐܬܔܦ ܇ܐܧܡܚܘܭ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܦܬܔܦ 
ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܠ ܟܝܐ ܬܣܐܕ ܇ܐܛܝܡܭ ܨܡ̇ܛܦܕ ܐܬܔܦ ܇ܨܧܟܘܣܕ ܥܪܕܙܣܕܘ ܥܠ ܐܬܔܦ ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܡܐ̇ܩܘ ܇ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܘܗܦܐ ܢܝܟܗ ܟܝܐ 
ܢܬܣܐܕ ܝܗ ܢܒ̇ܪܦܕ ܐܧܡܚܘܭ ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܒ ܐ ܠ ܬܘܗ ܗܤܝܥܩܐܕ ܇ܐܝܦܬܔܦ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܧܝܟܕ ܨܮܦܬܒܕ ܇ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܥܝܕܝ ܨܝܕܣ ܦܐܕ ܐܟܬܭ 
ܨܝܗܡܟܕ ܗܡܝܕ ܐܦܗܕ ܇ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܢܒ̇ܪܣ ܐܦܗ ܇ܐܝܦܬܔܦ ܗܤܡܥܒ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ.  
46
 ―Therefore we have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that, just as Christ was raised from 
the dead by the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life‖ (NRSV). 
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himself ascended from the detestable way of life of this world to the way of the new life 
through his resurrection, so too do human beings ascend from the way of life of this 
world to the way of the new life through baptism.
47
  In the Dialogue on the Soul and 
Passions, he explains that Christ‘s incarnation and resurrection empower other human 
beings to live according to the way of the new life.  Since Christ did not himself 
participate in the ―detestable way of life‖ of this world (Paul‘s terminology from Col 
1.21), he demonstrates what it looks like to exist as a human being who is not prone to 
the detestable way of life of the corporeal man.
48
   
[Paul] did not say that he ―cast out,‖ since from the beginning this detestable way of life 
was wholly affirmed in the entire nature of human beings and there is not [anyone] who 
can reconcile [this detestable way of life] with the way of the new life and exist outside 
[the detestable way of life].  Our Lord, when he was born in our world, was not able to 
stick his face into this hindrance of the evil way of life, but he perceived it with the 
strength of his knowledge [even though] he was outside [the detestable way of life] from 
the moment of his birth.  Through the rift [between the detestable way of life and the way 
of life of the new world] that was manifest in him, he gave hope to all human beings that 
they will be outside of [the detestable way of life] after the resurrection and, through the 
rift that he made in [the detestable way of life], he will shine forth light inside of our 
world from the light of that world, which is the hope of God.
49
  
 
The nature of the incarnation supplies the hope that someday human beings will exist 
without the detestable way of life of this world.  Although this transformation remains 
incomplete prior to the resurrection of bodies, Christians can begin their ascent to this 
way of life through baptism, which is modeled after Christ‘s own death and resurrection.  
                                                 
47
 For further background, see Werner Stothmann, Johannes von Apamea, 74: ―Dieser in sich abgerundete 
christologische Aufriß erweist sich als Stütze auch seiner Eschatologie.  Hier ist so sehr der Schwerpunkt 
seines Denkens, daß Johannes Christi Botschaft und Wierken allein auf dieses Ziel ausrichtet.‖ 
48
 See also John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:60:27-61:2): ―In the true spiritual [level] no human 
being since the world was created has led [a truly spiritual life] except for Jesus Christ our Lord.‖  
ܐܬܰܝܰܚ ܬܝܓ ܬܝܓ ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܒ  .ܢܬܣ ܐܛܝܮܣ ܥܘܮܝ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܬܒܕܪܬܐ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܝܬܒܬܐܕ ܨܣ ܯܦܐ ܐ ܠܘ.  
49
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:62:17-63:1).  ܐ ܠ ܬܣܐ ܨܛܩܕ .ܢܞܣ ܨܣܕ ܥܝܕܩ ܰܝܐܝܡܣ ܪܬܮܣ ܐܘܗ 
ܐܦܗ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܝܧܩ ܗܡܟܒ ܐܧܝܟ ܝܧ̈ܒܕ ܐܮܦܐ  .ܰܝܠܘ ܜܟܭܐܕ ܝܗܘܝܥܪܰܦܕ ܐܘܗܦܘ ܬܒܠ ܗܧܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܢܬܣ ܨܝܕ ܕܟ 
ܕܡܝܬܐ ܨܤܡܥܒ  .ܐ ܠ ܜܟܩܐ ܡܘܪܦܕ ܝܗܘܦ̈ܐܒ ܐܦܗ ܐܔܝܩ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܐܮܝܒ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܗܥܪܬ ܐܬܘܦܰܡܥܛܒ ܇ܗܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܘܗܘ ܬܒܠ 
ܗܧܣ ܨܣ ܐܰܝܭܪ ܗܬܘܕܝܡܝܕ  .ܕܝܒܘ ܐܰܥܪܘܬ ܝܘܚܕ ܗܒ  .ܒܗܝ ܐܬܒܩ ܝܧ̈ܒܠ ܐܮܦܐ  .ܨܝܕܝܰܥܕ ܢܘܘܗܦܕ ܬܒܠ ܗܧܣ ܪܰܒ ܐ ܤܚܘܦ  .
ܕܝܒܘ ܐܰܥܪܘܬ ܕܒܥܕ ܗܒ  .ܒܠܙܐ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܘܒܠ ܨܤܡܥ ܨܣ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܘ̇ܗܕ  ̇ܐ ܤܡܥ .ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܬܒܩ ܐܗܠܐܕ.   Cf.  John the 
Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:8:6).   
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  John goes into much more detail on both the way of the new life and the way of 
life of the new world in his first letter to Theodulus, which he explicitly says will deal 
with the subject of how to speak about the way of life of the new world.
50
  As he did in 
the Dialogue on the Soul and Passions, John explains how Christ‘s incarnation and 
resurrection introduce human beings to the way of life of the new world.  First, he says 
that Christ‘s incarnation was his introduction into the way of life of this world, but that 
Christ entered into the way of life of the new world through his resurrection and 
ascension (John uses the way of the new life and way of life of the new world 
interchangeably in this passage).   
[Christ‘s resurrection] is not like his generation from the womb, which introduces him to 
his way of life in this world, nor does his generation from Sheol happen so that he can 
exist in the life of this world.  Rather, he ascends from death to the ways of the new life 
so that he exists in life, [but] not in this life, which is seen in the body, but in the life of 
those who have been perfected in the spirit.  When he departs from inside the womb, he 
is introduced to the life of this world upon his exit from the womb and is seen in the way 
of life of human beings.  His resurrection occurs when he departs from Sheol and ascends 
from the place of the dead to the way of life of the new world.
51
 
 
John next addresses the important role of baptism, which receives its efficacy from 
Christ‘s incarnation and resurrection, and enables human beings to live according to the 
way of the new life or the way of life of the new world.  Just as birth from the womb 
generates a corporeal body that naturally follows the way of life of this world, so too does 
                                                 
50
 See John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:9:6-8): ―How should we. . .speak to you concerning the way of 
life of the new world?‖ Cf.  John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:4:8-9).  For a detailed summary of this 
letter, see See Irénée Hausherr, ―Un grand auteur spiritual retrouveé,‖ 9-14. 
51
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:23:14-23). ܐܩܬܟ ܨܣܕ ܗܕܠܘܣ ܟܝܐ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܘ̇ܗ ܐ ܠ ܕܟ  . ܐܦܗܕ ܗܬܒܘܕܠܕ
ܐܘܗ ܗܡܥܐ ܐ ܤܡܥ  .ܠܘܝܭ ܨܣܕ ܗܕܠܘܣ ܦܐ  .ܗܒ ܐܘܗܦ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܗܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܒܕ  . ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܪ̈ܒܘܕܠ ܐ ܠܐ
ܐܬܘܣ ܨܣ ܫܡܩ  .ܐܝ̈ܛܒ ܐܘܗܦܕ  .ܐܬܔܧܒ ܨܝܙܚܰܣܕ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܝ̈ܗܒ ܐ ܠ  .ܐܚܘܬܒ ܨܝܬܝܤܓܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܒ ܐ ܠܐ  . ܬܝܓ ܕܟ
ܐܩܬܟ ܨܣܕ ܗܪܧܤܒ ܐܩܬܟ ܘܔܒ ܐܬܭ  .ܗܰܡܥܣ ܬܘܗ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܗܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܠ  .ܐܮܧܝܧ̈ܒܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܗܒ ܝܙܚܬܐܘ  . ܕܟ
ܗܰܤܝܩ ܬܘܗ ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐܰ̈ܝܣ ܰܝܒ ܨܣ ܫܡܩܘ ܠܘܝܮܒ ܐܬܭ ܨܝܕ.   See also John the Solitary, Briefe 
1 (Rignell:14:1-5): ―Christ revealed himself after the resurrection, not in the manner of his former habit, but 
in the spiritual way of life of the glory of God.  In a similar manner, we also transform our former bodily 
way of life after baptism in accordance with knowledge of the way of life of the new world.‖  ܐܛܝܮܣ ܝܙܚܬܐ
ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬܕ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܝܣܕܩ ܐ ܤܝܟܩܐܕ ܐܬܘܦܬܒܕܤܒ ܐܘܗ ܐ ܠ ܇ܐܰܤܝܩ ܪܰܒ  . ܐ ܣ ܟܝܐ
ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܐܰܥܕܝܒ ܇ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܝܣܕ̈ܩ ܐܪ̈ܒܘܕ ܨܡܛܮܦ ܇ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣ ܪܰܒ ܨܣܕ ܇ܨܧܚ ܦܐ ܨܧܝܤܝܩܕ.   Cf.  
John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:32:6-22). 
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baptism generate a spiritual body that naturally follows the way of the new life or the way 
of life of the new world.   
The generation from baptism is for us the growth in knowledge of the new world, for just 
as [our] generation from the womb was for us growth in this world in a mortal body, so 
too does the generation from baptism offer us growth in the new life in the spiritual 
[condition]. . .The bodily birth sends [us] to the bodily world, while the spiritual birth 
sends [us] to the spiritual world.  The generation in the flesh [sends us] to the way of life 
of this mortal world while the generation from baptism [sends us to] the way of the new 
life.
52
 
 
Although the full extent of the transformation is completed in the world to come, the 
transformation begins in this world at the occasion of one‘s baptism.53 
 An important element of John‘s understanding of the way of life of the new world 
is his association of this way of life with the way of life of the angels.
54
  John states, ―The 
root of the way of the new life is a removal from everything that is seen such that one 
begins [to live] in the way of life of the angels of light.‖55  He goes on to say that the way 
of the new life does not merely resemble the way of life of the angels, but that it is 
actually the same way of life.   
As the Apostle says, ―Just as Jesus Christ is resurrected from the dead in the glory of His 
father,‖ so too do we ascend from baptism, not in this life in which we proceed to be 
enslaved to sins, but in the way of the new life that is after the resurrection, which is [a 
life] in which we resemble the way of life of the heavenly hosts.  Our life after the 
resurrection will not be [a life] in which we resemble [the angels], but it will be in the 
way of life of the angels.
56
 
                                                 
52
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:9:17-10:3).  ܐܕܠܘܣ ܬܝܓ ܨܣܕ ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣ ܐܰܝܒܪܰܠ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܚ 
ܕܠܘܣ ܨܠ  .ܐܦܙܟܐ ܬܝܓ ܐܕܠܘܣܕ ܨܣܕ ܐܩܬܟ ܐܰܝܒܪܰܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܬܔܧܒ ܐܰܝܣ ܇ܨܠ ܐܧ̇ܟܗ ܐܕܠܘܣ ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣܕ  .
ܐܰܝܒܪܰܠ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܚܘܬܒ ܒܬ̇ܪܣ ܨܠ. . .ܐܕܡܝ ܐܦܬܔܦ ܪܕܮܣ ܐ ܤܡܥܠ ܐܦܬܔܦ  .ܐܕܡܝܘ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܪܕܮܣ ܐ ܤܡܥܠ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܕܠܘܣ 
ܨܣܕ ܐܬܪܒ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܰܝܣ  .ܐܕܡܡܣ ܨܝܕ ܨܣܕ ܇ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܒܬܪ̇ܣ.  
53
 For further background on the importance of baptism in John the Solitary‘s eschatology, see Lars 
Rignell, Briefe von Johannes Dem Einsiedler, 13. 
54
 For further background, see Werner Strothmann, Johannes Von Apamea, 75: ―Diese neue Welt ist für 
Johannes die Welt der Engel.  Seine Eschatologie ist within Engellehre.‖ 
55
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:10:1-8).  ܐܕܠܘܣ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܪܒ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܰܝܣ  .ܐܕܠܘܣ ܨܝܕ ܨܣܕ 
܇ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܒܬܪ̇ܣ  .ܨܣ ܪܰܒ ܬܝܓ ܇ܢܕܤܥ ܟܝܐ ܐܝ̈ܛܒܕ ̣ܐܬܕܥ ܨܠܐ ܐܛܝܡܭ ܟܠܗܦܕ  .ܗܝܰܝܐܘ 
ܐܰܝܭܪ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܇ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܐܬܘܧܪܚܬܣ ܨܣܕ ܡܕܤܡܟ ܐܙܚܰܣܕ  .ܕܟ ܐܬܮ̇ܣ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܝܟܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ ܇ܐܪܗܘܦ ܢܘܦ̇ܗ ܨܣܕ ܢܘܗܠܘܟ 
ܝܗܘܡܥ̈ܣܘܩ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܨܝܤܝܬܣ ܨܣܘ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܐܮ̈ܚ ܐܝ̈ܪܟ ܐܝܡ̈ܓܘ ܨܝܟܝܪܚ.   
56
 John the Solitary, Briefe 1 (Rignell:10:17-11:1).  ܟܝܐ ܬܣܐܕ ܇ܐܛܝܡܭ ܟܝܐܕ ܥܩܕ ܥܘܮܝ ܐܛܝܮܣ ܨܣ ܰܝܒ ܐܰ̈ܝܣ 
ܐܰܚܘܒܭܰܒ ܇ܝܚܘܒܐܕ ܐܧܟܗ ܦܐ ܨܧܚ ܨܧܝܪܡܩ ܨܣ ܐܰܝܕܘܤܥܣ  .ܐ ܠ ܐܘܗ ܐܝ̈ܛܒܕ ܨܝܕܒܥܮܣܕ ܐܗܞ̈ܛܠ ܟܠܗܦ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ 
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According to John, the new life that accompanies the transformation of the corporeal man 
to the spiritual man brings with it a new way of life, which is the way of life of the 
heavenly angels.  Human beings begin to execute the new way of life though baptism, 
which instills a new ability to participate in the angelic way of life of the world to come.  
Baptism brings the way of life of the resurrection into this world. 
 In summary, John manifests a strong interest in the transformation from the way 
of life of this world to the way of life of the new world, or as he also calls it, the way of 
the new life.  This transformation is made possible by the incarnation and resurrection of 
Christ and the beginning of this transformation occurs during baptism.  As much as 
possible, monks are expected to mold their ascetical way of life according to the future 
way of life of the world to come.  Since this way of life is the way of life of the heavenly 
kingdom, it is the same way of life of the heavenly angels. 
 
 
4.3.2  THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE NEW WORLD AND THE WAY OF THE NEW LIFE ACCORDING 
TO ISAAC OF NINEVEH 
 
 
 Isaac exhibits a similar interest in the future way of life by incorporating the 
phrases ―way of the new life‖ and ―way of life of the new world‖ into his discussion of 
the ascetical life.
57
  Just as he had done before with John‘s phraseology concerning the 
hope to come and the transformation into the inner man, Isaac reorients these two phrases 
so that they fit within the larger context of his ascetical system.  Even more so than John, 
                                                                                                                                                 
ܐܝ̈ܚܗܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܪܰܒܕ ܇ܐܰܤܝܩ ܢܘܦ̇ܗ ܨܝܗܒܪܣܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܒ ܐܬܘܡܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܝܡ̈ܥ  .ܨܝܕܝܰܥ ܨܝܕ ܢܘܘܗܦܕ ܚ̈ܨܝܝ ܪܰܒ ܇ܐܰ̇ܤܝܩ ܐ ܠ ܐܘܗ 
܇ܨܝܗܬܒܪܣܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܒ ܐܟܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ ܐܮܝܕ̈ܩ.  
57
 Isaac uses a similar phrase, ―way of life of the world to come‖ in Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 
3.1.1 (CSCO 637:3):  ―The life of the solitaries cast them beyond this world and their way of life resembles 
the way of life of the world to come.‖  ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܨܣ ܢܘܦܐ ܨܝܣܪ ܐܝ̈ܕܝܛܝܕ ܢܘܗܝ̈ܝܚ  .ܐ ܤܡܥܕܠ ܨܝܕ ܢܘܗܬܒܘܕܘ
ܗܒܪ̇ܣ ܕܝܰܥܕ.    
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Isaac describes the future way of life as taking place in the mind.  The way of life of this 
world is composed of bodily labor, but the way of life of the new world takes place in the 
mind.  As a result, Isaac consistently connects the way of life of the new world/way of 
the new life with intellectual perception and with prayer.  He says that human beings 
abide by the way of life of the new world while in a state of wonder because only in 
wonder can the mind perceive true knowledge of God.  While John focused on baptism as 
the beginning of the transformation to the way of life of the new world, Isaac places the 
beginning of the transformation to the way of life of the new world in the wonder that 
monks experience after prayer.  
 To begin with, Isaac appropriates John‘s use of the phrase ―way of the new life‖ 
into his understanding of the operation of the mind in the world to come.  As he indicates 
in the title, Isaac devotes Homily 2.38 to the subject of ―way of the new life.‖58  In this 
homily, Isaac implies that the way of the new life is an existence where the mind is 
astonished at the divine love.  His description of the way of the new life is as follows:  
In the new world the love of the creator governs all rational nature.  Astonishment at the 
mysteries, which will be revealed, will captivate the mind of rational beings, whom He 
has created so that they might have delight in him.
59
 
 
The way of the new life is an operation of the mind and it is lived out when the mind 
enters into a state of astonishment at the divine love.                                                                                                 
 Isaac also uses John‘s phrase ―way of life of the new world,‖ but he orients it in 
the context of prayer.  An example of this new orientation occurs in Homily 2.14, where 
Isaac contrasts two different approaches to prayer.  The first approach places a high level 
                                                 
58
  See Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.38 (CSCO 554:148).     
59
 See Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.38.2 (CSCO 554:148-49).  ܐ ܤܡܥܒܕܒ ܐܬܕܚ ܐܒܘܚ ܐܝܘܬܒܕ ܟܡܤܣ 
ܢܥ ܗܡܟ ܐܧܝܟ ܐ ܡܝܡܣ  .ܐܗܣܬܘ ܝܗܘܙܪ̈ܐܕ ܇ܨܝܡܓܰܣܕ ܐܒ̇ܭ ܗܬܘܠ ܐܦܘܗܠ ܇ܐ ܡܝܡ̈ܣܕ ܢܘܦܗ ܐܬܒܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܢܞܣ ܢܘܤܪܒܰܦܕ 
ܗܒ   .   
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of importance on rhetorical form and precision of syntax while the second approach 
downplays syntax and instead considers the meaning of each word.  Isaac condemns the 
former approach to prayer as a childish and pagan pursuit, but he praises the latter 
approach, which investigates the meaning of words, as a way of praying that instills the 
―way of life of the new world.‖     
The mindset of children attends to and investigates the order of words and it especially 
fails to present the meaning [of the words] before the intellect, from which springs forth 
prayers, requests, and virtuous reflections, which are suited to the way of life of the new 
world.
60
 
 
True prayer involves the contemplation of the meaning of words so as to arrive at 
spiritual understanding of the mysteries of God.  As such, prayer brings about a 
transformation of the monk, whose way of life begins to resemble the way of life of the 
new world rather than the way of life of the current world. 
 Since Isaac identifies the way of the new life and the way of life of the new world 
with the intellect‘s activity during prayer, he characterizes the way of life of the new 
world primarily in terms of knowledge of spiritual insights rather than ascetical actions of 
the body.  In Homily 2.20, he compares the knowledge of the new world with the 
knowledge that the body produces in this world.  While knowledge in this world requires 
the mediation of thoughts and the ascetical observance in order to arrive at truths about 
God, knowledge in the new world is direct and requires no mediation.   
The spiritual way of life is a different kind of knowledge because its service is not moved 
by, nor does it subsist in, the labors of body and soul.  Reflection accompanies those who 
serve in [these] ways of life, but as for the spiritual way of life, it is without reflection and 
without thought and it is without movement and without agitation.  Thoughts are put into 
motion in the level of the soul, whereas in the level of the spirit there is not thought, in 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.39 (CSCO 554:69).  ܐܦܗ ܬܝܓ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܇ܐܪ̈ܒܭܕܘܗ ܢܥܕ ܐܪܕܩ ܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ 
ܢܘܒܪܥܦ ܢܞܒܰܦܘ ܇ܢܘܗܠ ܘܠܘ ܰܝܐܬܝܰܝ ܢܘܗܡܟܘܩ ܢܘܤܝܪܦ ܐܮܝܦ ܇ܐܧܝܥܬܠ ܗܧܣܘ ܢܘܥܒܦ ܐܬ̈ܘܠܨ ܐܰܠܐܭܘ ܐ̈ܝܦܪܘ ܐܪܰ̈ܝܣ .
ܨܝܛܮ̇ܚܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܚ.  
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that the mind has been raised above the form of this world and subsists in a different kind 
of knowledge.
61
  
 
Like John, Isaac associates the way of the new life or the way of life of the new world 
with the reception of knowledge that is not ordered by the bodily senses.   
 For this reason, Isaac, like John, associates the way of life of the new world with 
the way of life of the angels, who exist in heaven and whose way of life consists in 
possessing unmediated spiritual insights. He goes on to say in Homily 2.20, 
The knowledge that belongs here by all means contains the stirring of thoughts within it, 
but that [spiritual] way of life is exalted above all other things.  Within [this spiritual way 
of life], the manner of our existence will be like when we will arise from the dead and 
when we will [live] with the holy angels.  This is [the way of life that] the angels already 
[experience] at the present.
62
  
 
Since knowledge that is perceived with the spiritual way of life is a knowledge that arises 
without any mediation of thoughts, Isaac states that the reception of this spiritual 
knowledge represents the way of life of the angels. 
 Although Isaac uses John‘s phraseology and builds on John‘s notion of the way of 
life of the new world, he also reorients this notion of the future way of life into his 
ascetical system.  In particular, Isaac says that the mind in this world perceives 
unmediated, spiritual revelations — the content of the way of the new life and new world 
— through wonder.  In Homily 2.8, Isaac states that revelations of the new world 
―concern each aspect of the level to come as it is made known to the mind through the 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.6 (CSCO 554:97).  ܐܬܒܘܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܝܗ ܇ܐܬܬܚܐ ܘܠܕ ܐ ܡ̈ܤܥܒ 
ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܮܧܦܕܘ ܡ̈ܐܩ ܘܐ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܗܧܛܠܘܦ  .ܨܝܠܗܠ ܨ̇ܣ ܝ̈ܛܡܦ ܐܪ̈ܒܘܕ ܦܐ ܐܝܦܪ ܨܝܪܦ  . ̇ܘܗ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܇ܚܘܪܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܝܦܪ ܘܗ 
ܐ ܠܕܘ ܇ܒܭܘܚ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܐܥܘܙ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܐܰܦܪ  .ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚ ܨܝܕ ܐܪܟܞܒ ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܨܝܥܝܙܬܰܣ  .ܐܪܟܞܒ ܚܘܪܕ ܰܝܠ ܇ܐܒܭܘܚ ܝܡܥܬܐܕܒ ܗܠ 
ܐܦܘܗ ܨܣ ܐ̈ܤܟܩܐ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܰܥܕܝܒܘ ܐܬܬܚܐ ܡ̇ܐܩ.    
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.6 (CSCO 554:97).  ܐܰܥܕܝ ܇ܨܦܬܕ ܨܣ ܢܟ ܣܘܬܦ ܐܰܦܪ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚܕ ܰܝܐ 
 ̇ܗܒ  . ̇ܘܗ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐܬܒܘܕ ܝܡܥܣ ܘܗ ܨܣ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܨܝܠܗ  .ܐܦܗܒ ܐܦܙ ܨܧܝ̇ܘܗ ܐ ܣ ܨܧܝܤ̇ܝܩܕ ܐܰܤܝܪܒ ܨܣܕ ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܭܗܘ ܢܘܦܗ 
ܐܟ̈ܐ ܡܣ.  
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revelation of insights.‖63  The reason why these revelations are unmediated and require 
no process of thoughts is because they arise during a state of wonder in the mind.  Isaac 
goes on to say that ―wonder at the divine nature is a revelation of the new world‖ and 
―revelations of the new world are wondrous stirrings concerning God.‖64   
 Wonder is essential to the reception of spiritual revelations because, according to 
Isaac, the mind receives wonder directly.  He explains that, although care is required to 
move the mind into a state where it is capable of experiencing direct spiritual insights, 
once this care has been taken, the mind undergoes a transformation that allows it to 
perceive spiritual insights through wonder. 
The intellect accepts thought concerning the world to come without any obstacles and 
more luminously than it [accepts] insights concerning the corporeal world.  As for 
[insights concerning the corporeal world], the process needs greater purity and good 
soundness of mind, whereas [the process of accepting thoughts concerning the world to 
come] requires a little more care, and then the intellect suddenly receives a wondrous 
transformation and is easily made luminous along with the reflection.
65
 
 
Through the transformation of the mind in wonder, the monk possesses the reflective 
powers of the angels, that is, the way of the new life of the world to come. 
 In summary, Isaac uses John‘s phrases to speak about the new world.  John spoke 
of the transformation of the corporeal man into the spiritual man and the new way of life 
associated with the spiritual man.  This way of life, which he called the way of the new 
life or the way of life of the new world, begins in this life during baptism, but is fully 
realized in the world to come as the angelic existence.  Isaac borrows this framework and 
employs John‘s terminology, but he instead makes the activity of the mind the beginning 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.7 (CSCO 554:22).   ܐܧܝܡܔܒܕ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܪܟܘܝ ܝ̈ܦܙ ܨܣ ܕܚ ܕܚ ܢܥ
ܐܦܘܗܠ ܥܕܝܰܣ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ.    Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.15.8.scholia (CSCO 554:22).   
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.4 (CSCO 554:22) and The Second Part 2.8.5 (CSCO 554:22). 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.8.15 (CSCO 554:23).    ܐܒܭܘܚ ܢܥܕ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܬܝܰܝ ܰܝܐܝܧܭ ܢܒܪܣ 
ܐܧܝܥܪ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܐܪ̈ܟܦ  .ܨܣ ܝܗܘܡܟ̈ܘܩ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐ ܤܝܮܓ  .ܨܝܠܗܒ ܬܝܓ ܢܥ ܐܬܘܝܟܕ ܐܬܕܝܰܝ ܐܪܝܧܩ ܐܬܘܒܨ ܢܥܘ ܐܧܤܠܘܚ 
ܐܐܝܒܩ ܐܥܕܣܕ  . ̇ܘܗ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܘܡܝܞܒ ܘܗ ܐܬܪܘܥܙ ܐܥ̇ܒ  .ܰܝܐ ܡܝܡܩܘ ܢܒܪܣ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܐܧܡܚܘܭ ܇ܐܗܝܣܬ ܰܝܐܪܝܮܦܘ ܐܦܰܮܣ 
ܗܤܥ ܐܝܦܪܕ.    
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of this transformation to the way of life of the new world.  The culmination of this 
transformation occurs when the mind moves into a state of wonder that supersedes 
conscientious reflection.
66
  The mind‘s transformation in wonder is the pinnacle of 
Isaac‘s ascetical system and will be the subject of chapters six and seven. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 This chapter has provided an explanation for why Isaac is so interested in 
describing the ascetical life in terms of imagery from the world to come.  The explanation 
is that Isaac derives this imagery from the writings of John the Solitary.  The pervasive 
presence of the themes of knowledge of and hope for the world to come in John‘s 
writings influenced Isaac, who does not frame the ascetical life in terms of a return to 
original purity, but rather, in terms of the world to come. 
 Although Isaac borrows the framework of the world to come from John, he also 
explains how knowledge of the world to come is available in this world, even though full 
experience of the world to come is normally reserved for the righteous in heaven and 
requires a bodily transformation.  While John describes the transformation in the world to 
come in order to provide hope to Christians in this world who do not yet experience it, 
Isaac wants to provide an explanation for the manner in which Christians experience this 
eschatological transformation even in this world.  Isaac transforms John‘s hope into a 
reality that can be experienced in this world through prayer and, ultimately, through the 
mind‘s experience of wonder.   
                                                 
66
  Patrick Hagman has pointed out that Isaac understands ecstasy as a kind sacrament.  See Patrick 
Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 180-81.  In this 
case, Isaac correlates wonder with John‘s understanding of baptism as one‘s initiation into the way of life 
of the new world. 
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 The next chapter will examine Isaac‘s theory of perfection. The term ―perfection‖ 
(ܐܬܤܓ) was used by Syriac authors as a technical term in order to describe the manner 
in which a person participates in eschatological life of the world to come.  According to 
Isaac, perfection occurs when the mind of a monk experiences knowledge of the world to 
come while living in this world.
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
ISAAC‘S UNDERSTANDING OF ASCETICAL PERFECTION:  
ITINERANCY OF THE MIND AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORLD TO COME 
 
 
The last chapter showed that Isaac derived his intense interest in the world to 
come from John the Solitary.  This chapter will show that Isaac believes that the goal of 
the monk is to attain an experience of the world to come in this life.   
While John is not explicit on whether or not the monk can taste the next world in 
this life, he is clear that monks should pursue knowledge of the world to come.  For this 
reason, he defines perfection as knowledge of the world to come.  Isaac follows John in 
associating perfection with knowledge of the world to come, for since the world to come 
is a spiritual reality, experience of it occurs in the mind because the mind alone is capable 
of processing spiritual insights.  While the body and soul are capable of processing 
material insights concerning the nature of the created order, Isaac says that they are 
incapable of comprehending spiritual realities. 
Isaac distinguishes himself from John in seeking to assimilate traditional Syriac 
notions of perfection into John‘s image of mental perfection that allows the monk to 
experience the world to come even in this life.  In the traditional Syriac milieu, as 
described early on by the Acts of Thomas and the Pseudo-Clementine Letters to Virgins, 
perfection is tied to physical itinerancy.
1
  For a monk to be perfect, he needs to be free to 
be itinerant: in practical terms, he needs to be celibate.  John‘s association of perfection 
with knowledge, however, leads Isaac to redefine the itinerancy necessary for perfection.  
                                                 
1
 For more on early itinerant monasticism in Syria, see Daniel Caner, Wandering, Begging Monks: Spiritual 
Authority and the Promotion of Monasticism in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2002), 57-77. 
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No longer does perfection depend on physical itinerancy and the celibacy necessary to 
support it, but now, for Isaac, perfection depends on mental itinerancy.  Isaac continues 
the Syriac connection of itinerancy with perfection but he says that this necessary 
itinerancy is itinerancy of the mind, not the body. 
This redefinition of perfection from physical itinerancy to mental itinerancy is 
found clearly in Isaac but is also apparent in his contemporary Dadisho.  Dadisho, who 
associates perfection with both physical and mental itinerancy, shows that the mental 
definition of itinerancy began to replace the physical definition of itinerancy in the 
seventh-century, during the time of both Isaac and Dadisho.  Isaac is the first Syriac 
writer to consistently and cohesively present this new understanding of perfection and to 
fully integrate John‘s definition of perfection as knowledge of the world to come with the 
traditional association between perfection and itinerancy. 
The first part of this chapter will show that Isaac continues his dependence on 
John by conceiving of perfection in terms of knowledge of the world to come, although 
Isaac specifically associates perfection with the activity of the mind.  The second part 
will show how Isaac assimilates this new conception of perfection with the traditional 
Syriac conception through his redefinition of itinerancy.  In order for a monk to 
experience the world to come in this life he must achieve the perfection of an itinerant 
mind.  The third part will compare Isaac‘s understanding of perfection with two other 
Syriac texts: the Book of Steps, an anonymous Syriac text written sometime around the 
late fourth- or early fifth-century, and Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah.2  While 
the Book of Steps represents an older model of perfection that defined itinerancy in terms 
                                                 
2
 For further background on Dadisho‘s commentary on Abba Isaiah, see Luise Abramowski, ―Dadisho 
Qatraya and his Commentary on the Book of Abbas Isaiah,‖ The Harp 4 (1991): 67-83. 
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of celibacy and made a strict demarcation between perfect Christians and Christians who 
have not yet achieved perfection, Dadisho‘s text marks the beginnings of a switch to an 
understanding of perfection as the mind‘s itinerant ascent into heaven because it 
incorporates elements from the older model of perfection associated with the Book of 
Steps and the newer model associated with Isaac, whose ascetical homilies represent the 
culmination of the newer understanding of perfection. 
 
 
5.1  PERFECTION AS KNOWLEDGE: JOHN THE SOLITARY‘S INFLUENCE ON ISAAC‘S MODEL 
OF PERFECTION 
 
 
 John derives his understanding of the relationship between knowledge and 
perfection from his interpretation of 1 Cor 2.6 where Paul says that the wisdom of the 
perfect is not of this world.  In an extended commentary on this verse in On the Soul and 
Passions, John explains that perfection involves more than what can be observed in this 
world; rather, it requires knowledge of the world to come.   
When the Corinthians did many wondrous things with glossolalia and their interpretation 
of languages, with prophecies in which they predicted things to come in [this world], and 
with other admirable things, they were not able to understand the mystery of the wisdom 
concerning that world.  The apostle accuses them, saying that not only when he came to 
them was he unable to speak with them about the wisdom of that world, which he called 
―perfect food‖, but [he says that] ―they were unable to receive at that time‖ [1 Cor 3.2].  
However, we speak of the wisdom among the perfect: a wisdom that is not of this world.
3
   
 
According to John, the attainment of perfection requires the possession of wisdom but 
this wisdom is not always found among those who perform visible Christian actions, such 
as miracles.  He explains, ―Numerous are those who have performed admirable miracles, 
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 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:10:27-11:9).   ܐ ܡܡܤܤܒ ܘܘܗ ܨܝܕܒ̰ܥ ܐܐܝܔ̈ܩ ܘܗ̈ܣܬ ܕܟ ܫܝܰܦܪ̈ܘܩ
 ܐܬܗܘ̈ܣܬ ܥܥ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܐܘܪܦܕ ܐܬ̇ܐܕ ܡܕܣ ܨܝܬܣ̇ܐ ܘܘܗ ܨܝܣܕܪܣܕ ܐܬܘܝܒ̈ܧܒ ܐܧ̈ܮܠܕ ܢܘܗܤܓܪܘܬܘ ܐܧ̈ܮܠܕ
ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܚܐ  .ܘܘܗ ܨܝܛܟܮܣ ܢܘܥܤܮܦܕ ܐ ܡܦܐ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘ̇ܗ ܢܥܕ ܐܰܤܟܚܕ ܐܙܪܐ  .ܬܣ̇ܐܘ ܐܛܝܡܭ ܬܝܓ ܢܘܗܠ ܐ̇ܭܪ .
 ܐܰܠܘܟܐ ܣ ̇ܗܠ ܐܬ̇ܩܕ ܇ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܢܘܗܤܥ ܢܡܤܦܕ ܜܟܭܐ ܐ ܠ ܢܘܗܬܘܠ ܢܥ ܕܟ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐܘܗ ܐ ܠܕ 
ܐܬܬܝܤܓ  .ܘܡܒܪܤܠ ܢܘܰܦܐ ܨܝܛܟܮܣ ܐܭܗ ܥܠ ܐ ܡܦܐ ܐ ܠܐ  . ܐ ܠ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܇ܐܪ̈ܝܤܔܒ ܨܧܝܡܡܤܣ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܐ ܠܐ
ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܗܕ.   Page and line numbers refer to Ein Dialog über Die Seele und Die Affecte des Menschen, ed. 
Sven Dedering (Leiden: Brill, 1936).   
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cast out demons, purified leprosy, and healed diseases and yet are still unaware of the 
wisdom of that world, for it is greater than everything that is admirable in this world.‖4  
The knowledge of the heavenly world, therefore, is a special sort of wisdom that is 
unrelated to the ability to perform miracles.   
 John uses this understanding of wisdom in 1 Cor 2.6 to make a distinction 
between people who have obtained both wisdom and perfection and people who are still 
operating in the soulish or bodily stages of the spiritual life.  People who are in the 
soulish stage are capable of performing miracles, but they do so without knowledge of 
the mysteries, that is, the wisdom of heaven.
5
  Their science is a science of this world.  
According to John, the ability to perform miracles requires the soulish person to have an 
acute awareness of the physical world, but this awareness does not necessarily extend 
into the heavenly realm, or to the spiritual stage of the ascetical life.    
The gift that the soulish person receives heals the infirmities of the body through his 
miracles by virtue of the faith of [those] who see [them].  [Knowledge] of the affairs of 
scandals and of wars are revealed to him, [but they know these things because they have 
had experience] just like a captain [knows how to make predictions] about sea breezes or 
like [the way] a doctor [knows how to heal] infirmities of the body.
6
 
                                                 
4
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:10:24-27).   ܇ܐܬܗܝ̈ܣܬ ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐ ܘܬܥܩܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܬܝܓ ܐܐܝܒ̈ܩ
ܐܗܝܪ̈ܟ ܘܤܡܚܐܘ ܐܒܪ̈ܓ ܘܝܟܕܘ ܐܕ̈ܐܭ ܘܪܦܐܘ  . ̇ܘܒܓܪܐ ܐ ܠ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܐܰܤܟܛܒܘ  . ܢܟ ܨܣ ܝܗ ܐܒܪܕ ܢܞܣ
ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܗܒ ܐܗܝܣܬ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܡܕܣ.  
5
 See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:11:14-20): ―The power of all these miracles is teaching 
concerning God and it is not [the case] that the one who does [these miracles] and the one who sees them 
will also know by them what is understood in life after the resurrection.  This [teaching] is more interior in 
its strength than the gift of miracles in the same way that the soul is more interior than the body.  If 
performing miracles was greater than the wisdom concerning the life of the world to come, then why, after 
the resurrection, does [God] not give the righteous powers to perform [miracles] instead of the wisdom of 
mysteries?‖  ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐ ܨܝܗܡܟܕ ܬܝܓ ܐ ܡܝܚ  .ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܗܠܐ ܢܥܕ ܐܬܘܧܧܡܣ  . ̇ܝܗ ܨܝܗܒ ܥܕܦ ܦܐܕ ܐܘܗ ܐ ܠ
ܢܘܗܠ ܐܙ̈ܚܕ ܘ̇ܗܘ ܇ܨܝܗܠ ܕܒ̇ܥܕ  .ܐ ܤܚܘܦ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܝ̈ܛܒ ܢܟܰܪܦ ܐܧܣܕ  . ܨܣ ̇ܗܬܘܦܰܡܝܛܒ ܝܗ ܐܝܘܔܣ ܬܝܓ ܐܕܗ
 ̇ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐܕ ܐܰܒܗܘܣ  .ܐܬܔܦ ܨܣ ܐܮܧܦ ܐܝܘܔܣܕ ܟܝܐ  . ܢܥܕ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܨܣ ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐܕ ܐܬܘܪܘܥܩ ܐܒܪ ܨܝܕ ܢܐ
ܐܕܝܰ̈ܥ ܐܝ̈ܚ  .ܐܕܝܰ̈ܥ ܐܝ̈ܚ ܢܥܕ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܨܡܚ ܐ ܤܚܘܦ ܪܰܒ ܐܧܤܠ  . ܝܗܘܙܪ̈ܐܕ ܐܰܤܟܚ ܨܡܚ ܐ ܤܚܘܦ ܪܰܒ ܐܧܤܠ
ܐ ܡ̈ܝܚ ܢܘܬܥܪܦܕ ܐܪ̈ܝܕܙܠ ܒܗܝ ܐ ܠ.  
6
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:10:14-18).  ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܢܒܣܕ ܬܝܓ ܐܰܒܗܘܣ  . ܐܬܔܦܕ ܝܗܘܒ̈ܐܟܠ
ܐܝܙ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܒ ܗܬܘ
̈
ܬܐܒ ܐܩܐ ܣ  .ܗܠ ܐ ܡܓܰܣ ܐܒܪ̈ܩܕܘ ܐ ܡ̈ܮܟܕ ܐܬܘ̈ܒܨ ܢܥܘ  . ܨܣ ܐܮܧܝ̈ܧܒ ܦܐܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ
ܨܝܬܣ̇ܐ ܨܝܣܕܪܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܟܝܐܕ ܐܧܝܪܦ  .ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܒ̈ܟ ܢܥ ܐܝܩܐ ܟܝܘܐ ܇ܐ ܤܝܕ ܣܪ̈ܐܐ ܢܥ ܐܞܝܦܬܒܘܩ ܟܝܐ.    Cf. 
John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:11:23-12:3):  ―Since the power of miracles is, as it were, the 
soulish stage for human beings such that the soul is constituted between the bodily [stage] and the spiritual 
[stage] in that it is neither like the body nor the perfect spiritual existence of the angels in this life, the 
power of miracles exists between error and truth in order to distance oneself from error and come closer to 
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The ability to accurately predict events in this world is in no way connected to the 
possession of heavenly wisdom.   
 Due to their deep awareness of the physical world, John says that many soulish 
people who perform miracles mistakenly think that they have achieved perfection.  For 
example, false zeal begins in the soulish monk precisely when he begins to realize that he 
no longer commits sinful actions and therefore mistakenly thinks that he has achieved 
perfection.  ―Zeal begins to exist in the soulish person for this reason,‖ John explains, 
―when [the monk] is elevated above the evil deeds that are seen in the body but is 
unaware of those who are greater than him, he becomes convinced that that thing that is 
in him is perfection.‖7  Elsewhere, John speaks of people who are in the soulish stage of 
the spiritual life who have the ―pretension of being in perfection.‖8  Authentic wisdom 
regarding the heavenly mysteries is reserved for the few and those who think they 
understand the heavenly mysteries may be deceiving themselves.   
  Like John, Isaac also defines perfection as the possession of heavenly knowledge.  
Isaac makes the point that perfection is defined in terms of knowledge quite explicitly in 
Homily 3.13: ―The place of perfection is knowledge,‖ but he also correlates the life of 
perfection with the attainment of heavenly knowledge.
9
   Isaac speaks of this noetic 
                                                                                                                                                 
truth.  For this reason, the life of that world, since it is more sublime than error, is also more sublime than 
miracles since there is no one there who needs to be freed from error.‖    ܟܝܐ ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܐܦܗ ܢܞܣ
ܐܮܧܝ̈ܧܒܠ ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܘܗ ܐܪܟܝ  . ܐ ܠܘ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܬܔܦ ܟܝܐ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܠ ܐܬܘܦܬܔܦ ܰܝܒ ܐܮܧܦ ܐ ܤܝܩܕ ܐܧܟܝܐܕ
ܐܝ̈ܚ ܨܝܠܗܒ ܐܬܝܤܓ ܐܟܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ ܐܬܘܧܚܘܪ ܟܝܐ  . ܨܣ ܫܚܬܣܕ ܇ܐܪܬܮܠ ܐܬܘܝܥܬ ܰܝܒ ܐܬܘܬ̈ܐܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܡܐܩ ܐܧܟܗ
ܐܪܬܮܠ ܒܬܪܣܘ ܐܬܘܝܥܬ  .ܐܬܘܝܥܬ ܨܣ ܨܝܣܪܕ ܠܘܞܣ ܇ܐ ܤܡܥ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܐܝ̈ܚ ܐܦܗ ܢܞܣ  . ܇ܐܬ̈ܘܬܐ ܨܣ ܦܐ ܨܝܣܪ
ܐܬܘܝܥܬ ܨܣ ܨܣܬ ܩܘܧܦܕ ܫܝܧܩܕ ܰܝܠܕ ܢܞܣ.    
7
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 (Dedering:21:6-10).  ܐܰܡܥ ܐܕܗ ܨܣ ܐܝܧܒܧܧܒ ܐܧܧܝ ܐܘܗܦܕ ܢܥܟܗ ܐܬܒܣ  .
ܒܓܪܐ ܐ ܠ ܗܧܣ ܨܒܪܘܪ̈ܕ ܨܝܡܝܐܒܘ ܇ܐܬܔܧܒ ܨܝܙܚܰܣܕ ܐܒ̈ܝܒ ܐܕ̈ܒܥ ܨܣ ܗܠ ܝܡܥܬܐܕ ܢܞܣ  . ܡܕܣ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܗܠ ܬܒ̇ܩ
ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓ ܘܝܘܗ ܗܒ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ.    
8
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:66:27).  ܐܬܘܬܝܤܔܒܕ ܐܬܘܦܬܒܪܣ   
9
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.1 (CSCO 637:105).  ܝܗ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܕ ̇ܗܪܬܐ.   Page 
numbers refer to Isacco Di Ninive Terza Collezione, ed. Sabino Chialà, CSCO 637, Scriptores Syri 246 
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perfection in Homily 2.40 in its future, eschatological state, when God will someday 
bring all people to an ―equal state of perfection. . .in [a state] in which the holy angels are 
now, in perfection of love and an intellect without passions. . .for all are going to exist in 
a single love, a single intellect, a single will, and a single perfection of knowledge.‖10  In 
the world to come, the angels and saints in heaven will achieve perfection and acquire 
perfect knowledge of the heavenly mysteries.   
 At the same time, Isaac implies that perfection can be obtained in this life in a 
more explicit fashion than John does.  Although he warns against the common mistake of 
thinking perfection has been achieved when it really has not, Isaac explicitly says that 
some people do achieve perfection in this world.
 11
  In Homily 1.18, for example, he 
describes a certain solitary who would assume the habits of sin in order to maintain 
humility and he says that this sort of behavior is not profitable for all men, but for the 
―great and perfect only.‖12  According to Isaac, perfect knowledge of heaven is available 
to those monks who, through ascetical labors, have prepared their minds to receive it.
13
   
                                                                                                                                                 
(Louven: Peeters, 2011).  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.13 (CSCO 637:108), where Isaac 
says that the greatest thing of all is the perfection of knowledge. 
10
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.40.4-5 (CSCO 554:164).  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione 
Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:122:18-123:1): ―If he [the monk attempting to achieve perfection] dies in this 
expectation [not yet having been perfected], without having seen that [promised] land nearby, I think that 
his inheritance will be with the ancient righteous, who waited for perfection, according to the word of the 
Apostle, but did not see it, yet labored for all of their lifetime in confidence that they [would obtain] it until 
they fell asleep.‖ ܥܥ ܗܬܘܬܬܝܕ ܐܦܐ ܕܒܩ ܇ܐܒܪܘܩ ܨܣ ̇ܝܗ ܐܥܪܐ ܠ ̇ܗܙܚ ܐ ܠ ܕܟ ܇ܬܐ ܣ ܐܝܟܘܩ ܐܦܗܒ ܗܒ ܨܝܕܦܐ
 ܢܘܗܡܟ ܘܡܤܥ ̇ܗܬܒܩ ܢܥܘ ܇ܘܙܚ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܐܛܝܡܭܕ ܗܰܡܣ ܟܝܐ ܇ܐܬܘܬܝܤܔܠ ܘܝܟܩܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܇ܐܝܘܗ ܐܝܣܕܩ ܐܦܐܟ
ܘܟܣܕܘ ܐܰܣܘܝ.   Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-
XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995).   
11
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.82 (Bedjan:578:5-20) and De Perfectione Religiosa 
1.72 (Bedjan:495:15-20).  Page and line numbers refer to Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, 
ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007). 
12
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.18 (Bedjan:143:14). 
13
 Also see Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:122:10-17), where he states that if a 
monk ―heightens his natural fervor. . .[God] will open His gate before him,‖ thus implying that heavenly 
knowledge is available to monks in this world. 
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 The difficulty of achieving perfection in this life is a constant but attainable 
struggle.  In Homily 1.12, Isaac says that there is an intermediate stage between the 
novitiate on the left, and perfection on the right, but he acknowledges the difficulty of 
moving from the intermediate stage to the stage of perfection.
14
    
But what shall we say when someone does not reach [the stage that enables him] to enter 
the promised land, which is the stage of the perfect, and to find truth openly in so far as 
nature is capable?  Shall he then remain and for this reason [exist] in that low stage, 
which converses entirely with the left hand?
15
 
 
In this passage, Isaac presents the paradox surrounding the question of obtaining 
perfection in this world.  The goal of every monk is to move from the intermediate stage 
to the stage of perfection, but this goal is impossible to attain through natural means.  
Since heavenly knowledge is spiritual, it cannot be processed through the natural 
capabilities of human beings in the same way that human beings process material 
knowledge.  Yet, Isaac is explicit: human beings can achieve perfection in this world. 
 Since Isaac believes that perfection is attainable in this life, he must find a way to 
account for how a person moves beyond the intermediate stage and acquires the heavenly 
knowledge appropriate to the stage of perfection.  His solution is to say that monks who 
advance into the highest stage of the ascetical life attain perfection through knowledge 
and awareness of the heavenly wisdom, even though this heavenly knowledge is only 
attainable with the assistance of divine grace.  While still on this earth, monks enter the 
perfect stage of the ascetical life and comprehend the heavenly mysteries because divine 
grace makes their minds wander (ܐܗܦ) into heaven.  Still in Homily 1.12, Isaac says, 
                                                 
14
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:122:2-4):  ―The second [stage] is the 
middle: [it lies] between the passionate [stage] and the spiritual [stage].  Thoughts of the right hand and of 
the left hand equally move it.‖  ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܠ ܐܬܘܭܘܮܚ ܰܝܒ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܝܥܨܣ ܇ܨܝܪܬܕ  . ܐܧܝܤܝܕ ܐܒܭܘܚܘ
ܗܒ ܨܝ̇ܗܒܦ ܰܝܐܝܘܭ ܇ܐ ܡܤܩܕܘ.  
15
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:123:2-5).  ܯܦܐ ܐܞܤܦ ܐ ܠ ܢܐ ܇ܬܣܐܦ ܐܧܣ ܐ ܠܐ
 ܫܘܧܦ ܇ܐܧܝܟ ܫܧܩܕ ܐ ܤܟ ܐ ܡܔܒ ܨܝܥ ܐܪܬܮܠ ܜܟܮܦܘ ܇ܐܬܝܤܓܕ ܐܪܟܝ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܧܟܠܘܣܕ ܐܥܪܐ ܠ ܠܘܥܦܕ ̇ܝܗܠ
ܐܧܥ ܐ ܡܤܪܒ ܗܡܟܕ ܇ܐܝܰܚܬ ̇ܘܗ ܐܪܟܞܒ ܐܦܗ ܨܣܘ ܢܝܟܣ.    
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Even though he is not deemed worthy of the entirety of that grace here, his mind shall 
wander around [there] by virtue of its intimacy with [that grace, even though he remains] 
far away.   Through the provocation that comes from [that grace] he will eliminate and 
fly away from evil thoughts for as long as he lives.  In this hope, while his heart is filled 
with God, he departs from this world.
16
 
 
Though the body and soul cannot, the mind is capable of ―flying into heaven‖ with the 
assistance of divine grace.  This interior ascent enables the monk to participate in the 
heavenly life with the angels and saints. 
 This emphasis on interior ascent, or rather, the ability of the mind to wander into 
heaven when it is moved by divine grace, is a hallmark of Isaac‘s ascetical system.17  In 
Homily 3.2, he also describes perfection in terms of the mind‘s ability to take flight and 
enter into the heavenly realm in order to receive knowledge. 
This stage of perfection requires the banner of the solitary way of life in stillness and 
hermetical labor in one‘s cell.  The body must be humbled while the intellect is 
invigorated, the senses must grow weak while knowledge is exalted, the limbs [of the 
body] must be brought low while the thoughts are lighted in splendor, then the mind will 
take flight and ascend to divine contemplation.
18
   
 
The flight of the mind into heaven allows a person to receive heavenly knowledge while 
still remaining in the material world. 
 The occasion that inspires the mind to take flight and wander into heaven is, for 
Isaac, the moment of prayer.  During prayer, God opens up a passageway (ܐܬܬܒܥܣ) 
through which the wandering human mind can enter into heaven.  In Homily 2.35, he 
details how monks receive knowledge of the heavenly mysteries during prayer and how 
their minds pass from the boundaries of this world and wander into the heavenly realm 
through a passageway: ―These are the things [supplication of God during prayer] that 
                                                 
16
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:123:9-13).  ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ̇ܗܡܟ ̇ܝܗܠ ܐܘܰܮܦ ܐ ܠ ܨܦܐܩ
ܗܦܘܗ ܐܗܧܦ ܇ܫܝܚܪ ܕܟ ̇ܗܤܥܕ ܐܧܝܧܥܒ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܨܦܬ  .ܐܮܝܒ ܐܮܒܘܚ ܨܣ ܕܤܦ ܩܘܪܧܦ ܜܝܕ ܐ ܤܟ ̇ܗܡܥܕ ܐܓܪܘܔܒܘ .
ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܨܣ ܐܧܮܣ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܨܣ ܗܒܠ ܐ ܡܣ ܕܟ ܇ܐܬܒܩ ܐܦܗܒܘ .    
17
 See also Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.15.5 (CSCO 554:74-75).   
18
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.2.17 (CSCO 637:9).   ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܐܮܝܦ ܥܒ
̇
ܬ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܕ ܐܪܟܝ ܐܦܗ
ܐܚܪܘܟܒܕ ܐܝܕܘܛܠ ܐ ܡܤܥܘ ܐܝܡܮܒܕ ܐܝܕܝܛܝ  .ܥܡ̇ܥܰܣ ܐܧܝܥܪܘ ܇ܢܦ
̇
ܰܮܣ ܐܬܔܦ  . ܐܰܥܕܝܘ ܇ܘܡܛ̇ܣܬܐ ܐܮܓܪ̈
ܐ ܤܝܪܬܰܣ  .ܢܘܗܬܘܝܗܙܒ ܨܝܩܬܒܣ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܘ ܇ܒܚ
̇
ܬ ܐ ܣ̈ܕܗ  .ܗܝܪܘܐܰܒ ܐܗܠܐ ܬܘܠ ܐ ܡ̈ܥܰܣܘ ܇ܚܬ
̇
ܦܕ ܐܦܘܗ.   Cf.  
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open up for us the door to that knowledge of truth, which is exalted above all [other 
knowledge] and provides the mind with a passageway across to the glorious mysteries of 
the adored divine nature.‖19  During prayer, the Holy Spirit supplies the mind of perfect 
Christian with a passageway to heaven so that it can access the heavenly mysteries. 
 Once a passageway for the mind has been opened, Isaac says that the Holy Spirit 
instills perfect knowledge into the mind of the praying monk, who experiences this 
knowledge in the form of sudden inspirational stirrings.  Just as a praying monk 
experiences joy when he feels a sudden burst of inspiration that originates from his own 
mind, so too does he rejoice when he receives inspiration from the Holy Spirit. 
[The same joy is felt] with other stirrings that are in the constitution of prayer, which the 
Holy Spirit sets into motion in the saints, in whose utterances are ineffable mysteries and 
insights.  When the form of prayer provides some sign of their insights, this is an 
indication of the mysteries and perfect knowledge that [the saints] have received mingled 
into [their prayers], through wisdom from the Spirit.
20
 
 
During prayer, the intellects of monks who have achieved perfection ascend to heaven 
and receive knowledge through stirrings that are set in motion by the Holy Spirit.
21
 
 Isaac does not emphasize visible perfection of the itinerant life because he focuses 
instead on the monk‘s reception of knowledge during prayer.  Ascetical actions, such as 
the celibacy required for physical itinerancy, are part of the bodily, lower stage of the 
ascetical life and are a means to achieving knowledge.  Perfection is knowledge of the 
future world while ascetical actions are the means to perfection.  Isaac therefore presents 
                                                 
19
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.5 (CSCO 554:125). ̇ܝܗ ܐܪܬܭܕ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܥܪܬ ܨܠ ܨܚܰ
̈
ܦܕ ܨܝ̈ܦܐ ܨܝܠܗ
ܐܝܗܠܐܘ ܐܦܕܓܰܪܣ ܐܧܝܟܕ ܐܛ̈ܝܒܭ ܐܙܪ̈ܐ ܬܘܠ ܐܦܘܗܠ ܐܬܬܒܥܣ ܨܒ̇ܗܝܘ ܇ܢܟ ܨܣ ܐܝܡܥܣܕ.  
20
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.43 (CSCO 554:70-71).  ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܐܮܝܧܒܕ ܐܬܘܧܥ̈ܝܙܬܰܣܕ ܐܟܬܭ ܥܥ
ܨܝܡܡܣܰܣ ܐ ܠܕ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܘ ܐܙܪ̈ܐ ܢܘܗܝܡ̈ܤܒ ܰܝܐܕ ܇ܐܮ̈ܝܕܪܒ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܥܝܙܣ  . ܐܬܘܠܙܕ ܨܝܗܤܟܩܐ ܕܟܘ
ܨܝܗܒ ܐܞܡܛܣ ܨܝܡܒܪܣ ܐܚܘܪ ܨܣܕ ܐܰܤܟܛܒܕ ܐܬܬܝܤܓ ܐܰܥܕܝܘ ܐܙܪ̈ܐܕ ܘܗ ܐܩܕܘܒ ܇ܨܝܗܡܟܘܩܕ ܐܮܝܦ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܩ.  
21
 See also Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.3.9 (CSCO 637:12): ―The [sort of] prayer that is fitting for 
perfection is such that those who choose [perfection] as their life long for heaven and they receive the 
perfect commandments. . .[Once] the intellect [has risen above] all these earthly things,  it will be brought 
into perfection.‖ ܇ܘܒܐ̇ܝܬܐ ܐܝܤܮܠܘ ܢܘܗܠ ܘܒܓ ܐ̈ܝܚ ܨܝܠܗ ܟܝܐܕ ܨܝܡܝܐܕܕ ܇ܐ ܤܛܠ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܔܠܕ ܨܝܕܣ ܐܪܰܡܠܨ
ܘܡܒ̇ܩ ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓ ܐܦ̈ܕܩܘܧܒܘ. . .ܐܥܕܣܕ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܔܒ ܢܘܡ̇ܥܰܦܕ ܐܰܝܧܥܪ̈ܐ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܢܕܘ.     
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a subtle polemic against the notion that perfection is achieved with visible ascetical 
actions.  In Homily 1.51, he states that the soul desists from service during the perfect 
stage of knowledge and that this desisting is a symbol of the future when the soul will 
find delight in intellectual occupations alone.
22
  Ascetical actions are no longer necessary 
in the future world and since perfection in this world mirrors perfection in the future 
world, visible ascetical actions cannot be the measure of perfection.   
 To summarize, Isaac‘s concern to define perfection in terms of the mind‘s ability 
to wander into heaven and acquire knowledge of the world to come demonstrates that he 
understands perfection in terms of John the Solitary‘s definition.  John distinguishes 
perfect Christians from imperfect Christians according to wisdom: perfect Christians 
have obtained heavenly wisdom while imperfect Christians only have knowledge of 
creation.  Isaac follows John in classifying perfection in terms of knowledge rather than 
celibacy and physical itinerancy, but he still describes the attainment of knowledge with 
language that emphasizes itinerancy.  In particular, he describes how the mind wanders or 
flies into heaven in order to receive knowledge.  This language reveals Isaac‘s concern to 
define perfection, in accord with the Syriac tradition, in terms of itinerancy.  The next 
section of this chapter will show that Isaac is the one of the first Syriac authors to present 
a coherent model of perfection with this revised definition of itinerancy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
22
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.51 (Bedjan:275:7-9).   ܇ܐܧܛܡܡܦ ܨܣ ܐܮܧܦܕ ܘܗ ܐܭܘܦ
ܢܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܰ̈ܒܝܕ ܐܙܪ̈ܐܒ ܇ܐ ܤܪܒܰܣ ܐܥܕܣܕ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐܝܦܬܒܕ ܇ܐܕܝܰܥܕ ̇ܝܗܕ ܘܗ ܐܪܦܘܝܘ.   Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, 
De Perfectione Religiosa 1.81 (Bedjan:573:19-574:1).   
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5.2 DADISHO AS HISTORICAL MARKER: TWO SYRIAC TRADITIONS OF PERFECTION COLLIDE 
 
 
 We turn now to an examination of how the concept of perfection changed during 
the seventh-century, when Isaac was composing his ascetical homilies.  In order to 
understand how Isaac‘s conception of perfection relied on earlier Syriac conceptions of 
perfection, I will compare Isaac‘s model of perfection with the model proposed by the 
anonymous author of the Book of Steps and with Isaac‘s contemporary, Dadisho of Qatar, 
who writes about perfection in his Commentary on Abba Isaiah.  During the course of 
this comparison, I will respond to two currents in the scholarship on early Syriac 
Christianity that require further examination.  The first is the call for more study on the 
nature and extent of the interrelationship between Isaac and Dadisho.  Scholars such as 
Sebastian Brock and Sabino Chialà assume that these two authors knew each other since 
they were both seventh-century contemporaries from Qatar and since they both had 
associations with the influential monastic school of Rabban Shabur.
23
  The second current 
is a standard-scholarly position that the anonymous Book of Steps, written sometime in 
the early fifth-century, was an isolated expression of asceticism.
24
 
                                                 
23
 See Sebastian Brock, Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part‘, xxxix-xl and Sabino Chialà, 
Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla miseriocrdia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: 
Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 42-43. 
24
 Scholars have often emphasized the singularity of the Book of Step‘s ascetical system in comparison to 
other Greek and Syriac notions of asceticism.  See Robert Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 35, who emphasizes the ―isolated character‖ of the Book of 
Steps and concludes that it has hardly any relationship with the asceticism of Aphrahat and Ephrem.  Also 
see Robert Kitchen, ―The Gattung of the Liber Graduum: Implications for a Sociology of Asceticism,‖ in 
IV Symposium Syriacum 1984.  Literary Genres in Syriac Literature, OCA 229, ed. H.W.J. Drijvers et al. 
(Rome: Pontificium Institutum Orientale, 1987), 173: ―Syriac literature, at its heart, is an ascetical literature 
and the Liber Graduum appears to be a singular form of this ascetical ethos.‖  Finally, see Daniel Caner, 
Wandering, Begging Monks, 108, who also draws the same conclusion: ―The author‘s division of Christian 
society into two stages or ranks . . . was not a radical proposition in the Syrian milieu . . . The Book of 
Steps, however, differs from anything we have seen so far . . . in its stark vision of ascetic poverty and 
frank discussion of what this meant in actual practice.‖ 
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 In studying the relationship between the Book of Steps, Dadisho, and Isaac on the 
theme of perfection, I will formulate a thesis that responds to both of these scholarly 
currents.  This thesis will be that Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah exists as a 
historical marker for the transition from an older itinerant model of perfection associated 
with the Book of Steps to a new understanding of the relationship between itinerancy and 
perfection within the model of perfection associated with Isaac and the monastic school 
of Rabban Shabur.  This thesis responds to the first current by exposing definite points of 
connection between Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah and Isaac‘s Ascetical 
Homilies.  The response to the second current is a re-evaluation of the isolated nature of 
the Book of Steps.
25
  While older ascetical tradition preserved in the Book of Steps 
influenced some authors, including Dadisho, this influence was short and soon 
overshadowed by the influence of the newer understanding of itinerancy and perfection 
championed by Isaac.
26
  Isaac‘s complete abandonment of some elements from the older 
model of perfection preserved in the Book of Steps, due to their incompatibility with his 
                                                 
25
 Another approach to scholarship on the Book of Steps emphasizes the similarities between the Book of 
Steps and other ascetical texts.  See, for example, the pair of articles by Aelred Baker, who examined the 
influence of the Gospel of Thomas and the Diatetessaron on the Book of Steps: Aelred Baker, ―The Gospel 
of Thomas and the Syriac Liber Graduum,‖ New Testament Studies 12 (1965/1966): 49-55; Aelred Baker, 
―The Significance of the New Testament of the Syriac Liber Graduum,‖ Studia Evangelica 5, Texte und 
Untersüchungen 103 (1968): 171-75.  Also see Columba Stewart, Working the Earth of the Heart (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1991), who finds common ground between the Greek Ps.-Macarian Homilies and the 
Book of Steps in that both utilize a distinctive vocabulary to describe a way to Christian perfection and to 
portray parallels between the church and the soul.  Finally, see Alexander Golitzin, ―Recovering the ‗Glory 
of Adam‘, ‗Divine Light‘ Traditions in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Christian Ascetical Literature of the 
Fourth-Century Syro-Mespotamia,‖ in The Dead Sea Scrolls as Background to Postbiblical Judaism and 
Early Christianity ed. James R. Davila (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 275-308. 
26
 Although scholars are unable to identify the exact time and location of the Book of Steps, internal 
evidence suggests a date somewhere around the late fourth- or early-fifth century and a location somewhere 
within the Persian Empire, but possibly in the region known classically as the Adiabene.  This dating and 
location would make it reasonable to assume that the Book of Steps was part of the ascetical milieu that 
Dadisho inherited when he spent time at Rabban Shabur‘s monastery in Bet Huzzaye during the second 
half of the seventh-century, in the neighboring region of Elem, to the southeast.   For dating and 
background of the Book of Steps, see Robert Kitchen and Martien F. G. Parmentier, The Book of Steps: The 
Syriac Liber Graduum (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 2004), xlix-l.   
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own ideals of perfection, marked the end of this older way of understanding what 
itinerancy means within the life of perfection. 
 The thesis that Dadisho exists as a historical marker for the beginning of the 
transition from the older model of perfection to the newer model reveals the moment 
when mental definitions of perfection began to enter into mainstream Syriac notions of 
perfection.  Since Dadisho and Isaac both emphasize a model of perfection based on the 
mind‘s ability to wander into heaven and acquire knowledge, they both must have learned 
this idea together from a common source.  I argue that they both acquired an interest in 
knowledge as the ultimate requirement of perfection from their common association with 
Rabban Shabur‘s monastery. 
Dadisho and Isaac both supply internal evidence that they spent time in Rabban 
Shabur‘s monastery.  Dadisho explicitly cites portions of Rabban Shabur‘s teaching, 
indicating that he spent time in the monastery as a student of Rabban Shabur.  In his 
Commentary on Isaiah, for example, he quotes Rabban Shabur‘s advice for putting on 
vestments with modesty and he summarizes specific aspects of Rabban Shabur‘s policy 
regarding the selection of hymns during the ―holy manner of life.‖27  He also speaks of 
Rabban Shabur‘s death and service to the ―rest of the other [monks]‖ of the monastery, 
thus placing himself within the community.
28
  These comments concerning practical life 
in the monastery indicate that Dadisho was familiar with the daily activities of the monks 
in Rabban Shabur‘s monastery and that he himself spent time there. 
                                                 
27
 Concerning Rabban Shabur‘s advice on vestments, see Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 5.3 
(Draguet:94:8-10) and Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 5.3 (Draguet:94:8-10).  Page and line numbers 
refer to Commentaire du livre d‘Abba Isaïe, CSCO 326-27, Scriptores Syri 144-45, ed. René Draguet 
(Leuven: CSCO, 1972).  For Rabban Shabur‘s policy regarding the selection of hymns, see Dadisho, 
Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 13.5 (Draguet:183:27-185:2).   
28
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 15.37 (Draguet:299:17-300:2). 
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Although Isaac supplies fewer details than Dadisho about his relationship to 
Rabban Shabur, we can still trace his connection to the monastery. We know that Isaac 
retired to Rabban Shabur‘s monastery after he became blind, though he composed his 
ascetical homilies before he moved to the monastery.
29
  Prior to his arrival, Isaac lived in 
the mountains surrounding the monastery and he visited Rabban Shabur for periodic 
advice.  In a story recorded in Homily 1.53, Isaac recounts a narrative between an 
anonymous saint and an ―old, honored solitary.‖30  The saint goes to visit the solitary in 
order to ask for his advice because he is weary from temptation.  The old solitary tells the 
younger saint that it took him thirty years before he himself was able to overcome 
temptation.  We know that the old solitary in this story is Rabban Shabur because one of 
Isaac‘s contemporaries, Simon Tabyutha, relates this same story verbatim and identifies 
the old solitary as Rabban Shabur.
31
  It is possible that the anonymous saint is Isaac 
himself and that this sort of periodic interaction was typical of the relationship between 
Isaac and Rabban Shabur.   
Although the precise nature of the connection between Dadisho and Isaac is not 
concrete, their respective texts do share enough in common to merit a comparison 
between the two authors regarding the notion of perfection.
32
  While Dadisho retains 
                                                 
29
 Both of Isaac‘s biographical accounts, Ishodenah‘s Book of Chastity and the anonymous text preserved 
by the West Syrians, indicate that Isaac retired and was buried in the monastery of Rabban Shabur. See 
Holy Transfiguration Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, lxv-lxvi and lxx-lxxi. 
30
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.53 (Bedjan:387:21-22). 
31
 See Holy Transfiguration Monastery, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, lxiv. 
32
 In addition to their connection to the monastery of Rabban Shabur, Dadisho and Isaac also exhibit 
linguistic and theological similarities.  In his introduction to the English translation of Isaac of Nineveh, 
Sebastian Brock draws attention to a number of linguistic similarities between Isaac and Dadisho, including 
phrases such as, ―vision of the cross‖ ( ܗܬܙܚ ܐܒܝܠܨܕ ), ―purity of thoughts‖ ( ܬܘܝܟܕ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚ ), ―vision of 
revelation‖ ( ܐܬܙܚ ܐܧܝܡܓܕ ), ―continual delight‖ ( ܐ ܤܩܘܒ ܐܧܝܣܐ ), and ―vision of our Lord ( ܐܬܙܚ ܢܬܣ ).  See 
Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part‘.  For ―sight of the cross,‖ see Dadisho, Commentaire 
du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 8.3 (Draguet:177:21-24) and Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.11.17 (CSCO 
554:48); for ―purity of thoughts,‖ see Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 11.5 (Draguet:152:7) 
and 14.17 (Draguet:227:8-9) and Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.15.9 (CSCO 554:76); for ―vision of 
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some remnants from the older model of perfection associated with the Book of Steps, 
Isaac fully advances a new model of perfection, which is based on the reception of 
heavenly knowledge as articulated by John the Solitary. 
 
 
5.2.1 THE REDEFINITION OF PERFECTION: ITINERANT PERFECTION IN THE BOOK OF STEPS 
AND DADISHO‘S COMMENTARY ON ABBA ISAIAH 
 
 
I have already demonstrated that Isaac defines perfection in terms of the mind‘s 
ability to wander or fly into heaven and acquire heavenly knowledge and that he stresses 
the activity of the mind over ascetical actions when he defines perfection.  I will now 
compare the way the author of the Book of Steps and Dadisho discuss the relationship 
between itinerancy and perfection.  The author of the Book of Steps characterizes the 
itinerant life primarily in terms of celibacy and, while Dadisho agrees in the importance 
of the itinerant life over and against the anchoritic life, he, like Isaac, also associates the 
itinerant life specifically with the itinerant ability of the mind to wander into heaven and 
receive knowledge concerning the heavenly mysteries.  This similarity between Dadisho 
and Isaac regarding the mental nature of itinerant perfection reveals that the connection 
between perfection and the knowledge of heaven was common in the seventh-century, 
when Isaac and Dadisho were composing their respective texts on the ascetical life.   
                                                                                                                                                 
revelation,‖ see Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 15.23 (Draguet:283:24-25) and and Isaac of 
Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.23 (CSCO 554:101); for ―continual delight,‖ see Dadisho, Commentaire du 
livre d‘abba Isaϊe 14.27 (Draguet:239:14) and Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.29.7 (CSCO 554:120); 
and for ―vision of our Lord,‖ see Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 1.17 (Draguet:25:19-21) and 
Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.30 (CSCO 554:66).  In addition to these shared linguistic phrases, 
both authors follow Evagrius in calling zeal a dog and both authors refer to the Canon 54 of the seventy-
three canons of Nicaea to support the seven hours of prayer.  For use of Evagrius‘s characterization of zeal 
as a dog, see Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 8.19 (Draguet:197:17-19) and Isaac of Nineveh, 
The Second Part 2.17.3 (CSCO 554:81); for reference to canon 54, see  Dadisho, Commentaire du livre 
d‘abba Isaϊe 5.6 (Draguet:95:23-28) and Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.35 (CSCO 554:67-68).  
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Turning first to the Book of Steps, we see that the author stresses the importance 
of the itinerant life for those Christians who have achieved perfection.
33
   In general, the 
author defines perfection as strict adherence to a series of moral commandments and 
admonitions given by Jesus in the gospels, but included in this list are admonitions such 
as ―I have no support for my head on earth,‖ and ―whoever does not leave everything, 
take up his cross and follow me, is not worthy of me.‖34  On the basis of these 
admonitions, the author concludes that the way to perfectly follow all of Jesus‘ 
commandments is to lead a life of itinerancy.  In Homily 15, for example, he states that 
perfect Christians should not ―take wives, nor work the land, nor acquire possessions, nor 
have a place to lay their head on earth, like their teacher.‖35  Perfect Christians undertake 
these commandments that require a life of itinerancy so that they are free to concern 
themselves with the spiritual welfare of others.  ―The perfect giver,‖ he says, ―has 
renounced his wealth and attends to those who are lacking the knowledge of our Lord.‖36   
Further support for the itinerant life occurs in Homily 25, where the author 
chastises some of the perfect Christians for being convinced that they need to build little 
dwellings so that they can host other travelers and that they need to plant vegetable 
gardens so that they can provide food for the poor.
37
  The author not only explicitly 
declares these sentiments as a return to the minor commandments followed by inferior 
Christians, but he also implies that perfect Christians who build huts and plant gardens 
                                                 
33
 See Arthur Vööbus, ―Liber Graduum: Some Aspects of its significance for the History of Early Syrian 
Asceticism,‖ in Charisteria Johanni Kôpp, Papers of the Estonian Theological Society in Exile 7 
(Stockholm: 1954), 124-28. 
34
 See Anonymous, Liber Graduum 2.2-5 (Kmosko:28:12-36:25).  Page and line numbers refer to Liber 
Graduum, ed. Michael Kmosko, Patrologica Syriaca 1 (Paris: 1926).   
35
 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.13 (Kmosko:365:26-368:2).  ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܠ ܨܝܡܪܭ ܐ̈ܮܦ ܐ ܠܘ ܨܝܛܡܦ ܐܥܪܐܒ 
ܐ ܠܘ ܨܝܧܩ ܐܧܝܧܩ ܰܝܠܘ ܢܘܗܠ ܟܤܪܣ ܐܭܘܬܒ ܇ܐܥܪܐܒ ܟܝܐ ܢܘܗܧܧܡܣ.    
36
 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 3.7 (Kmosko:60:17-209).  ܐ ܠܐ ܩܪܰܪܦ ܨܣ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܟܦ ܐܒܘܗܝ ܇ܐܬܝܤܓ ܢܞܒܰܦܘ ܗܠ 
ܢܥ ܨܝ̈ܮܦܐ ܨܝܬܝܪܚܕ ܨܣ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܢܬܣܕ.    
37
 See Anonymous, Liber Graduum 25.5 (Kmosko:741:24-744:2).   
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are abandoning Jesus‘ commandment to lead a life of itinerancy.38  He asserts that these 
sentiments are devised by Satan as tricks to fool perfect Christians into abandoning the 
itinerant life. 
In order to preserve the life of itinerancy, the author of the Book of Steps 
advocates the essential connection between celibacy and perfection.  The life of celibacy 
ensures that a monk has no ties to the world that would prevent him from maintaining an 
itinerant lifestyle.  ―If [a person] empties himself and is celibate,‖ the author states, ―he 
will quickly be perfected.‖39  According to the author, the desire for marriage originated 
from the lies that Satan told Adam and Eve in the garden just before the fall, so the monk 
who overcomes the desire for marital union reverses the effects of the fall and 
successfully lives according to God‘s original design for creation.40  By urging upright 
Christians who are on the path to perfection to abandon marriage and sever their ties to 
other people, the author of the Book of Steps makes celibacy the main requirement for the 
itinerant life, which is the life of perfection. 
Although the author of the Book of Steps emphasizes the importance of celibacy 
and physical itinerancy in connection with perfection, he still recognizes that celibacy 
ultimately leads to an itinerancy of the mind.  In Homily 15, he states that perfect 
Christians who engage in celibate itinerancy experience heaven in their minds.  ―While 
he is standing on the earth in his body,‖ the author states as he describes the perfect 
                                                 
38
 See Anonymous, Liber Graduum 25.5 (Kmosko:741-745).   
39
 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 24.7 (Kmosko:728:20-21).  ܬܤܓܰܣ ܢܔܥܒ ܫܕܩܰܣܘ ܩܪܰܪܣ ܢܐ.   Cf. 
Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.11 (Kmosko:361:13-15) and  25.4 (Kmosko:740:25-26).  
40
 The author states that God‘s initial plan was for Adam and Eve to procreate without sexual intercourse, 
but Satan persuaded Adam and Eve to get married and procreate through sexual union.   See Anonymous, 
Liber Graduum 15.6 (Kmosko:348:): ―Adam wanted to rebel and imitate the intercourse of the animals, but 
Adam did not know that if they had kept the commandments they would have been fruitful and multiplied, 
as he had made Eve fruitful by the word of our Lord, without lust.‖   ܐܘܗܦܕ ܇ܫܝܧܝܰܦܘ ܕܬܤܦܕ ܡܕܐ ܐܒܨ
ܐܬܘ̈ܝܚܕ ܐܬܘܦܬܘܭܕ ܐܬܘܣܕܒ  . ܐܘܗ ܝܬܦܐܕ ܨܟܝܐ  ܇ܐܦܕܩܘܦ ܘܬܞܦ ܘܠܐ ܨܝܔܩܘ ܐܘܗ ܨܝܬܦܕ ܡܕܐ ܥܕܝ ܐ ܠܘ
ܐܰܓܪ ܐ ܠܕ ܢܬܣ ܰܡܤܒ ܐܘܛܠ.    Cf.  Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.8 (Kmosko:353:15-17). 
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Christian, ―his intellect lives every day in spirit in heaven and our Lord speaks with him 
there as the father with his son.‖41  This vision of God in heaven is not merely a future 
promise, but, as Alexander Golitzin has pointed out, it is a reality that can be experienced 
now, ―in this world.‖42  Golitzin points to a passage from Homily 15 where the author 
states that a person who humbles himself will hear the voice of God in this world: ―If [a 
person] significantly humbles himself, the Lord will be revealed to him in this world and 
he will hear the voice of God.‖43  A monk who has humbled himself through celibacy 
may experience the heavenly words of God through his intellect, which lives in heaven 
while his body remains in this world. 
The author of the Book of steps defines perfection predominately in terms of a 
celibate, physical itinerancy, but in Homily 15 he does imply that celibacy leads to an 
itinerancy of the mind at which time the mind obtains heavenly knowledge from the Lord 
while still living ―in this world.‖  Isaac and Dadisho, both writing sometime after the 
author of the Book of Steps developed his model of perfection, highlight this notion that 
the mind can enter into heaven while the body remains in this world.
44
  We have already 
seen how Isaac develops a model of perfection that emphasizes the itinerancy of the 
mind; now, we will examine how Dadisho builds his model of perfection on the notion of 
the itinerant mind. 
                                                 
41
 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.8 (Kmosko:381:14).   ܡܘܝܡܟ ܗܧܝܥܪ ܐܘܗ ܇ܐܬܔܧܒ ܐܥܪܐܒ ܥܝܐ ܕܟ
ܗܬܒ ܥܥ ܐܒܐ ܘܗܕ ܟܝܐ ܢܬܣ ܗܤܥ ܨܣܬ ܐ ܡܡܤܣܘ ܚܘܬܒ ܐܝܤܮܒ.  
42
 See Alexander Golitzin, ―Recovering the ‗Glory of Adam‘,‖ 302.   
43
 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 15.8 (Kmosko:373:12-13).   ܐܝܬܣ ܝܗܘܡܥ ܐ ܡܓܰܣ ܇ܟܟܣܰܣ ܐܔܪܣ ܢܐ
ܐ ܤܡܥ ܢܗܒ  .ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܥܤܭܘ.  
44
 The notion that the monks can achieve proleptic experience with God is an important current in early 
Greek literature as well.  Alexander Golitzin has pointed to Pseudo-Dionysius, who says that certain holy 
ascetics are ―already with God‖ even in this life, and Pseudo-Macarius, who direct encounter with God is 
available ―right now‖ with ―all perception and assurance.‖  See Alexander Golitzin, ―Revisiting the 
‗Sudden‘: Epistle III in the Corpus Dionysiacum,‖ SP 37 (2001), 484 and ―Heavenly Mysteries: Themes 
from Apocalyptic Literature in the Macarian Homilies and Selected Other Fourth Century Ascetical 
Writers,‖ in Apocalyptic Themes in Early Christianity, ed. Robert Daly (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 
2009), 189-91. 
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 Like the author of the Book of Steps, Dadisho emphasizes the relationship 
between itinerancy and perfection, but he is much more interested, like Isaac, to define 
perfection in terms of inner knowledge.  Dadisho resolves this tension between the 
outward action of physical itinerancy and inner knowledge by redefining itinerancy in 
terms of a spiritual itinerancy that affects the disposition of the mind.  According to 
Dadisho, itinerancy involves much more than physically wandering on this earth; rather, 
the primary meaning of itinerancy is the ability of the mind to wander into heaven and 
receive spiritual insights.  In other words, Dadisho, in his definition of perfection, tries to 
unify the tradition of physical itinerancy associated with the Book of Steps with Isaac‘s 
definition of perfection that emphasizes the acquisition of knowledge through mental 
wandering into heaven. 
 While the author of the Book of Steps primarily associated perfection with 
physical itinerancy, Dadisho redefines itinerancy by ironically declaring that internal 
itinerancy of mind and spirit depends on ―rest‖ (ܐܝܡܭ).45  In a section devoted to the 
shortcomings of the anchoritic life in Homily 1 of the Commentary on Abba Isaiah, 
Dadisho describes the inability of monks, including John the Baptist, who attempted to 
find rest by staying in one place.  This description reads as follows:   
Even John the Baptist was not perfect in his love for human beings during his entire life 
in the desert, nor were those erring saints of the desert,  men of whom the world was not 
worthy, according to the witness of the blessed apostle, and nor were the anchorites and 
                                                 
45
 See Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 1.18 (Draguet:27:15-22): ―He who covets his [life] 
according to the spirit and wants to become perfect in constant and vigilant rest until the end will embrace 
that which delights him, for spiritual love is better acquired mysteriously in the soul and with the spiritual 
way of life in the midst of rest.  Also when the fruits [of this spiritual love] summon the words and the 
necessary deeds, he will openly demonstrate his love for human beings and for exterior deeds more than 
others, since he had previously acquired love and was perfected spiritually.‖  ܐܧܝܐ ܨܝܕ ܗܬܘܝܧܚܘܬܠܕ ܓ̇ܐܕ 
ܝܡܣܘܮܒܘ ܐ̇ܒܩ ܬܤܓܰܦܕ ܐܝܡܮܠ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܬܝܝܬܘ ܒܒܛܦ ܗܤܩܘܒܒܕ ܇ܐܕܚܰܦ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܐܮܧܧܒܕ ܐܝܪܟ ܰܝ ܐܬܒܘܕܒܘ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܘܔܒܕ 
ܐܝܡܭ ܬܝܰܝ ܐܧܩܰܣ ܐܒܘܚ ܇ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܐ ܣܘ ܫܘܬ ܨܝܪ̈ܩܕ ܐܰܡܡ̈ܥ ܐ ܡ̈ܤܠ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܪܠܘ ܇ܐܝ̈ܪܧܦܐ ܰܝܐܝܡܓ ܐܘܛܣ ܗܒܘܚ ܬܘܠܕ 
ܐܮܧ̈ܝܧܒ ܦܐ ܐܕ̈ܒ̇ܥܒ ܐ̈ܝܡܓ ܬܝܰܝ ܨܣ ܐܟܬܭ ܐܦܪ̈ܚܐܕ ܢܞܣ ܝ̇ܗ ܡܕܩܕ ܝܞܝܧܩ ܐܒܘܛܠ ܬܤܓܬܐܘ ܗܒ ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ.    
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the perfect recluses.  Therefore for these reasons, it has been made known that the best 
way to make one perfect in spiritual love is with rest.
46
 
 
Dadisho implies that the anchorites were unable to achieve perfection because they were 
never at rest.  Their devotion to staying in one place occupied their minds to such an 
extent that they were unable to rest peacefully.  Due to this particular shortcomings of the 
anchoritic life, Dadisho says that only as an itinerant can a monk truly rest from all 
distractions, even the distraction of being tied to a specific place.   
 True to the spirit of the Book of Steps, however, Dadisho teaches that the rest 
necessary for internal itinerancy is best found, not in external rest, but in external 
itinerancy.  In other words, external wandering allows the mind the necessary rest to 
pursue mental itinerancy.  For this reason, Dadisho makes a distinction between the life 
of the anchorite and the life of the itinerant: the itinerant, he says, can wander to heaven 
with his mind.   
In the former times of the Egyptian fathers, there was one special way of life that was 
either wandering or itinerancy.  [This way of life] differs slightly from the life of the 
anchorite and was performed only by the great men and the perfect.  Men say that they 
are called wanderers and itinerants because they continually depart from the earth and 
ascend to heaven with their intellects. . .They also go up and down with their thoughts in 
order to converse with the angels and to meditate on the knowledge of the new world.
47
 
 
Dadisho would have been familiar with the sayings of the Egyptian fathers since he 
composed an extensive commentary on ‗Enanisho‗‘s Paradise of the Fathers.  In 
particular, he may have Abba Bessarion in mind, who at the point of his death, stated that 
                                                 
46
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 1.18 (Draguet:28:1-7).   ܐܘܗ ܬܝܤܓ ܐܦܕܤܥܣ ܨܧܚܘܝ ܐ ܡܦܐ
 ܐܘܗ ܐܘ̇ܭ ܐ ܠܕ ܐ̈ܮܦܐ ܐܬܒܕܤܒܕ ܐ̈ܝܥܝ ܐܮܝܕ̈ܩ ܢܘܦ̇ܗ ܐ ܡܦܐ ܇ܐܬܒܕܤܒܕ ܟܟܦܘܝܕ ܐܧܒܙ ܗܡܟ ܐܮܧ̈ܝܧܒ ܰܤܚܬܒ
ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓ ܐܮܝ̈ܒܚܘ ܐܞܝܪ̈ܟܘܦ ܐ ܡܦܐ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܇ܐܧܒܘܝ ܐܛܝܡܭܕ ܗܬܘܕܞܩ ܟܝܐ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܢܘܗܠ  . ܨܝܠܗ ܨܣ ܨܝܕܣ
ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܒܘܚ ܬܤܓܰܣ ܬܝܰܝ ܐܝܡܮܒܕ ܰܥܕܝܬܐ.    
47
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 2.1 (Draguet:53:4-12).  ܐܧ̈ܒܙܒ ܬܝܓ ܐܝܣܕ̈ܩ ܐܬ̈ܗܒܐܕ ܐܝܪܨܣ 
ܰܝܐ ܐܘܗ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܕܚ ܐܮܝܬܦ ܐܬܩܰܣܕ ܐܘܗ ܐܬܘܧܝܧܮܣ ܇ܐܬܘܧܟܬܟܰܣܘ ܨܡܛܮܣܘ ܢܝܡܩ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܞܝܬܟܘܦ ܕܘܛܡܒܘ ܨܣ ܐ̈ܮܦܐ 
ܐܒܪ̈ܘܪ ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓܘ ܐ ܡܣܰܮܣ ܐܘܗ  .ܨܝ̈ܮܦܐ ܬܝܓ ܇ܨܝܬܣܐ ܐܧܝܧ̈ܮܣ ܐܧܟܪ̈ܟܰܣܘ ܨܝܬܩܰܣ ܢܥ ܨܝܧܮܣܕ ܘܧܝܣܐܒ ܨܣ ܐܥܪܐ ܨܝܪܡܩܘ 
ܐܝܤܮܠ ܢܘܗܝܧܝܥܪ̈ܒ ܐܝܬܤܠ ܐܗܠܐܒ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܦܘܮܒܘ ܇ܝܗܘܝܟܠ̈ܘܤܒܘ ܨܝܟܬܟܰܣ ܒܘܬ ܐܰܥܕܝܒ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܗ.    
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a ―monk ought to be as the Cherubim and the Seraphim: all eye.‖48  Scholars have noted 
that this saying, along with statements by Ammonas and Pseudo-Macarius, recalls the 
merkavah ascent of Ezek 1.
49
  The implication is that when a monk is not attached to a 
specific location, he ascends into heaven where he is free to meditate on heavenly 
objects.  Like the angels, the monk who has achieved interior itinerancy of the mind 
becomes ―all eye.‖     
 According to Dadisho, physical itinerancy leads to spiritual itinerancy and enables 
the monk to wander into heaven through visions and revelations.
 
 In his analysis of Abba 
Isaiah‘s commentary on various biblical passages where Christ says that the kingdom of 
heaven is approaching, he explains that Abba Isaiah and the fathers interpret the coming 
of the kingdom of heaven in two ways: first, in a literal manner wherein the dispensation 
of the kingdom of heaven chronologically follows the course of earthly history, but 
second, in a spiritual manner wherein the kingdom of heaven becomes immediately 
available in the hearts of the perfects.
50
  He says in Homily 14, 
Although this [biblical passage about the kingdom of heaven approaching] is understood 
as the kingdom to come by the teachers when they preserve the order of history, the 
father solitaries interpret it in a spiritual way: it is the grace of the spirit that the saints 
receive from the labors so that after the service of the commandments, the power of the 
kingdom of heaven is revealed to them within their heart.  They say concerning it: 
―Repent, for the kingdom of heaven draws near.‖  [In other words], if you repent as it is 
right to do, very quickly in the immediate future, there will be joy in your midst [because] 
those of you who are here on earth are in the kingdom of heaven in a manifestation of 
light by the power of the Spirit of Holiness.
51
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 See the Sayings of the Desert Fathers, trans. Benedicta Ward (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 
1975), 42.  At the very least, Dadisho‘s position recalls the familiar monastic theme of apocalyptic ascent 
that occurs in connection with anachoresis. 
49
 See Alexander Golitzin, ―Heavenly Mysteries: Themes from Apocalyptic Literature in the Macarian 
Homilies and Selected other Fourth-Century Ascetical Wrtiers,‖ in Apocalyptic Through in Early 
Christianity, ed. Robert J. Daley, Holy Cross Studies in Patristic Theology and History (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Academic, 2009), 187.    
50
 Biblical passages that mention the coming kingdom of heaven include Matt 4.17, Matt 10.7, and Luke 
17.21. 
51
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 14.5 (Draguet:210:9-18).   ܐܬܝܰܥܕ ܐܰܡܟܡܣ ܢܥ ܨܦܐܕ ܐܕܗ
 ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܢܥ ܇ܨܝܪܮܧܣ ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ ܐܝܕܝ̈ܛܝ ܐܬ̈ܗܒܐ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܰܝܥܭܬܕ ܐܪܟܝ ܨܝܬܞܦ ܕܟ ܐܧ
̈
ܧܡܣ ܨܣ ܐܒܪܦܰܣ
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Perfect Christians who obey the commandments receive the future kingdom of heaven in 
the hearts while they are still in this world.  With this new definition of itinerancy, 
Dadisho preserves a conception of perfection that is associated both with itinerancy and 
with an internal disposition of the mind. 
 With Isaac, but especially with Dadisho, we see an explicit emphasis on 
itinerancy of the mind.   Both of these authors define perfection in terms of the 
acquisition of heavenly knowledge, but at the same time, both authors maintain the 
traditional connection between itinerancy in perfection.  By reshaping the concept of 
physical itinerancy into mental itinerancy, Dadisho and Isaac ushered in a new 
understanding of perfection that was based more on the acquisition of knowledge than it 
was on outward signs of asceticism. 
 
 
5.2.2 THE REDEFINITION OF PERFECTION: THE DIVISION OF THE ASCETICAL LIFE INTO TWO 
OR THREE STAGES? 
 
 
 A comparison between the Book of Steps, Isaac‘s Ascetical Homilies, and 
Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah further reveals the nature of the transition from 
the older model of perfection preserved in the Book of Steps to the newer knowledge-
based model of perfection advocated by Isaac and Dadisho.  In the older model of 
perfection of the Book of Steps, the Christian life is divided into two groups, the upright 
and the perfection and perfection involves the gift of the Holy Spirit as Paraclete.  In the 
newer model of Isaac and Dadisho, which is associated with the school of Raban Shabur, 
                                                                                                                                                 
 ܨܝܬܣܐ ܢܘܗܒܠ ܘܔܒ ܐܝܤܭܕ ܐܬܘܟܡܣܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܢܘܩܗܠ ܐܝܡܓ ܐܦܕܩ̈ܘܦܕ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܕ̇ܒ̈ܥ ܨܣ ܐܮܝܕ̈ܩ ܨܝܡܒܪܣܕ
 ܐܒܪܘܩ ܨܣܕ ܟܝܐܘ ܰܝܐܒܝܬܩ ܰܝܐܒܝܬܩ ܩܕ̇ܙ ܟܝܐ ܥܠ ܢܘܒܘܬܬ ܢܐ ܇ܐܝܤܭܕ ܐܬܘܟܡܤܠ ܰܒܬܩ ܥܠ ܘܒܘܬ ̇ܗܠ
ܐܭܕܘܩܕ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐ ܡܝܛܒ ܐܪܗܘܦܕ ܐܧܝܡܔܒ ܐܝܤܭܕ ܐܬܘܟܡܤܒ ܐܥܪܐܒ ܐܟܪܗ ܢܘܟܧܣ ܘܔܠ ܢܘܰܝܤܪܒܰܣ.   
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the Christian life is separated into three divisions and perfection comes from the help of 
the Holy Spirit as pledge rather than as Paraclete.  Dadisho incorporates elements from 
these two models of perfection in a contradictory manner because his understanding of 
perfection is in the process of undergoing a shift from the older model to the newer model 
expressed in a fully coherent manner by Isaac.  The transitional nature of Dadisho‘s text, 
which combines older and newer models of perfection, further highlights that a 
knowledge-based understanding of perfection was beginning to infiltrate Syriac thinking 
on perfection during the seventh-century. 
 Turning first to the question of how to divide the Christian life, we see that the 
author of the Book of Steps distinguishes between two categories of Christian ascetics, the 
upright, who follow the commandments of God in an incomplete way, and the perfect, 
who completely follow the commandments of God.  One of the author‘s biblical cues for 
this division is the commissioning of the apostles in Matt 10, wherein Jesus tells the 
apostles that he is sending them out as lambs among wolves and warns them not to enter 
the city of the Samaritans.  He introduces this story by saying,    
This is the perfect way: ―I am sending you out as lambs among wolves.‖  But the path 
that leads you away from [perfection] is this: ―Do not enter the city of the Samaritans.‖  
This is intended to the ones who are lacking lest they enter with just anyone until they 
receive the power from on high.  When they are perfected in Christ, it will be acceptable 
for them to be with anyone and to travel with whomever they wish.
52
 
 
The author of the Book of Steps sees two sets of instructions within the story of the 
sending out of the apostles: the first, in Matt 10.5, is directed towards upright Christians, 
who must ―not enter the city of the Samaritans‖ because they are too easily swayed away 
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 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 13.7 (Kmosko:504:11-18).  ܐܚܪܘܠ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓ ܐܕܗ ܇ܝܗ ܪܕܮܣܕ ܐܦܐ ܢܘܟܠ ܟܝܐ 
ܐܪ̈ܣܐ ܐܧܝܟ ܐܒܐ̈ܕ  .ܐ ܡܝܒܭ ܨܝܕ ܐܞܪܪܣܕ ܟܠ ܗܧܣ ܇ܘܦܗ ܐܟܬܟܠܕ ܐܝܪ̈ܤܭܕ ܐ ܠ ܢܘܡܥܬ  .ܐܕܗ ܐܪ̈ܝܨܒܠ ܐܬܝܣܐ ܐ ܠܕ 
ܢܘܡܥܦ ܬܘܠ ܇ܯܧܡܟ ܐ ܣܕܥ ܨܝܡܒܪܣܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܨܣ ܐ ܣܘܕ  .ܐ ܣܘ ܘܤܩܕ ܕܟ ܨܝܬܝܤܓ ܇ܐܛܝܮܤܒ ܟܝܡܭ ܢܘܗܠ ܥܥܕ ܒܧܡܟ ܇ܢܘܘܗܦ 
ܬܘܠܘ ܨܣ ܨܝܒܨܕ ܢܘܠܙܐܦ.    
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from the path of renunciation while the second, in Matt 10.16, is directed towards perfect 
Christians, who are strong enough to resist temptations and can live safely amongst 
sinners as ―lambs among wolves.‖ Jesus‘ instruction to his disciples, therefore, contains 
two sets of commands aimed at two groups of Christians: the upright and the perfect. 
 Turning next to Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah, we see that he 
contradicts himself by dividing the Christian life into two groups in some places and 
three stages in others.  Like the author of the Book of Steps, Dadisho uses the 
commissioning of the disciples in Matt 10 to make a sharp distinction between two sets 
of ascetics, which he calls the novices and the perfects.  His commentary on the passage 
is similar to material found in the Book of Steps: 
[Isaiah] cites the mission of the blessed apostles, when they were sent out by our Lord to 
the village of Judea and the commandments that kept them safe and the words that He 
said to them until they [the apostles] returned to Him, and compares them with the way of 
life of the solitary life and interprets them spiritually according to two solitary ways of 
life: the first in the labor of the those who are just beginning and the other in the quietness 
of perfection.
53
  
 
Like the author of the Book of Steps, Dadisho determines that Christians who lack the 
ability to completely follow the commandments need extra precautions to protect them 
from falling back into a life of sin.  Both Dadisho and the author of the Book of Steps 
have appropriated the same current within the Syriac ascetical tradition in which 
Christians are delineated into one of two categories depending on how well they follow 
the commandments of God.   
 Although Dadisho sometimes divides the ascetical life into two groups in a 
similar manner to the author of the Book of Steps, in other places he posits a threefold 
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 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 15.42 (Draguet:311:5-11).   ܇ܬ̇ܣܐ ܢܪ̈ܘܗܦܕ ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܚܐ ܪܰܒܘ
 ܢܘܗܠ ܬܣܐܕ ܐ ܡ̈ܣܘ ܢܘܦܐ ܘܪܗܙܕ ܐܦܕ̈ܩܘܦܘ ܕܘܗܝܕ ܐܝܪ̈ܘܪܠ ܢܬܣ ܨܣ ܘܪܕܰܭܐ ܕܟ ܐܧ̈ܒܘܝ ܐܛ̈ܝܡܭܕ ܐܬܪܕܭܬ ܡ̇ܐܩ
 ܐܝܣܕܩ ܐܝܕܝ̣ܝܕ ܐܪ̈ܒܘܕ ܢܘܗܝܪ̈ܬ ܢܥ ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ ܨܝܗܠ ܒ̇ܪܦܘ ܐܬܘܝܕܝܛܝܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܥܥ ܢܘܗܠ ܥܛܧܣܘ ܇ܗܬܘܠ ܘܟܦܗ ܕܟ
ܬ̇ܣܐܘ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܕ ܐܛܝܧܒܕ ܐܦܬܚܐܘ ܐܬܘܝܘܬܭܕ ܐ ܡܤܥܒܕ.    
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division of the Christian life.
54
  In Homily 11, Dadisho explains that the ascetical way of 
life is divided into three parts: ―He [Isaiah] wants to teach us that the entire way of life of 
the solitaires is divided into three parts: the bodily labors, the intellectual way of life, and 
spiritual contemplation.‖55  In passages such as this one, Dadisho chooses not to follow 
the tradition of interpretation surrounding Matt 10, which divides the ascetical life into 
two distinct groups, but rather, he divides the ascetical life into three stages.   
 This confusion in Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah about whether the 
ascetical life contains two divisions or three reveals the transitional nature of this text.  
Dadisho has assimilated some of the same biblical traditions that shaped the distinctive 
twofold division of the ascetical life of the Book of Steps, but at the same time, he has 
also assimilated an ascetical tradition that divides the ascetical life into three stages 
according to an anthropological division of the soul.  The presence of these two traditions 
remains in tension throughout his Commentary on Abba Isaiah.  
 Turning to Isaac, we see that he has eliminated this confusion concerning the 
division of the ascetical life.  Unlike Dadisho, Isaac bases his division of the ascetical life 
entirely on John the Solitary‘s threefold division of the ascetical life.  Like John, Isaac 
also speaks of three ―stages‖ (ܐܪܟܬ) in the Christian life.  In Homily 1.12, he states that 
―there are three stages (ܐܪܟܬ) that order the entire course of the human being: the stage 
of the novitiate, the intermediary [stage], and perfection.‖56  Although in this passage 
Isaac refers to these three stages in terms of experience and success with the Christian 
life, he still correlates each stage with the part of the human person that initiates the 
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 See p. 1 of Chapter 2. 
55
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 11.17 (Draguet:153 :1-3).   ܐܬܒܘܕ ܗܡܟܕ ܢܬܘܧܡܤܠ ܐܒ̇ܨ
ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܝܪܘܐܰܠܘ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ ܀ܐܬܒܘܕܠܘ ܀ܐܝܦܬܔܦ ܀ܐ ܡ̈ܤܥܠ ܇ܐܧܭܪ̈ܘܦ ܐܰܠܰܠ ܕܡܦܰܣܕ ܐܝܕܝ̈ܛܝܕ.    
56
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.12 (Bedjan:121:21-22).  ܐ ܠܬ ܢܘܦܖ ܇ܐܪܟܝ ܢܘܗܒܕ ܓܪܕܰܣ 
ܗܡܟ ܐ ܝܗܪ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ  .ܐܪܟܝ ܇ܐܬܘܝܘܬܭܕ ܇ܐܬܘܝܥܨܣܘ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܘ.  
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actions in each of the stages.  Isaac states that ―ascetical way of life is the body, prayer is 
the soul, and reflective vision is the stage of the spirit.‖57  Isaac‘s understanding of 
perfection therefore represents the culmination of the transition from a commitment to a 
twofold division of the ascetical life to a threefold division of the ascetical life.  Dadisho 
and Isaac both replaced the older twofold division with a threefold division of the 
ascetical life in their respective seventh-century texts, but only Isaac fully excised the 
remnants of the older twofold division. 
 
 
5.2.3 THE REDEFINITION OF PERFECTION: THE HOLY SPIRIT AS PLEDGE OR PARACLETE? 
 
 
 The author of the Book of Steps pairs his division of the Christian life into two 
groups with a corresponding distinction between two dispensations of the Spirit.  While 
upright Christians, on the one hand, receive the Spirit in the form of a ―pledge‖ (ܐܧܒܪܘܥ), 
perfect Christians receive a fuller dispensation of the Spirit as Paraclete.
58
   The author 
states, ―There are people in whom there is a little of our Lord [in the form of ] a minor 
blessing, that is, the minor portion, which is called the pledge from God, but there are 
[also] those who receive the greatest of all our gifts, that is, what is called the Spirit [in 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.5. (CSCO 637:63).  ܐܬܒܘܕ ܇ܐܬܔܦ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܐܮܧܦ ܐܬܙܚ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ 
ܐܪܟܝ ܐܧܚܘܪ.    Isaac distinguishes the stage of perfection from the other stages by virtue of it ―ruling 
over flesh and blood‖ or being ―far away from bodily toil.‖  Perfection rules over flesh of blood in Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.68 (Bedjan:478:15-20) and perfection is ―far from bodily deeds‖ in 
Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.81 (Bedjan:568:20-569:3). 
58
 The author derives the term ―pledge‖ from an interpretation of Paul‘s phrase ―pledge of the Spirit‖ in 2 
Cor. 1.22 and 5.5.  The Peshitta text of these two verses contains the Syriac word ܐܦܘܒܗܪ, based on the root 
ܒܬܥ and is often translated as ―first fruits.‖  The author of the Book of Steps uses a similar word, ܐܧܒܪܘܥ, 
derived from the same root.  Although the word ܐܧܒܪܘܥ literally means ―intermingling,‖ translators, 
following Antoine Guillaumont, have taken it to refer to some sort of pledge.  See Antoine Guillaumont, 
―Les ‗arrhes de l‘Esprit‘ dans le Livre des degrés,‖ in Memorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis. 1898-1968: 
Fondateur et directeur de l'Orient syrien, 1956-1967, Revue d'etude et de recherches sur les eglises de 
langue syriaque (Louven: 1969), 107-113. 
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the form of] the Paraclete.‖59  The Paraclete represents a full dispensation of the Spirit for 
ascetics who have achieved perfection while the minor or limited pledge represents a 
partial dispensation of the Spirit for upright Christians who still lack perfection.   
 Dadisho shares much in common with the author of the Book of Steps regarding 
the twofold dispensation of the Spirit, but once again, his position is inconsistent, since 
he associates both the work of the Spirit as Paraclete and the Spirit as pledge with 
perfection.  On the one hand, Dadisho, like the author of the Book of Steps, implies that 
the Spirit as Paraclete works in the lives of ascetics in pursuit of perfection, while a lesser 
dispensation of the Spirit works with novice Christians.  Dadisho‘s primary biblical cue 
for this twofold dispensation of the Spirit is Luke 3.16, where John the Baptist states that 
Jesus will baptize people with the Spirit of holiness and of fire.  Seeing that there are two 
types of Spirit, holiness and fire, he deduces that the Spirit must operate differently 
depending on the needs of different people.  Dadisho calls the fiery power of the Spirit 
the ―Spirit of repentance,‖ while he terms the power of the Spirit that ushers God‘s 
holiness into the world the ―Spirit of the Paraclete.‖  For the monks who are not yet 
capable of complete renunciation, he recommends the fiery Spirit of repentance, but for 
monks who are already perfect, Dadisho recognizes the work of the Spirit of holiness in 
them in the form of the Paraclete.  He says in Homily 13,   
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 Anonymous, Liber Graduum 3.12 (Kmosko:72:6-12).  ܰܝܐ ܢܘܗܒ ܐܰܟܪܘܒ ܇ܐܬܪܘܥܙ ܐܕܗ ܝܗ ܐܰܧܣ ܐܬܪܘܥܙ 
ܐܝܬܩܰܣ ܐܧܒܪܘܥ ܨܣܕ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܰܝܐܘ ܐܰܒܗܘܣܕ ܐܒܪܕ ܨܣ ܢܟ ܨܒܗ̈ܘܣ ܇ܘܡܒܩ ܐܕܗ ܝܗ ܐܝܬܩܰܣܕ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦ.   Cf. 
Anonymous, Liber Graduum 3.13 (Kmosko:72:20-73:7) and Liber Graduum 3.14 (Kmosko:76:18-23).  
Later on, he identifies the Paraclete as a superior dispensation of the Spirit in Anonymous, Liber Graduum 
28.3 (Kmosko:789:23-792:5): ―Although the Holy Spirit of God and the Paraclete are one, [Scripture] 
speaks of the Paraclete and the Holy Spirit in order to distinguish the greater gifts from the lesser ones. 
Whoever receives the great gift is perfected, but those who have received the lesser gifts are not perfected 
since they are lacking; unless the great gift comes, they are not fulfilled.‖  ܐܕܚ ܝܗ ܨܝܕ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ 
ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦܘ  .ܢܞܣܘ ܥܕܘܦܕ ܐܰܒ̈ܗܘܣ ܐܰܒܪ̈ܘܪ ܨܣ ܇ܐܰܩ̈ܕܩܕ ܐܬܩ ܐܛܠܪ ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦ ܐܚܘܪܘ ܇ܐܭܪܘܩܕ ܝܗ ܨܣܕ ܐܰܒܗܘܣ ܐܰܒܪ 
ܬܤܓܰܣ ܨܣ ܢܒܪܣܕ ܗܠ  .ܨܝܠܗ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܒ̈ܗܘܣ ܐܰܩܕܩܕ ܐ ܠ ܨܝܬܤܓܰܣ ܇ܨܝܗܝܧܡ̈ܒܪܣ ܢܞܣ ܨܝܬܝܪܚܕ ܢܘܦܐ  .ܐ ܠܐܘ ܬܬܐ ܝܗ 
ܐܰܒܘܣ ܇ܐܰܒܪ ܐ ܠ ܨܝܡܣ.  
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The spirit of repentance and the Spirit of the Paraclete, which are not spoken of as two 
Spirits, are one Holy Spirit in person. . . However, since the righteous way of life is 
constituted by labors and by knowledge of what is right . . . the fathers call the labors of 
righteousness by the name ―penitent way of life‖ and they have given the title ―spiritual 
way of life‖ to the Spirit of the Paraclete.60 
 
For Dadisho, as for the author of the Book of Steps, the Paraclete is the more complete 
gift of the Spirit given to perfect Christians.
61
   
 On the other hand, Dadisho contradicts this usage found in the Book of Steps 
when he, like Isaac, uses the word ―pledge‖ to refer to a superior dispensation of the 
Spirit for perfect Christians.  Whereas the author of the Book of Steps referred to the 
pledge as a partial reception of the Spirit for upright Christians, Dadisho instead 
interprets the pledge as a proleptic taste of the complete perfection that awaits human 
beings in the world to come.
62
  In Homily 1, he states that a ―pledge of perfection‖ is 
―prepared for the saints in the kingdom of heaven‖ and in Homily 7 he explains that the 
pledge of the kingdom of heaven is available to monks in this life.  He continues in 
Homily 14:   
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 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 13.2 (Draguet:172:16-173:7).   ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܬܝܤܓ ܐܬܘܪܝܕܙܒܕ ܨܣܕ 
ܐܝܕ̈ܝܛܝ ܐܝܡܮܒ ܜܡܦܰܣ ̈ܢܘܧܤܧܝܬܪ̈ܰܠ ܇ܕܡܦܰܣ ܐܬܘܪܘܥܪܠ ܐܦܕ̈ܩܘܦܕ ܐܝܪܘܐܰܠܘ ܇ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܬܘܪܘܥܩܘ ܐܦܕ̈ܩܘܦܕ ܐܚܘܬܒ 
ܐܬܘܒܝܬܕ ܐܛܡܦܰܣ ܐܝܪܘܐܰܠ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܰܤܚܬܠܘ ܐܰܝܗܠܐ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦ ܐܕܒܥܣ ܐ ܡܟܪܣܘ  .ܐܚܘܪ ܬܝܓ ܐܬܘܒܬܕ 
ܐܚܘܪܘ ܐܰܝܡܩܬܦ ܬܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܘܠ ܢܥ ܨܝܪ̈ܬ ܇ܐܚܘܪ ܘܕܚ ܬܝܓ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ ܗܣܘܧܪܒ ܬܒ ܗܧܝܟ ܐܒܐܕ ܐܬܒܘ ܨܣܕ ܐܒܐ ܐܬܒܘ ܫܧ̇ܦ 
ܥܥܘ ܐܒܐ ܐܬܒܘ ܕܓܰܪܣ ܨܣ ܢܟ ܇ܜܒܰܒܣܘ ܐ ܠܐ ܢܞܣ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܬܘܪܝܕܙܕ ܨܣ ܐ ܡ̈ܤܥ ܨܣܘ ܰܥܕܝ ܐܰܭܘܩ ܥܝܩܰܣ . .
.ܐ ܡ̈ܤܥܠ ܨ̇ܣ ܐܬܘܪܝܕܙܕ ܐ ܤܮܒ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܬܘܒܝܬܕ ܘܗܤܩ ܐܬ̈ܗܒܐ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ ܐܝܧܚܘܪ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦ ܘܝܧܟ ܫܮܦܰܣܕ ܐܦܐܝܒܣ.  
61
 Although Dadisho agrees with the author of the Book of Steps about the twofold dispensation of the 
Spirit, he uses different criteria for distinguishing between them.  While the author of the Book of Steps 
distinguished between the two operations of the Spirit in terms of a partial dispensation — the limited 
pledge — and a full dispensation — the Paraclete — Dadisho instead says that the two dispensations differ 
by virtue of their ―power‖ (ܐ ܡܝܚ).   See Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 13.3 (Draguet:176:13-
22) : ―Although they are one Spirit, these two different operations work separately: with the novices in 
[times of] suffering, distress, and anxiety, and [with] the perfects [in times of] quietness, gladness, and 
comfort.  For this reason the fathers call the measure of labor for the novice the spirit of repentance. . 
.referring to the type of burning and fiery power that inflicts pain and they name the other measure of 
perfection the Spirit of the Paraclete, that is, the comforter, referring to the type of power that is 
illuminating and gladdening of fire.‖ ܨܝܦܗ ܨܝܕ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܝܬܪ̈ܬ ܐܬܘܦܕ̈ܒܥܣ ܐܰܧܡ̈ܛܮܣ ܨܦܐ ܕܚܕ ܐܚܘܪ ܨܝܦ̈ܐ ܐ ܠܐ 
ܰܝܐܭܬܧܣ ܇ܢܕܒܥ̈ܣ ܥܥ ܐܝܘܪ̈ܭ ܨ̇ܣ ܐܦܨܠܘܐܒ ܐܰܪܥܒܘ ܐܬܘܝܬܟܒܘ ܥܥ ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓ ܨܝܕ ܐܛܝܧܒ ܐܬܘܕܛܒܘ ܐܐܝܘܒܒܘ  .ܢܞܣ 
ܐܦܗ ܐܰܚܘܮܤܠ ܐ ܡܤܥܕ ܐܬܘܝܘܬܭܕ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܬܘܒܝܬܕ ܘܗܤܭ ܐܬ̈ܗܒܐ ܟܝܐ ܰܣܕ̇ܩܕ ܬܬ̇ܣܐ ܨܣ ܢܥܠ ܐܪܦܘܞܒ ܐ ܡܝܚܕ 
ܐܧܮܛܣ ܐܦܕܩܘܣܘ ܇ܐܦܪܘܦܘ ܐܰܚܘܮܤܠ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܝܬܚܐ ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܕ ܘܝܧܟ ܐܚܘܪ ܐܰܝܡܩܬܦ ܘܗܦ ܐܦܐܝܒܣ ܐܪܦܘܞܒ ܐ ܡܝܚܕ 
ܐܦܪܗܧܣ ܐܧܚܨܧܣܘ ܐܪܘܦܕ.   
62
 Dadisho retains the biblical the biblical term ―pledge‖ (ܐܦܘܒܗܪ) rather than the term adapted term 
―pledge, (ܐܧܒܪܘܥ) found in the Book of Steps.   
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This is what Aba Isaiah says and all the other fathers that it is right for the solitaries to 
abstain from all the passions of sin and to be made complete in the service of 
righteousness so that they will take delight in the ―here‖ as a pledge of the kingdom of 
heaven through the power of the Spirit of holiness until the time comes to delight in 
heaven.
63
 
 
The pledge of the Spirit is the means through which the perfect Christians obtain a 
foretaste of the kingdom of heaven in this world and it represents the true gift of the 
Paraclete to perfect Christians.   In this way, Dadisho combines his notion of the 
Paraclete, as the Spirit of holiness, with his understanding of the pledge of the Spirit. 
 Isaac, by contrast, completely reverses the author of the Book of Step‘s hierarchy 
of the Spirit.  Isaac says that knowledge of the future world is a gift of the Spirit, but 
unlike the author of the Book of Steps, who associated the pledge of the Spirit with 
inferior Christians and the Paraclete with perfect Christians, Isaac downplays the work of 
the Spirit as Paraclete and instead favors the pledge as the ultimate dispensation of the 
Spirit within the life of perfect Christians.
64
  According to Isaac, the pledge of the Spirit 
represents the mystical foretaste of heavenly knowledge that is directly presented to the 
mind of perfect monks who engage in prayer.
65
  When Isaac uses the word ―pledge,‖ he 
consistently does so in the context of the future kingdom.  For example, in Homily 2.10, 
Isaac says that whoever has found spiritual enjoyment of Christ has received ―the pledge 
                                                 
63
 Dadisho, Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 14.5 (Draguet:210:1-5).  ܝ̇ܗ ܢܝܟܗ ܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܐ̇ܒܐ ܐܝܥܭܐ 
ܐܬ̈ܗܒܐܘ ܐܦܪ̈ܚܐ ܩܕ̇ܙܕ ܐܝܕ̈ܝܛܝܠ ܘܪܚܪܰܤܠ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܐܮ̈ܚ ܐܰܝܞܚܕ ܘܝܡܣܰܮܤܠܘ ܐܧܛܠܘܧܒ ܐܬܘܪܝܕܙܕ ܐܟܣܕ ܢܘܤܪܒܰܦ 
ܐܟܪܗ ܰܝܐܦܘܒܗܪ ܐܬܘܟܡܤܒ ܐܝܤܭܕ ܐ ܡܝܛܒ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ ܕܥ ܐܞ̇ܣ ܐܧܒܙ ܗܒܕ ܢܘܤܪܒܰܦ ܐܝܤܮܒ.    Cf. Dadisho, 
Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 14.6 (Draguet:212:5-8) : ―The pledge of the [perfects] and their 
principle part work spiritually from this time onward in the hearts of the perfects so that they will be certain 
of those things that are to come, scorn fully everything of the time, and love God until death.‖ ܐܦܘܒܗܪ ܨܝܕ 
ܨܝܠܗܕ ܨܝܗܰܝܭܪܘ ܢܘܗܬ̈ܘܒܡܒ ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓܕ ܨܣ ܐܭܗ ܰܝܐܧܚܘܪ ܢܕ̈ܒܥܣ ܐܧܟܝܐ ܕܟܕ ܪܪܰܮܦ ܢܥ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܢܕ̈ܝܰܥܕ ܢܥ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܐܧܒܙܕ 
ܬܪܒܦ ܰܝܐܝܡܣ ܐ ܣܕܥܘ ܐܬܘܤܠ ܐܗܠܐ ܠ ܥܚܬܦ.    
64
 Isaac mentions the Paraclete in De Perfectione Religiosa 1.9 (Bedjan:91:8) and De Perfectione Religiosa 
1.35 (Bedjan:259:10), but not in connection with perfection. 
65
 For further background on Isaac‘s use of pledge language, see André Louf, ―L‘homme dans l‘histoire du 
salut selon Isaac le Syrien,‖ CPE 88 (2002), 49-54. 
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from this world of those things which are to come.‖66  Isaac understands the pledge of the 
Spirit as the primary way that Christians comes to possess knowledge of the future 
kingdom of heaven.    
 This foretaste of the future kingdom of heaven that Christian ascetics receive as a 
pledge becomes, for Isaac, the primary way in which monks achieve perfection.  In 
Homily 1.80, Isaac details the connection between the pledge and perfection, which takes 
place during prayer.   
In [prayer], pledges of the goods of the life to come and the presentation of the gifts 
whose mysteries are inscribed in the holy scriptures are given.  On this account, our 
fathers did not neglect this labor from the time of the beginning of their training until the 
measure of perfection.
67
 
 
According to Isaac, the labor of prayer brings about the pledge of the future life and 
brings ascetics to the measure of perfection.   
 The second part of this chapter has shown that a shift took place among East-
Syriac authors regarding the notion of perfection.  The Book of Steps represents an older 
view of perfection in which monks achieve perfection through a strict itinerant form of 
asceticism that is accompanied by the gift of the Paraclete.  Dadisho exhibits a number of 
similarities to this understanding of perfection including his account of a twofold 
dispensation of the Spirit and the important role that he assigns to physical itinerancy in 
acquiring heavenly knowledge.  Although Dadisho begins to distance himself from the 
model of perfection associated with the Book of Steps by introducing other contradictory 
themes of perfection, Isaac fully parts ways with the understanding of perfection found in 
                                                 
66
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.10.40 (CSCO 554:41-42).  Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 
2.12.2 (CSCO 554:54), where he prays that he would be made worthy, ―as though in a pledge‖ of the 
―delight at the good things that are to come.‖ 
67
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.80 (Bedjan:560:14-18).   ܐ̈ܝܚܕ ܐܒ̈ܘܝ ܢܘܒܗܪ̈ ܨܝܒܗܝܰܣ ܗܒ
ܢܘܗܝܙܪ̈ܐ ܨܝܤܝܭܪ ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩ ܐ̈ܒܰܟܒܕ ܐܰܒܗ̈ܘܣܕ ܐܧܟܘܭܘ ܇ܐܕ̈ܝܰܥ  . ܨܣ ܨ̈ܝܗܒܐ ܐܘܗ ܨܝܣܗܣ ܐ ܠ ܇ܐܦܗܡܞܣܘ
ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓܕ ܐܰܚܘܮܤܠ ܐ ܣܕܥܘ ܇ܢܘܗܕܤܠܘܬ ݀ܝܪܘܭܕ ܐܧܒܙ ܨܣ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܡܤܥ.  
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the Book of Steps.  Isaac consistently divides the ascetical life into three stages and he 
does not define the final stage of perfection in terms of physical itinerancy and the work 
of the Paraclete, but rather, in terms of mental itinerancy for the purpose of attaining 
heavenly knowledge, which is received through a pledge of the world to come.  Dadisho 
and Isaac both inherited a notion of perfection from the monastery of Rabban Shabur and 
both authors began to introduce this notion into their writings during the seventh-century.  
Dadisho‘s inclusion of material from both traditions marks him as the end of the Book of 
Step‘s notion of perfection and the beginning of a new understanding of perfection that 
was rendered fully coherent by Isaac.   
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 This chapter has shown that Isaac develops a model of perfection that he 
understands to be a proleptic eschatological experience of the world to come.  While John 
the Solitary emphasized the themes of hope for the world to come and the acquisition of 
heavenly knowledge, Isaac turns these themes into real possibilities that are obtainable in 
this world through the pursuit of perfection.  The novelty of Isaac‘s new model of 
perfection is demonstrated by comparing it to Dadisho‘s Commentary on Abba Isaiah, 
which contains an assemblage of themes from both the older and newer models of 
perfection and therefore reveals the moment in history when the older model of 
perfection began to yield to the newer model of perfection.  Isaac‘s ascetical homilies 
represent a coherent model of perfection based on the acquisition of heavenly knowledge 
and proleptic eschatological experience of the world to come.   
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 The final part of this dissertation (chapters six and seven) will further explore 
Isaac‘s notion of proleptic experience of the world to come through wonder.  Isaac uses 
the concepts of wonder and astonishment to explain how a person who is subject to the 
limitations of material creation processes the spiritual and immaterial knowledge of 
heaven. 
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PART 3: WONDER AS THE UNION BETWEEN ANTHROPOLOGY AND ESCHATOLOGY 
 
 
CHAPTER 6 
 
 
SOURCES FOR ISAAC‘S DEVELOPMENT OF 
WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT 
 
 
 Wonder is the culmination of Isaac‘s ascetical system because it is what unites his 
anthropology and eschatology.  In the previous chapter, we saw that Isaac reworks John 
the Solitary‘s emphasis on hope for the world to come into a proleptic eschatological 
experience of perfection.  In order to make this account of proleptic eschatological 
experience coherent with the rest of his ascetical system, Isaac realizes that he must 
provide an explanation of how human beings appropriate knowledge of the world to 
come through the cognitive structures of material substance.  The difficulty in this 
endeavor lies in what Isaac understands to be a strict division between knowledge of the 
world to come and knowledge derived from the material world.  He recognizes that 
human beings acquire knowledge of the material world though bodily sensations, which 
are processed according to a temporal sequence of logic, but knowledge of the world to 
come, he says, comes from an entirely different mode of apprehension.  According to 
Isaac, knowledge of the world to come is a spiritual and therefore cannot be understood 
through the structures of temporal reasoning; rather, spiritual knowledge is understood 
only by the mind in a state of wonder.  Since the human mind is inseparable from the soul 
and body, Isaac must account for the effect that spiritual knowledge has on the body and 
soul as well as the ways that the body and soul help prepare the mind to receive spiritual 
knowledge. 
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 Isaac uses two different terms to describe how human beings react to knowledge 
of the world to come.  The first term, ܐܪܗܬ, is usually translated as ―wonder‖ or 
―ecstasy,‖ while the second term, ܐܗܣܬ, often signifies a state of ―astonishment,‖ or 
―amazement.‖  I have chosen to translate ܐܪܗܬ as ―wonder‖ and ܐܗܣܬ as 
―astonishment.‖  Although earlier Syriac authors like Ephrem and John the Solitary used 
the two terms interchangeably, Isaac assigns very specific technical meanings to each of 
them.  Wonder, he says, is the way that human beings successfully comprehend 
revelations from the world to come while astonishment represents the opposite, i.e., 
human inability to comprehend revelations from the world to come.
1
 
 While the following chapter will provide a detailed portrait of how wonder and 
astonishment function to unite anthropology and eschatology in Isaac‘s ascetical system, 
this chapter will examine the sources that Isaac used to formulate his understanding of 
wonder and astonishment.  I will argue that Isaac‘s conception of wonder and 
astonishment is an original synthesis constructed from a wide range of sources.
2
  While 
the terms themselves come from the Syriac translation of the Bible, Isaac gets the close 
                                                 
1
 I claim that Isaac posits a real semantic difference between the words wonder and astonishment, but he is 
not always consistent and, as a result, other scholars have chosen to regard the terms as synonyms in 
Isaac‘s writings.  See, for example, Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Nineveh (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 174-75.   
2
 This dissertation has already commented on the relationship between Isaac and Dadisho.  A comparison 
between Isaac on Dadisho on the subject of wonder further reveals the special import that Isaac assigns to 
the phenomenon of wonder.  While the term appears regularly throughout all three collections of Isaac‘s 
ascetical homilies, Dadisho rarely uses the term in his Commentary on Abba Isaiah [the term appears only 
once; see Commentaire du livre d‘abba Isaϊe 2.10 (Draguet:59:5), where Dadisho says that observance of 
the spirit is wonder at God].  Page and line numbers refer to Commentaire du livre d‘Abba Isaïe, CSCO 
326-27, Scriptores Syri 144-45, ed. René Draguet (Leuven: Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, 
1972).  Chapter five already showed how Isaac and Dadisho developed a common notion of perfection over 
and against the older attitude of perfection.  Both authors present an account of the ascetical life wherein 
the monk enters heaven with his mind and the pledge of the Spirit transports the future kingdom of heaven 
into his heart.  Although both authors arrive at a similar understanding of perfection, they differ in their 
incorporation of wonder.  While Isaac describes the reception of the future kingdom of heaven as a state of 
wonder, Dadisho rarely refers to wonder.  This difference, I contend, is significant because it proves that 
the important role that Isaac assigns to wonder is his own unique development.   The concept of wonder is 
what makes Isaac‘s ascetical system different from Dadisho‘s. 
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connection between wonder and astonishment from Ephrem, who uses wonder and 
astonishment as synonyms; he gets the idea of using wonder and astonishment for 
describing how human beings receive knowledge of the world to come from John the 
Solitary; and finally, he derives his definition of the terms from two unexpected sources: 
Pseudo-Dionysius and Evagrius.  Isaac‘s use of Pseudo-Dionysian and Evagrian material 
is surprising because the term wonder does not appear in the extant Syriac translation of 
Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Mystical Theology and because Evagrius never even used the term.  
Isaac draws a correlation between the Pseudo-Dionysian language of light and darkness 
and the Syriac terminology of wonder and astonishment without any cues from the Syriac 
rendition of the text.  Likewise, he derives his understanding of wonder from an Evagrian 
passage that originally described the human reception of Trinitarian light, but was altered 
by the Syriac translator to include the word wonder.  On the basis of this interpolation, 
Isaac derives his theory of how wonder operates in the mind and, to even things out, he 
associates astonishment with other Evagrian notions.  
 The rest of this chapter will be divided into two sections.  In the first section, I 
will examine Isaac‘s use of Syriac sources.  Ephrem was the first Syriac author to bring 
the terms wonder and astonishment into widespread currency while John the Solitary 
situated wonder and astonishment within the framework of the world to come.  The 
second section will look at how Isaac attached meanings derived from Greek sources to 
the Syriac notions of wonder and astonishment.  Isaac turns to Pseudo-Dionysius and 
Evagrius in order to construct his definitions for wonder and astonishment.  This complex 
synthesis of multiple Syriac and Greek sources demonstrates the originality of Isaac‘s 
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thinking.  He did not just copy ideas from any one author verbatim, but he took bits and 
pieces from many different predecessors and wove them together into a coherent theory. 
 
 
6.1.1  WONDER IN THE SYRIAC TRADITION: THE BIBLE AND EPHREM 
 
 
 Although the terms wonder and astonishment appear throughout the Syriac 
translation of the Bible, including verses such as Deut 28.28, 1 Kgs 22.19, Luke 8.56, and 
Acts 10.10, Isaac does not refer to these passages.
3
  On the contrary, his biblical reference 
to wonder comes from the account of Paul‘s rapture into the third heaven, from 2 Cor 
12.2-3.  Although this passage contains neither the word wonder nor astonishment, Isaac 
still sees Paul‘s rapture as the prototype for all subsequent experiences of wonder.4  
Otherwise, Isaac‘s conception of wonder and astonishment has little dependence on the 
Syriac translation of the Bible.  
 The first Syriac author to make significant use of both wonder and astonishment 
was Ephrem.
5
  While Ephrem elevates the concept of wonder to a new level of 
importance in Syriac theology, his use of wonder only serves as a general inspiration for 
the way Isaac uses the concept.  Nevertheless, two points are worth mentioning.  First, 
Ephrem is the first author to establish a close connection between wonder and 
astonishment, as he often uses the two words synonymously.  His frequent pairing of the 
                                                 
3
 For further background on the concept of wonder in the Syriac Bible and in Syriac authors, see Robert   
Beulay, ―De l‘émerveillement à l‘extase: Jean de Dalyatha et Abou Sa‘id al-Kharraz,‖ in Youakim 
Moubarac: Dossier dirigé par Jean Stassinet, Cahiers d‘Orientalisme 20 (Lausanne: L‘âge  d‘homme, 
2005), 333-43.  Also see Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy: Expression & Interpretation of Mystical 
Experience In Classical Syriac & Sufi Literature, Studia Orientalia 98 (Helsinki: Finnish Acad of Sci & 
Letters, 2003), especially pp. 331-42 for background on Ephrem‘s use of wonder and astonishment. 
4
 See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.5.15 (CSCO 637:30) and Terza Collezione 3.13.5-6 (CSCO 
637:106).  Page numbers refer to Isacco Di Ninive Terza Collezione, ed. Sabino Chialà, CSCO 637, 
Scriptores Syri 246 (Louven: Peeters, 2011). 
5
 Sebastian Brock, The Luminous Eye (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1985), 69. 
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two words solidified their close connection for subsequent authors, like Isaac.  Second, 
Ephrem states that the mind stands in wonder at God after meditating on the Scriptures.  
As we will see in the next chapter, Isaac also uses wonder in this sense. 
 Ephrem frequently pairs wonder and astonishment together in his writings.  
Throughout the Hymns on Faith, for example, he uses the two words together as 
synonyms to express one concept.
6
  ―An astonishment and wonder in our generation!‖ he 
says, as he refers to the incarnation.
7
  Elsewhere, he exclaims, ―astonishment, wonder, 
and trepidation!‖ as he ponders the biblical story of Mariam.8  In these passages as well 
as others, he uses two or even three words to emphasize the importance of biblical events.  
While this rhetorical technique succeeds in establishing the degree of importance that 
Ephrem wishes to assign to these biblical stories, it does not allow him to determine 
distinctions between wonder and astonishment in terms of a definition.  For this reason, 
later authors would see the two terms as closely related concepts. 
 Ephrem‘s most frequent use of the term wonder is as a synonym for another 
Syriac word, ―marvel‖ (ܐܬܣܘܕ).  According to Ephrem, the miracles of the Bible are great 
marvels, but he often substitutes the word wonder for marvel when he speaks of miracles. 
In the first Hymn on the Nativity, for example, he calls the incarnation a marvel on the 
basis of Is 9.5, which states that the birth of a child will be called a marvel.  ―It is a great 
marvel,‖ he says, ―that the Son, who dwelt entirely in a body, inhabited [the body] 
                                                 
6
 In addition to the two examples cited below, see also Ephrem hymnen de fide 4.8 (Beck:12), 26.6 (Beck 
90), 37.17 (Beck 123), 41.7 (Beck 134), and 42.7 (Beck 137).  Page numbers refer to Des Heiligen 
Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Fide, ed. Edmund Beck, CSCO 154, Scriptores Syri 73 (Louven: L 
Durbecq, 1955). 
7
 Ephrem hymnen de fide 5.19 (Beck:23).  ܢܪܕܒ ܐܪܗܣܬܘ ܐܗܣܬ 
8
 Ephrem hymnen de fide 28.10 (Beck:98).  ܐܬܘܒܝܗܪܘ ܐܪܗܬܘ ܐܗܣܬ 
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entirely and [the body] was sufficient for him.‖9  Yet elsewhere, in Hymn on the Nativity 
23.2, Ephrem paraphrases Isa 9.5 and uses the word wonder instead of the word marvel to 
refer to the incarnation.  He says, ―Today a child is born and he is called wonder, for it is 
a wonder that God reveals himself as an infant.‖10  Therefore, when Ephrem calls the 
miracle of the incarnation a wonder, he imagines it as a wonder in the same sense as a 
marvel or spectacle.
11
   
 Ephrem uses wonder as a synonym for marvel in other writings as well.  In the 
Hymns on Faith, for example, he refers to the miracle of the incarnation with the 
following exclamation: ―It is a wonder that God descended to dust!‖12  He also describes 
other miracles as wonders with this same sense.  John the Baptist leaping in his mother‘s 
womb is a wonder.
13
  Likewise, Jesus‘ footprint in the water is a wonder, as is the piece 
of earth on which Jesus spat.
14
  This meaning of wonder as a synonym for the word 
marvel is Ephrem‘s most common way of using the term. 
 Ephrem also uses the term astonishment as a synonym for the word marvel.  For 
example, in the Hymns on Faith, he calls the Old Testament reference to the speech of 
Balaam‘s donkey both a wonder and an astonishment.15  Likewise, Jesus‘ cursing of the 
                                                 
9
 Ephrem hymnen de nativitate 23.2 (Beck:117).  ܐܬܣܘܕ ܘܗ ܐܒܪ ܐܬܒܕ ܐܬܭܕ ܗܡܟ ܘܔܒ ܐܬܔܦ ܬܤܥ ܗܒ ܗܡܟ 
ܫܧܩܘ ܗܠ.   Page numbers refer to Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Nativitate: (Epiphania), ed. 
Edmund Beck, CSCO 186, Scriptores Syri 82 (Louven:Secretariat du CorpusSCO, 1959). 
10
 Ephrem hymnen de nativitate 1.9 (Beck:2).   ܨܣܘܝ ܕܡܝܬܐ ܐܕܡܝ ܗܤܭܘ ܝܬܩܬܐ ܐܬܣܘܕ ܐܬܣܘܕ ܘܗ ܬܝܓ ܐܗܠܐܕ 
]ܟܝܐܕ [ܐ ܠܘܥ ܝܘ̇ܗ] ܗܮܧܦ.[  
11
 Ephrem calls the incarnation a wonder in other passages of the Hymns on the Nativity.  See, for example, 
Ephrem hymnen de nativitate 12.1 (Beck:71) and hymnen de nativitate 21.7 (Beck:106). 
12
 Ephrem hymnen de fide 46.11 (Beck:148).  ܐܬܧܥ ܬܘܠ ܨܟܪܬܐ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܘܗ ܐܪܗܬ.  . 
13
 See Ephrem hymnen de virginitate 28.10 (Beck:98) and hymnen de nativitate 6.18 (Beck:54).   Page 
numbers refer to Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Virginitate, ed. Edmund Beck, CSCO 223, 
Scriptores Syri 94 (Louven: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1962). 
14
 See Ephrem hymnen de fide 10.20 (Beck:52) and hymnen de virginitate 35.3 (Beck:127). 
15
 See Ephrem hymnen de fide 41.7 (Beck:134).   
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fig tree as an astonishment, as is the righteousness of Mary and Joseph.
16
  In short, 
throughout the Hymns on Faith and the Hymns on the Nativity, Ephrem equates both 
wonder and astonishment with marvels.     
 More specifically related to the way that Isaac employs the terms wonder and 
astonishment is Ephrem‘s use of the term wonder in the Hymns on Paradise.  In Hymn 
6.2, he states that meditation on the scripture brings his mind into a state of wonder and 
astonishment as he contemplates the perfection of the original state of creation, namely, 
the Garden of Paradise.   
Scripture brought me to the entrance of Paradise and while the mind, which is spiritual, 
stood in astonishment and wonder, the intellect became distracted and grew weak as the 
senses were no longer able comprehend its glorious treasures or to discern its tastes and 
find any comparison for its colors or assemble its beauties and speak of its history.
17
 
 
Although Ephrem‘s reference to wonder as a state that the mind enters into from 
meditation on the scriptural account of Paradise is unique among his many other 
references to wonder, where he often uses the word as a synonym for the word marvel, it 
is in this sense that Isaac most often employ the concept of wonder.  As we shall see, 
Isaac also claims that human beings apprehend spiritual knowledge through wonder. 
 While Ephrem‘s most common usage of the terms wonder and astonishment is to 
describe biblical miracles, or marvels, Isaac‘s use of these terms is more nuanced in that 
he refers specifically to a subjective state of mind that monks experience when 
confronted with the mysteries of scripture and the reality of the world to come, but he 
does follow Ephrem in drawing a connection between the terms wonder and astonishment 
                                                 
16
 See Ephrem hymnen de fide 25.15 (Beck:87). 
17
 Ephrem hymnen de Paradiso 6.2 (Beck19-20).  ܐܒܰܟ ܬܘܠ ܗܥܪܬ ܝܧܝܞܣ ܐܪܝܕܬܦܕ ܐܦܘܗܘ ܐܧܚܘܪܕ ܘܗ ܕܟ ܢܥ 
ܗܣܬ ܪܗܬܘ ܐܗܦ ܐܥܕܣ ܒܚܬܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܘܝܨܣܬܐ ܐܮܓܪ̈ ܢܘܟܝܪܦܕ ܝܗ̈ܘܙܓ ܐܛܒ̈ܮܣ ܢܘܭܬܧܦܘ ܥܝ̈ܝܗܘܣ ܢܘܤܛܧܦܘ ܝܗܘܦ̈ܘܓ 
ܢܘܮܧܟܦܘ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܦܘܭ ܢܘܡܡܤܦܘ ܝܗܘܒܪ̈ܭ.   Page numbers refer to Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de 
Paradiso und contra Julianum, ed. Edmund Beck, CSCO 174, Scriptores Syri 78 (Louven: Secretariat du 
CorpusSCO, 1957). 
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themselves.  Isaac is also more influenced by Ephrem‘s use of the term wonder in the 
Hymns on Paradise — where he states that the mind will stand in wonder before the 
perfection of the new world — than by Ephrem‘s use of the term in other works, such as 
the Hymns on Faith, Hymns on Virginity, and Hymns on the Nativity. 
 
 
6.1.2  WONDER IN THE SYRIAC TRADITION: JOHN THE SOLITARY 
 
 
 While Ephrem elevates the concept of wonder to a new level of importance in 
Syriac theology, his use of wonder is only a general inspiration for the way Isaac uses the 
concept.  John the Solitary also uses the concept of wonder, but his framing of the term 
had a more specific influence on Isaac than Ephrem‘s.  Although John retains Ephrem‘s 
general use of wonder to describe biblical miracles, he also incorporates two nuances into 
the concept of wonder that influence Isaac‘s understanding.18  First, John specifically 
associates wonder with the spiritual level of the ascetical life, and second, he understands 
the phenomenon of wonder primarily as a subjective state that is experienced in the world 
to come. 
 First of all, John associates wonder with the spiritual level of the ascetical life in 
the Dialogue on the Soul and Passions.
19
   He states that a person who is subject to the 
corruption of the body is incapable of experiencing wonder and astonishment at God. 
                                                 
18
 John describes the miracles of the disciples as ―wondrous‖ (ܐܗܝܣܬ).  See John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 1 
(Dedering:10:1-12:5).  Page and line numbers refer to Ein Dialog über Die Seele und Die Affecte des 
Menschen, ed. Sven Dedering (Leiden: Brill, 1936).  Elsewhere, he refers to the powers of Jesus as 
―wonderful.‖  See John the Solitary, Gespräche 2 (Strothmann:20:185).  Page and line numbers refer to 
Werner Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea.  Patristische Texte und Studien 11 (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter, 
1972). 
19
 The Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel — a text that is roughly contemporary to Isaac‘s writings — also uses 
the term wonder in a monastic setting.  Alexander Golitzin has argued that the term ܐܪܗܬ is part of a 
monastic vocabulary shared by Isaac and the author of the apocalypse.  For comparisons, see Alexander 
Golitzin, ―A Monastic Setting for the Syriac Apocalypse of Daniel,‖ in To Train His Soul in Books: Syriac 
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We are bound to flesh and blood and we are subject to the corruption of the body; 
[therefore] we dismiss [the ability] to be astonished and wonder at hidden and concealed 
riches that are in every world and in the heavenly assemblies, the glorious and perfect 
beauties, and every rational and spiritual work.
20
 
 
Although John admits that monks who operate at the level of the body may experience 
wonder, it is a misplaced wonder that is directed at the things of this world rather than 
God.
21
  A person must therefore advance beyond the level of the body and soul in order 
to experience true wonder at God.  In a discussion of the three levels of the ascetical life, 
he cites examples of what sort of actions take place during the bodily, soulish, and 
spiritual levels.  Wonder is a ministry that occurs during the spiritual level alone:   
Bodily ministration for God is the [the giving of] vows and oblations, as was the custom 
of the law of Israel, which was bound to bodily ministration.  Soulish ministration for 
God is the psalmody of passion, which are pure considerations in a clean intellect.  
Spiritual ministration for God is wonder at God.
22
   
 
While monks may perform other useful ministries during the bodily and soulish levels of 
the ascetical life, such as vows, oblations, and psalmody, they cannot engage in wonder at 
God, which according to John, is the ministry of the world to come.  Wonder is the 
activity that the saints and angels engage in when they are confronted with the direct 
presence of God in the world to come and therefore it is an activity that is reserved for the 
spiritual level of the ascetical life. 
                                                                                                                                                 
Asceticism in Early Christianity, ed. Robin Darling Young and Monica J. Blanchard (Washington D.C.: 
The Catholic University of America Press, 2011), 74-84. 
20
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 3.11 (Strothmann:128:44-5).  ܨܧܚ ܨܝܕ ܝܪ̈ܝܩܐ ܐܬܪܒܒ ܇ܐ ܣܕܘ ܝܕ̈ܒܥܮܣܘ ܐ ܡ̇ܒܛܠ 
܇ܐ ܤܭܘܓܕ ܨܪܒܭ ܨܧܚ ܗܣܰܤܠ ܪܗܰܤܠܘ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܬܘܥܒ ܐܙ̈ܝܧܒ ܇ܐ̈ܝܪܟܘ ܢܘܗܡܟܒܕ ܐ̈ܤܡܥ ܐܮ̈ܧܟܘ ܇ܐܝܤܮܒܕ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܦܘܮܒܘ ܐܛ̈ܝܒܭ 
܇ܐܪ̈ܝܤܓܘ ܢܘܗܡܟܒܘ ܝܗܘܕ̈ܒ̇ܥ ܐ ܡ̈ܝܡܣ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ܘ.    
21
 For example, see John the Solitary, Briefe 3 (Rignell:116:25-117:3): ―The one who seeks out the 
depravity of this world is prideful in his discoveries.  It seems right [for him] to wonder at the cross of that 
shameful [concern] for creation, for he places wonder in the leaders of the world.‖  ܗܰܥܒ ܐܥܒܕ ܢܝܟܗ ܘܧܝܐ
ܐܬܒܘܭ ܗܠ ܰܝܐ ܗܰܛܟ̈ܮܒܘ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ  . ܐܗܣܬ ܥܩ ܇ܐܰܝܬܒܠ ܢܥܕ ܐܕܪܚܕ ܐܒܝܠܨܕ ܪܗܰܤܠ ܩ̇ܕܙ ܐܕܗܒܕ
ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܝܗܘܧܞܝܡܮܒ.   Page and line numbers refer to Lars Gösta Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler 
(Lund: Håken Ohlssons Boktryckeri, 1941). 
22
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:87:18-22).  ܐܰܪܤܭܬ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܝܦܬܔܦ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܗܠܐ  .ܐܪ̈ܕܦ ܢܘܦܐ 
ܐܦܪ̈ܘܩܘ ܟܝܐ ܐܕܝܥ ܐܩܘܤܦܕ ܇ܢܝܬܪܝܐܕ ܐܰܮܤܭܬܕ ܐܰܝܦܬܔܦ ܟܝܒܠ ܐܘܗ  .ܐܰܮܤܭܬ ܐܰܝܧܮܧܦ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܗܠܐ  .ܐܬܣܘܙ ܘܗ 
܇ܐܮܚܕ ܐܰܒܮ̈ܛܣܘ ܐܰ̈ܝܟܕ ܐܧܝܥܬܒ ܐܕܪܦ  .ܐܰܮܤܭܬ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܗܠܐ  .ܐܪܗܬ ܝܗ ܐܗܠܐܕ .  
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 In a similar manner, John also describes how the spiritual person is alone capable 
of entering into a state of astonishment in order to receive divine revelations.  The 
spiritual man is not prideful on account of the knowledge he possesses because he knows 
that he is incapable of understanding divine revelations apart from divine intervention.  
Since divine revelations surpass human capabilities for understanding, a spiritual person 
only receives them in a state of astonishment at what is beyond human understanding.  
John provides the following explanation: 
Concerning the knowledge of the spiritual man, why is he not puffed up by the opinion of 
his wisdom, even though he understands little of what I say?  It is because his knowledge 
is increased by a mystery that is superior to [the knowledge of] bodies and souls, for he 
perceives the mystery through revelation because there is no nature of movements that 
comprehend the truth in his soul.  However that mystery is more sublime than he thinks, 
for what he knows to be too sublime is revelation.  Furthermore, this [mystery] is unable 
to be known to him except for when it is revealed because this sickness of the soul is shut 
in by the body.  On account of these things, [this revelation] continually rules over him 
with astonishment that [instills] a profundity of the wisdom of God, which [causes him to 
consider] how this life is inferior to the mystery to come and [how] it is [impossible] for 
the nature of human beings to arrive at this these [future mysteries] without the grace of 
God.
23
  
 
According to John, the spiritual person receives divine revelations that surpass material 
modes of understanding.  Since these divine revelations transcend human structures of 
knowledge, they are received through astonishment.  While Isaac says that it is wonder, 
not astonishment, that ―instills a profundity of the wisdom of God,‖ he nevertheless 
preserves this framework of receiving divine knowledge during the spiritual level of the 
ascetical life as the appropriate occasion for both wonder and astonishment. 
                                                 
23
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:71:9-20).  ܢܥ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܒܓܕ ܇ܐܧܚܘܪ ܢܞܣܕ ܐܧܣ ܐ ܠ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ 
ܐܬܝܰܚ ܐܬܘܦܬܒܪܤܒ ܐܰܤܟܚܕ  .ܐܰܝܪ̈ܘܥܙܒ ܘܡܟܰܩܐ ܡܕܣ ܬܣ̇ܐܕ ܐܦܐ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܙܪܐܒܕ ܝܡܥܣܕ ܨܣ ܐܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܧ̈ܮܧܦܘ ܐܝܒܪܰܣ 
ܗܰܥܕܝ  .ܗܠ ܨܝܕ ܐܙܪܐ ܠ ܯܓܬܣ ܗܠ ܐܧܝܡܔܒ  .ܰܝܠܕ ܐܧܝܟܠ ܝܗܘܥ̈ܘܙܕ ܢܘܟܝܪܦܕ ܗܪܬܭ ܗܮܧܧܒ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܡܪ ܘܗ ܘ̇ܗ ܐܙܪܐ ܨܣ ܝ̇ܗ 
ܐܥܪܰܣܕ  .ܝ̇ܗܕ ܥܕ̇ܝܕ ܡܪܕ ܘܗ  .ܐܧܝܡܓܕ ܝܗ  .ܝ̇ܗ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܫܧ̇ܩ ܐܥܪܰܦܕ ܝܗܘܡܥ ܟܝܐ ܐ ܣ ܝܡܓܬܐܕ ܗܠ  .ܐܦܗܪܘܟܕ ܝܗ ܗܮܧܦܕ 
ܐܕܝܚܐܕ ܐܬܔܧܒ  .ܨܝܠܗܒܘ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ ܟܡܤܣ ܗܒ ܐܗܣܬ ܬܘܪܝܤܥܕ ܗܰܤܟܚ  ̇ܐܗܠܐܕ  .ܐ ܤܟܕ ܨܝܬܝܨܒ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܝ̈ܚ ܨܣ ܐܙܪܐ 
ܕܝܰܥܕ  .ܰܝܠܕܘ ܐܧܝܟܠ ܐܮܧܝ̈ܧܒܕ ܢܘܞܤܦܕ ܨܝܠܗܠ ܕܥܡܒ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܐܗܠܐܕ.  
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 John further explains the difference between divine revelations and human modes 
of receiving knowledge in Dialogue 5.  In this dialogue, Thomas, John‘s interlocutor, 
asks him whether angels learn about God through the order of salvation that took place 
on earth, or whether they receive knowledge of God in some other way.
24
  John‘s 
response clarifies his understanding of the difference between human modes of 
knowledge and divine revelation.  He tells Thomas that the angels know God directly, 
through wonder at the holy mysteries, rather than indirectly, through the observation of 
events that take place on earth.  He concludes that spiritual beings who receive divine 
revelation through wonder have no need of learning about God through the natural world, 
even the saving work of the incarnate Christ: ―If the person who elevates himself above 
bodily deeds into the spiritual mysteries has wonder at God, then why would spiritual 
[beings] even need considerations about God in the things of our world?‖25  According to 
John, knowledge that comes through the natural world is inferior because it requires 
sensual perception.  Wonder at God, on the other hand, transcends the bodily senses and 
therefore represents a way of knowing God that is unique to spiritual beings. 
 Since John believes that wonder is a form of knowing available to spiritual beings 
who receive divine revelation about God through a state of wonder, he concludes — and 
this is the second important way that John frames wonder — that wonder is a 
phenomenon that is experienced by beings who dwell in the world to come.  John states, 
for example, that the experience of wonder is ―too powerful for this life and it is 
                                                 
24
 See John the Solitary, Gespräche 5 (Strothmann:66:207-67:209).   
25
 See John the Solitary, Gespräche 5 (Strothmann:68:236-39).   ܢܐ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܝܡܥ̇ܣܕ ܨܣ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܩ ܐܝܦܪ̈ܔܦ ܐܙܐܪ̈ܒ 
ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ ܰܝܐ ܗܠ ܐܪܗܬ ܢܥ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܐܧܟܝܐ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ ܨܝܠܗܒ ܇ܨܤܡܥܒܕ ܨܝܪܝܧܩ ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܢܥܕ ܐܗܠܐ.  
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preserved for us in the life that is after the resurrection.‖26  Once free from distractions 
that originate from the body and soul, spiritual beings in the world to come apprehend 
direct revelation of God‘s mysteries through wonder. 
 Although angelic beings are the quintessential example of heavenly beings who 
experience wonder on account of dwelling in the world to come, John says that human 
beings are also capable of experiencing wonder in the same way that angels experience it.  
In one of his letters, he explains that monks who draw near to the way of life of the 
angels experience an existence that is devoid of fear and the passions because, like the 
angels, monks in this advanced state will exist in an ―exalted place‖ (ܐ ܤܝܪܐ ܣ ܐܪܬܐ).   
When we hear that these exalted [angels] stand in fear, then [we should understand this to 
mean that] they are kept from relying on the terror that comes from the fear of evil things.  
Since we draw near to them with our words about the new life, we have advanced in our 
understanding of their way of life.  There is no fear in the glory of the holy power, for 
when fear swells in the heart, there is suffering in a person.  Therefore these passions do 
not exist in that exalted place of the angelic hosts.  While we take delight in intimacy 
with God through love and gladness, they are in [a state] of perpetual wonder in which 
there is not stillness.
27
   
 
What is particularly striking about this passage is John‘s reference to the ―exalted place‖ 
wherein the angels exist in a perpetual state of wonder.  The term ―place‖ (maqom in 
Hebrew) was used throughout the Hebrew Bible to signal the locus of divine 
manifestation and in rabbinic-era apocalyptic texts to signal the heavenly original of the 
earthly temple.
28
  Aphrahat, a fourth-century Christian author who lived in the 
                                                 
26
 John the Solitary, Ein Dialog 3 (Dedering:87:24-5).  ܝܗܕ ܐܕܗ ܐܝܦܰܡܝܚ ܝܗ ܨܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܇ܐܝ̈ܚ ܐܝ̈ܛܒܘ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܰܤܝܩ 
ܐܬܝܞܦ ܨܠ.    
27
 John the Solitary, Briefe 2 (Rignell:47:7-15).  ܐ ܣ ܨܧܝܥܤܭܕ ܢܘܦܗܕ ܐܝܡ̈ܥ ܐܰܡܚܕܒ ܇ܨܝܤܝܩ ܢܘܬܓܕܙܦ ܐܕܪܘܪܒ ܨܣܕ 
ܐܰܡܚܕ ܨܣ ܐܰܮ̈ܝܒ ܢܘܡܟܰܦ  .ܢܞܣ ܨܝܕ ܢܘܗܬܘܠܕ ܐܝ̈ܚܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܚ ܨܧܒܬ̇ܩ ܇ܰܢ ܡܤܒ ܕܝܨ ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܢܘܗܬܒܘܕܕ ܨܞܭܘܰܭܐ  .ܰܝܠܕ 
ܐܰܡܚܕ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܕ ܐܬܘܡ̈ܝܚ ܐܮܝܕ̈ܩ  .ܐܰܡܚܕ ܬܝܓ ܐ ܣ ܐܦܨܦܕ ܐܒܡܒ ܐܪܦܘܭ ܝܗ ܐܮܦܬܒܠ  .ܰܝܠ ܢܝܟܗ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܮ̈ܚ 
ܘ̇ܗܒ ܐܪܬܐ ܐ ܤܝܬܣ ܐܰܝܪ̈ܮܣܕ ܐܟܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܐܒܘܛܒ ܐܬܘܕܚܘ ܨܝܤܪܒܰܣ ܐܧܝܧܥܒ ܇ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܪܗܰܒ ܰܝܠܕ ܗܠ ܐܝܡܭ.    
28
 For specific examples, see Alexander Golitzin, ―Heavenly Mysteries: Themes from Apocalyptic 
Literature in the Macarian Homilies and Selected other Fourth-Century Ascetical Wrtiers,‖ in Apocalyptic 
Through in Early Christianity, ed. Robert J. Daley, Holy Cross Studies in Patristic Theology and History 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2009), 180.    
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Mesopotamia of the Persian Empire and wrote in Syriac, also used this term in his 
Demonstration 14.  In this epistle, addressed to the entire Persian church, he explains that 
the Christian sage can experience in his mind the same ―place of God‖ that the angels 
experience in heaven.  Once the sage experiences this ―place of wisdom,‖ Aphrahat 
states, he receives wonders in the midst of his heart.
29
  His full description of this interior 
experience of the place of God is as follows: 
[The King] carries his mind to the heights, and his thought flies to his sanctuary; he 
shows him all kinds of treasure.  His intellect is absorbed with vision, and his heart is 
captivated by all its senses.  [The King] shows him that which he did not know.  He gazes 
on that place and examines it; his mind marvels at all that he sees: all the watchers pursue 
[the King‘s] service, and the seraphim sanctify his glory, flying on their swift wings with 
white and beautiful garments.  They hide their faces from his brightness, and their course 
is more swift than the wind.  There the throne of the kingdom is set up, and the Judge is 
preparing the court.  Seats are set up for the righteous to judge the wicked on the day of 
judgment.  When the wise man sees in his mind the place of his many treasures, then his 
thought is elevated, and his heart conceives and gives birth to all good things, and he 
meditates on all that has been commanded.  His form and his vision are on the earth, but 
the senses of his intellect are above and below.
30
 
 
John composed his letters just one generation after Aphrahat.  If we understand John‘s 
account of advanced monks who draw near to the ―exalted place‖ of the angels in terms 
of Aphrahat‘s account of the Christian sage who experiences the place of the angels in his 
mind, then John is saying that wonder results from an experience of the heavenly realm 
and that human beings, like the angels, can experience this wonder when they assume the 
angelic way of life, which is the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  Monks in this 
advanced stage will experience a direct vision of the heavenly mysteries, which occurs in 
the ―exalted place‖ of heaven. 
                                                 
29
 Aphrahat, Dem. (PS 1:661:14).  Page and line numbers are from Aphraatis Sapientis Persae 
Emonstrationes, ed. Jean Parisot, Patrologia Syriaca 1 (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1894). 
30
 Aphrahat, Dem. (PS 1:661:17-664:20) (Leito:338).  Translation is from The Demonstrations of Aphrahat, 
the Persian Sage, trans. Adam Lehto, Gorgias Eastern Christian Studies 27 (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 
2010). 
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 John presents a similar understanding of what it means for a monk to assume the 
way of life of the angels in one of his dialogues with Thomas.  In this text, he states that 
God endeavors to show human beings the ―greatness from the new world‖ by offering 
monks a foretaste of this greatness as a gift that can be received through prayer.  After 
receiving this gift, John says, human beings will exist in a state of wonder:   
[God] is teaching us about the deficiency of our creation through the greatness that is the 
greatness from the new world.  If we are raised up in the greatness that is the greatness 
from the new world, then it is urgent that he show us what is excellent from [the new 
world].  He will endeavor to offer it to us through prayer so that His gift will be [given] in 
rectitude and [we will exist in a state of] wonder that will not be stillness.
31
   
 
John notes that the sort of wonder that human beings will receive during prayer is a 
―wonder that will not be stillness‖ (ܐܘܗܦ ܐܝܡܭ ܐ ܠ ܕ ܐܪܗܬ).  Later on in the same 
dialogue, he again refers to the ―unstillness‖ ( ܐ ܠ ܐܝܡܭ ) of the Seraphim described in Is. 
6.2-3.
32
   According to this passage, the Seraphim use their wings to fly around as they 
praise God with the Trisagion and, as John understands it, this act of praise is eternal and 
ongoing.  In other words, the angels exist in a state of ―unstillness‖ ( ܐ ܠ ܐܝܡܭ ) because 
they are eternally praising God.
33
  This reference to ―unstillness‖ is John‘s way of saying 
that the wonder that human beings receive in prayer is the same wonder that the angels 
experience in the world to come.  This wonder is the ―unstill‖ worship of God that will 
exist for eternity in the world to come. 
                                                 
31
 John the Solitary, Gespräche 3 (Strothmann:22:34-23:39). ܇ ܐܬܘܬܝܨܒ ܰܢ ܝܬܒܕ ܨܡ̇ܣ ܐܘܗ ܨܠ  .ܘܠܐܘ ܒܘܬ 
ܐܬܘܒܬܒ ܐܒܪܕ ܨܣ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܐܬܕܚ ܇ܨܤܝܩܐ ܒܘܬ ܐܪܰܝܣܕ ܨܣ ܝ̇ܗ ܐܨܠܐ ܬܘܗ ܐܘܛܦܕ ܇ܨܠ ܕܝܒܕ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܥܒܦ  ̇ܗܠܕ ܟܭܘܰܮܦ .
 ܐܘܗܬܕ ܗܰܒܗܘܣ ܇ܐܬܘܦܐܟܒ ܐܪܗܬܘ ܝܗܘܡܥܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܝܡܭ ܐܘܗܦ.    
32
 ―Seraphs were in attendance above him; each had six wings: with two they covered their faces, and with 
two they covered their feet, and with two they flew. And one called to another and said: ‗Holy, holy, holy is 
the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory‘‖ (NRSV). 
33
 John concludes that the ―unstillness‖ of the angels is what constitutes wonder at God.  See John the 
Solitary, Gespräche 3 (Strothmann:27:163-5): ―The unstillness is wonder because they know God in 
continual glory.‖  ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܛܒܘܮܒ ܐܗܠܐ ܢܥܕ ܢܘܗܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܪܗܬ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܝܡܭ ܐ ܠ.   
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 We know that Isaac was influenced by John‘s reading of Isa 6.2-3 because Isaac 
explicitly says so.  In Homily 3.13, Isaac alludes to the wonder experienced by the 
Seraphim who chant the Trisagion and tells us that ―Saint John, the solitary from 
Apamea‖ reminds us of their wonder.34  Although he does not cite any specific passages 
from John‘s writings, Isaac may have had in mind this passage from John‘s Dialogue 
with Thomas.  As we will see in the next chapter, Isaac, like John, also draws connections 
between angelic worship and the wonder that human beings experience in the spiritual 
level of the ascetical life. 
 In summary, John‘s understanding of the phenomenon of wonder is different than 
Ephrem‘s understanding.  According to John, wonder at God is a spiritual enterprise that 
transcends the modes of knowledge that come through body and soul.  For this reason, he 
associates wonder with the eternal praise that the angels offer to God in heaven and with 
the reverence for God that human beings receive once they have achieved the spiritual 
level of the Christian life.  Like John, we will see that Isaac also places the phenomenon 
of wonder and astonishment within the framework of heavenly worship in the world to 
come and the spiritual level of the Christian life. 
 
 
6.2.1  WONDER IN THE GREEK TRADITION: PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS 
 
 
 Isaac appropriates the words wonder and astonishment as well as their framework 
from Syriac sources, but he also derives his definitions for wonder and astonishment from 
Syriac translations of Greek sources.  An examination of the way Isaac correlates the 
terms wonder and astonishment with Greek concepts reveals the moment of his 
                                                 
34
 See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.15 (CSCO 637:108-109). 
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originality because these correlations are not in the Greek texts.  For example, Isaac 
inherits the notion of ―thick darkness‖ from Pseudo-Dionysius, but he connects this 
Pseudo-Dionysian theme of ―thick darkness‖ with both wonder and astonishment, even 
though this connection is not explicit in the Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius‘s 
texts.  Isaac associates wonder with the light that one experiences after suffering through 
―thick darkness‖ and he associates astonishment with the human response to the darkness 
of God‘s incomprehensible essence.   
 Isaac uses language from the Syriac translation of the first chapter of Pseudo-
Dionysius‘s Mystical Theology in order to draw connections between darkness and either 
wonder or astonishment.  Although two ancient Syriac translations of the Dionysian 
corpus exist, one by Sergius of Rehsaina, which dates to the first half of the sixth-century, 
and a thorough revision of Sergius‘ translation by Phocas bar Sargis completed around 
684 CE, only the first chapter of the Mystical Theology has been published.
35
  We will 
consult Sergius‘s translation, since it is the one that would have been available to Isaac.    
 In the opening lines of Sergius‘s translation of the Mystical Theology, Pseudo-
Dionysius describes the human inability to comprehend the ineffable mysteries of the 
Trinity as some form of darkness, either a ―thick darkness‖ (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) or a ―thick dark 
night‖ (ܐܕܝܒܠ ܐܧܞܤܥ).36  In order to overcome this situation of darkness, Pseudo-
                                                 
35
 For background on the Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius‘ texts, see P. Sherwood, ―Sergius of 
Reshaina and the Syriac Versions of the Pseudo-Denis,‖ Sacris Erudiri 4 (1952): 175-84.  For background 
on the possible Syriac milieu of Pseudo-Dionysius, see Alexander Goltizin, Et Introibo ad Altare Dei: The 
Mystagogy of Dionysius Areopagita, with Special Reference to its Predecessors in the Eastern Christian 
Tradition (Thessalonica: Patriarchikon Idruma Paterikon Meleton, 1994), 349-92; Alexander Golitzin, 
―Dionysius Areopagita: A Chrisitan Mysticism?‖ Pro Ecclesia 12.2 (2003): 161-212; and István Perczel, 
―The Earliest Syriac Reception of Dionysius,‖ in Re-thinking Dionysius the Areopagite, ed. Sarah Coakley 
and Charles M. Stang (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 27-41. 
36
 For further background on how Pseudo-Dionysius‘s language about darkness and clouds influenced other 
Syriac authors, see Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans forme: introduction à l‘étude de la mystique chrétienne 
syro-orientale (Chevetogne: Éditions de Chevetogne, 1987), 138-45. 
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Dionysius explains that the Trinity must direct human minds to the sublime beauty of the 
hidden mysteries of theology by filling them with the light of divine knowledge, which 
penetrates the darkness.
37
   
You [Trinity] fill in the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) [with] the light of silence that is the 
hidden mysteries, that is, when that which is greater has arisen, [you] are sublimely 
shining forth in the thick dark night (ܐܧܞܤܥ).  In the complete incomprehensible and 
unseen, you fill our sightless minds [with] sublime and splendid beauties.
38
 
 
Later on, Pseudo-Dionysius refers to the gift of divine light as a ray of light (ܐܪܝܠܙ) that 
comes from the being of the divine darkness (ܐܟܘܮܚ).  Addressing his readers in the 
second person, he says, ―It is through an unhindered egress and unbinding that you are 
freed from yourself and from everything in purity, and [then] you are elevated unto the 
sublime ray [that comes] from the being of the divine darkness.‖39  The gift of divine 
light is necessary to overcome the situation of darkness, that is, the human inability to 
comprehend the Trinity. 
 In a paradoxical manner, Pseudo-Dionysius also refers to the process of leaving 
the ray of divine light behind in order to fully penetrate the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) of 
God, who is the ultimate cause of all creation.  Behind the external rays of light, God‘s 
being is wholly imperceptible to all modes of human knowledge.   
                                                 
37
 Pseudo-Dionysius opens the Mystical Theology by imploring the Trinity to direct him to the hidden 
mysteries of theology.  See Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (Hornus:86:997A):  ―Trinity! More 
sublime than being, more sublime than deity, and more sublime than goodness.  Protector of the divine 
wisdom of Christians, direct us to the summit of the most sublime knowledge and the most sublime light, 
and to the height of the mystical scriptures, where the simple, resolute, and unchangeable mysteries of 
theology are hidden.‖  ܐܰܣܘܝ̇ܩ ܇ܐܰܒܝ ܨܣ ܰܝܡܥܣܘ ܇ܐܬܘܗܠܐ ܨܣ ܐܰܝܡܥܣܘ ܐܝܪܠܐ ܨܣ ܰܝܡܥܣ ܐܬܘܝܰܝܠܬ
 ܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ ܐܰܣܬܣܬܣܘ ܇ܐܪܗܘܦ ܰܝܡܥ̇ܣܘ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܰܝܡܥ̇ܣ ܐܰܧܩܬܩ ܬܘܠ ܨܠ ܨܘܪܬ ܇ܐܧܝܞܪܝܪ̈ܟܕ ܐܰܝܗܠܐ ܢܘܗܰܤܟܚܕ
ܨܝܧ̇ܛܣ ܇ܐܝܓܘܠܘܐܬܕ ܐܧܧܡ̈ܚܰܮܣ ܐ ܠܘ ܐܝܪ̈ܭܘ ܐܞ̈ܝܮܦ ܐܙܐܪ̈ܕ ܐܟܝܐ ܇ܐܰܝܦܙܐܪ̈.    Page and section numbers 
refer to Jean-Michel Hornus, ―Le Corpus Dionysien en Syriaque,‖ Parole de l‘Orient 1 (1970): 69-93.   
38
 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (Hornus:86-88:997B).  ܐ ܡܦܬܥܒ  
̇
ܰܝܡܣ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܩܰܭܕ ܙܝܧܓ ܇ܐܙܐܪ̈ 
ܝ̇ܗ ܐܧܞܤܥܒܕ ܐܕܝܒܠ ܘ̇ܗܠ ܐ ܣ ܬܝܰܝܕ ܜܝܦܕ ܐܛܣܨܣ ܇ܰܝܐܝܡܥܣ ܐ ܡܒܘ ܐܬܘܧܮܮܓܰܣ ܐܬܝܤܓ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܐܬܘܦܙܚܰܣ ܐܝܡ̇ܣ 
ܢܘܗܠ ܐܦ̈ܘܗܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐ̈ܧܝܥ ܐܪ̈ܦܘܭ ܐܝܡ̈ܥܣ ܐܛ̈ܝܨܦܘ.    
39
 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (Hornus:88:997B-100B).   ܐܪܧܤܒ ܬܝܓ ܐ ܠ ܐܧܝܡܟܰܣ ܐܝܬܭܘ ܫܧ̇ܦܕ 
ܰܦܐ ܰܝܐܝܡܟܕ ܟܧܣ ܨܣܘ ܇ܕܣܕܤܡܟ ܐ ܡ̇ܥܰܣ ܰܦܐ ܬܘܠ ܐܪܝܠܙ ܝܡܥ̇ܣ ܨܣ ܐܝܩܘܐ ܐܟܘܮܚܕ ܐܝܗܠܐ.  
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The good cause of all is both of many words and of small discourse (as in wordless).  
Neither word nor understanding belongs to it, since its constitution is more sublime than 
all things in the excellence of its being.  It is manifest openly and truly only to those who 
overcome every defilement and every purity and who climb higher than every summit of 
every holy ascent and who leave every divine light (ܐܪܗܘܦ), voice, and word from heaven 
far behind and who enter into the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ), where truly there is, as the 
scripture says, the one who is beyond all things.
40
 
 
This relationship between divine light and thick darkness appears, at first, to be a 
paradox: the divine light can only be experienced by entering into a thick darkness.  
However, an observation by John of Scythopolis, the sixth-century Greek commentator 
on Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Mystical Theology, helps explain this paradox.  In his scholion, 
John notes that the Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Greek term for the ―thick darkness‖ (γνόφος) is 
a translation from the Hebrew term, araphel (this fact is clear in the Syriac translation of 
the Mystical Theology: the Syriac ܐ ܡܦܬܥ is based on the same Semitic root as the Hebrew 
araphel).
41
  Alexander Goltizin has noted that this reference to the seventh heaven recalls 
Moses‘s ascent to the throne of the divine Glory, that is, to the light of the Shekinah.42  If 
John‘s reading of the Mystical Theology is correct, then the divine darkness is 
paradoxically the light of the Shekinah.
43
  The first chapter of the Mystical Theology 
                                                 
40
 Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.3 (Hornus:90:1000C).  ܐܬܒܰܪܣܘ ܇ܝܠ ܕܟܕ  ̇ܗܡܟܰܩܐ ܢܥܠ ܨܣ ܐܧܝܟ 
܇ܐܕܗܠ ܐܰܡܥܕ ܐܰܒܝ ܇ܢܟܕ ܬܐܝܒܩ ܐܰܡܣ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܬܪܘܥܙܘ ܐܬܣܐ ܣ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܐܰܡܣ ܐܕܛܟܐ  .܇ܐܧܟܝܐ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܰܡܣ 
ܐ ܠܘ ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܰܝܐ  ̇ܗܡܝܕ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܝܡܥ̇ܣܕ ܐ ܤܝܩ ܢܥܠ ܨܣ ܢܟ  .ܐܬܘܝܡܥܤܒ ܨܣܕ ܐܝܩܘܐ  .ܕܘܛܡܒܘ ܐܝܡܓܰܣ ܐ ܠ ܰܝܐܧܝܧܚܰܣ 
ܰܝܐܬܝܬܭܘ ܢܘܦܗܠ ܨܝܬܒ̇ܥܕ ܢܘܗܡܟܠ ܐܬܐ̇ܤܝ ܇ܐܰ̈ܝܟܕܘ ܨܝܡܥܰܣܘ ܢܥܠ ܨܣ  ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܰܪܪܣ ܢܘܗܡܟܕ ܐܬܘܝܡ̇ܥܣ ܇ܐܰ̈ܮܝܕܩ 
ܨܝܪܒ̇ܭܘ ܐܪܚܘܬܠ ܢܘܗܡܟܠ ܐܪ̈ܗܘܦ ܐܝ̈ܗܠܐ ܐ ܡ̈ܩܘ ܐ ܡ̈ܣܘ ܇ܐܰܝܧܝ̈ܤܭ ܨܝܠܐ̇ܥܘ ܐ ܡܦܬܥܠ  .ܐܟܝܐ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܰܝܐܬܝܬܭ ܐ ܤܟܐ 
ܨܝܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܇ܐ̈ܒܰܟ ܘ̇ܗ ܠܗܠܕ ܨܣ ܢܟ.   Cf. Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.3 (Hornus:92:1001A):  ―He 
enters the thick darkness of unknowing.‖  ܠܐܥ ܐ ܡܦܬܥܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ    
41
 PG 4, 421C: ―The Hebrew says that araphel is the name for the firmament into which Moses went, for 
[the Jews] speak of seven firmaments, which they also call heavens.‖  Translation is from Alexander 
Golitzin, ―Revisiting the ‗Sudden‘: Epistle III in the Corpus Dionysiacum,‖ SP 37 (2001), 482. 
42
 Alexander Golitzin, ―Revisiting the Sudden,‖ 482. 
43
 Pseudo-Dionysius makes this point clear in his Epistle 5 (―The divine darkness is the unapproachable 
light in which God is said to dwell‖) and again in Divine Names 7.2.  See Pseudo-Dionysius, Ep. 5.1073A 
(Heil and Ritter:162:3-4).  Page and line numbers refer to Corpus Dionysiacum II, ed. G. Heil and A. M. 
Ritter (Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1991).  Translation and references are from Alexander 
Golitzin, ―Revisiting the Sudden,‖ 483.  Beulay has also made this observation; see Robert Beulay, 
―Quelques axes de l‘enseignement de Denys l‘Aréopagite chez les mystiques syro-orientaux, et leur 
continuité possible en mystique musulmane,‖ in Patrimonie syriaque, Actes du colloque IX.  Les syriaques 
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therefore implies that the rays of divine darkness are also a thick darkness, which is the 
Shekinah of God.   
 Isaac uses this Pseudo-Dionysian language of light and darkness to construct his 
definitions of wonder and astonishment.  He does not quote the first chapter of the 
Mystical Theology directly, but Homilies 1.13, 2.5, 2.10, 3.7, and 3.8 contain a high 
enough frequency of linguistic matches to legitimate the conclusion that these homilies 
are based on the first chapter of the Mystical Theology.
44
  Isaac‘s use of words such as 
―darkness‖ (ܐܟܘܮܚ), ―thick darkness‖ (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ), and ―dark night‖ (ܐܧܞܤܥ) along with 
references to rays of light (ܐܪܝܠܙ) and the Shekinah all indicate that, in these specific 
homilies, Isaac is reworking Pseudo-Dionysian concepts into his own understanding of 
wonder and astonishment. 
 We find the greatest deal of dependence on Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Mystical 
Theology in Homily 1.13.  In this homily, Isaac assimilates but also reinterprets Pseudo-
Dionysius‘s definition of darkness by identifying darkness not with the ineffable essence 
of God, but with a moment of weakness that occurs before the ray of divine grace settles 
upon the soul of a human being and induces wonder.  He says that before wonder occurs 
in the mind, a monk first experiences both darkness (ܐܟܘܮܚ) and a dark night (ܐܧܞܤܥ) in 
his soul.  This temporary moment of darkness in the soul does not come from God, but 
rather, is a darkness that arises as a result of the passions, which cloud the light that 
causes wonder.
45
   
                                                                                                                                                 
transmetteurs de civilization (Antélias-Liban: 2005), 101: ―la ténèbre est lumineuse, la lumière est 
ténébreuse.‖ 
44
 Isaac does explicitly quote Pseudo-Dionysius for other purposes.  He refers to the Celestial Hierarchy 6 
in Homily 1.25 and 2.10 and he mentions Pseudo-Dionysius by name in Homily 1.22. 
45
 See also Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.13 (Bedjan:31:2),  where Isaac refers to the ―order 
of the thick darkness of the passions.‖  ܐ̈ܮܚ ܝܡܦ
̇
ܬܥܕ ܐܪܟܬ  Page and line numbers refer to Mar Isaacus 
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When a person who has determined in his mind to order his being in solitary habitation 
by himself and to pass the remainder of his days in service and in the ordering of the way 
of stillness is in [the sort of] customary stillness that is duly prescribed by divine grace, 
then it so happens that his soul is buried inside a thick night (ܐܦܰܤܥ).  Just as the 
radiance of the sun is covered from the habitable earth by a density of clouds, [so also], 
for a short time, [a person] is deprived from spiritual comfort and the burst of grace by 
the cloud of the passions.  Some of that gladdening power is withdrawn from him and 
[then] that unusual darkness (ܐܟܘܮܚ) will befall his intellect, [yet] his intellect is not 
troubled nor does it submit to faintheartedness.
46
 
 
According to Isaac, darkness sometimes refers to the moment before the mind enters the 
threshold of wonder, when it is illumined by divine light.   
 Isaac goes on to say that once this darkness from the passions has dissipated, rays 
of divine light fill the intellect until the soul arrives at a state of wonder at God.  The 
darkness that precedes wonder is a necessary step in the ascetical life because it is the 
invitation for divine grace to ―suddenly‖ fill the soul with wonder during prayer.47  He 
continues, 
[If a monk] becomes engrossed in the writings of divine men and compulsory prayer and 
[if] he looks for healing, then [the gladdening power] will suddenly (ܐܝܡܭ ܨܣ) be given to 
him unexpectedly.  Since, for example, the face of the earth is made bright by the rays 
(ܩܐܝܠܙ) of the sun when the sun is released from the density of the air, so too is the word 
of prayer able to unbind and drive away the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) of the passions from 
the soul and to gladden and illuminate the intellect by the brightness of joy and comfort 
that give birth to our thoughts, especially when there is an occasion for [the soul to gain] 
healing from the holy books and vigils that adorn the intellect.  Continual study on the 
Holy Scripture will fill the soul with incomprehensible wonder and joy in God.
48
    
                                                                                                                                                 
Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. Piscataway: Gorgias 
Press, 2007).   
46
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.13 (Bedjan:124:6-15).  ܐܧܝܐ ܨܝܕ ܫܪܦܕ ܗܧܝܥܬܒ ܐܬܝܘܕܒܕ 
ܐܝܕܘܛܠ ܥܥܕ ܗܮܧܦ ܐܪܟܞܦ ܇ܗܰܝ ܝܦܙܕ ܐܝܡܭܕ ܫܧܦ ܐܧܟܬܭ ܝܗ̈ܘܝܚܕ  .ܝܰܣܐ ܟܝܐܕ ܐܕܝܥ ܇ܐܝܡܮܒܕ  ̇ܘܗ ܥܚܰܣܕ ܰܝܐܛܪܦ 
ܐܬܘܒܝܞܠ ܇ܐܰܝܗܠܐ ܫܬܒܦ ܘܔܠܕ ܐܧܞܤܥ ܐܬܤܝܰܣ ܇ܗܮܧܦ ܬܘܣܕܒܘ ܝܚܘܬܝܪܗܙ ܐܮܤܭܕ ܨܝܪܟܰܣܕ ܨܣ ܐܰܒܰܝ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܕܝܒܠ 
܇ܐܧܧܥܕ ܐ ܡܤܒ ܢܝܡܩ ܙܡܓܰܣ ܨܣ ܐܐܝܘܒ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܨܣܘ ܐܛܣܨ ܐܬܘܒܝܝܕ ܕܝܒ ܐܧܧܥ ܇ܐ̈ܮܚܕ ܫܧܩܘ ܗܧܣ ܢܝܡܩ ܐ ܡܝܚ  ̇ܘܗ 
܇ܐܧܝܕܛܣ ܬܞܪܦܘ ܢܥ ܗܧܝܥܪ ܐܟܮܚ  ̇ܘܗ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐܕܝܥܒ ܐ ܠ ܐܘܗܬ ܐܮܓܰܮܣ ܇ܗܰܝܥܪܬ ܒ̇ܗܝܘ ܐܕܝܐ ܬܘܪܘܥܙܠ ܐܮܧܦ.    
47
 According to Sabino Chialà, Isaac‘s writings contain a contradiction.  On the one hand, Isaac thinks that 
succumbing to the passions can be helpful and that darkness is a part of the spiritual life that is sent by God.  
On the other hand, Isaac speaks of combating darkness with ascetical actions.  See Sabino Chialà, 
―L‘importance du corps dans la prière, selon l‘enseignement d‘Isaac de Ninive,‖ CPE 119 (2010): 33-37.  
Also, see Irénée Hausherr, ―Les Orientaux connaissent-ils les ‗nuits‘ de saint Jean de la Croix?,‖ OCP 12 
(1946): 5-46, who says that Isaac was a precursor for John of the Cross‘ ―dark night of the soul.‖ 
48
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.13 (Bedjan:124:15-125:5). ܐ ܠܐ ܬܒܝܪܦ ܕܟ ܐܧܥܰܣ ܐ̈ܒܰܟܒ 
ܐܮܦܐܕ ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܬܘܠܨܘ ܇ܐܧܝܙܥܕ ܐܟܪܣܘ ܐܦܪܕܘܥܠ  .ܨܣܘ ܝܡܭ ܒܗܝܰܣ ܇ܗܠ ܕܟ ܐ ܠ ܥܕܝ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܦܙܟܐܕ ܨܚ̈ܨܦܰܣܕ  ̇ܗܝܦܐ 
ܐܬܬܤܥܕ ܝܗ̈ܘܪܝܠܙܒ ܇ܐܮܤܭܕ ܐܝܕܮܒ ܗܬܘܕܝܒܠܕ ܇ܪܐܐܕ ܐܧܟܗ ܐܛܟܮܣ ܰܡܣ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܬܭܬܕ ܕܗܡܦܬܘ ܨܣ ܐܮܧܦ ܐ ܡܦܬܥ 
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In addition to language of light and darkness, Isaac also says that the gift of the 
gladdening power is given suddenly (ܐܝܡܭ ܨܣ).  This use of the adverb ―suddenly‖ recalls 
language from earlier Syriac texts, including the Acts of Thomas and Ephrem‘s Paradise 
Hymns, but also occurs in Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Epistle 3.49  Pseudo-Dionysius uses the 
word sudden, with its biblical overtones, to convey the presence of the light from Christ 
that monks experience during mystical theophany.  This occurrence of Pseudo-Dionysian 
language, including ―rays,‖ ―darkness,‖ and the ―sudden‖ gift of grace, indicates that 
Isaac has Pseudo-Dionysius‘s description of divine illumination in mind when he 
describes his own concept of wonder.  According to Isaac, wonder is the moment when a 
monk suddenly receives the rays of divine light, which penetrate the intellect after the 
soul has endured a period of darkness. 
 Another point of connection between Pseudo-Dionysius and Isaac occurs in 
Homiles 3.7 and 3.8.  In Homily 3.8, we see that Isaac explicitly alludes to the 
overshadowing cloud of 1 Kgs 8.10-12, where it is said that a cloud overshadows the 
house of the Lord and creates a thick darkness as God‘s dwelling place.50  Isaac 
allegorically interprets this passage as describing the spiritual journey of the soul and 
mind and concludes that during the moment of prayer, the soul ―perceives the cloud that 
overshadows the mind in prayer.‖51  In other words, God overshadows the mind during 
prayer and transforms the mind into the thick darkness, which is the dwelling place for 
                                                                                                                                                 
܇ܐ̈ܮܚܕ ܚܨܦܬܘ ܪܗܦܬܘ ܐܧܝܥܬܠ ܐܔܠܙܒ ܐܬܘܕܚܕ ܐܐܝܘܒܕܘ ܐܕܠܘܣܕ ܨܝܒܭ̈ܘܛܒ  .ܰܝܐܬܝܰܝ ܝܰܣܐ ܐܘܗܦܕ  ̇ܗܠ ܐܐܘܡܣ 
ܐܦܪ̈ܕܘܥܠ ܨܣ  ̈ܝܒܰܟ ܇ܐܭܕܘܩ ܐܪܗܭܘ ܐܧܝܗܙܣ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ  .ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܒܰܟܒܕ ܇ܐܮܝܕܩ ܘܧܝܣܐܒ ܐܪܗܬ ܐ ܠ ܐܧܒܪܕܰܣ ܐܬܘܕܚܘ 
ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܐ ܡܣ  ̇ܗܠ ܐܮܧܧܠ.     
49
 For specific examples, see Alexander Golitzin, ―Revisiting the Sudden,‖ 486-91. 
50
 ―And when the priests came out of the holy place, a cloud filled the house of the Lord, so that the priests 
could not stand to minister because of the cloud; for the glory of the Lord filled the house of the Lord.  
Then Solomon said, ‗The Lord has said that he would dwell in thick darkness‖ (NRSV). 
51
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.8.8 (CSCO 637:58).   ܐܮܓܬܣ ܐܧܧܥ ܐܕܗܠ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܐܦܕܥܒܕ ܐ ܣ
ܐܬܘܠܨܒ ܐܦܘܗ ܢܥ ܐܧܔܣܕ.    
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God.
52
  Although Isaac derives his terminology in Homily 3.8 from the biblical text, his 
full commentary also resonates with the Pseudo-Dionysius‘s connection between God‘s 
dwelling place and the thick darkness.  While Pseudo-Dionysius implicitly alluded to the 
connection between the Shekinah and the divine darkness, Isaac explicitly connects the 
Shekinah with the thick darkness that results from the overshadowing cloud.  Later on in 
Homily 3.8, he says outright that the Shekinah of God overshadows the soul during 
prayer, but in addition, his remarks in Homily 3.7 establish the same connection between 
the Shekinah and the thick darkness that was implicit in Pseudo-Dionysius‘s text.53 
Even though we have not asked, you have given us the great gift of faith through which 
one approaches the mysteries of knowledge that enable spiritual beings to proceed to the 
Shekinah of your essence.  It is through the mystery of faith, oh Lord, that the [faithful] 
progress into the interior of the thick darkness of your glory.
54
 
 
Like Pseudo-Dionysius, Isaac assumes that faith brings a person into contact with the 
Shekinah of God, which is perceived as a thick darkness.
55
 
 Isaac‘s original contribution to this connection between the Shekinah and the 
thick darkness is the inclusion of wonder.  According to Isaac, the experience of thick 
darkness from the overshadowing cloud is also the experience of wonder.  He states that 
the perception of the overshadowing cloud ―is revealed though an insight of the mind 
when [a person] achieves silence in wonder‖ and that such a person has arrived at a state 
                                                 
52
 Isaac makes the same point about the soul; see also Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.8.1 (CSCO 
637:56):  ―The temple of God is a house of prayer and therefore the soul is a house of prayer when the 
continual remembrance of God is consecrated in it.‖ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܐܰܝܒ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐ ܡܟܝܗ  . ܨܝܕ ܐܰܝܒ
ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܦܬܟܘܕ ̇ܗܒ ܫܕ̇ܩܰܣܕ ܇ܝܗ ܐܮܧܦ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ.  
53
 See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.8.10 (CSCO 637:58).   
54
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.7.4-5 (CSCO 637:46).  ܰܒܗܝ ܨܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܬܘܥܒ ܐܰܒܗܘܣ ܐܰܒܪ 
܇ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܕ  ̇ܗܒܕ ܒܬ̇ܩܰܦ ܐܙܪ̈ܐ ܠ ܐܰܥܕܝܕ  .ܢܘܦ̇ܗ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ܕ ܨܝܓܪܕܰܣ ܢܘܗܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܰܧܝܟܭ ܀ܟܬܘܰܝܐܕ  ܕܝܒ ܐܙܪ̈ܐ ܬܝܓ 
ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܕ ܨܝܞܮ
̇
ܦܰܣ ܝܬܣ ܦܐ ܢܘܦܗ ܘܔܠ ܐ ܡܦܬܥ ܟܛܒܘܭܕ.   Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.74 
(Bedjan:517:20). 
55
 For further background on Isaac‘s use of the term Shekinah, see Brenda Fitch Fairaday, ―Isaac of 
Nineveh‘s Biblical Typology of the Cross,‖ in Papers presented at the thirteenth International Conference 
on Patristic Studies held in Oxford 1995, ed. M.F. Wiles and E.J. Yarnold (Leuven: Peeters, 2001), 385-90. 
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where ―the Lord has consented to overshadow him.‖56  Prayer is the occasion when the 
Shekinah overshadows the soul, thereby inducing a thick darkness in soul, which is the 
state of wonder.   
 One would expect Isaac‘s connection between the rays of divine light, darkness, 
and wonder to come straight from the first chapter of the Mystical Theology, where the 
extant Greek edition of the Mystical Theology uses the Greek term ecstasy to indicate the 
absolute abandonment that occurs before a person is uplifted before the divine rays of 
God‘s shadow.57  Since the Greek term ecstasy (ἔκστασις) is often rendered into Syriac 
with the term wonder (ܐܪܗܬ) and since ecstasy is Isaac‘s equivalent to wonder, it would 
appear that Isaac is simply following Pseudo-Dionysius‘s text when he connects wonder 
with the divine darkness.
58
  This is not the case.  Both Syriac translations of the Mystical 
Theology (i.e., Sergius‘ earlier translation and as well as Phocas‘s revision) avoid using 
the word wonder to render the Greek word ecstasy and they instead express the concept 
of self-abandonment with less technical language.
59
  This absence of the term wonder in 
the Syriac translation of the Mystical Theology means that Isaac‘s own correlation 
                                                 
56
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.8.9 (CSCO 637:58).  ܘܦܗ ܨܝܕ ܐ ܡܒ ܇ܐܬܘܧܝܙܚܰܣ ܐ ܠܘ ܜܟܮܣ ܐ ܡܤ̇ܮܦܕ 
ܐܰܮܤܭܬ ܗܬܘܠܨܕ  .ܕܒ ܠܗܒܬܐ ܡܕܩ ܗܬܪܝܐ ܇ܐܝܬܣܕ  ܝܡܓܬܐܕ ܕܝܒ ܐ ܡܟܘܩ ܇ܐܦܘܗܕ ܩܬ
̇
ܰܭܐܘ ܐܗܣܰܒ  .ܐܬܐ ܝܗ 
ܝܒܝܨܐܕ ܗܒ ܇ܐܝܬܣ ܨܓܐܘ ܝܗܘܡܥ.    
57
 See MT 1000A:  ―By an undivided and absolute abandonment (ἕξίστημι) of yourself and everything, 
shedding all and freed from all, you will be uplifted to the ray of the divine shadow, which is above 
everything that is.‖  Translation is from Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1987). 
58
 Hilarion Alfeyev states that wonder is Isaac‘s equivalent to ecstasy.  See Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual 
World of Isaac the Syrian (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 2000), 242.  
59
 A literal rendering of the same passage from Sergius‘s Syriac translation is: ―It is through an unhindered 
egress and unbinding that you are freed from yourself and from everything in purity, and [then] you are 
elevated unto the sublime ray [that comes] from the being of the divine darkness.‖  Sergius renders ecstasy 
as ―freed from yourself.‖  See Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.1 (Hornus:88:997B-100B).    ܐܪܧܤܒ
 ܐܝܩܘܐ ܨܣ ܝܡܥ̇ܣ ܐܪܝܠܙ ܬܘܠ ܰܦܐ ܐ ܡ̇ܥܰܣ ܇ܕܣܕܤܡܟ ܨܣܘ ܟܧܣ ܰܝܐܝܡܟܕ ܰܦܐ ܫܧ̇ܦܕ ܐܝܬܭܘ ܐܧܝܡܟܰܣ ܐ ܠ ܬܝܓ
ܐܝܗܠܐ ܐܟܘܮܚܕ.  
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between the wonder and the rays of divine darkness is original, or at the very least, an 
interpolation that he imposes on these passages from the Mystical Theology.
60
   
 In Homilies 2.5 and 2.10, Isaac also uses Pseudo-Dionysian language of darkness 
to develop a definition for the term astonishment.  When he refers to the darkness that is 
associated with astonishment, Isaac uses a different definition of darkness than what he 
used in order to develop his definition of wonder.  The darkness associated with 
astonishment is not a period of weakness that occurs prior to illumination from the rays 
of divine grace nor is it the Shekinah of God, but rather, it describes one‘s inability to 
perceive the ineffable essence of God.  Like Pseudo-Dionysius, Isaac bases this definition 
on Ex 19.9, which records God‘s self revelation to the Israelites as being accompanied by 
a ―dark cloud‖ (ܐܧܧܥܕ ܐܧܞܤܥ).61   Like other Christian authors before him, Isaac interprets 
this mode of self revelation as normative, which means that even God‘s self revelation in 
the future world will also occur in the midst of either a dark cloud (ܐܧܧܥܕ ܐܧܞܤܥ) or thick 
darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ).
62
  God‘s self revelation is always accompanied by darkness. 
 When Isaac defines the term astonishment in Homily 2.5 and 2.10, he does so in 
terms of the inability to perceive God‘s ineffable being on account of the darkness that 
shrouds God‘s self revelation.  In Homily 2.5, for example, he states that angels 
experience a ―thick darkness‖ when they are directly confronted with the 
incomprehensible nature of God‘s glory.  Unable to perceive God in His essence, they 
                                                 
60
 Pseudo-Dionysius does draw a connection between the thick darkness of God and God‘s own ecstatic 
self-revelation in the Divine Names, so it is possible that Isaac based his connection between divine 
darkness and wonder from passages from the Divine Names.  Unfortunately, the Syriac translation is 
unavailable.  For further discussion on the connection between darkness and ecstasy in Pseudo-Dionysius, 
see Alexander Golitzin, Et Introibo ad Altare Dei, 114-18. 
61
 ―Then the Lord said to Moses, ‗I am going to come to you in a dense cloud, in order that the people may 
hear when I speak with you and so trust you ever after.‘‖  (NRSV). 
62
 Isaac refers to God‘s self revelation through a dark cloud in Terza Collezione 3.9.25 (CSCO 637:68).  He 
refers to God‘s self revelation through thick darkness in Terza Collezione 3.7.5 (CSCO 637:46).   
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stand in astonishment at what transcends their understanding: ―Angelic natures are 
plunged into silence in astonishment before the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) of this eternal 
mystery and [from] the flood of his glory that [comes] from within astonishment.‖63  
Astonishment is how angelic beings respond to the darkness of God‘s self revelation. 
   In Homily 2.10, Isaac also refers to the inability of the human mind to grasp the 
fullness of the divine mysteries, yet he explains that this inability to conceptualize the 
divine nature — the ―thick darkness, as it were — is itself the experience of 
astonishment.   Isaac states that when a monk transcends the categories of material 
thought and experiences the ineffable God, he has reached the ―thick darkness‖ of God.   
As a result of the practical discovery of things that belong to Him, a person is raised up in 
his thoughts to the contemplation of Him.  [This raising up] is the true vision, not of his 
nature, but of a thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) of his glory.  Once these things are explained, [ a 
person] is first moved to study Him, and then gradually the study envelopes his mind 
little by little and brings [the mind] in and sets it in the thick darkness (ܐ ܡܦܬܥ) of his 
glory and in that fountain of life, whence life springs forth at all times without 
interruption, both to minds above and below.
64
   
 
Isaac goes on to equate this experience of this thick darkness with astonishment.  He 
continues by describing the monk who ―is astonished at all the things that [God] has done 
and is doing and has filled his mind with the majesty of God.‖65   Astonishment, 
therefore, is what happens to a mind that is filled with God‘s majesty to such an extent 
that it cannot fathom the depth of God‘s ineffable essence. 
                                                 
63
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.5.1 (CSCO 554:5).   ̇ܘܗ ܐܧܝ̈ܟܕ ܐ݀ܪ̈ܥܕ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܨܝܕܤܥ ܐܗܣܰܒ  .ܨܣ ܡܕܩ 
ܐ ܡܦܬܥ ܐܙܪܐܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܝܣܘܰܣ  .ܐ ܠܘܤܣܘ ܗܛܒܘܭܕ ܘܔܠܕ ܨܣ ܐܗܣܬ.   Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh 
(Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 
224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995).   
64
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.10.17 (CSCO 554:34).  ܨܣ ܐܰܛܟܬܭ ܐܰܝܦܬܥܘܩ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܗܡܝܕ ܐ ܡܥܰܣ ܯܦܐ 
ܝܗܘܒ̈ܭܘܛܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ܗܡܝܕ ܝܗܕ ܝܗ ܗܬܙܚ ܐܬܬܝܬܭ  .ܘܠ ܗܧܝܟܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܐ ܡܦܬܥܕ ܇ܗܛܒܘܭܕ ܨܣܘ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܰ̈ܪܝܮܦ ܠ̇ܐܕ ܗܒ 
ܐܓܪܗ ܝܗܘܡܥܕ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܨܝܕܝܗܘ ܐܕܝܐܒ  ܐܕܝܐܒ ܯܒ̇ܚ ܘܗ ܐܓܪܗ ܢܝܡܪܒ ܢܝܡܩ ܇ܗܦܘܗܠ ܢܥܣܘ ܥܝܪܣܘ ܗܠ ܐ ܡܦܬܥܒ 
܇ܗܰܚܘܒܭܬܕ ܘ ܐܥܘܒܤܒ  ̇ܘܗ ܐ̈ܝܚܕ  .ܨܝܥ̈ܒܦܕ ܗܧܣ  ̈ܝܚ ܢܟܒ ܢܕܥ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܫܪܦ ܢܘܗܡܟܠ ܐܦ̈ܘܗ ܐܝܡ̈ܥ ܐܝܰ̈ܚܬܘ.  
65
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.10.19 (CSCO 554:35).  ܐ ܣ ܗܣܬܕ ܯܦܐ ܐ ܡܣܘ ܗܦܘܗ ܨܣ ܗܬܘܒܪ ܐܗܠܐܕ .
 ܨܝܠܗܒܘ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܢܪ̈ܝܥܩܕ ܗܠ ܇ܬ
̇
̈ܩܘ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܪ̇ܗܬ ܬܣܕܰܣܘ ܗܬܘܧܤܚܬܤܒ.  
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 In summary, Isaac uses three different definitions of Pseudo-Dionysian darkness 
to construct definitions for wonder and astonishment.  First, in Homily 1.13, he defines 
darkness as a state of weakness that precedes divine illumination.  Based on this 
definition of darkness, Isaac defines wonder as the reception of divine illumination that 
overcomes this darkness.  Second, in Homily 3.8, he associates wonder with the 
experience of the Shekinah of God, which creates darkness by overshadowing a person 
during prayer.  Finally, in Homilies 2.5 and 2.10, Isaac defines darkness as the ineffable 
and unknowable essence of God.  With this definition of darkness in mind, he defines 
astonishment as the mind‘s inability to fully comprehend the glory and majesty of the 
divine essence.  What is remarkable about the way Isaac forms both his definition for 
wonder and his definition for astonishment is that the Syriac translation of the Mystical 
Theology never connects darkness with either wonder or astonishment.  The connection is 
Isaac‘s alone and it demonstrates his original synthesis of Pseudo-Dionysian language 
and the terms wonder and astonishment. 
 
 
6.2.2 WONDER IN THE GREEK TRADITION: EVAGRIUS 
 
 
 Isaac also connects Evagrian concepts with wonder and astonishment.  While 
these connections are also original, they are based on one solid textual reference.  
Evagrius himself did not refer to wonder or astonishment, but the Syriac translator added 
the word ―wonder‖ into his translation of Reflections 30.  On the basis of this one 
influential passage, Isaac explicitly equates either wonder or astonishment with four other 
Evagrian concepts, including ―solitary knowledge,‖ ―purity of mind,‖ the joy that occurs 
during prayer, and angelic visitation.  This section of the chapter will examine how Isaac 
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equates these concepts with wonder or astonishment on the basis of the Syriac translation 
of Reflections 30.   
 Scholars have already noticed the important changes that the Syriac translator 
made to Reflections 30.  In addition to using the Syriac word ܫܪܦܰܣ (―to be interrupted‖) 
to translate the Greek word γινομένη (―to become‖), he inexplicably added the phrase 
―through wonder‖ to the end of Evagrius‘s sentence.66  While Evagrius‘s Greek text 
originally read, ―Prayer is a state of mind that comes to be from the single light of the 
                                                 
66
 The substantial differences between Evagrius‘s original Greek of Reflections 30 and the Syriac 
translation have sparked an important debate in the secondary literature.  Irénée Hausherr was the first 
person to notice the changes that the Syriac translator made to Reflections 30, as well as the influence that 
these changes had on the formation of Isaac‘s theory of prayer.  In an influential article, Hausherr attributed 
the changes to a mistake in the translation process, saying that although the original Greek manuscript had 
the Greek word γινομένη, the Syriac translator mistakenly read τεμνομένη (―to be cut‖) and translated the 
term with the Syriac equivalent, ܫܪܦܬܐ (―to be cut,‖ or ―to be interrupted‖).  Hausherr then claimed that 
Isaac developed his entire theory of how wonder interrupts prayer on the basis of this one mistranslation. 
See Irénée Hausherr, ―Par delà l'oraison pure grâce à une coquille. À propos d'un texte d'Évagre,‖ Revue 
d'Ascétique et de Mystique 13 (1932): 8-12.   
 E. Khalifé-Hachem responded to Hausherr‘s article and successfully showed that Isaac‘s theory of 
wonder and interrupted prayer had deep roots in the Syriac tradition and therefore was not based on this 
one mistranslated word alone.  In particular, Khalifé-Hachem briefly pointed to the close connection 
between Isaac‘s theory of interrupted prayer and John the Solitary‘s interest in the world to come.  See E. 
Khalifé-Hachem, ―La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive,‖ in Mémorial Mgr Gabriel 
Khouri-Sarkis (1898-19-68) (Leuven: Impr. Orientaliste, 1969), 167-72.  Khalifé-Hachem‘s article paved 
the way for a new examination of the sources behind Isaac‘s theory of how wonder interrupts prayer, but 
scholars have yet to examine this topic in depth.   
 I contend that the findings of this chapter build on Khalifé-Hachem‘s claim that Isaac‘s theory of 
interrupted prayer has roots in the Syriac tradition.  Earlier in this chapter, I showed that Isaac places his 
discussion of interrupted prayer within the framework of John the Solitary‘s discussion of the world to 
come (see 6.1.2).  This early section of the chapter lent support to Khalifé-Hachem‘s thesis that Isaac‘s 
theory of how wonder interrupts prayer has roots in John the Solitary.  The previous section of this chapter 
(6.2.1) just demonstrated that Isaac was also influenced by Pseudo-Dionysius‘s concept of darkness — a 
point not mentioned by Khalifé-Hachem.  Antoine Guillaumont, however, has alluded to the importance of 
Pseudo-Dionysius.  See Antoine Guillaumont, ―Le mystique syriaque Isaac de Ninive,‖ in Études sur la 
spiritualité de l‘Orient Chrétien, Spiritualité Patristica 66 (Bellefontaine: Abby of Bellefontaine, 1996), 
211-25. 
 In addition, Khalifé-Hachem did not perform an in-depth analysis of how the addition of the 
phrase ―through wonder‖ in Reflection 30 influenced the way that Isaac connected the phenomenon of 
wonder to other Evagrian concepts.  The rest of this section will now explore how Isaac derived definitions 
for wonder and astonishment based on other Evagrian passages.   
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Holy Trinity,‖ the Syriac version instead reads, ―Prayer is stability of mind that is only 
interrupted by the holy light of the Trinity through wonder.‖67 
 This revised version of Reflections 30 had considerable influence on subsequent 
Syriac authors.  Babai, for example, interprets this passage in terms of an elaborate two-
stage theory of prayer.  In the first stage, the monk engages in prayer in order to purify 
the intellect from all of the distractions and sensual impulses that have corrupted his 
intellect ever since the time of the fall.  This purification process helps restore the 
intellect to its natural stability as a pure image and reflection of God.  In his commentary 
on Reflections 30, Babai states,  
This is the blessed prayer in which a person inclines his intellect along with his senses 
entirely towards that sublime vision and there is nothing that can interrupt or hinder it 
while he stands in his natural stability, which is the image adorned with the beauties of 
adorable Lordship. This [prayer] separates him from every motion of the impulses and 
from unnatural disturbance.
68
   
 
In the second stage of prayer, Babai defines wonder as the phenomenon that interrupts 
the natural stability of prayer with an even greater state of mind, that is, the infiltration of 
light from the Trinity.  He continues, ―It is only through that innumerable and wondrous 
wonder that the Holy Trinity sheds its light upon the soul, interrupting it from every 
union in which it was entangled and [from all] troubles and material impressions.‖69  
                                                 
67
 This passage is Reflections 27 in the Greek edition.  For the Greek, see Evagrius, Skemmeta 27 
(Muyldermans:41).  Προσευχή ἐστι κατάστασις νοῦ, ὑπὸ φωτὸς μόνου γινομένη τὴς ἁγίας 
Τριάδος.   Page number refers to Joseph Muyldermans, ―Evagriana,‖ Le Muséon 44 (1931): 37–68.  For 
the Syriac translation, see Anonymous, Skemmata 30 (Frankenberg:454:7-8).   ܗܬܘܧܩܬ ܇̇ܗܝܝܐ ܐܬܘܠܨ
ܐܪܪܦܰܣ ܐܪܗܬ ܕܝܒ ܐܰܮܝܕܣ ܐܬܘܝܰܝܠܬܕ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܨܣ ܕܘܛܡܒܕ ܝܗ ܇ܐܦܘܗܕ.   Page and line numbers refer to 
Euagrius Ponticus, ed. W. Frankenberg, Abhandlungen der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften 
zu Göttingen Philologisch-Historische Klasse 13.2 (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1912). 
68
 Babai, Comm.Skemmeta 30 (Frankenberg:454:8-11): ܐܕܗ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܐܰܝܦܰܒܘܝ ܝܗ ܗܡܟܕ ܗܡܟܒ ܗܡܟܒ 
ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐ ܠܨ ܗܧܝܥܪ ܥܥ ܝܗܘܮܓܪ̈ ܬܘܠ ܐܬܙܚ ܝܗ ܇ܐܰܝܡܥܣ ܰܝܠܘ ܡܕܣ ܫܪܦܕ ܟܘܥܣܘ ܇ܗܠ ܕܟ ܡܐ̇ܩ ܗܬܘܧܩܰܒ ܇ܐܰܝܧܝܟ ܝܗ 
 ̇ܗܒܕ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐ ܤܠܨ ܬܝܕܗ ܐܪ̈ܦܘܮܒ ܝܗܕ ܐܰܠܬܣ ܐܬܕܝܪܩ  .ܝܗ ܐܭܬܦܕ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܝܣܬܪ̈ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܐܬܘܮܝܔܭܘ ܐ ܠܕ 
ܐܬܘܝܧܝܟ.  
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 Babai, Comm.Skemmeta 30 (Frankenberg:454:11-13).  ܕܘܛܡܒ ܕܝܒ ܘܗ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܬܝܗܬ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܐܧܡܡܣܰܣ ܕܝܒ 
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Wonder, which allows the light from the Trinity to infiltrate the purified mind of the 
monk, is the apex of Babai‘s two-stage theory of prayer. 
 In the same vein as Babai, Isaac also describes wonder as the occasion when the 
light of the Trinity interrupts the intellect during prayer.  In Homily 1.22, he refers to 
Reflections 30 and concludes, like Babai, that wonder interrupts the stability of mind that 
is achieved through prayer.  At the same time, Isaac is not satisfied with this basic 
observation that light from the Trinity interrupts the intellect during prayer; for Isaac, it is 
important that the Trinitarian light interrupt prayer with something.  He concludes, 
therefore, that the light from the Trinity interrupts the mind with spiritual insights.  In his 
own commentary on Reflections 30, Isaac adds that wonder specifically arises from 
insights that pass into the intellect during prayer.   
Prayer is the ―stability of mind‖ that is only interrupted by the light of the Holy Trinity 
through wonder.‖  You see how prayer is interrupted through wonder when those insights 
that are born from prayer [pass into] the intellect.
70
   
 
According to Isaac, prayer is interrupted when the light from the Trinity passes insights 
into the intellect. 
 This notion that insights arise during prayer and pass into the intellect is the basis 
for Isaac‘s theory of non-prayer.71  According to Isaac, prayer, by definition, is a human 
activity, but wonder originates from a divine source, namely, insights that come from the 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (174:10-14).  ܐܬܘܠܨ ܥܠ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܗܬܘܧܩܬ ܇ܐܦܘܗܕ  ̇ܝܗ 
ܕܘܛܡܒܕ ܨܣ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܬܘܝܰܝܠܬܕ ܐܰܮܝܕܩ ܕܝܒ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܪܪܦܰܣ  .ܰܝܙܚ ܐܧܟܝܐܕ ܐܪܪܦܰܣ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܕܝܒ ܐܪܗܬ ܇ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ 
ܨܝܠܗ  ̇ܗܧܣܕ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܨܝܕܡܝܰܣ ܐܧܝܥܬܒ.    
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 For background on Isaac‘s theory of non-prayer, see Irénée Hausherr, ―Par delà l'oraison pure grâce à une 
coquille,‖ 184-88; E. Khalifé-Hachem, ―La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive,‖ 157-
73; Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua 
fortuna (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 223-30; Nestor Kavvadas, ―Theology of Language and Liturgical 
Prayer in Isaac of Nineveh,‖ in Symbola Caelestis: Le symbolism liturgique et paraliturgique ans le monde 
chrétien, ed. Andre Orlov and Basil Lourié (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2009), 280-81; and Bouria Bitton-
Ashkelony, ―The Limit of the Mind (νοῦς): Pure Prayer according to Evagrius Ponticus and Isaac of 
Nineveh,‖ ZAC 15:2 (2011), 315-17. 
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light of the Trinity.  Since these insights are not human in origin, they cannot be part of 
prayer.  In Homily 1.22, for example, he refers to the insights that arise in the intellect 
after prayer has ceased and the mind has been interrupted by the Trinitarian light, which 
Isaac here interprets as the Holy Spirit.   
Some incomprehensible insights arise [when] the Holy Spirit, according to measure in 
which it is moved in a person, accepts the sum of one‘s prayer and is moved in him.  As a 
result of these insights, prayer is interrupted from its motion and the mind is absorbed in 
wonder. 
72
   
 
Prayer must end before insights arise in the intellect and cause wonder to take place. 
 The final experience that occurs before divine grace instills insights into the mind 
is the phenomenon of astonishment, which is the limit of prayer.  In Homily 1.22, Isaac 
continues to describe this transition period from human activity to divine activity by 
saying that prayer reaches its limit after a monk engages in ―pure prayer.‖  Pure prayer, 
which is an Evagrian term that Isaac borrows to describe undistracted prayer, is the 
highest form of prayer and the limit of human activity.   Once pure prayer is reached, the 
mind enters into a state of astonishment and divine activity takes over. 
There is no prayer beyond pure prayer, for all of its impulses and its manners conduct the 
intellect up until here under the sway of their freedom.  For this reason there is strife in it 
[pure prayer].  There is a limit beyond this, however, and it is astonishment and not 
prayer.
73
 
 
Elsewhere, in Homily 2.35, he reiterates this notion that astonishment represents the limit 
of prayer and that insights arise once the mind goes beyond the restrictions of prayer.   
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  Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:174:3-7).  ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩ ܡܕܣ ܐ ܠ ܇ܐܧܟܪܕܰܣ ܐܚܘܪ 
ܐܭܕܘܩܕ ܬܘܧܠ ܗܰܚܘܮܣ ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܘܥܙܤܠ ܇ܗܒ ܢܘܗܧܣ ܨܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܐ ܠܨܣܕ ܐܐܘܡܣ ܇ܒ̇ܪܦ ܥܝܙܣܘ ܗܒ  .ܐܧܟܝܐ ܢܘܗܒܕ 
܇ܐ ܡܟܘܪܒ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܪܪܦܰܣ  ̇ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܣ  .ܐܪܗܰܒܘ ܐܦܘܗ ܥܡܒܰܣ.    Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza 
Collezione 3.13.6 (CSCO 637:106): ―This wonder of thoughts begins to appear in the intellect when the 
intellect begins to shine [with the light from the Trinity] and grows in the hidden realities.‖  ܐܬ̇ܮܣ ܨܝܕ ܫܝܕܣ 
ܐܧܝܥܬܒ ܐܦܗ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܨܣ ܝܰܣܐ ܝܬܭܕ ܪܗ̇ܦ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܪܰ̇ܝܰܣܘ ܐܰ̈ܝܪܟܒ.    
73
Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:165:19-166:2).  ܐܦܗܡܞܣ ܨܣ ܪܰܒ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܰܝܟܕ  .
ܒܘܬ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܰܝܠ ܢܘܗܡܟܘ  ̇ܗܝ̈ܥܘܙ  ̇ܗܝ̈ܤܟܩܐܘ ܐ ܣܕܥ ܐܟܪܗܠ ܨܝܡܒܝܣ ܐܧܝܥܬܠ ܐܧܞܠܘܮܒ ܢܘܗܬܘܪܘܚܕ  .܇ܐܦܗܡܞܣ ܦܐ 
ܐܭܘܰܟܬ ܰܝܐ  ̇ܗܒ  .ܪܰܒ ܐܦܗ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐ ܣܘܚܬ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܗܣܬ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܘܠܘ ܐܬܘܠܨ.      
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When a person reaches insights into creation on the journey of his way of life, then he is 
raised up higher than having prayer set for him by a limit.  It is superfluous from then 
onwards for him to limit prayer by means of fixed times or the Hours [because] his 
situation has gone beyond praying and giving praise whenever he wants.  From here on, 
he continually finds the senses stilled and the thoughts bound with the bonds of 
astonishment.  A vision filled with praise that takes place without the movement of the 
tongue constantly fills him and again, from time to time, prayer remains for its part, but 
the mind is taken away from it as if it is in captivity, and tears fall like fountains of water, 
involuntarily soaking his entire face.
74
 
 
Although prayer may continue by all earthly appearances, the mind no longer takes part 
in prayer once it has entered into a state of astonishment.   
 On the basis of the Syriac translation of Reflections 30, Isaac develops an 
elaborate theory about how insights that arise from the light of the Trinity interrupt the 
natural stability of the mind in pure prayer.  Wonder arises after prayer has reached its 
limit in astonishment.  Isaac was so influenced by the occurrence of the word ―wonder‖ 
in Reflections 30 that he interpreted other Evagrian passages in light of the phenomenon 
of wonder.  In particular, he equates wonder with two other Evagrian concepts, ―solitary 
knowledge‖ and ―purity of mind,‖ and he connects astonishment with both the joy that 
occurs in the heart during prayer and angelic visitation in the human soul. 
 The first conception that Isaac borrows from Evagrius and associates with the 
state of wonder is Evagrius‘s conception of ―solitary knowledge.‖  In Gnostic Chapter 
2.3, Evagrius used this phrase to describe the original form of knowledge that God gave 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.1 (CSCO 554:139).  ܝܰܣܐ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܪܠܕ ܐܰܝܪ̈ܒܕ ܐܞܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܚܪܘܐܒ 
܇ܗܬܒܘܕܕ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܝܡܥܬܐ ܨܣ  ̇ܝܗ ܨܣܬ  .ܐܧ̈ܒܙܒܕ ܐܦ̈ܕܥܘ  ̇ܗܝܤܚܰܦ ܇ܐܬܘܠܨܠ ܬܬܒܥܘ  ̇ܗܠ ܇ܗܬܘܒܨ ܨܣ  ̇ܝܗ ܝܰܣܐܕ ܘܗܕ ܐܥ̇ܒ 
ܐ ܠܨܦ ܜܒܮܦܘ  .ܨܣܘ ܘܗ ܐܟܣ ܜܟܮܣ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܮܓܪ̈ܠ ܕܟ ܨܝܡܭ  .ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܘ ܕܟ ܨܝܬܝܟܦ  .ܐܪ̈ܟܧܒ ܐܗܣܬܕ  .ܐ ܡܣܘ ܘܧܝܣܐܒ 
ܐܬܙܚ ܐܝܡܣܕ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬ ܐܝܘܗܕ ܕܥܡܒ ܨܣ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܇ܐܧܮܠܕ ܨܒܙܒܘ ܨܒܙ ܒܘܬ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܕܟ ܐܮܝܦ ܢܥ  ̇ܗܔܡܦ  .ܐܦܘܗܘ ܬܝܒܕܕ  ̇ܗܧܣ 
ܟܝܐ ܇ܐܝܒܮܒܕ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܘ ܘܰܣܕܒܕ ܐܥܘ̈ܒܣ ܐܝ̈ܣܕ ܰܢ ̈ܛܦ ܨܒܝܪ̈ܣܘ ܗܡܟܠ ܐܦܘܨܬܦ.   Isaac consistently draws a connection 
between the presence of insights that arise from astonishment and the occurrence of tears.  In addition to 
the quotation just cited, see The Second Part 2.8.17 (CSCO 554:24), where Isaac states that tears come as a 
result of wonder and ―once the door of insights has been opened before the heart. . .he gradually approaches 
astonishment.‖  ܐ ܣ ܚܰܦܬܐܕ ܬܝܓ ܡܕܩ ܐܒܠ ܐܥܪܬ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ. . .ܨܣ ܐܟܪܗ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܗܣܬ ܒܬܩܰܣ.   Also 
see also Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.4 (CSCO 554:139): ―A flow of constant tears may occur in 
someone. . .from the astonishment that is from insights.‖  ܨܣ ܰܠܬ ܢܝܟܗ ܨܡܡ̈ܥ ܐ̇ܘܗ ܐܝܕܪ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܕ ܐܰܧ̈ܝܣܐ ܯܦܐܒ .
ܘܐ ܨܣ ܐܗܣܗܬ ܨܣܕ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩ    
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to rational natures before their initial movement away from Him.  Solitary knowledge is 
therefore the original knowledge of God before the knowledge of created beings became 
tarnished with perceptions from the created world.  The Syriac translation of Gnostic 
Chapter 2.3 reads: ―The first of [all forms of] knowledge is solitary knowledge of the 
unity. . .[which] goes forth from the creator and appears with the nature that has 
accompanied it.‖75  Later on in the Gnostic Chapters, Evagrius goes on to say that human 
beings were separated from their original solitary knowledge of God after the movement.  
The Syriac translation of Gnostic Chapter 3.22 states, ―The original movement of rational 
nature is the separation that [is produced] by the mind from the solitary knowledge that is 
in it.‖76  According to Evagrius, solitary knowledge was originally part of human nature 
until the movement away from God eliminated this form of knowledge from human 
nature. 
 Isaac inherits Evagrius‘s definition of solitary knowledge, but he explicitly 
equates solitary knowledge with wonder.  In Homily 1.40, Isaac states, 
[Evagrius] says that the personal contemplation enters the original creation of nature.  
From this time onward, one will easily be moved towards what is called solitary 
knowledge, which is, according to a luminous interpretation, wonder in God.  This is the 
order of that great future way of life, which will be given in freedom that lives in 
immortality.  In other words, human nature will not be cut off from there, that is, from 
constant wonder in God in order to mingle with something from without.  If there were 
anything else that were equal to Him, then [human nature] would sometime focus on 
[God], but sometimes those other things.
77
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 The Syriac translator retains the sense of the original passage.  See Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 
3.22 (PO 28:60).   ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܬܘܝܕܝܛܝܕ ܐܰܝܕܝܛܝ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܇ܐܰ̈ܥܕܝ ܢܘܗܡܟܕ ܐܰܝܣܕܩ  . ܐܰܝܧܝܟ ܐܝܪܘܐܬ ̇ܗܡܟ ܨܣܘ
ܚܘܪܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܝܗ ܐܮܝܮܩ  .ܰܛܦܕ ̇ܗܠ ܝܘܠܬܐܕ ܐܧܝܟ ܥܥܘ ܇ܰܪܧܦ ܐܝܘܬܒ ܨܣ ܡܐܕܩܘܠ ܬܝܓ ܐܕܗ.   Page numbers 
refer to Les Six Centuries des ―Kephalaia Gnostica‖ d‘Évagre le Pontique, ed. Antoine Guillaumont, PO 
28 (Paris: 1958).   
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 Anonymous, Kephalaia Gnostica 3.22 (PO 28:106).  ܗܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܐܰܝܣܕܩ ܐܧܝܟܕ ܐ ܡܡܝܡܣ ܐܧܭܪܘܦ ܐܘܗܕ 
܇ܗܦܘܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܰܥܕܝܐ ܐܰܝܕܝܛܝ ܗܒܕ.    
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.40 (Bedjan:304:18-305:4) (emphasis mine).     ܐܝܪܘܐܬ 
܇ܢܘܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܢܥ ܐܰܝܬܒ ܐܰܝܣܕܩ ܐܧܝܟܕ ܬܣܐ  .ܨܣܕ ܐܟܪܗ ܇ܢܝܟܣ ܰܝܐܪܝܮܦ ܐܘܗܦ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܢܥ ܝܗ ܐܗܣܰܮܣܕ ܐܰܥܕܝ 
܇ܐܰܝܕܝܛܝ  ̇ܗܝܰܝܐܕ ܟܝܐ ܐܪܭܘܧܒܕ ܇ܐܕܝܗܦ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ  .ܐܦܗ ܐܪܟܝ ܘܗܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܒܪ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܒܗܝܰܣܕ ܐܬܘܪܐܛܒ 
ܐܝܚܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐܬܘܬܘܝܣ  ̇ܘܗܒ ܐܟܦܘܗ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܰܤܝܩ  . ̇ܝܗܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܒܘܬ ܫܪܦܰܣ ܐܧܝܟ ܐܝܮܦܐ ܨܣ ܕܗ ܇ܨܣܬ ܨܣ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܧܝܣܐ 
܇ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܬܘܠ ܡܕܣ ܨܣ ܐܰܝܬܒ ܘܕܭܐܰܤܠ  .ܘܠܐ ܰܝܐ ܐܘܗ ܡܕܣ ܨܝܬܚܐ ܥܛܦܕ ܇ܗܠ ܐ̇ܗܦ ܐܘܗ ܨܒܙܒ ܇ܗܒ ܨܒܙܒܘ ܢܘܦܗܒ.    
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Although Isaac has clearly adopted Evagrius‘s phrase ―solitary knowledge,‖ he adapts the 
phrase to fit into his own ascetical system.  While Isaac acknowledges Evagrius‘s 
connection between solitary knowledge and the original knowledge of the primordial 
creation of human nature, he also identifies solitary knowledge with the ―great future way 
of life.‖  Isaac is more concerned with the way of life in the future world than with the 
original state of purity so he reinterprets solitary knowledge as the knowledge of the 
future way of life, which is constant wonder at God.  This association between wonder 
and solitary knowledge is original to Isaac.   
 A second connection that Isaac makes between an Evagrian concept and the 
phenomenon of wonder has to do with purity of the mind.  Isaac uses Evagrius‘s 
description of purity of mind as his own description for wonder.  In Practical Life 66, 
Evagrius described purity of mind in the following manner: 
The mind that has completed the work of the practical life with the help of God and has 
approached knowledge possesses little or no awareness at all of the irrational part of the 
soul, for knowledge has carried it off to the heights and separated it from sensible 
things.
78
 
 
Isaac paraphrases this Evagrian description of purity of mind, but he adds that this 
phenomenon is also the phenomenon of wonder.  Although Evagrius himself does not 
connect wonder with this state of purity of mind, Isaac explicitly associates Evagrius‘s 
description of a pure mind with wonder.   
As the blessed Evagrius says, the mind, which accomplishes works of virtue and 
approaches knowledge by the grace of God, perceives little of this foolish part of the 
soul, for [the mind‘s] knowledge forces it on high and alienates it to all things in the 
world.  This [alienation] happens [to monks] because their mind becomes ethereal, light, 
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 See Evagrius, cap. pract. 66 (SC 171:650): ―Anger is a boiling over of the irascible part‖ 
(Sinkewicz:109).  Page numbers refer to Traité le Pratique ou Le Moine, ed. Antoine Guillaumont and 
Claire Guillaumont, CS 171 (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 1971).  English translation refers to Evagrius, 
Evagrius of Pontus: The Greek Ascetic Corpus, trans. Robert E. Sinkewicz (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003). 
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and swift on account of their purity.  On account of asceticism and the leisure that [the 
mind has] from [spending] so much time in solitude, the mind is also cleansed through 
the stretching out of the body.  As a result, [the minds of the monks] quickly settle upon 
various things to which their contemplation draws them to in wonder.
79
 
 
Isaac builds on Evagrius‘s description of the pure mind by adding that purity of mind 
leads to the sort of contemplation that is induced by wonder.   
 Isaac also associates astonishment with the Evagrian notion that joy arises in the 
heart during prayer.  Although Evagrius never connected astonishment with any aspect of 
prayer, Isaac equates astonishment with joy based on a specific citation from Evagrius‘s 
Chapters on Prayer.  In this passage, Evagrius simply states that ―prayer is joy that 
bestows thanksgiving,‖ but Isaac, without revealing why he makes this connection, 
connects the thanksgiving that arises from the joy of prayer with astonishment.
80
   In 
Homily 1.8, he paraphrases Evagrius‘s statement as follows: ―This prayer that bestows 
[thanksgiving], in which a person does not pray nor act. . .but instead is filled with joy 
and astonishment in his heart, frequently incites stirrings of thanksgiving and gratitude, in 
the silence of kneeling.‖81  According to Isaac, astonishment occurs when prayer 
produces joy and thanksgiving in the heart.  
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.74 (Bedjan:513:12-21).    ܟܝܐ ܬܣܐܕ ܦܐ ܐܧܒܘܝ ܇ܫܝܬܓܘܐ 
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Hausherr, ―Le De Oratione d‘Évagre le Pontique en syriaque et en arabe,‖ OCP 5 (1939): 7-71. 
81
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.8 (Bedjan:106:7-15).  ܐܕܗܘ ܝܗ ܐܰܡܣ ܐܬܝܣܐܕ ܥܝܟܛܠ ܐܮܝܕܪܒ 
ܝܬܣ ܇ܫܝܬܓܘܐ  ̇ܘܗ ܥܝܩܕ ܐܘܗ ܗܠ ܐܮܝܦ ܢܟܠ ܇ܘܒܨ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܥܠ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܬܘܕܚ ܐܚܬܪܣܕ ܐܰܝܕܘܬ  .ܢܥ ܐܕܗ ܐܬܘܠܨ 
ܪܰܒܕ ܐܬܘܧܡܒܪܣ ܗܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܇ܬܣܐ  ̇ܝܗ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐܚܬܪܣܕ  ̇ܝܗܒ ܘܠܕ ܘܗ ܯܦܐ ܐ ܠܨܣ ܇ܐ ܡܤܥܒܘ ܟܝܐ ܐܟܬܭ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ 
܇ܐܮܚܕ ܨܣܕ ܡܕܩ ܐܬܘܧܮܓܬܣ ܇ܐܬܘܒܝܞܒܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܘܗ ܐܒܠ ܕܟ ܐ ܡܣ ܐܬܘܕܚ ܇ܐܛܣܬܘ ܗܒܣ ܗܒܦ ܰܝܐܪܝܒܩ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܒ 
ܐܰܝܕܘܬܕ ܇ܐܬܘܒܘܞܡܒܘܩܕܘ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܥܝܩܕ ܗܟܪܘܒ.   The connection that Isaac makes between silence and prayer 
may have come from John the Solitary‘s texts.  According to Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, John the Solitary 
developed an innovative model of prayer that was grounded in the perception of God as silence.  See 
Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, ―‗More Interior than the Lips and the Tongue‘: John of Apamea and Silent 
Prayer in Late Antiquity,‖ JECS 20.2 (2012): 303-31. 
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 A fourth element that Isaac borrows from Evagrius in order to construct his 
conception of wonder is the belief that the angels cause astonishment to arise in the 
human soul.  Isaac connects the phenomenon of astonishment with the presence of the 
angels in two different passages in which he cites Evagrius.  The first passage is Homily 
1.72, where he says, 
When by the operation of grace, great impulses suddenly fall upon your soul and [there 
is] astonishment at the mind‘s vision of those things that are more exalted than nature, 
[this occurrence is] as like what the blessed Evagrius says, ―when the holy angles pursue 
and approach [us] and then fill us with spiritual vision.‖82 
 
Isaac makes a similar observation in Homily 2.18, where he states that the ―blessed 
fathers of holy memory say that these moments which causes astonishment at insights. . 
.[arise] from proximity to the angels.‖83  According to Sebastian Brock, Isaac has the 
Syriac translation of Evagrius‘s Practical Life 32 in mind for both of these passages.84  
This text reads: ―When an angel approaches us all those who are troubling us depart, and 
the intellect is to be found at great ease, praying in a healthy way.‖85  Once again, there is 
no correlation in Evagrius‘s text between the angels and astonishment, which means that 
Isaac makes this connection on his own.  Isaac learns from Evagrius that the angels 
approach human beings and inspire spiritual stirrings and spiritual insights, but he 
interprets these inspired moments as moments of astonishment.   
 On the basis of Reflections 30, where the Syriac translator introduced the concept 
of wonder into the Evagrian theory of prayer, Isaac associates a wide range of Evagrian 
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 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.72 (Bedjan:497:14-18).  ܝܰܣܐ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܣ ܐܬܘܒܝܝܕ ܝܡܮܧܣ 
ܨܝܡܧܦ ܟܮܧܧܒ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܇ܐܒܪ̈ܘܪ ܐܗܣܬܘ ܐܬܙܚܕ ܐܥܕܣܕ ܢܥܕ ܨܝܡܝܐ ܨܝܡܥܣܕ ܨܣ ܇ܐܧܝܟ ܟܝܐ ܬܣܐܕ ܐܧܒܘܝ ܇ܫܝܬܓܘܐ ܝܰܣܐܕ 
ܐܟܐ ܡܣܕ ܐܮܝܕܩ ܨܝܒܬܩ ܇ܨܝܕܐܨ ܨܝܡܣ ܨܠ ܐܬܙܚ ܐܰܝܧܚܘܪ.    
83
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.19 (CSCO 554:91).  ܐܧ̈ܒܘܝ ܐܬܗ̈ܒܐ ܝܝ̈ܪܚ ܐܦܬܟܘܕ  .܇ܨܝܬ̈ܣܐ ܨܣܕ 
ܐܬܘܧܒܬܩܰܣ ܐ̈ܟܐ ܡܣܕ ܨܝ̈ܘܗ ܐܦ̈ܕܥ ܨܝܠܗ ܝܗ̈ܣܰܣ ܢܘܗܝܡܟ̈ܘܪܒ ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܤܒ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܕ ܐܪ̈ܝܗܦ.  
84
 See Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 
554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 1995), p. 101 n. 19. 
85
 Translation is from Sebastian Brock, Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-
XLI, 101.   
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terms and quotations to construct his own definitions of wonder and astonishment.  
Isaac‘s portrait of wonder includes the possession of the original, prelapsarian knowledge 
that Evagrius calls ―solitary knowledge‖ and the state of mind that Evagrius calls ―purity 
of mind.‖  Likewise, Isaac connects astonishment with the experience of joy that 
Evagrius says occurs during prayer and inspiration in the soul that Evagrius says comes 
from the angels.  Since Evagrius did not make these connections, Isaac‘s point of 
reference is solely the Syriac translation of Reflections 30, but his synthesis of wonder 
and astonishment with Evagrian terms is original. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 This overview of the way that Syriac authors used the terms wonder and 
astonishment demonstrates that while Isaac based his understanding of these terms on 
earlier writings, especially the writings of John the Solitary whose account of wonder 
shares the same focus on the world to come, Isaac nevertheless advances his theory of 
wonder and astonishment in a unique way by associating these two terms with ideas 
already present in the works of Greek authors.  Isaac interprets wonder and astonishment 
as integral components to Pseudo-Dionysius‘s concept of divine darkness, even though 
the extant Syriac translation of Pseudo-Dionysius‘s Mystical Theology does not correlate 
divine darkness with wonder or astonishment.  Likewise, although the Syriac translation 
of Evagrius‘s texts contains just one reference to wonder, Isaac connects wonder and 
astonishment with other important concepts from different Evagrian texts.   
 While this chapter has examined how Isaac appropriates certain notions from 
earlier Syriac and Greek authors into his own work and how he connects wonder and 
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astonishment with concepts present in the works of earlier authors, the next chapter will 
provide a synthesis of Isaac‘s own account of wonder. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
  
WONDER AS THE UNION BETWEEN 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ESCHATOLOGY 
 
 
 Since I am presenting wonder as the culmination of Isaac‘s ascetical system, a 
brief summary of our findings so far is in order.  In part one of this dissertation (chapter 1 
and chapter 2), I demonstrated that Isaac retains Evagrius‘s anthropological division of 
the soul into three parts, but that he reworks this basic anthropology in order to better 
account for the origin of evil.  Chapter one showed that Evagrius formulates his 
anthropology as a way to explain how evil arises from the natural goodness of the soul.  
He concludes that although the passionate part of the soul is supposed to work towards 
virtue, it sometimes becomes distracted by material sensations and fails to successfully 
perform its task.  Babai builds on Evagrius‘s theodicy, but specifically identifies the will 
as the source of either virtue or distraction. 
 In chapter two, I demonstrated that Isaac uses John the Solitary‘s three levels of 
the ascetical life in order to explain how evil arises in the soul.  While Babai blamed the 
existence of evil on the will, Isaac blames the existence of evil on the presence of outside 
distractions that prevent the soul from acting according to its natural goodness.  John the 
Solitary‘s three degrees provides Isaac with the tools for explaining how material 
distractions affect the interiority of the soul.  When a monk operates in the bodily level of 
the ascetical life, the bodily senses overwhelm the impulses of the soul and cause them to 
fail in their natural task of protecting the soul from outside distractions.  When a monk 
operates in the soulish level of the ascetical life, however, the soul‘s impulses succeed in 
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excising distractions from the soul and, in addition, they begin to help prepare the mind 
for wonder, which represents the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  
 Next, in part two (chapter 3, chapter 4, and chapter 5), we turned to the subject of 
Isaac‘s eschatology.  Chapter three showed that Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s katastatic 
eschatology, which focuses on returning the soul to the original purity of creation and 
instead emphasizes an eschatology in which the future state of the soul surpasses the 
purity of original creation.  According to Isaac, the soul recovers its original purity during 
prayer, which takes place during the soulish level of the ascetical life, but even when it is 
immaculate and pure, the soul is subject to the limitations of material creation.  With the 
assistance of divine grace, human beings enter into an ecstatic state of wonder and live 
according to a way of life that transcends the limits of material creation.  This way of life 
is the conduct of the world to come and is the ultimate eschatological aspiration for 
human beings.   
 Chapter four identified John the Solitary as the primary source for Isaac‘s 
emphasis on the way of life of the world to come.  Based on a selective reading of 
Pauline texts, John concludes that human beings will undergo a transformation when they 
enter the world to come.  After this transformation is made complete, he states that 
human beings will shed the way of life associated with this world and assume the 
glorious way of life of the world to come.  We know that Isaac used John as a source for 
his own account of future transformation because he uses many of John‘s distinctive 
linguistic phrases, such as ―hope to come,‖ ―way of life of the new life,‖ and ―interior 
man,‖ as well as distinctive metaphors, such as the metaphor of the snake. 
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 Chapter five showed that although Isaac retains John the Solitary‘s emphasis on 
the world to come, he also emphasizes a proleptic eschatological experience wherein the 
monk participates in the knowledge of the world to come while remaining in this world.  
Isaac takes John‘s interest in the knowledge of the future world and makes it a reality that 
can be experienced in this world.   
 At this point we moved into part three of the dissertation (chapter 6 and chapter 
7), which deals with the question of how Isaac reconciles his anthropology and 
eschatology.  Isaac uses the phenomenon of wonder to explain how the future, 
eschatological way of life exists within the anthropological structures of the human 
person.  Wonder is how material beings experience the immaterial, spiritual mysteries of 
the world to come.  Closely related to wonder is the phenomenon of astonishment, which 
Isaac uses to describe a person‘s inability to grasp the spiritual mysteries on account of 
material limitations. 
 Chapter six examined some of the Syriac and Greek sources for Isaac‘s 
conception of wonder and astonishment and found, first of all, that Isaac derives the 
framework for the terms wonder and astonishment from John the Solitary.  John 
associated wonder with the eternal praise that the angels offer to God in heaven and with 
the reverence for God that human beings receive once they have achieved the spiritual 
level of the ascetical life, which takes place in the world to come.  Isaac retains this 
meaning of wonder, but he extends the possibility of experiencing wonder to monks who 
are still living on this earth and who have achieved ascetical perfection.   
 Next, I showed that Isaac derives definitions for wonder and astonishment from 
Pseudo-Dionysius‘s concept of darkness and from the Evagrian concepts of solitary 
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knowledge, purity of mind, the joy that occurs during prayer, and angelic visitation.  
Isaac concludes that astonishment refers to the human inability to understand spiritual 
realities, while wonder refers to successful apprehension of spiritual realities through a 
mode of knowing that transcends temporal logic. 
 The current chapter will continue to explain the relationship between Isaac‘s 
anthropology and his eschatology by arguing that wonder is what renders Isaac‘s 
ascetical system coherent.  The phenomenon of wonder and astonishment unites Isaac‘s 
anthropology and eschatology. 
 
 
7.1  WONDER AS THE UNION BETWEEN ANTHROPOLOGY AND ESCHATOLOGY 
 
 
 In order to understand how wonder unites Isaac‘s anthropology and eschatology, 
we will consider these two parts of Isaac‘s ascetical system separately, beginning with his 
anthropology.  So far, we have seen that Isaac describes three distinct anthropological 
levels within the ascetical life.  In the first level, the monk succumbs to the material needs 
of the body, but in the second level, which Isaac calls the level of the soul, the monk 
begins to make real progress in advancing towards perfection.  In particular, he stresses 
the important role that the impulses of the soul play in preparing the mind for the 
experience of wonder, which occurs during the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  These 
impulses, which exist naturally in the soul, both protect the soul from distractions and 
push the soul towards the threshold of wonder, yet they cannot generate an authentic 
experience of the world to come because they are subject to the limitations of material 
creation.  Although the impulses of the soul are essential to progression in the ascetical 
life, their inherent materiality cannot bring the monk to perfection, which is spiritual.   
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 Next, we turn to Isaac‘s eschatology.  According to Isaac, the eschatological state 
is better than the original state of creation because the original state of creation is subject 
to the natural limitations of the human soul.  The perfect eschatological state, by contrast, 
is spiritual and is primarily reserved for the saints and angels in heaven.  Nevertheless, 
Isaac states that advanced monks proleptically participate in the eschatological state of 
perfection even while they remain in this world.  Since Isaac holds to a strict division 
between knowledge of the world to come and knowledge derived from the material 
world, he is faced with the dilemma of trying to explain how monks can experience the 
eschatological perfection of the world to come despite the limitations of material modes 
of apprehending knowledge.  Or, to state the problem another way: how do human beings 
comprehend spiritual knowledge of the world to come through the cognitive structures of 
material creation? 
 The solution to this dilemma is the phenomenon of wonder.  According to Isaac, 
wonder is a proleptic experience of the future world that does not come through the 
impulses of the material soul, but instead through divinely inspired spiritual insights 
imparted directly into the human mind.  These spiritual insights set the impulses of the 
mind into motion and generate knowledge of the world to come, which the mind 
perceives through wonder rather than through temporal reasoning.  Wonder is the 
moment when eschatological experience operates within the material, anthropological 
structures of the human being. 
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7.2  THE TRANSITION FROM THE LEVEL OF THE SOUL TO THE LEVEL OF THE SPIRIT 
 
 
 This chapter will now demonstrate how Isaac describes the transition between the 
level of the soul and the level of the spirit.  This transition represents the moment when 
wonder appears in the mind and when anthropology and eschatology are united.  During 
the level of the soul, the soul is in charge of processing stimuli that originate from the 
bodily sensations while its impulses prepare the mind for the reception of spiritual 
knowledge of the world to come, but in the spiritual level of the ascetical life, the mind is 
in charge of processing spiritual insights that come from divine grace.  Once the mind is 
ready to receive spiritual insights, the impulses of the soul, since they are unable to 
comprehend spiritual insights, become superfluous distractions to the operation of the 
mind and must be suppressed.  Isaac calls the complete suppression of the impulses of 
soul the state of ―stillness.‖ 
 The transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit is therefore a 
transition from the activity of the soul to the activity of the mind.  The soul must yield to 
the mind before a person can live according to the spiritual way of life.  Isaac describes 
this transition from the level of the soul to the level of the spirit in terms of how the soul 
and mind each react to spiritual insights given by the Holy Spirit.  The soul, Isaac says, 
reacts to spiritual insights be entering into a state of astonishment at what is beyond its 
ability to comprehend while the mind successfully comprehends spiritual insights through 
a state of wonder and uses this comprehension to live according to the way of life of the 
world to come. 
 The rest of this chapter will provide a detailed description of this transition from 
the level of the soul to the level of the spirit.  The first section will describe how the soul 
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prepares the mind for spiritual insights; the second section will illustrate how the soul 
responds to spiritual insights by entering into a state of astonishment; the third section 
will describe how the mind reacts to spiritual insights through a state of wonder; and the 
fourth section will show how once a monk has transitioned to the spiritual level of the 
ascetical life, he is then able to live according to the way of life of the world to come. 
 
 
7.2.1  THE IMPULSES OF THE SOUL PREPARE THE MIND FOR WONDER 
 
 
 Before the Holy Spirit can supply spiritual insights, the impulses of the soul must 
prepare the mind for wonder because, according to Isaac, knowledge of God grows in 
accordance with progression through the levels of the ascetical life.1  A monk who is in 
the level of the soul, for example, knows more than a person in the bodily level, but he 
does not yet have the perfect knowledge that comes through wonder, which is reserved 
for those monks who are in the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  In Homily 3.13, Isaac 
explains that knowledge derived from the soul is temporary and imperfect because it is 
merely a preparation for the perfect knowledge that is experienced by the mind through 
wonder.  ―It is not immediate, nor all of a sudden,‖ he says, ―that a person is brought 
                                                 
1
 Isaac progressive theory of knowledge is part of his broader theory of progressive revelation.  According 
to Isaac, God created the world with the intention of revealing himself gradually over time.  See, for 
example, Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.27 (CSCO 637:68):  ―Just as [God] is incomprehensible 
and invisible, so too are his revelations.  There were no [revelations] before the coming of our Lord as a 
human being, nor was the way of life of the world to come known at that time, nor was the perfect grace of 
the spirit given until after the Paraclete appeared to the apostles.  At that time, the secret revelations and the 
mysteries of things to come, which do not resemble this world, began to be entrusted to, and were known 
by, each one of the saints.  In [the world] beyond, the angel is shown all of these wondrous things by a 
commandment of God.‖ ܝܗ̈ܘܧܝܡܓ ܦܐ ܐܧܟܗ ܇ܐܧܝܙܚܰܣ ܐ ܠܘ ܘܗ ܐܧܟܪܕܰܣ ܐ ܠ ܘܗܕ ܐܧܟܝܐ  . ܡܕܩ ܐܕܗܘ
ܬܘܗ ܐ ܠ ܯܦܐܒ ܢܬܣܕ ܗܰܝܬܐ ܣ  . ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܨܝܕܝܗ ܘܗ ܥܝܕܝ ܢܝܟܕܥ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐ ܠ ܦܐܕ
ܐܛ̈ܝܡܭ ܢܥ ܐܞܝܡܩܬܦ ܰܛܦܕ ܪܰܒ ܨܣܕ ܐ ܣܕܥ ܬܘܗ ܰܒܗ̇ܝܬܐ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܬܬܝܤܓ  . ܐܙܪ̈ܐܘ ܐܰ̈ܝܪܟܕ ܐܧ̈ܝܡܓ ܨܝܕܝܗܘ
ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩ ܨܣ ܯܦܐ ܯܦܐ ܠ ܨܝܥܕܝܰܣܘ ܨܝܒܗ̇ܝܰܣ ܘܝܬܭ ܇ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܦܗܕܠ ܨܝܣܪ ܐ ܠܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥܕ  . ܐܘ̇ܛܣ ܐܟܐ ܡܣ ܨܝܕ ܠܗܠ
ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܦܕܩܘܧܒ ܐܬܪ̈ܝܗܬ ܨܝܗܡܟ ܨܝܦ̇ܗ ܐܘܗ.   Page numbers refer to Isacco Di Ninive Terza Collezione, ed. 
Sabino Chialà, CSCO 637, Scriptores Syri 246 (Louven: Peeters, 2011). 
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directly near to this perfection and to this consummation, but the soul is at first 
enlightened in mysteries that are inferior to this [perfection].‖2  Only once the soul has 
achieved this initial imperfect knowledge can the mind then begin to experience wonder 
at God.
3
  This progressive theory of knowledge means that the knowledge received 
during the level of the soul is imperfect, but necessary, for the acquisition of knowledge 
about God.  Isaac maintains that once a monk has removed all external distractions from 
his soul, the soul‘s natural impulses — zeal and loving desire — prepare the mind for the 
reception of spiritual insights that lead to wondrous thoughts.   
 Isaac uses two metaphors to illustrate the inherent tendency for the impulses of 
the soul to prepare the mind for wonder.  The first metaphor, in Homily 1.3, is the natural 
flow of water.  Isaac says that once water from outside sources has dissipated, the water 
that arises naturally within the soul will flow towards God, carrying wondrous thoughts 
with it: ―When the waters from the outside do not enter the fountain of the soul, those 
waters that are from its nature will arise, i.e., wondrous understandings that are moving 
towards God all the time.‖4  The impulses of the soul, when they are unencumbered by 
                                                 
2
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.6 (CSCO 637:106).  ܘܠ ܬܝܓ ܐܕܛܣ ܝܡܮܧܣܘ ܒܬ̇ܩܰܣ ܯܦܐ ܬܘܠ ܐܕܗ 
ܐܬܘܬܝܤܓ ܇ܐܕܛܒ ܗܬܘܠܘ ܐܝܡܣܘܭܕ ܇ܐܦܗ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܝܪܘܮܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܙܪ̈ܐ ܰܚܰܠܕ ܨܣ ܐܦܗ ܪܗ̇ܦ ܐܮܧܦ.   
3
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.6 (CSCO 637:106):  ―He [then] begins to regard this wonder of 
thoughts in his intellect when the intellect begins to be illumined and grow in the hidden realities.‖  ܐܬ̇ܮܣ
ܐܰ̈ܝܪܟܒ ܪܰ̇ܝܰܣܘ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܪܗ̇ܦ ܝܬܭܕ ܝܰܣܐ ܨܣ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܦܗ ܐܧܝܥܬܒ ܫܝܕܣ ܨܝܕ .    
4
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 (Bedjan:20:19-21).  ܝܰܣܐ ܨܝܕ ܐ̈ܝܣܕ ܨܣܕ ܬܒܠ ܢܥ ܐܧܝܥܣ ܐܮܧܦܕ 
ܐ ܠ ܇ܢܘܡܥܦ ܢܘܦܗ ܐ̈ܝܣ ܨܣܕ  ̇ܗܧܝܟ ܇ܨܝ̇ܥܒܦ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩ ܢܘܦܐ ܇ܐܪ̈ܝܗܬ ܨܝܥܝܙܬܰܣܕ ܢܥ ܐܗܠܐ ܢܕܥܡܟܒ.   Page and line 
numbers refer to Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 
1908; repr. Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007).  Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.3 
(Bedjan:20:14-19):  ―Every soul whose nature does not move towards a concern for the gathering of 
possessions does not require great diligence in order to find from within itself the stirrings of wisdom unto 
God.  The [soul‘s] solitude from the world will naturally move the flashes of understandings in the soul 
and, by them, [the soul] will be exalted before God and will remain in astonishment.‖  ܢܟ ܐܮܧܦ ܨܝܕ ܐܰܧܩܘܬܕ 
ܐܰܦܬܣܕ ܯܦܘܟܕ ܐܬܘ̈ܒܨ ܐ ܠ ܐ ܡܥ̇ܣ ܢܥ ܨܝܦܗ ܇̇ܗܧܝܟܕ ܐ ܠ ܐܪܝܧܩ ܢܥ ܐܬܘܡܝܞܒ ܇ܐܬܐܝܔܩ ܘܛܟܮܤܠ  ̇ܗܧܣ  ̇ܗܒܘ ܐܗ̈ܒܦ 
ܐܰܤܟܚܕ ܢܥܕ ܐܗܠܐ  .ܝܗ ܨܝܕ  ̇ܗܬܘܝܡܭ ܨܣܕ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܇ܰܝܐܧܝܟ ܐܰܦܪ ܐܬܝܥܣ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ ܇ܐܮܧܧܒ ܢܘܗܧܣܕ ܬܘܠ ܐܗܠܐ 
܇ܐ ܡܥܬܬ ܐܗܣܰܒܘ ܐܘܩܬ.  
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outside distractions, stimulate the mind so that it will obtain wondrous thoughts from 
spiritual insights.   
 The second metaphor occurs in Homily 3.10, where Isaac equates the quietness of 
the night with the quietness that the soul experiences when outside distractions have been 
removed.  Once distractions that impede the natural operation of the soul have dissipated, 
the impulses of the soul will seek knowledge of God.  Isaac expresses this notion in the 
words of the following prayer: ―During the night, when all the voices, human impulses, 
and everything else are all silent, our soul will find light in you with its impulses, oh 
Jesus, the light of the righteous.‖5  The impulses of the soul seek the light of God and, in 
doing so, help prepare the mind for the reception of spiritual insights through wonder.   
  In order to further demonstrate the inherent ability of the impulses to prepare the 
mind or intellect for experiencing wonder, I will return once again to a quotation that was 
used in the discussion of Isaac‘s anthropology in chapter two.  In that chapter, I pointed 
out that Isaac identifies the impulse of loving desire as the impulse that directs the 
intellect towards thoughts of wonder and to support this claim, I quoted a passage from 
Isaac‘s first ascetical homily.  I will now return to this passage because it speaks to the 
important role that the soul‘s impulses play in preparing the intellect for wonder and it 
specifically identifies the impulse of loving desire as the impulse that binds the thoughts 
of the intellect to the thoughts that arise out of wonder.  The passage reads as follows: 
―Study, with its loving desire, is sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the intellect] firmly to 
the thoughts of wonder.‖6  Isaac assumes that there is a distinction between the thoughts 
                                                 
5
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.10.1 (CSCO 637:71). ܐܝܡܡܒ ܨܝܡ̇ܭܕ ܇ܨ̈ܝܡܪܡܟ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܘ ܐܮܦܐܕ ܢܟܘ ܨܝ̈ܪܧܓ  .ܨܮܧܦ 
 ̇ܗܝܥ̈ܘܙܒ ܪܗܦܬ ܇ܟܒ ܥܘܮܝ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܪܝܕܙܕ.  
6
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:5:8-11).   ܨܦܐ ܝܗܘܤܒ ܐܝܡܥ ܐܘܗܦ ܦܐ ܝ ܇ܐܧܝܥܪ 
ܕܟ ܐ ܠ ܝܟܮܦ ܬܘܠ ܝܦܗ ܗܡܟ ܐܪܣܘܥ ܫܤܥܦ ܇ܝܗܘ̈ܝܘܙ ܐܙܛܤܠ ܨܝܗܡܟܠ ܐܙܓ ܝܗܘܣܘܗܰܒܕ  .ܫܧܩ ܘܗ ܐܓܪܗ ܗܰܤܚܬܒ ܕܟܦ 
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that naturally arise in the intellect through academic study and the thoughts that arise in 
the intellect from spiritual insights that come from divine grace and are apprehended 
through wonder.
7
  He says that loving desire, which is set into motion through study, 
connects the natural thoughts of the intellect with the spiritual insights that are processed 
through wonder.  Loving desire, in other words, is the motor that prepares the mind for 
wonder by binding the mind‘s natural thoughts to the spiritual insights received through 
wonder.  The monk‘s first step in achieving perfect knowledge of God and entering into 
the spiritual level of the ascetical life, therefore, is to let the impulses of the soul work 
according to their nature, without any distraction. 
 
 
7.2.2  THE SOUL‘S REACTION TO SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS: ASTONISHMENT 
 
 
 Once the soul has suppressed all outside distractions, the monk begins to pray. 
According to Isaac, prayer is the final action of the soul before it yields to the spiritual 
                                                                                                                                                 
ܐܒܭܘܛܠ ܰܝܐܦܰܡܝܚ ܕܝܒ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚ ܐܪܗܬܕ.   Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.3 (CSCO 554:85-86): 
―Through purity, [a person] is deemed worthy of the operation of the Holy Spirit.   This occurs when he is 
first purified, then sanctified.  From time to time, this happens during the middle of studious reflection by 
means of some luminous impulse that is greater than the flesh, at which point he acquires an inner solitude 
in God that is a semblance of what is to come and [consists in] a continual and ineffable repose in God.‖ ܕܝܒ 
܇ܐܬܘܝܟܕ ܐܘܰܮܣ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܤܠ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ .ܐܦܗ ܐ ܣ ܐܟܕܰܣܕ ܡܕܩܘܠ ܨܟ ܫܕܩܰܣ  .ܰܝܐܘ ܘܗ ܨܒܙܒ ܨܒܙ ܐ̇ܘܗܕ ܐܥܨܣ 
ܐܝܦܪ ܗܧܝܧܥܕ ܐܥܘܙܒ ܡܕܣ ܐܝܧܭ ܢܥܠܕ ܨܣ ܇ܐܬܪܒ ܐܧ̇ܩܘ ܐܬܘܝܡܭ ܐܰܝܘܓ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܐܬܘܗܒܨܤܒ ܡܕܣ ܨܝ̈ܦܗܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥ  .
ܐܚܘܧܒ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܩܗܠܐܒܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܢܡܣܰܣ.    Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) ‗The 
Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 
1995).   
7
 For the importance of study, see Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.6 (CSCO 637:63):  ―Study is a 
reflection on God alone so that one wonders in the things that belong only to [God].  It investigates these 
things as well as His majesty and the intellect is engaged in this alone.  [The intellect] does not reflect on 
things here, nor on the memory of beautiful things, not the virtues of the body and bodily things, but it is 
engaged only in the study of the [divine] being.‖ ܗܡܝܕ ܨܝܦ̇ܗܒܕ ܇ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܐܝܦܪ ܨܝܕ ܐܓܪܗ
 ܐܦܕܗܘܥ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܨܣܬ ܰܝܐ ܐܝܦܪ ܐ ܠ ܕܟ ܇ܝܗܘܕܘܛܡܒ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܐܧܥܰܣܘ ܒܪ̇ܥܣ ܗܬܘܒܪ ܢܥܘ ܝܗܘܡܥܘ ܇ܪܗ
̇
ܬ ܕܘܛܡܒ
ܐܰܝܦܪ̈ܔܦܘ ܐܬܔܧܒܕ ܐܬܪ̈ܰܝܣܘ ܐܬܪ̈ܝܧܭܕ  .܇ܝܗ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐܧܥܰܣ ܐܬܘܰܝܐܒܕ ܐܓܪܗܒ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܐ ܠܐ   Cf.  Isaac of 
Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.9 (CSCO 637:64), where Isaac describes how a monk stands in wonder 
before God‘s hidden being and the mysteries of the hope to come.   ܐܙܪ̈ܐܒܘ ܇ܗܠ ܪܗܰܣ ܐܬܘܰܝܐ ܐܬܘܝܪܟܒ
ܐܦܬܣ ܝܗ̈ܘܮܒܘܛܠ ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒ̇ܩܕ.   
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activity of the mind.
8
  ―Prayer,‖ he says, ―is a mediator between the soulish and spiritual 
state.‖9  During prayer, the monk invites God to provide insights about the world to come 
and when prayer is answered, the Holy Spirit supplies divine insights that are 
incomprehensible to the soul.   
 According to Isaac, the soul processes insights that originate from bodily 
sensations through a mode of apprehension that follows a temporal sequence of logic, but 
insights that arise from the Holy Spirit are beyond the soul‘s capabilities of perception 
and cannot be understood through temporal reasoning.  Unable to grasp the eternal truths 
of the world to come, the soul enters into a state of astonishment at what is beyond its 
ability to understand.  Astonishment is the technical word that Isaac uses to describe what 
happens when a person is unable to turn insights into knowledge and, during the level of 
the soul, astonishment signals the limit of the soul‘s capabilities.  For this reason, Isaac 
sees prayer as a human activity that eventually must come to an end before the mind is 
free to yield to God‘s self revelation.  ―The level [of prayer],‖ Isaac says, ―is inferior to 
the [level] of revelation.‖10  Since the impulses of the soul are unable to process the 
fullness of God‘s revelation, they eventually become distractions to the mind.  Prayer 
must cease once God has accepted the invitation to provide spiritual insights. 
 The astonishment that occurs during prayer is an important step towards the 
progression of wonder because it is the moment when the soul begins to yield its 
dominance to the mind.  According to Isaac, the soul and the mind process divine insights 
                                                 
8
 Prayer is an activity of the soul.  See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.5. (CSCO 637:63): ―ascetical 
way of life is the body, prayer is the soul, and reflective vision is the level of the spirit.‖ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܇ܐܬܔܦ 
ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܐܮܧܦ ܐܬܙܚ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܝܥܪܕ ܐܪܟܝ ܐܧܚܘܪ.    
9
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (Bedjan:169:20-21).   ܰܝܒ ܡܕܣ ܐܝܥܨܣ ܟܝܐ ܐܬܘܠܨ
ܐܬܘܧܚܘܬܠ ܐܬܘܧܮܧܦ.    
10
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.18. (CSCO 637:66).   ̇ܗܪܟܝ ܘܗ ܬܝܨܒ ܨܝܕ ܐܧܝܡܓ ܨܣ   
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in different ways.  The soul cannot comprehend spiritual insights so it instead processes 
them as astonishment; meanwhile, the mind comprehends these same insights through 
wonder.  In Homily 1.71, Isaac explains that the content of divine revelation is received 
by the mind in the form of intelligible revelations, but in the soul as astonishment:   
This divine power [i.e. the Holy Spirit], which is the director of all these things, shows 
itself to a person in secret by intelligible revelations to his spiritual nature (which is his 
mind), but when a person has been deemed worthy to receive this power within his soul, 
then he will [experience] nothing other than astonishment.
11
   
 
The soul reacts to God‘s revelation by entering into a state of astonishment while the 
mind accepts intelligible revelations from the Holy Spirit.  Isaac makes a similar 
observation in Homily 1.51.  In this passage, he states that when the Holy Spirit imparts 
knowledge to the soul, the soul receives this knowledge by entering into a state of 
speechlessness and astonishment: ―The soul that has once, in faith, entrusted itself to God 
and, under many temptations, has received the taste of [faith‘s] help, no longer has any 
reflection of itself, but is rendered speechless by astonishment and silence.‖12  While the 
soul cannot fathom revelation from the Holy Spirit and, as a result, enters into a state of 
astonishment and silence at what is beyond its ability to understand, the mind understands 
and perceives God‘s presence in wonder.   
 Since the impulses of the soul are subject to the laws of created order and 
incapable of proceeding past astonishment when confronted with divine revelation, Isaac 
                                                 
11
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.71 (Bedjan:489:16-490:1).  ܢܝܟܣܘ ܘܗ ܕܟ ܘܗ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܇ܐܝܗܠܐ 
ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܪ̈ܘܥܩ ܨܝܠܗܕ ܇ܨܝܗܡܟ ܐܘܛܣ ܗܮܧܦ ܐܮܦܬܒܠ ܇ܐܝܪܟܒ ܐܧܝܡܔܒ ܐܧܥܕܝܰܣ ܗܧܝܟܠ ܐܧܚܘܪ ܘܝܘܗܕ ܐܥܕܣ  .ܐ ܣ ܨܝܕ 
ܝܘܰܭܐܕ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܘܡܒܪܤܠ ܐ ܡܝܛܠ ܐܦܗ ܘܔܒ ܇ܗܮܧܦ ܒܘܬ ܰܝܠ ܇ܗܠ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܗܣܬ ܇ܐܩܰܭܘ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܘ ܢܕܥܡܟܒܕ ܨܝܕܪ̈ ܟܝܐ ܇ܐ̈ܝܣ 
ܫ̇ܐܦܘ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܨܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܐܕܒܥ.    
12
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.51 (Bedjan:360:11-18).   ܐܮܧܦ ܐܕܚܕ ܨܒܙ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܒ ܰܡܥܓܐ 
 ̇ܗܰܝ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܠ ܐܧܝ̈ܪܧܒܘ ܐܐ̈ܝܔܩ ܰܡܒܩ ܐܰܤ̈ܥܝ ܇̇ܗܝܦܪ̈ܕܘܥܕ ܒܘܬ ܰܝܠ  ̇ܗܠ ܐܝܦܪ ܇̇ܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܗܣܰܒ ܐܩܰܮܒܘ ܐ ܤܝܡܒ.    
Cf. Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:254:15-17):  ―As in the way of life that is after 
the resurrection, [a person] thinks and dares to receive such thoughts in his soul for the sake of his delight 
and in due time he becomes intoxicated on the astonishment, which [derives from] the impulses.‖  ܨܤܒܕ 
܇ܐܦܬܦ ܨܝܡܝܐܘ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚ ܚܪ̈ܤܦ ܒܪܦ ܗܮܧ̇ܧܒ ܇ܗܤܩܘܒܠ ܐܗܣܰܒܕ ܝܗ̈ܘܥܘܙܕ ܐܘܬܦ ܇ܢܕܥܡܟܒ ܟܝܐ  ̇ܘܗܒܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܰܤܝܩ.   .  
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says that monks who want to enter the spiritual level of the ascetical life must suppress 
the impulses of the soul (along with the bodily senses), thereby bringing the soul into a 
state of stillness.  Isaac says that a monk ―is drawn towards wonder by the suppression of 
the two senses: the fleshly and soulish [senses].‖13  Elsewhere he says, ―When a person is 
standing on his feet or kneeling and his intellect is seized by the wonder of prayer, then 
he is not under the control of the will of flesh and blood or the impulses of the soul.
14
  
Isaac refers to this suppression of the soul‘s impulses as ―stillness,‖ which is a necessary 
step towards perception of God with the mind.
15
 
 Stillness in the soul means that all human motions have been put to rest, including 
the soul‘s impulses.  Once all human motions have ceased, divine grace is free to move 
into the mind because it is unencumbered by human distractions.  Isaac explains that 
stillness provides the necessary environment for allowing divine grace to foster wonder in 
the mind:   
Stillness. . .creates an opportunity for the mind to rest upon itself in peace that occurs.  
When this happens, [a person] is moved from this point by remembrance towards the 
adaption of the banner of his way of life and he receives the glory of the world to come in 
his intellect, [that is], the hope that is preserved for the righteous for whom there is life 
moved in the spirit and [life] completely originating in God.  This is the new way of life, 
without remembrance and without any impulse from the things here.
16
  
 
Stillness is the moment when the impulses of the soul reach their limit and yield to divine 
operation, at which time the monk experiences the glory of the new world and begins to 
live according to the spiritual way of  life.   
                                                 
13
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:9:3-4).  ܬܘܧܝܧܥܕ ܐܬܘܨܝܤܥܒ ܇ܕܔܦܰܣ ܐܪܗܬ ܬܘܠ
ܐ̈ܝܧܮܧܦܘ ܐܝܦܪ̈ܪܒ ܐܮܓܪ.  
14
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.14.24 (CSCO 554:63).  ܕܟ ܡ̇ܐܩ ܢܥ ܝܗܘܡܓܪ̈ ܘܐ ܕܝܥܩ ܨܝܰܚܘ ܗܥܕܤܒ 
ܐܪܗܰܒ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܬܒܠܕ ܨܣ ܐܧܝܒܨ ܐܬܪܒܕ ܐ ܣܕܘ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܘ ܐܮܧܦܕ.  
15
 See, for example, Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.3 (CSCO 637:105-106). 
16
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.35 (Bedjan:254:17-255:2).   ܒܝ ܬܝܓ ܒ̇ܗܝ ܐܝܡܭ ܐܕܝܐ ܇ܐܕܗܠ 
 ̇ܝܗܒ ܰܝܐܕ ܐܪܬܐ ܐܥܕܤܠ ܨܟܮܤܠ ܢܥ ܗܰܝ ܐܧܝܮܒ ܜܝܟܭܕ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܝܡܭ  .ܕܚܕܐ ܨܝܕ ܥܝܙܬܰܣܘ ܨܣ ܐܟܪܗ ܐܦܕܗܘܥܒ ܬܘܧܠ 
ܐܬܘܤܛܡܣ ܐܮܝܦܕ ܇ܝܗܘܟܦܘܗܕ ܒ̇ܪܦܘ ܗܧܝܥܬܒ ܐܛܒܘܭ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܕܝܰܥܕ ܐܬܒܩ ܬܝܞܦܕ ܇ܐܪܝܕܙܠ ܢܘܦܗܠ ܐܝܚ ܝܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܇ܚܘܬܒ 
ܝܗܒܦܘ ܐܗܠܐܒ ܢܘܗܡܟ  . ̇ܘܗ ܐܟܦܘܗ ܇ܐܬܕܚ ܐ ܠܕܕ ܐܦܕܗܘܥ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܐܥܘܙ ܢܥܕ ܨܝܠܗ ܨܦܬܕ.  
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 In Homily 2.7, Isaac again refers to the stillness that occurs prior to entrance into 
the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  This stillness, which Isaac calls the ―harbor full of 
rest‖ in this passage, stands at the threshold of the entrance into the spiritual level of the 
ascetical life.
17
  The monk exists in stillness just prior to experiencing the wonder 
associated with the spiritual level of the ascetical life.
18
   
It can also happen that a certain stillness, without any insights, can fall upon a person, 
and the intellect is gathered in and dives within itself in ineffable stupefactions.  This is 
the harbor full of rest of which our Fathers speak in their writings.  From time to time 
[human] nature enters there, when it draws near to the boundary of the spiritual way of 
life.  This is the beginning of the entrance into the third high point, which is the spiritual 
way of life.
19
 
 
Isaac goes on to say that once a monk passes through the threshold into the spiritual level 
he experiences ―wondrous things‖ and receives the pledge of the new world: ―When the 
solitary has drawn near to this entrance point, he will then arrive at the harbor as he draws 
near to the spiritual way of life.  From this point onwards, wondrous things will take 
place before him as he receives the pledge of the new world.‖20  Stillness is the threshold 
of the spiritual way of life, when the mind will assume leadership over the soul and begin 
to comprehend spiritual insights about the new world through wonder. 
 
 
 
                                                 
17
 The phrase, ―harbor full of rest‖ has a long history in the Syriac tradition.  See E. R. Hambye, ―The 
Symbol of the ‗Coming to the Harbour‘ in the Syriac Tradition,‖ Symposium Syriacum I (1972) 401-11.  
For the frequent use of this phrase in the Greek Macarian collections, see Susan Ramsey, ―Exploring the 
Harbor of Rest: The Significance of ἀνάπαυσις in the Theology of the Pseudo-Macarian Corpus,‖ Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Marquette University, 2012. 
18
 Isaac consistently connects the phenomenon of wonder with stillness.  See, for example, Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.5 (Bedjan:43:21):  ―Persevere in study [done] in stillness, then you 
will be drawn to wonder at all times.‖ ܢܕܥܡܟܒ ܐܪܗܬ ܬܘܠ ܕܔܦܬܬܕ ܇ܐܝܡܮܒ ܐܧܝܬܪܒ ܨܣܐܬܐ.  
19
  Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.7.2 (CSCO 554:19-20).  ܰܝܐܘ ܦܐܕ ܕܥܡܒ ܨܣ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩ ܨܒܙܒ ܨܒܙ ܐܝܡܭ ܡܕܣ 
ܢ
̇
ܧܦ ܢܥ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒ ܢܤܚܰܣܘ ܕܤ̇ܥܘ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܘܔܠ ܗܧܣ ܐܝܗܠܘܒܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܢܡܣܰܣ  .ܘܦܗ ܐܦܐ ܤܠ ܐ ܡܣܕ ܐܚܘܦ ܨܝܬܣܐܕ ܨܝ̇ܗܒܐ 
܇ܢܘܗܝ̈ܒܰܟܒ ܨܒܙܒܕ ܨܒܙ ܠ̇ܐܥ ܐܧܝܟ ܨܣܰܠ  .ܐ ܣ ܒܬܩܕ ܐܕܥܘܠ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܚܘܪܕ  .ܘܦܗܘ ܐܝܪܘܭ ܐܰܡܥܣܕ ܐ ܤܩܐ ܠܕ  ̇ܘܗ ܐܰܠܬܕ 
ܘܝܘܗܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ.    
20
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.7.2 (CSCO 554:20).  ܐ ܣ ܐܦܗܠܕ ܐܕܥܘ ܒܬܩ ܇ܐܝܕܝܛܝ ܟܤܩ ܢܝܟܣ 
ܐܦܐ ܤܡܠ  .ܒܬܩܘ ܬܘܠ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ  .ܨܣܘ ܐܗ ܐܟܣ ܐܬܪ̈ܝܗܬ ܨ̈ܮܣܰܮܣ ܗܬܘܠ ܒ̇ܪܦܘ ܐܦܘܒܗܪ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܚ.  
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7.2.3  THE MIND‘S REACTION TO SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS: WONDER 
 
 
 Once the impulses of the soul have been suppressed and the soul has entered into 
a state of astonishment and stillness, the mind begins to dominate the reception of 
knowledge.
21
  Since the impulses of the soul distract the mind from processing spiritual 
insights as wonder, monks must progress past the impulses of the soul and enter the 
spiritual level of the ascetical life in order to comprehend the mysteries of God.  Isaac 
states in Homily 3.9 that the revelation of mysteries is ―the spiritual way of life and not 
the impulses of the soul.‖22  Elsewhere, in Homily 3.13, he states ―through that 
recollection that is elevated in God, one becomes white in a wonder that is higher than all 
the impulses and a freedom that is [higher] than everything here and a limpidity of 
intellect that is more sublime than words.‖23  The full revelation that takes place in 
wonder occurs after the impulses of the soul have been put to rest. 
 Once prayer has ended and the human impulses have been suppressed through 
astonishment and stillness, the mind begins to process spiritual insights from the Holy 
Spirit.
24
  This process causes the mind to expand, as Isaac explains in Homily 1.54:  
                                                 
21
 For a general background on Isaac‘s understanding of mystical knowledge, see Serafim Seppälä, ―The 
Idea of Knowledge in East Syrian Mysticism,‖ Studia Orientalia 101 (2007): 265-77. 
22
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.19 (CSCO 637:66).  ܯܧܦܕ ܐܥܘܙ ܘܠܘ ܚܘܪܕ ܘܗ ܐܬܒܘܕ.  
23
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.11 (CSCO 637:107).   ܪܐ̇ܚܕ ܇ܐܗܠܐܒ ܗܒܕ ܐܝܡ̇ܥܣ ̇ܘܗ ܐܮܦܘܟ ܕܝܒ
ܐܰܡܣ ܨܣ ܐ̇ܣܪܕ ܐܰܝܥܪܬܕ ܐܬܘܝܧܮܒܘ ܇ܨܦܬܕ ܢܟ ܨܣܕ ܐܬܘܪܐܛܒ ܐܘ̇ܗܘ ܇ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܢܟ ܨܣ ܝܡܥܕ ܐܪܗܰܒ.   Cf.  Isaac 
of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.7 (CSCO 637:106): ―His way of life is empowered by the Spirit and he 
progresses towards a certain tranquility in so far as he exists above habitual thoughts and the impulses of 
joy.‖ ܨܣ ܢܥܠܘ ܇ܐܕܝܥܕ ܐܒ̈ܒܘܚ ܨܣ ܢܥܠ ܐܘ̇ܗܘ ܇ܝܰܣܐ ܢܟ ܒܬ̇ܩܰܣ ܡܕܣ ܐܬܘܡܝܗܒ ܬܘܠܘ ܇ܚܘܬܒ ܢܝ̇ܚܰܣ ܗܬܒܘܕ
ܐܬܘܕܚܕ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ.    Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.3.19 (CSCO 637:14): ―A person will be 
encouraged when he senses that we have strength as well as a protector, who is the power from heaven that 
has invisibly drawn near [to us] at all times and assists us.  He will infinitely approach those things that 
elevate nature until he abides outside of the human intellectual activity, impulses, and the human will [that 
originate] from sickly nature.‖ ܐ ܡܝܘܚ ܨܠ ܰܝܐܕ ܯܓܬܦ ܕܟ ܇ܐܒܒܘܠ ܐܧܪܦ  ܐ ܠ ܒܝܬܩܕ ܇ܐܝܤܭ ܨܣ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܇ܐܦܪܕܥܣܘ
ܝܟܘܩ ܐ ܠܕ ܒܬ̇ܪܣ ܐܧܝܟܠ ܨ̈ܝܡ̇ܥܣܕ ܨܝܦ̇ܗ ܬܘܠܘ ܇ܥܝ̇ܪܣܘ ܢܕܥ ܢܟܒ ܰܝܐܧܝܙܚܰܣ  . ܐܥ̈ܘܙܘ ܐܰܝܥܪ̈ܬ ܨܣ ܬܒܠ ܐܘ̇ܪܦܕܘ
ܢܝܛܣ ܐܧܝܟ ܠ ܇ܐ̈ܝܮܦܐ ܐܧ̈ܝܒܩܘ.  
24
 See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.7 (CSCO 637:106): ―The power of knowing approaches 
those partial [realities] through the power of the Spirit when grace settles upon [the monk] from time to 
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This mysterious kind of overshadowing, as the [gifts imparted] to each one of the saints, 
is a kind of energy that rests upon the mind.  When a person is deemed worthy of this 
overshadowing, the mind is snatched up through astonishment and expanded by some 
divine revelation.  As long as this operation rests upon the mind, the person is raised 
above the movements of soulish thoughts through participation with the Holy Spirit.
25
 
 
The Holy Spirit mystically expands the mind by filling it with spiritual insights that set its 
impulses into motion.  According to Isaac, the mind, like the soul, possesses natural 
impulses, but unlike the impulses of the soul, which were designed to operate in material 
creation, the impulses of the mind were created to operate in the spiritual kingdom of 
heaven, which means that they must be set in motion by the Holy Spirit.   Isaac states that 
by the grace of Christ, a monk is ―deemed worthy of the way of life of the new man and 
[his mind operates] from this time on with the impulses that naturally arise in the 
kingdom of heaven.‖26 Elsewhere, he refers to these mental impulses as the ―impulses of 
the mind that are illumined by the Spirit.‖27  Unlike the impulses of the soul, which only 
stimulate comprehension of visible objects of creation, these spiritual impulses of the 
mind lead to comprehension of the spiritual mysteries.  
                                                                                                                                                 
time.‖ ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܝܗܘܡܥ ܐܧܟܬ̇ܭ ܨܒܙ ܨܒܙܒܕ ܝ̇ܗܒ ܇ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐ ܡܝܚ ܕܝܒ ܇ܐܥܕܣܕ ܗܡܝܚ ܒܬ̇ܩ ܐ̈ܝܦܰܧܣ ܢܘܦ̇ܗ ܬܘܠ.  Also 
see Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.6.2 (CSCO 637:31): ―[God‘s] grace and His love are entirely 
abundant, for out of which them flows tides of wondrous thoughts onto the intellect.‖ ܐܦܗ ܗܒܘܚܘ ܗܬܘܒܝܝ
ܐܦܪ̈ܗܰܣ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܐ ܠ̈ܘܤܣ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܢܥ ܨܝܛܝ̇ܓܕ ܇ܢܘܗܬܘܐܝܘܪܒ ܢܘܗܝܰܝܐ ܗܡܟ.    
25
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.54 (Bedjan:390:21-391:5).  ܐܦܙ ܨܝܕ ܐܝܦܙܪܙ ܇ܐܬܘܧܧܔܣܕ ܟܝܐ 
ܨܝܠܗ ܬܘܠܕ ܯܦܐ ܯܦܐ ܨܣ ܇ܐܮ̈ܝܕܩ ܝܗܘܰܝܐܕ ܐܦܙ ܇ܐܝܦܕܒܥܣ ܢܥܕ ܐܦܘܗ ܨܔܣ  .ܝܰܣܐܘ ܐܕܗܠܕ ܐܬܘܧܧܔܣ ܐܘܰܮܣ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒ ܕܝܒ 
ܐܗܣܬ ܨܞܚܰܣ ܐܦܘܗ ܇ܝܰܣܰܣܘ ܐܧܝܡܔܒ ܡܕܣ ܐܝܗܠܐ  .ܐ ܤܟܘ ܐܧܒܙ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܣܕ ܐܧܔܣ ܢܥ ܇ܐܦܘܗ ܢܥܠ ܨܣ 
ܐܬܘܧܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܐܮܒ̈ܘܚܕ ܐ̈ܝܧܮܧܦ ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒ ܕܝܒ ܐܬܘܦܬܘܭ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ.   
26
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.10 (CSCO 554:98). ܨܣܘ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚܕ ܐܝ̈ܣܕܩ ܠܗܒܰܣ ܇ܐ ܡܭܘ 
ܢܘܦܗܒܘ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܚܘܬܒܕ ܐܒܘܛܒ ܰ
̇
ܦܪ ܐܧܝܥܪ ܗܡܟ  . ̇ܗܒܘ ܐܕܗܒ ܐܰܥܕܝ ܐܰܡܚܕ ܐ ܡܩܰܮܣ ܨܣ ܇ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܬܘܪܐܛܒܘ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ 
ܢܥܕ ܨܣ  ̇ܗܡܟ ܐܰܡܚܕ ܐܮܚܘ ܐܝܦܪܕ ܥܝܙܬܰܣ ܐܥܕܣ ܐܪܟܞܒ  ̇ܘܗܕ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܇ܐܬܕܚ  ̇ܝܗܒ ܝܘܰܭܐܕ ܗܬܘܒܝܞܒ ܐܛܝܮܣܕ ܐܬܒܘܕܠ 
ܐܮܦܬܒܕ ܇ܐܬܕܚ ܢܘ̇ܦܗܒ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܢܘܗ̇ܒܦܕ ܐܧܝܟܒ ܟܝܕܝܗ ܐܬܘܟܡܤܒ ܐܝܤܭܕ.   
27
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.9.20 (CSCO 637:67).  ܨܝܪܗ̇ܦܰܣ ܚܘܬܒܕ ܐܦܘܗܕ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ.   Cf. Isaac of 
Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.7.15 (CSCO 637:48): ―It is the glory of spiritual beings, the power of 
wondrous revelations about the divinity, and the various manifestations of faith, which spring forth on 
account of the impulses, for by them you, oh Lord, are the object of faith and not visible things.‖ ܐܕܗ
ܢܘܗ̈ܝܝܥܘܙ ܢܥ ܨܝܥܒܦܕ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܕ ܐܧܡ̈ܚܘܭܘ ܐܬܘܗܠܐ ܢܥܕ ܐܪ̈ܝܗܬ ܐܧ̈ܝܡܓܕ ܐ ܡܝܚܘ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ܕ ܐܰܚܘܒܭܬ ̇ܗܝܰܝܐ .
ܐܧܝܙܚܰܣ ܐ ܠܘ ܐܝܬܣ ܰܦܐ ܐܧܧܤܝܗܰܣ ܢܘܗܠ ܦܐܕ .    Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.3.15 (CSCO 
637:15), where Isaac says that a ―great force‖ is needed to help the impulses overcome the flesh. 
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 When divine grace instills knowledge of the divine mysteries into the human 
mind or intellect, wonder occurs.  Whereas astonishment at God reflected the soul‘s 
inability to comprehend the spiritual truths of God‘s mysteries, wonder is the means by 
which the mind comprehends spiritual truths that are incomprehensible to the soul.  In 
other words, wonder, unlike astonishment, is accompanied by intelligible content.
28
  Isaac 
explains that a person in wonder reflects on the mysteries of the new world and reflects 
on the things to come:  
Virtuous is the one who is in God alone and who continually remains in wonder at His 
nature.  From that time on, [his] intellect reflects on what is known in the Spirit and [he 
possesses] a virtuous knowledge and faith in the mysteries.  He is expanded in his 
meditation on the new world and he reflects on things to come.
29
 
 
Wonder makes a person virtuous because it is accompanied by comprehension and 
knowledge of the mysteries of God and it is the means by which a monk reflects on the 
world to come.  Unlike the soul, which is unable to comprehend spiritual insights 
provided by divine grace, the mind is able to understand and process spiritual insights.   
 
 
7.2.4  PROLEPTIC PARTICIPATION IN THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE WORLD TO COME  
 
 
 Once the mind has received and processed spiritual insights from the Holy Spirit, 
the monk enters into the spiritual level of the ascetical life.  During this level, the monk 
                                                 
28
 Wonder, as Isaac says, is a ―wonder of thoughts‖ because it includes thoughtful insights concerning the 
mysteries of God.  See Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.13.12 (CSCO 637:108).   ̈ ܐܬܙܛܒ ܐܟܪܗ ܨܣ
ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ ܒܬ̇ܩܰܣ ܐܒ̇ܭܘܚܕ ܐܪܗܬ ܬܘܠܘ ܇ܪܰ̇ܝܰܣ ܐܰ̈ܝܪܟܕ.  
29
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.8 (CSCO 637:4).  ܐܪܰܝܣ ܘ̇ܗ ܗܒܕ ܐܗܠܐܒ ܰܝܐܕܝܛܝ ܇ܐܘ̇ܗ ܕܔ̇ܦܕ ܬܘܠ 
ܐܪܗܬ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܗܧܝܟܒܕ  .ܐܰܝܥܪܬܘ ܐܰܣܪ ܐܟܣ ܝܗܘܡܥܕ ܐܚܘܬܒܕ ܇ܐ ܤܟܚ
̇
ܰܣ ܐܰܥܕܝܘ ܐܬܪܰܝܣ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܘ ܐܰܝܦܙܪܐ  .
ܨܧܥ
̇
ܰܣ ܒܘܬ ܐܰܝܦܬܤܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܇ܐܬܕܚ ܐܝܦܪܘ ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥܕ.    Cf.  Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.7 (CSCO 
637:4), where Isaac states that the monk directs his wonder ―before the providence of God.‖  ܪܗܰܤܠ ܒܘܬ 
ܐܬܘܦܬܒܕܤܒ ܐܰܝܗܠܐ.  
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proleptically participates in the world to come even while remaining in this world.
30
  In 
Homily 3.1, for example, he describes the paradox of living on this earth while the mind 
mystically participates in the realities of the future world: ―The solitaries have mystically 
died, have mystically lived, and have mystically risen [to heaven] while their body 
[remains] on earth.‖31  Elsewhere, in Homily 2.35, he says that a monk who has received 
knowledge of the spiritual mysteries exists in a condition that resembles those who live in 
the world of the righteous (which is another way of saying the world to come).  He states 
that a person who ―is deemed worthy of [receiving the spiritual mysteries] exists in this 
manner night and day, like someone who has departed from the body and is existing in 
that world of the righteous even now.‖32  A gloss in one of the manuscripts labels this 
condition a ―taste from heaven.‖33  Isaac therefore understands that human beings who 
have entered the spiritual level of the ascetical life remain in this world while 
simultaneously experiencing wonder as a ―taste from heaven.‖   
 This proleptic taste from heaven enables monks to abide by the way of life of the 
new world.  In Homily 2.20, Isaac explains that a monk who has obtained wonder and 
who has achieved the spiritual level of the ascetical begins to live according to the way of 
life of the world to come: 
A person is raised from the service of the soul in his reflection and in his knowledge, or 
in other words, virtue in deeds and in conscience accompanies elevation to the spiritual 
                                                 
30
 For further background on the role that proleptic participation in the world to come plays in liturgical 
prayer, see Nestor Kavvadas, ―Theology of Language and Liturgical Prayer in Isaac of Nineveh,‖ in 
Symbola Caelestis: Le symbolism liturgique et paraliturgique dans le monde chrétien, ed. Andrei Orlov 
and Basil Lourié (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2009), 278: ―Already in this life humans may be temporarily 
endowed with a form of divine knowledge qualitatively superior to that formulated in the Holy Scripture, 
the Patristic tradition, Canon law and liturgical prayer.‖ 
31
 Isaac of Nineveh, Terza Collezione 3.1.18 (CSCO 637:7).  ܨܝܰܝܣ ܬܝܓ ܇ܐܙܪܐܒ ܨܝܐ̇ܚܘ ܇ܐܙܪܐܒ ܨܝܡ̇ܥܰܣܘ 
܇ܐܙܪܐܒ ܕܟ ܐܬܔܦ ܐܥܪܐܒ.  
32
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.9 (CSCO 554:142).  ܐܕܗܠ ܇ܐܘܰܮܣ ܐܧܟܗ ܘ̇ܘܗ ܐܝܡܡܒ ܇ܐ ܤܤܝܐܒܘ 
ܟܝܐ ܘܗ ܝܦܰܭܐܕ ܗܠ ܨܣ ܐܬܔܦ  ̇ܘܗܒܘ ܐ ܤܡܥ ܐܪ̈ܝܕܙܕ ܡ̇ܐܩ ܨܣ ܘܕܟ.   
33
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.9 (CSCO 554:142).   ܥܣܕ ܡܕܣ ܐܰܤܥܬ[] ܐܝܤܭ ܨܣ  
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way of life and, as much as human nature is capable of here, wonder at God immediately 
befalls him.
34
   
 
This new way of life, Isaac says, is foreign to this world because it is the way of life of 
the world to come: 
When he departs from these things [i.e. activities associated with the way of life of the 
soulish level], he is [in a state] of joy of soul, and in his reflection and thoughts he does 
not resemble those who belong to this world, for he exists from now on in a freedom 
from thoughts that is filled with impulses of knowledge and wonder at God.
35
 
 
The monk who has entered the spiritual level of the ascetical life has the freedom to live 
according to way of life of the world to come because he is free from the distractions 
associated with the material world.   
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 Isaac centers his account of the transition from the level of the soul to the level of 
the spirit on astonishment and wonder.   According to Isaac, astonishment and wonder 
each describe how the soul and mind each react to spiritual insights that are revealed by 
the Holy Spirit.  While the soul is capable of processing material sensations with 
temporal reasoning and logic, it cannot process immaterial forms of knowledge.  Since 
spiritual insights are not material and cannot be understood through temporal reasoning, 
the soul enters into a state of astonishment when it receives spiritual insights of divine 
revelation.  The mind, by contrast, is capable of processing spiritual insights through 
wonder.  The transition from astonishment to wonder represents the moment when the 
                                                 
34
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.10 (CSCO 554:98).  ܝܡܥܬܐ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܨܣ ܐܧܛܠܘܦ ܐܝܧܮܧܦ ܗܝܦܬܒ 
܇ܗܰܥܕܝܒܘ ܝܗܕ ܝܗ ܐܬܘܪܰܝܣ ܐܦܪ̈ܥܘܩܕ ܐܬܪܐܬܕܘ ܐܝܠܘܥܒ ܬܘܠܕ ܐܬܒܘܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ  .ܟܝܐ ܐ ܤܟ ܐܧܝܟܠܕ ܐܝܮܦܐ ܐܛܮܤܣ ܇ܨܦܬ 
ܗܰܥܭܬܒ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܨ̇ܪܦ ܗܠ.   
35
 Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.20.11 (CSCO 554:98).  ܝܰܣܐ ܫܧ̇ܦܕ ܒܘܬ ܨܣ ܨܝܠܗ ܐܬܘܕܛܒ ܗܮܧܦܕ 
ܝܗܘܰܝܐ  .ܗܝܦܬܒܘ ܝܗܘܒ̈ܭܘܛܒܘ ܐ ܣܕܐ ܠ ܨܝܠܗܠ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܗ  .ܢܞܣ ܥܩܕ ܗܠ ܢܝܟܣ ܐܬܘܪܐܛܒ ܇ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܕ ܐܝܡܣܕ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ 
ܐܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܪܗܬܘ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ.  
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monk enters into the spiritual level of the ascetical life and begins to comprehend the 
mysteries of the world to come.  Once a monk understands the mysteries of the world to 
come, he begins to live the heavenly way of life while remaining in the material world. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 This dissertation has studied how anthropology and eschatology function together 
in Isaac‘s ascetical system.  The relationship between these two disciplines is important 
for Isaac because successful practice of the ascetical life requires an understanding of 
both the nature and destination of human beings.  Anthropology studies the inherent 
characteristics of a human being and how these inherent characteristics function so as to 
enable a person to progress towards his or her ultimate end: heavenly worship in the 
world to come.  Eschatology studies the ultimate end itself, for people needs to know 
where they are going before they can get there.  Or, to say it another way, anthropology 
studies all the parts of a human person — body, soul, mind, and spirit — and how these 
parts are supposed to function when they are operating without any distraction while 
eschatology ensures that the parts of a human person are directed toward their proper end. 
 This study of Isaac‘s anthropology and eschatology is important because it 
clarifies scholarly positions on how Isaac used Greek and Syriac sources to construct his 
ascetical system.  Contrary to the belief of older scholarship, I conclude that Isaac‘s 
ascetical theology is much more than a Syriac repetition of Greek Evagrian thought; 
rather, his ascetical system is influenced by a Syriac author who has received less 
scholarly attention: John the Solitary.  Although Isaac refers to a host of Greek sources, 
including Evagrius, Pseudo-Macarius, and Pseudo-Dionysius, he relies most heavily on 
the anthropology and eschatology of John the Solitary in order to construct the 
framework of his ascetical theory.  Isaac situates his anthropology within John‘s three 
levels of the ascetical life and his focus on a future-oriented eschatology follows John‘s 
emphasis on the acquisition of knowledge in the life of the world to come. 
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 Although Isaac derives the main framework of his anthropology and eschatology 
from John the Solitary, he does use Greek sources to provide the technical terminology 
for his essentially Syriac system.  One characteristic that distinguishes Isaac from author 
Syriac authors is that he was very well-read and collected ideas from an extraordinary 
range of Greek authors.  Isaac then used these ideas to articulate an original synthetic 
account of the ascetical life.  In the realm of anthropology, he appropriates Evagrius‘s 
understanding of the tripartite soul.  Furthermore, he learned of the important role that 
Pseudo-Dionysius and Pseudo-Macarius assigned to loving desire so he elevates loving 
desire to the status of the impulse associated with the concupiscible part of the soul.  
While Isaac rejects Evagrius‘s eschatology, which stressed the return of the soul to the 
original purity of creation, he nevertheless turns to Evagrius and Pseudo-Dionysius in 
order to construct definitions for the terms wonder and astonishment, which play a central 
role in uniting his eschatology with his anthropology.  These Greek ideas help order and 
articulate the broader foundation that Isaac assumed from John the Solitary. 
 In order to make all of the disparate pieces of his synthetic ascetical system fit 
together, Isaac employs the concepts of wonder and astonishment.  Since he posits a 
strong distinction between the structures of material creation and spiritual knowledge of 
the mysteries in the world to come, the task of reconciling the material and the spiritual 
is, for Isaac, a difficult matter.   Wonder and astonishment render Isaac‘s synthetic 
ascetical system coherent because they account for the different ways that the 
anthropological structures of the material human being embrace the spiritual order of the 
world to come.  Astonishment explains what happens when a monk encounters the 
limitations of human structures.  A soul that has recovered its original purity has reached 
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the limit of its inherent capabilities and yet it remains incapable of comprehending the 
mysteries of the world to come.  This soul can only exist in astonishment at what is 
beyond its ability to understand.   
 When a soul has reached astonishment, it has progressed to the threshold of the 
perfection of the world to come, which will surpass the original purity of creation.  At 
this point, the soul yields to the natural activity of the mind and, although the impulses 
that are inherent in the mind require the aid of divine grace in order to process spiritual 
insights that lead to knowledge of the world to come, these mental impulses are 
nevertheless able to participate in the perfect, spiritual knowledge of the world to come 
through wonder.  Wonder is what enables the perfection that surpasses the original purity 
of material creation to exist within the structures and limitations of the material creation.  
According to Isaac, through wonder, human beings achieve the spiritual perfection of the 
world to come while they remain in this world. 
 
 
EPILOGUE: WONDER AND ASTONISHMENT AS ISAAC‘S LEGACY 
 
 
 This dissertation has shown that wonder and astonishment render Isaac‘s synthetic 
ascetical system coherent.  As such, the conception and development of wonder and 
astonishment is one of Isaac‘s most influential contributions to Syriac ascetical theology.  
This epilogue will briefly point to areas where further study will reveal the depth of 
influence that Isaac‘s use of the terms wonder and astonishment had on later Syriac 
authors.
1
  In particular, I will point to areas where Isaac‘s conception of wonder and 
                                                 
1
 For a broader overview of Isaac‘s legacy, see Sabino Chialà, Dall‘ascesi eremitica alla miseriocrdia 
infinita: Ricerche su Isacco di Ninive e la sua fortuna (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2002), 281-305.   
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astonishment influenced two eighth-century East-Syriac authors who had recourse to his 
texts.  The first author is John Dalyatha.
2
  The second author is Joseph Hazzaya.
3
 
 
 
ISAAC‘S INFLUENCE ON JOHN DALYATHA 
 
 
 While scholars have presumed that John Dalyatha is influenced by Isaac‘s 
conception of non-prayer, my study of Isaac provides a textual basis to what has so far 
been a very general perception of Isaac‘s influence on John.4  I believe that John‘s 
dependence on Isaac is centered upon Isaac‘s conception of astonishment and wonder and 
I will here point to three textual connections between John and Isaac that merit further 
study.  In all these textual connections, John‘s theory of non-prayer is dependent on 
Isaac‘s theory of wonder. 
                                                 
2
 For background on the identify of John Dalyatha, see Brian Colless,―The Biographies of John Saba,‖ 
Parole de l‘Orient3 (1972): 45-63 and Robert Beulay, ―Précisions touchant l‘identité et la biographie de 
Jean Saba de Dalyatha,‖ Parole de l‘Orient 8 (1977-1978): 87-116.  The most thorough overviews of John 
Dalyatha‘s ascetical theory are Robert Beulay, L‘Enseignement spiritual de Jean de Dalyatha mystique 
Syro-Oriental du VIII siècle, Théologie Historique 83 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1990) and Georg Günter Blum, 
Die Geschichte der Begegnung christlich-orientalischer Mystik mit der Mystik des Islams, Orientalia 
Biblica et Christiana 17 (Wiesbaden: 2009), 345-442.  On John Dalyatha‘s use of sources see, Brian 
Colless, ―The Mysticism of John Saba,‖ OCP 34 (1973): 83-102; Robert Beulay, La Lumière sans forme: 
Introduction à l‘étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale (Chevetogne: Éditions de Chevetogne, 
1987); and Ilaria L. Ramelli, ―Note per un‘indagine della mistica siro-orientale dell‘VIII secolo: Giovanni 
di Dalyatha e la tradizione origeniana,‖ ‘Ilu: revista de ciencias de la sreligiones 12 (2007): 147-79. 
3
 For general background on the life and works of Joseph Hazzaya, see Addai Sher. ―Joseph Hazzaya: 
Ecrivain Syriaque du VIIe siècle,‖ Revista degli Studi Orientali 3 (1910): 45-63; Antoine Guillaumont, 
―Sources de la doctrine de Joseph Hazzaya,‖  L‘Orient Syrien 3 (1958): 3-24; S. J. Sherry, ―The Life and 
Works of Joseph Hazzaya,‖ in The Seed of Wisdom: Essays in Honour of T.J. Meek, ed. W.S. McCullough 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964),78-91; Micheline Albert, ―La doctrine spirituelle de Joseph 
Hazzâyâ',‖ in De la conversion, ed. Jean-Christophe Attias (Paris: Cerf, 1997), 205-15; Thomas Olickal, 
The Three Levels of Spiritual Realization according to Joseph Hazzaya, Catholic Theological Studies of 
India 4, (Changanassery: HIRS Publications, 2000); and Georg Günter Blum, Die Geschichte der 
Begegnung christlich-orientalischer Mystikmit der Mystik des Islams, Orientalia Biblica et Christiana 17 
(Wiesbaden: 2009), 285-344. 
4
 See Robert Beulay, ―L‘Enseignement spiritual de Jean de Dalyatha,‖ 216-34, but especially 234: ―Les 
rapprochements que l‘on peut faire ici entre lui et Jean de Dalyatha me paraissent indiquer une dépendance 
directe de ce dernier par rapport à Isaac.‖ 
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First, both Isaac and John base their theory of non-prayer on the Syriac translation 
of Reflections 30, where the first Syriac translator states that prayer is interrupted by the 
light of the Trinity, and they both interpret the text as showing that wonder interrupts 
human impulses.
5
  Based on this passage, John concludes that prayer reaches its 
consummation when a monk enters the place of the mysteries and receives wonder from 
God.  This conclusion is a straightforward reading of the text, but what is important here 
is that John follows Isaac in adding that prayer has reached its consummation when the 
human impulses stop working and that John, like Isaac, connects the cessation of the 
impulses with wonder at perception of the mysteries.
6
  John‘s commentary on Reflections 
30 reads as follows: ―The consummation [of prayer] is wonder that is [caused] by God, as 
we have said, and not from the continued impulses of prayer.  The one who has entered 
the place of the mysteries abides in the wonder that is in [the mysteries].‖7  For both Isaac 
and John wonder presupposes the cessation of human impulses. 
 Second, like Isaac, John logically extends the idea, derived from Reflections 30, 
of wonder interrupting human impulses, by saying that wonder is the moment when 
divine impulses replace human impulses.  Once prayer has reached its consummation, the 
                                                 
5
John quotes the same passage from the Syriac translation of Reflections 30 that Isaac had quoted.  See 
John Dalyatha Letter 12.3 (Hansbury:57).   Page numbers refer to John Dalyatha, The Letters of John of 
Dalyatha, ed. and trans. Mary Hansbury, Texts from Christian Late Antiquity 2 (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 
2006).  Also see Anonymous, Skemmata 30 (Frankenberg:454:7-8):  ―Prayer is stability of mind that is only 
interrupted by the holy light of the Trinity through wonder.‖  Page and line numbers refer to Euagrius 
Ponticus, ed. W. Frankenberg, Abhandlungen der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu 
Göttingen Philologisch-Historische Klasse 13.2 (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1912). 
6
 See section 7.2.2 of this dissertation. 
7
 John Dalyatha Letter 12.3 (Hansbury:57):   ܐܘܗ ܐ ܠ ܇ܨܝܬܣܐܕ ܟܝܐ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܘܗ ܐܪܗܬ ܐܝܡܣܘܭ ܨܝܕܣ
ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܐܥܘܙ ܬܘܧܝܣܐ  .ܐܘܪܣ ܢܘܗܒܕ ܐܪܗܰܒ ܇ܐܙܐܪ̈ܕ ܐܪܬܐ ܠ ܐ ܡܥܕ ܐܧܝܐ.   Cf. John Dalyatha Letter 
12.8 (Hansbury:63):  ―Every prayer that is not transformed from time to time into wonder at the mysteries 
has not yet arrive at the consummation as we have said above.  Not even does the prayer of the impulses 
remain continually if has never tasted the astonishment that [is caused by] the joy of God.  Continual prayer 
is astonishment before God.‖   
̇
ܰܥܧ̇ܣ ܢܝܟܕܥ ܐ ܠ ܇ܨܒܙ ܨܒܙܒ ܐܧܡܚܰܮܣ ܐ ܠ ܐܙܐܪ̈ܒܕ ܐܪܗܰܒܕ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܢܟ ܨܝܕܣ
ܢܥܠ ܨܣ ܨܦܬܣܐܕ ܟܝܐ ܐܝܡܣܘܮܠ  . ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܬܘܕܛܒܕ ܐܗܣܬ ܢܐ ܇ܐܬܘܧܝܣܐܒ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܕ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܪܰܟܣ ܐ ܡܦܐܩ
ܰܤܥܝ ܐ ܠ ܗܡܟ ܢܟ.  
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mind receives divine impulses that replace human impulses. ―Their mind does not reflect 
on the world,‖ he says, speaking about monks who engage in prayer, ―but their impulses 
originate in God, in silence, and in great astonishment.‖8  Elsewhere, he notes that these 
impulses, which are connected with the occurrence of astonishment, contain innumerable 
insights concerning the mysteries of the new world. 
From this time forward, limpidity establishes astonishment within him and, without 
interruption, grace stirs up in him impulses that do not lend themselves to elaboration 
and, in short, are innumerable.  [These impulses are] emotions of the new world, 
mysteries, revelations, and insights concerning the [divine] being that are [otherwise] not 
permitted to be revealed.
9
 
 
Once again, John‘s understanding of non-prayer bears remarkable similarities to Isaac‘s 
understanding of non-prayer.
10
  Like Isaac, John connects the phenomenon of 
astonishment with the presence of divine impulses that contain innumerable insights.   
 Third, John uses four terms in conjunction with his theory on non-prayer: 
astonishment, wonder, silence (ܐܩܰܭ) and the limit of prayer (ܐ ܣܘܚܬ).11  This 
combination of terms is unique to Isaac, which means that John is articulating his 
theology of non-prayer with language derived from Isaac.  In a number of passages from 
his Ascetical Homilies, Isaac draws a connection between silence and astonishment and 
                                                 
8
 John Dalyatha Letter 4.4 (Hansbury:225):  ܐ ܠ ܐܘܗ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܦܪ ܇ܢܘܗܦܘܗ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܗܠܐܒ ܢܘܗܒ̇ܦ ܢܘܗܝ̈ܥܘܙ 
ܐܩܰܮܒ ܐܗܣܬܘ ܐܒܪ.  
9
 John Dalyatha Letter 4.5 (Hansbury:25):  ܐܟܣܘ ܠܗܠܘ ܐܬܘܝܧ̇ܭ ܐ ܣܗܰܒ ܐ ܤܝܪܣ ܇ܗܠ ܐ̈ܥܘܙܘ ܐ ܠ ܝܒ̈ܗ̇ܝ ܐܕܝܐ 
ܐܟܒܘܬܠ ܐܬܘܒܝܝ ܐܥܝܙܣ ܗܒ ܐ ܠܕ ܫ̇ܪܦ  .ܐܟܩܘ ܇ܬܣܐ ܤܠ ܐܗ̈ܒܦ ܐ ܤܡܥܕ ܐܬܕܚ ܐܙܐܪ̈ܘ ܐܧܝ
̈
ܡܓܘ ܐ ܡ̈ܟܘܩܘ ܢܥܕ ܐܬܘܰܝܐ 
ܐ ܡܔܤܠܕ ܢܘܦܐ ܐ ܠ ܫܧ̇ܣ.  
10
 See section 7.2.3 of this dissertation. 
11
 For background on John‘s understanding of wonder and astonishment, see Robert Beulay, ―De 
l‘émerveillement à l‘extase: Jean de Dalyatha et About Sa‘id al-Kharraz,‖ in Youakim Moubarac.  Dossier 
dirigé par Jean Stassinet, Cahiers d‘Orientalisme 20 (Lausanne: L‘âge d‘homme, 2005), 333-43.  
According to Mary Hansbury, John distinguishes wonder and astonishment with a chronological 
distinction.  See Mary Hansbury, The Letters of John Dalyatha, Texts from Christian Late Antiquity 2 
(Piscataway: Gorgias, 2006): 12, n. 2: ―The process of ecstasy begins with astonishment or wonder (tehrâ) 
and leads to helpless amazement or stupor (témhâ).‖ 
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implies that when a person is astonished before God and when all human forms of 
reasoning cease to operate, a person experiences only silence.
12
   
 John follows and intensifies Isaac‘s connection between silence and astonishment.  
In Letter 1, he refers to the ineffable ―place‖ of silence and the ―place of marvel,‖ thereby 
indicating that he is describing the interior ascent of the mind into the heavenly realm, or 
the divine place of God.
13
  Using language that is reminiscent of Isaac, he describes this 
interior ascent as an experience of silence and astonishment: 
The place whose language is silence, how will its mysteries be explained?  When the 
mysteries are revealed to those who are not accustomed, the mysteries astonish the 
inhabitants of the place with silence and for [the inhabitants] they establish one who is in 
stupefaction without any impulse or desire.  The name of the place is marvel and the 
explanation of its mysteries is astonishment.  And if it is fitting for speech to name it, it is 
a silence without impulse and without a title.
14
 
 
The monk who has entered into the place of marvel experiences astonishment and begins 
to comprehend the mysteries through the silence that occurs when his impulses cease to 
                                                 
12
 See Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.8 (106:7-15): ―This prayer that bestows [thanksgiving], 
in which a person does not pray nor act, as in the other passionate prayers that come before the perception 
of grace, but instead his heart is filled with joy and astonishment, frequently incites stirrings of 
thanksgiving and gratitude, in the silence of kneeling.‖ ܐܕܗܘ ܝܗ ܐܰܡܣ ܐܬܝܣܐܕ ܥܝܟܛܠ ܐܮܝܕܪܒ ܝܬܣ ܇ܫܝܬܓܘܐ 
 ̇ܘܗ ܥܝܩܕ ܐܘܗ ܗܠ ܐܮܝܦ ܢܟܠ ܇ܘܒܨ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܥܠ ܇̇ܗܝܰܝܐ ܐܬܘܕܚ ܐܚܬܪܣܕ ܐܰܝܕܘܬ  .ܢܥ ܐܕܗ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܪܰܒܕ ܐܬܘܧܡܒܪܣ 
ܗܰܥܕܝܕ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܇ܬܣܐ  ̇ܝܗ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐܚܬܪܣܕ  ̇ܝܗܒ ܘܠܕ ܘܗ ܯܦܐ ܐ ܠܨܣ ܇ܐ ܡܤܥܒܘ ܟܝܐ ܐܟܬܭ ܐܬܘܠܨܕ ܇ܐܮܚܕ ܨܣܕ ܡܕܩ 
ܐܬܘܧܮܓܬܣ ܇ܐܬܘܒܝܞܒܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܘܗ ܐܒܠ ܕܟ ܐ ܡܣ ܐܬܘܕܚ ܇ܐܛܣܬܘ ܗܒܣ ܗܒܦ ܰܝܐܪܝܒܩ ܐܥ̈ܘܙܒ ܐܰܝܕܘܬܕ 
܇ܐܬܘܒܘܞܡܒܘܩܕܘ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܥܝܩܕ ܗܟܪܘܒ.   Page and line numbers refer to Mar Isaacus Ninivita De Perfectione 
Religiosa, ed. Paul Bedjan (Paris: Nihil Obstat, 1908; repr. Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2007); Isaac of 
Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.51 (Bedjan:360:11-18):  ―The soul that has once, in faith, entrusted 
itself to God and, under many temptations, has received the taste of [faith‘s] help, no longer has any 
reflection of itself, but is rendered speechless by astonishment and silence.‖ ܐܮܧܦ ܐܕܚܕ ܨܒܙ ܐܬܘܧܤܝܗܒ 
ܰܡܥܓܐ  ̇ܗܰܝ ܇ܐܗܠܐ ܠ ܐܧܝ̈ܪܧܒܘ ܐܐ̈ܝܔܩ ܰܡܒܩ ܐܰܤ̈ܥܝ ܇̇ܗܝܦܪ̈ܕܘܥܕ ܒܘܬ ܰܝܠ  ̇ܗܠ ܐܝܦܪ ܇̇ܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܐ ܠܐ ܐܗܣܰܒ ܐܩܰܮܒܘ 
ܐ ܤܝܡܒ. ; Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.5.1 (CSCO 554:5): ―Angelic natures are plunged into silence 
in astonishment before the thick darkness of this eternal mystery and [from] the flood of his glory that 
[comes] from within astonishment.‖  ̇ܘܗ ܐܧܝ̈ܟܕ ܐܪ̈݀ܥܕ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܨܝܕܤܥ ܐܗܣܰܒ  .ܨܣ ܡܕܩ ܐ ܡܦܬܥ ܐܙܪܐܕ ܐܦܗ 
ܐܝܣܘܰܣ  .ܐ ܠܘܤܣܘ ܗܛܒܘܭܕ ܘܔܠܕ ܨܣ ܐܗܣܬ.    Page numbers refer to Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian) 
‗The Second Part,‘ chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 554, Scriptores Syri 224 (Louven: Peeters, 
1995).   
13
 Recall ―place‖ language of John the Solitary and Aphrahat discussed in section 6.1.2 of this dissertation. 
14
 John Dalyatha Letter 1.5 (Hansbury:7): ܐܪܬܐ ܐܩܰܭܕ ܘܗ ܇ܗܧܮܠ ܝܗܘܙܐܪ̈ ܐܧܤܒ ܨܝܩܬ̇ܒܰܣ  .ܢܐܘ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܘܤܥܠ 
܇ܐܪܬܐܕ ܝܗܘܙܐܪ̈ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܇ܢܘܗܣܰ̇ܣ ܐ ܡܠ ܐܕܝ̈ܥܣ ܝܟ ܢܐ ܨܝܝܡܓܰܣ ܘܘܗ  .ܐܧܝܐܒ ܐܝܗܠܘܒ ܢܘܗܠ ܨܝܤܝܪܣ ܇ܘܘܗ ܨܣ ܢܟ 
ܐܥܘܙ ܐܰܮܓܪܘ  .ܐܪܬܐܘ ܗܤܭܕ ܐܬܣܘܕ ܇ܘܗ  ܦܐ ܫܭܘܦ ܝܗܘܙܐܪ̈ ܐܗܣܬ ܘܗ  .ܢܐܘ ܩܕ̇ܙ ܐ ܡܤܣܕ ܗܤܮܦ ܇ܗܠ ܐܩܰܭ ܘܗ 
ܐ ܠܕ ܐܥܘܩ ܐ ܠܕܘ ܝ̇ܦܘܟ  .ܘܗܡܒܣ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܘܤܥܠ ܇ܗܛܒܘܮܒ ܥܝܪܣܘ ܝܗܘܪ̈ܝܕ ܐܪܗܰܒ.  
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operate.  Elsewhere, in Letter 17, John makes a similar observation about the relationship 
between silence and astonishment: 
Whoever understands, let him understand.  Whoever does not understand, in silence let 
him honor the one who is glorified and who desires to glorify whomever seeks to be 
glorified.  How can we name the place of vision?  It is the likeness of the one who sees 
everything in Himself just as he is to be seen in everyone, small and great.  Then in 
silence, let us honor our Word, and with astonishment let us embrace our mystery.
15
 
 
In both of these passages, John follows Isaac in using silence as a descriptive term for 
astonishment.  Silence and astonishment, together, are the means by which a monk 
embraces the mysteries of understanding in the ineffable place of the divine mysteries.   
 Another example of John‘s dependence on language that comes from Isaac‘s 
notion of wonder and astonishment occurs in Letter 1.  In this letter, John incorporates his 
understanding of silence as the expression of astonishment with Isaac‘s understanding of 
the limit of prayer.  Isaac had implied that prayer reaches its limit with silence and John 
follows suit.
16
  He states that an intellect that has entered into wonder in the place of the 
mysteries has first reached the limit that is experienced in silence. 
Speaking of the manner of God‘s revelation in holy minds is not permitted to the tongue, 
but [God] places the explanation of the great mystery in purified and luminous minds.  
[The great mystery] is immersed in silence because God is revealed in the place of 
wonder to those who love him.  He causes them to wonder with his beauty and he 
                                                 
15
 John Dalyatha Letter 17.3 (Hansbury:87).  ܨܣ ܫܧ̇ܩܕ ܫܧܪܦ  .ܨ̇ܣܘ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܫܧ̇ܩ ܬܪ̇ܝܦ ܐܩܰܮܒ ܇ܜܒ
̇
ܰܮܣܕܠ ܥ̇ܚܪܘ ܜܒ̇ܮܦܕ 
ܐܒ̇ܨܕ ܜܒ
̇
ܰܮܦܕ  .ܨܟܝܐ ܗܤ̇ܮܦ ܐܪܬܐ ܠ ܐܬܙܚܕ  .ܐܝܣܘܕ ܘܗ ܘ̇ܗܕ ܗܒܕ ܢܟ ܐܙ̇ܚ  .ܐ ܤܟܐ ܘܗܕ ܗܠ ܢܟܒ ܐܬܝܨܒ ܐܙܚܰܣ ܬܝܰܝܘ .
 ܨܝܕܣ ܐܩܐܰܮܒ ܰܢ ܡܤܠ ܇ܬܪ̇ܝܦ ܐܗܣܰܒܘ ܢܙܐܪܐ ܠ ܫܧ̇ܥܦ  .ܡܘ ܐܪ̈ܦܘܭ ܐܞ̈ܝܮܦ ܐܙܐܬܒ ܥܥܬܦ  .ܟܝܬܒ ܘܗ ܚܬܩܐ ܠ ܐܝܬܣܕ ܨܣ 
ܗܪܬܐ.  
16
 Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.22 (165:19-166:2); ―There is no prayer beyond pure prayer, 
for all of its impulses and its manners conduct the intellect up until here under the sway of their freedom.   
For this reason there is strife in it [pure prayer].‖   There is a limit beyond this, however, and it is 
astonishment and not prayer.  ܐܦܗܡܞܣ ܨܣ ܪܰܒ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܐܰܝܟܕ  .ܒܘܬ ܐܬܘܠܨ ܇ܰܝܠ ܢܘܗܡܟܘ  ̇ܗܝ̈ܥܘܙ  ̇ܗܝ̈ܤܟܩܐܘ 
ܐ ܣܕܥ ܐܟܪܗܠ ܨܝܡܒܝܣ ܐܧܝܥܬܠ ܐܧܞܠܘܮܒ ܢܘܗܬܘܪܘܚܕ  .܇ܐܦܗܡܞܣ ܦܐ ܐܭܘܰܟܬ ܰܝܐ  ̇ܗܒ  .ܪܰܒ ܐܦܗ ܨܝܕ ܇ܐ ܣܘܚܬ ܢܝܟܣ 
ܐܗܣܬ ܇ܝܗܘܰܝܐ ܘܠܘ ܐܬܘܠܨ. ;  Isaac of Nineveh, The Second Part 2.35.1 (CSCO 554:139): ―When a person 
reaches insights into creation on the journey of his conduct, then he is raised up higher than having prayer 
set for him by a limit.  It is superfluous from then onwards for him to limit prayer by means of fixed times 
or the Hours [because] his situation has gone beyond praying and giving praise whenever he wants.  From 
here on, he continually finds the senses stilled and the thoughts bound with the bonds of astonishment.‖  
ܝܰܣܐ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܪܠܕ ܐܰܝܪ̈ܒܕ ܐܞܣ ܐܮܦܬܒ ܐܚܪܘܐܒ ܇ܗܬܒܘܕܕ ܨܝܕܝܗ ܝܡܥܬܐ ܨܣ  ̇ܝܗ ܨܣܬ  .ܐܧ̈ܒܙܒܕ ܐܦ̈ܕܥܘ  ̇ܗܝܤܚܰܦ ܇ܐܬܘܠܨܠ 
ܬܬܒܥܘ  ̇ܗܠ ܇ܗܬܘܒܨ ܨܣ  ̇ܝܗ ܝܰܣܐܕ ܘܗܕ ܐܥ̇ܒ ܐ ܠܨܦ ܜܒܮܦܘ  .ܨܣܘ ܘܗ ܐܟܣ ܜܟܮܣ ܰܝܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܮܓܪ̈ܠ ܕܟ ܨܝܡܭ  .ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚܘ ܕܟ 
ܨܝܬܝܟܦ  .ܐܪ̈ܟܧܒ ܐܗܣܬܕ  .  
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silences their impulses with the marvel that is in the vision of his mysteries. Since this 
place of wondrous visions is the place of astonishment, it is also enclosed with a wall of 
unstillness.  When the intellect wants to attempt to bring the mystery out from there to the 
place of voices and examine it, then [the mind] is confronted with the limit of stillness 
and becomes silent.
17
 
 
Once the mind confronts silence, John says, it has reached the place of astonishment, 
which is also the moment when a person moves into a state of wonder at God‘s revelation 
of the mysteries.  John‘s language in this passage, in which he draws connections 
between the terms silence, limit, and wonder, reveals a dependence on Isaac, who also 
frequently grouped all of these words together. 
 One final example occurs in Letter 12, where John includes an anonymous 
quotation from another monk who describes what happens to him when his human 
impulses cease and his mind enters into the place of revelation.  This fellow monk 
describes this occurrence as the moment when God‘s light shines on a world that is 
wonder before God.  The quotation proceeds as follows: 
When the grace of God is pleased with me and draws my mind to the place with His 
vision, [then my mind] remains without impulses all day long in the place of marvel.  
When it goes out from there, it prays and makes supplication that the light of the hidden 
one who is hidden within him may shine in the world that is full of wonder.
18
 
 
John follows with his own commentary on this anonymous quotation and, once again, 
makes the same connection that Isaac frequently made between the terms wonder, 
silence, and limit.  According to John, the moment when the impulses cease and God‘s 
mysteries are revealed is the moment when a monk has reached the limit of prayer.  This 
                                                 
17
 John Dalyatha Letter 1.4 (Hansbury:7): ܬܣܐܦܕ ܨܝܕ ܐܬܘܝܧܟܝܐ ܗܬܘܧܝܡܓܰܣ ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܥܕ̈ܤܒ ܇ܐܭܕ̈ܪܣ ܐܧܮܠܐ ܐ ܠ 
ܫܪܧܠܐ  .ܐ ܠܐ ܥܝܩ ܫܭܘܦ ܐܙܐܪ ܐܒܪ ܐܥܕ̈ܤܒ ܐܝ̈ܟܕ ܇ܐܪ̈ܝܗܦܘ ܥܝܒܝܘ ܐܩܰܮܒ  .ܢܞܣ ܐܪܬܐܒܕ ܐܪܗܬܕ ܐ ܡܓܰܣ ܐܗܠܐ 
܇ܝܗܘܤܚܪ̈ܠ ܢܘܗܠܘ ܗܬܦܘܮܒ ܇ܪܗܰ̇ܣ ܐܬܣܘܕܒܘ ܩܰ̈ܮܣ ܢܘܗܝ̈ܥܘܙ ܐܘܙܛܒ ܝܗܘܙܐܪ̈ܕ  .ܢܞܣܘ ܐܪܬܐܕ ܐܦܗ ܐܦ̈ܘܙܚܕ ܐܪ̈ܝܗܬ 
ܐܪܬܐ ܘܗ ܇ܐܗܣܬܕ ܦܐ ܕܝܩ ܟܬ̇ܟ ܗܠ ܐܝܡܭܕ ܕܟܘ ܐܒ̇ܨ ܐܥܕܣ ܐܬܚܰܦܕ ܩܘܧ̇ܤܠ ܨܣ ܨܣܬ ܐܙܐܪ ܐܪܬܐ ܠ ܐ ܡ̈ܩܕ ܇ܩܬ̇ܒܦܘ 
ܥܔܧܦ ܗܒ ܐ ܣܘܚܬ ܐܝܡܭܕ ܩܘܰܮܒܘ.  
18
 John Dalyatha Letter 12.7 (Hansbury:61).  ܝܰܣܐܕ ܐܝܒܨܕ ܝܒ ܗܬܘܒܝܝ ܇ܐܗܠܐܕ ܐܦܰ̇ܦܘ ܝܦܘܗܠ ܐܪܬܐ ܇ܗܬܙܛܒܕ 
ܪܰ̇ܟܣ ܐ ܣܘܝ ܗܡܟ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܐܪܬܐܒ ܐܬܣܘܕܕ  .ܐ ܣܘ ܫܧܦܕ ܨܣ ܨܣܬ  .ܐ ܠ̇ܨܣ ܇ܨܮ̇ܟܰܣܘ ܜܝܦܕܦܕ ܗܠ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܬܘܝܪܟܕ 
ܐܪܟܕ ܘܔܠ ܇ܗܧܣ ܐ ܤܡܥܒ ܐ ܡܣ ܐܪܗܬ.  
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limit, which John refers to as silence, is the moment when intelligible speech no longer 
suffices to explain the mysteries of God.  John says that, in silence, the mind engages the 
mysteries of God in wonder.   
From this time forward, it is no longer a place of words in which the pen is able to flow 
with ink, for here a limit is set: silence.  Only the intellect is permitted to pass over and 
see this resting place of all mysteries.  [The intellect] has the authority to enter and to 
wonder at the beauty of the marvel, which is above all things and hidden within all.
19
 
 
In summary, John‘s presentation of wonder and astonishment uses two words — silence 
and limit — that appeared prominently throughout Isaac‘s writings.  Although these two 
words also appear in other authors, such as Pseudo-Dionysius, only Isaac uses both of 
them in connection with wonder and astonishment.
20
  Therefore John‘s use of the words 
wonder and astonishment in connection with silence and limit is based on Isaac‘s texts. 
 
 
ISAAC‘S INFLUENCE ON JOSEPH HAZZAYA 
 
 
 Two areas of textual connections between Joseph Hazzaya and Isaac merit further 
study.  First, Joseph notes that astonishment coincides with the moment when the 
impulses of the body and soul cease operating.  This connection between the cessation of 
the impulses and astonishment, which can be traced back to Isaac, occurs in John‘s Letter 
on the Three Levels of the Monastic Life.
21
  
Blessed is the solitary who has been deemed worthy of this glorious vision of the beauties 
and of the natural spirits and who has entered the holy place.  He takes delight in the 
                                                 
19
 John Dalyatha Letter 12.7 (Hansbury:61). ܨܣ ܐܟܪܗ ܇ܠܗܠܘ ܘܠ ܐܪܬܐ ܘܗ ܇ܐ ܡ̈ܣܕ ܜܟܭܬܕ ܐܕܪܬ ܗܒ ܐܰܡܓܪ 
ܐܰܝܧܩ ܐ ܡܝ̈ܒܮܒ ܐܝܦܬ̈ܘܝܕ  .ܐܟܪܗ ܐ ܣܘܚܬ ܥܝܩ ܐܩܰܭ  .ܐܥܕܤܠ ܕܘܛܡܒ ܫܧ̇ܣ ܗܠ ܬܒܥܤܠ ܐܙܛܤܠܘ ܘ̇ܗܒ ܐܚܘ̇ܦ ܢܟܕ ܨܝܙܐܪ̈  .
ܐܦܗܠ ܟܝܡ̇ܭ ܗܠ ܢܥܤܠ ܪܗܰܤܠܘ ܐܬܦܘܮܒ ܐܬܣܘܕܕ  .ܠܗܠܕ ܨܣ ܢܟ ܐܪܟܘ ܘܔܒ ܐ ܡܟ.  
20
 Pseudo-Dionysius also uses language of silence; see, for example, Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 
1.1 (Hornus:86-88:997B).  ܐ ܡܦܬܥܒ  
̇
ܰܝܡܣ ܐܪܗܘܦ ܐܩܰܭܕ ܙܝܧܓ ܇ܐܙܐܪ̈ ܝ̇ܗ ܐܧܞܤܥܒܕ ܐܕܝܒܠ ܘ̇ܗܠ ܐ ܣ ܬܝܰܝܕ ܜܝܦܕ 
ܐܛܣܨܣ ܇ܰܝܐܝܡܥܣ ܐ ܡܒܘ ܐܬܘܧܮܮܓܰܣ ܐܬܝܤܓ ܐ ܠܘ ܇ܐܬܘܦܙܚܰܣ ܐܝܡ̇ܣ ܢܘܗܠ ܐܦ̈ܘܗܠ ܐ ܠܕ ܇ܐ̈ܧܝܥ ܐܪ̈ܦܘܭ ܐܝܡ̈ܥܣ 
ܐܛ̈ܝܨܦܘ.   Page and section numbers refer to Jean-Michel Hornus, ―Le Corpus Dionysien en Syriaque,‖ 
Parole de l‘Orient 1 (1970): 69-93.   
21
 See section 7.2.2 of this dissertation. 
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divine mysteries and understands the subtleties of their sounds. . .When this chanting of 
the sounds from the natural spirits falls into the intellect, it descends into the intellect in 
astonishment and all the impulses of the body and soul are stopped, as in sleep.
22
 
 
This passage occurs in a section of Joseph‘s letter dedicated to describing the spiritual 
level of the ascetical life, so according to Joseph, the impulses of body and soul cease to 
function when the intellect engages in astonishment and prepares for the spiritual level of 
the ascetical life.
23
  This sentiment reflects similar statements by Isaac, who also says that 
the impulses culminate in astonishment during the spiritual level of the ascetical life. 
 Second, Joseph follows Isaac in connecting wonder with both study and tears.  
Like Isaac, Joseph situates wonder with study.
24
  In Letter 4, Joseph states that when a 
monk studies the providence of God, ―wonder will fill your heart and interrupt the 
phrases that [are coming] from your mouth.
25
  Also, like Isaac, Joseph draws a 
connection between the presence of insights that arise from wonder and the occurrence of 
                                                 
22
 Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur Les Trois Étapes 5.144 (Harb:420:1-6): ܝܗܘܒܘܝ ܐܝܕܝܛܝܠ ܝܘܰܭܐܕ ܝ̇ܗܠ ܐܬܙܚ 
ܐܰܛܝܒܭ ܐܪ̈ܦܘܭܕ  .ܐܧ̈ܝܟܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈  .ܢܥܘ ܘ̇ܗܠ ܐܪܬܐ ܐܮܝܕܩ  .ܥܪ̇ܒܬܐܘ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܒ ܐܙܐܪ̈ ܇ܐܝ̈ܗܠܐ ܥܤܭܘ ܢܘܦ̇ܗܠ ܐܙ̈ܥܠ 
ܐܧ̈ܝܞܩ  .ܰܝܐܬܝܬܭ  ̇ܘܐ ܇ܒܝܒܚ ܐ ܣܕ ܢܧ̇ܦܕ ܐܦܗ ܐ ܡܠܘܗ ܐܙ̈ܥܠܕ ܐܧ̈ܝܟܕ ܐܧܚܘܪ̈ ܇ܐܥܕܤܒ ܐܒ̇ܭ ܗܠ ܐܥܕܤܠ ܐܗܣܰܒ  .ܟܝܐܘ 
ܐܰܧܮܒܕ ܨܝܩܬܰܮܣ ܢܘܗܡܟ ܐܥ̈ܘܙ ܐܬܔܦܕ ܐܮܧܦܕܘ.   Page and line numbers refer to Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur les 
trois étapes sur la vie monastique, trans. and ed. Paul Harb and François Graffin, Patrologia Orientalis 45 
(Turnhout: Brepolis, 1992). 
23
 Also see Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur Les Trois Étapes 5.145 (Harb:420:1-4): ―Each time when the mind 
strives after the vision of contemplation in delight, it has not yet arrived at the spiritual place, for when the 
mind arrives there, it does not have the authority [for the commemoration of itself, but is unbound in 
astonishment.‖  ܐܪܬܐ ܠ ܝܞ̇ܣܬܐ ܢܝܟܕܥ ܐ ܠ ܇ܫܝܪ̈ܘܐܬܕ ܐܬܙܚ ܪܰܒ ܫܰܟܰܣ ܗܧܝܒܨܒ ܐܦܘܗ ܘܗܕ ܝܰܣܐ ܢܟ
ܐܬܘܧܚܘܪܕ  .ܗܣܘܧܩܕ ܐܬܘܦܬܒܕܰܣ ܢܥ ܐܧܞܠܘܭ ܗܠ ܰܝܠ ܇ܨܣܰܠ ܐܦܘܗ ܝܞ̇ܣܬܐܕ ܐ ܣܕ ܝ̇ܗܒ  . ܐܬܭ ܐ ܠܐ
ܐܗܣܰܒ.  
24
 See section 7.2.1 of this dissertation and Isaac of Nineveh, De Perfectione Religiosa 1.1 (Bedjan:5:8-11): 
―Study, with its loving desire, is [still] sufficient to bind the thoughts [of the intellect] firmly to the thoughts 
of wonder.‖   ܨܦܐ ܝܗܘܤܒ ܐܝܡܥ ܐܘܗܦ ܐ ܝ ܇ܐܧܝܥܪ ܕܟ ܐ ܠ ܝܟܮܦ ܬܘܠ ܝܦܗ ܗܡܟ ܐܪܣܘܥ ܫܤܥܦ ܇ܝܗܘ̈ܝܘܙ ܐܙܛܤܠ ܨܝܗܡܟܠ 
ܐܙܓ ܝܗܘܣܘܗܰܒܕ  .ܫܧܩ ܘܗ ܐܓܪܗ ܗܰܤܚܬܒ ܕܟܦ ܐܒܭܘܛܠ ܰܝܐܦܰܡܝܚ ܕܝܒ ܐܒܭ̈ܘܚ ܐܪܗܬܕ. ; Isaac of Nineveh, De 
Perfectione Religiosa 1.5 (Bedjan:43:21):  ―Persevere in study [done] in stillness, then you will be drawn to 
wonder at all times.‖ ܨܣܐܬܐ ܐܧܝܬܪܒ ܇ܐܝܡܮܒ ܕܔܦܬܬܕ ܬܘܠ ܐܪܗܬ ܢܕܥܡܟܒ. ; and Isaac of Nineveh, The Second 
Part 2.18.3 (CSCO 554:85-86): ―Through purity, [a person] is deemed worthy of the operation of the Holy 
Spirit.  This occurs when he is first purified, then sanctified.  From time to time, this happens during the 
middle of studious reflection by means of some luminous impulse that is greater than the flesh, at which 
point he acquires an inner solitude in God that is a semblance of what is to come and [consists in] a 
continual and ineffable repose in God.‖ ܕܝܒ ܇ܐܬܘܝܟܕ ܐܘܰܮܣ ܐܬܘܦܕܒܥܤܠ ܐܚܘܪܕ ܐܭܕܘܩܕ .ܐܦܗ ܐ ܣ ܐܟܕܰܣܕ 
ܡܕܩܘܠ ܨܟ ܫܕܩܰܣ  .ܰܝܐܘ ܘܗ ܨܒܙܒ ܨܒܙ ܐ̇ܘܗܕ ܐܥܨܣ ܐܝܦܪ ܗܧܝܧܥܕ ܐܥܘܙܒ ܡܕܣ ܐܝܧܭ ܢܥܠܕ ܨܣ ܇ܐܬܪܒ ܐܧ̇ܩܘ ܐܬܘܝܡܭ 
ܐܰܝܘܓ ܐܗܠܐܒܕ ܐܬܘܗܒܨܤܒ ܡܕܣ ܨܝ̈ܦܗܕ ܐܬܕ̈ܝܰܥ  .ܐܚܘܧܒ ܐܧܝܣܐ ܐܩܗܠܐܒܕ ܐ ܠܕ ܢܡܣܰܣ.    
25
 Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur Les Trois Étapes 4.141 (Harb:416:2-4):  ܕܚ ܐܧܝܬܩ ܐ̈ܒܰܟܕ ܨܝܬ̇ܣܐܕ ܢܥ ܗܬܘܦܬܒܕܣ 
ܐܗܠܐܕ  .ܐ ܤܟܕ ܐܬ̇ܩܕ ܰܦܐ ܢܘܗܒ ܐ ܡܣܰܣ ܟܒܠ ܐܪܗܬ ܘ ܫܪܦܰܣ ܐ ܤܓܰܦ ܨܣ ܟܤܡܦ.  
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tears.
26
  Joseph states, in Letter 4 that ―from this union of thoughts and from wonder of 
insights, he will have peace [accompanied] by tears during the night and day.‖27  Joseph‘s 
language regarding wonder reveals an awareness of Isaac‘s contribution and Joseph 
follows Isaac in connecting wonder to both study and tears. 
 While the textual and terminological connections are different in the cases of John 
and Joseph, the works of both of these Syriac authors manifest a dependence on Isaac‘s 
development of the concept of wonder.  Both John and Joseph follow Isaac in connecting 
wonder with the cessation of impulses.  In addition, John manifests a linguistic 
dependence on Isaac with his use of the constellation of the terms astonishment, wonder, 
silence, and limit while Joseph depends on Isaac in connecting wonder with both study 
and tears. 
 Accurate scholarly study of East-Syrian authors necessitates an appreciation of 
Isaac‘s corpus and especially the influence of his theology of wonder.  This epilogue has 
briefly pointed to a few of the linguistic and terminological connections between the 
writings of Isaac and those of two later Syriac authors, John Dalyatha and Joseph 
Hazzaya.  Although more work must be done to establish Isaac as an important source for 
understanding these later two authors, I have briefly shown that both John and Joseph 
manifest a textual dependence on Isaac‘s articulation of wonder and astonishment.  
                                                 
26
 See The Second Part 2.8.17 (CSCO 554:24), where Isaac states that tears come as a result of wonder and 
―once the door of insights has been opened before the heart. . .he gradually approaches astonishment.‖  ܐ ܣ 
ܚܰܦܬܐܕ ܬܝܓ ܡܕܩ ܐܒܠ ܐܥܪܬ ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ. . .ܨܣ ܐܟܪܗ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܐܕܝܐܒ ܬܘܠ ܐܗܣܬ ܒܬܩܰܣ.   Also see also Isaac of 
Nineveh, The Second Part 2.18.4 (CSCO 554:139): ―A flow of constant tears may occur in someone…from 
the astonishment that is from insights.‖  ܨܣ ܰܠܬ ܢܝܟܗ ܨܡܡ̈ܥ ܐ̇ܘܗ ܐܝܕܪ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܕ ܐܰܧ̈ܝܣܐ ܯܦܐܒ .ܘܐ ܨܣ ܐܗܣܗܬ ܨܣܕ 
ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩ  For further background on the importance of tears in Isaac‘s ascetical theology, see Paul T Mascia, 
―The Gift of Tears in Isaac of Nineveh: A Transition to Pure Prayer and the Virtue of Mercy,‖ Diakonia 
14:3 (1979): 255-65; David A. Lichter, ―Tears and Contemplation in Isaac of Nineveh,‖ Diakonia 11 
(1976): 239- 58; and Geevarghese Panicker, ―Prayer With Tears: A Great Feast of Repentance,‖ The Harp 
4 (1991): 111-33. 
27
 Joseph Hazzaya, Lettre sur Les Trois Étapes 4.136 (Harb:410:12-13):  ܨܣ ܐܕܗ ܬܘܮܝܧܟ ܐܒ̈ܭܘܚ ܨܣܘ ܐܪܗܬ 
ܐ ܡܟ̈ܘܩܕ ܐ̇ܘܗ ܗܠ ܐܬܘܥܪܬ ܐܥ̈ܣܕܕ ܐܝܡܡܒ ܐ ܤܤܝܐܒܘ.  
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